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ARTfACT O VOLUIM, I AND H.

This book pre*denL

design techniques for a wide variety of low-pass,

band-pass, high-pass, and band-stop microwave filters; for multiplexers;
and for certain kinds of directional couplers.
The material is organized
to be used by the designer who needs to work out a specific design quickly,
with a minimumn of reading, as well as by the engineer who wants a deeper
understanding of the design techniques used,

so that he can apply the.

to

new and unusual situations.
Most of the design prccedures describee make use of either a lumpedelement low-pass prototype filter or a step-transformer prototype as a
basis for design.
Using these prototypes, microwave filters can be obtained which derive response characteristics (such as a Tchebyacheff
attenuation ripples in the pass band) front their prototype.
Prototype
filter designs are tabulated, and data is given relevant to the use of
psototype filters as a basis for the design of impedance-matching networks
and time-delay netwo:ks.
Design formulas and tables for step-transformer
prototypes are slmo given.
The design of microwave filter structures to serve as impedancematching net-works is discussed, and examp .s are presented.
The techniques
described should find application in the design of impedance-matching networks for use in microwave devices such as tubes, parametric devices,
antennas,

etc.,

in order to achieve efficient broad-band operation.

design of ntcrowave filters to echieve various time-delay
properties is

The

(or slow-wave)

also discussed.

Various equations,

graphs,

to the design of coaxial lines,

L

and tables are collected together relevant
strip-lines, wavaguides,

parallel-coupled

lines between common ground planes, arrays of lines between ground planes,
coupling and junction discontinuities, and resonators.
Techniques for
measuring the Q's of resonators and tha coupling coefficients between
resonators are also discussed, along with procedures for tuning filters.
Equationj and principles useful in the anaiysia of filters are collected

iii

together for easy reference end to aid the reader whose background for
the subject matter of this book may contain some gaps.
Directional
tions,

filters have special advantages

for certain applice-

and are treated in detail in a separate chapter,

power filters.

as are high-

Tunsable filters of the kind that might be desired for

preselector applicativi.s are also treated.

Both ,nechanically tunable

filters and filters using ferrimagmetic resonators, which can
by varying a biasing magnetic field, are discussed.

iv

be tuned

PRlA•CE Td VOLUM

The

hil.'
book has three general objectives.

'[v, arganizatiq i of

first o.,jective is t , pre enl
Ahat arsr,'csf general

I APO II

use i

tte

fundamental

concepts,

techniques,

and date

design of the wide range of microwave

The second objective is to present
discusseJ in t~i book.
ore ,r less handbook form so that a designer can

structu.-,-ti

specia; ied data in

work out ý)ractical dsigni 'or structures having certain specific configurat.inils,

tion of the

without ,svity to recreate the design theory or the deriva-

(.iloever,

equ.mationlt.

discussed hereiri is

aiffi

the operati..A of most of the devices

iently complex that knowledge of some ol the

;oacepta ani tchnipuea is usually important.)

basic

The third objective

ý,ý)on which the various design procedures are

is tq present the the •ry

so that O.he d( ign'r can adapt the various design techniques to
new axnt unusual sitra ion,, and so that researchers in the field of
ricr
,'ave devices may use some of this information as a basis for derivbasea,

i' ,dd*ivi'.ial

techniiues.

The presentation of the material so that it

can Lie adlnpLed to new an, unusuni situations is important because many
of

•.e nicra.oave filttr

useful

:.eclniques describe'l

in this book are potentially

for the dlesign il. &icrowave devices not ordinarily thought of as
j!I filters. Some dxamples are tubes, parametric

havin; anyd'hing to do
devtýjs,

and antennas,

,mpedance-matching

wl'ýre filter structures can serve as efficient

net ,:,Yka

for achieving broad-band operation.

Filier

structures 3re also ua, fi as slow-wave structures or time-delay $tructure3.

In .iidition, microwave filter techniques can be applied to other

devi,,.es not operating in the microwave band of frequencies,
ptical filters.
iflit;jnce to infrared al•4

as for

The three objectiv- .i ove are not listed in any o.der of importance, nor
ia

dais book eratirely

liowever,

, p, rated into parts according to these objectives.

in certain claNtra where the material lends itself to such

org•,nization,

the first 9 ction or the first few sections discuss general

p'ijciples whi(.i a desaý n :r should understand in order to make beat use
of dhe design ea.a in tie chapter,

then come sections giving design data

for specific types cf structures,

and the end of the chapter discusses

the derivations of the various design equations.
Also, at numerous places
cr( as references are made to other portions of the book where information
'seeful
for the design of the particular structure under consideration can
be found.
Faor example, Chapter 11 describes procedures for measuring the
unloaded Q and Pxternal Q of resonators, and for measuring the coupling
coefficients between resonators.
Such procedures have wide application
in the practical development of many ty. 3 of band-pass filters and
impedance-matching networks.
Chapter I of this book describes the broad range of applications for
which microwave filter structures are potentially useful.
Chapters 2
through 6 contain reference data and background information for the rest
of the book.

Chapter 2 summarizes various concepts and eluations that

are particularly useful in the aoslyais of filtpr structures.

Although

the image point of view for filter design is mna.'
use of only at certain
points in this book, some knowledge of imagw dv,.ie n mthods is desirable.
Chapter 3 gives a brief summary of th- image d smgn concepts which are
particularly uselul for the purf'ses of this book.
Chapters I to 3 should
be especially helpful to readers wvh , background "or the mLerial of this
book may have some gaps.
Most of the filter and impedance-matching network design techniquea
described later in the book make use of a low-pass prototype filter as a
basis for design.

Chapter 4 discusses various types of jumped-element,

low-pass, prototype filters, presents tables of element values for such
tilters, discusses their time-delay properties, their impedance-matching
properties, and the effects ol dissip.ation loss upon their responses.
In
later chapters these low-pass prototype filters and their various properties are employed in the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and
bau•-stop microwave
miatching networks,

filters, and alzo in the design of microwave impedanceand time-delay networks.

Various equatio,.s,

graphs, and tables relevant to the design of
coaxial line, strip-line, waveguide, and a variety of resonators, coupling
structures, end discoitinuities, are summarized for easy reference in
Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 discusses the design of step transformers and presents tables of designs for certain cases.
The step transformers in

Chapter 6 are not only for use in conventional

vi

impedance-transformer

applications,

but also for use as prototypes for certain types of bandpass or pseudo high-pass filters discussed in Chapter 9.
Design of low-pass filters and higih-pass filters from the semilumped-element point of view are treated in Chapter 7.
Chapters 8, 9,
Snd 10 discuss band-pass or pseudo-high-pass filter
design using three
different design approaches.
of filter

Which approach is

best depends on the type

structure to be used and the bandwidth required.

A tabulation

of the various filter
structures discussed in all three chapters, a
summary of the properties of the various filter
structures, and the
section number where design data for the various structures can be found,
are presented at the beginning of Chapter 8.
Chapter 11 describes various additional techniques which are useful
to the practical development of microwave band-pass filters, impedancematching networks, and time-delay networks.
These techniques are quite
general in their application and can be used in conjunction with the
filter structures and techniques discussed in Chapters 8, 9, and 10, and
elsewhere in the book.
Chapter 12 discusase

band-stop filters, while Chapter 13 treats

certain types of directional couplers.

The TEM-mode,

coupled-transmission-

line,

directional couplers discussed in Chapter 13 are related to certain
types o.f directional filters discussed in Chapter 14, while the branchguide directional couplers can be designed using the step-transformer
prototypes in Chapter 6.
Both waveguide and strip-line directional filters
are discussed in Chapter 14, while high-power filters are treated in Chapter 15.
Chapter 16 treats Pultiplexers and diplexers, ane Chapter 17 deals with
filters that can be tuned either mechanically or by varying a biasing
magnetic field.
It

is hoped that this book will fill

a need (which has become increasingly apparent in the last few years) for a reference book on design
data, practical development techniques, and design.iheory, in a field of
enginering which has been evolving rapidly.
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CHAPTER
BAND-PASS

9

FILTERS, CONTINUED

(WIDE-BAND AND NARROW-BAND BAND-PASS FILTERS CONSISTING OF
TRANSMISSION LINES WITH REACTIVE DISCONTINUITIES)

SEC.

9.01,

INThODUCTION

The band-pass filter design techniques discussed in this chapter
are based on the quarter-wave transformer prototype circuit (Chapter 6).
They apply to band-pass

filters with transmission

line resonators

alternating between coupling elements which are series capacitances or
shunt inductances.
The design bandwidths may range from narrow-band on
up to such wi.e bandwidths that the filters can be used for microwave
high-pass applications.

Filters of these general types were also

discussed in Secs.

8.05 to 8.08, using the design view point of Chapter 8,
which is applicable to narrow and moderate bandwidths.
The design view
point of this chapter was de'veloped to obtain a design method which would
h~ld for wider bandwidths,

and for amaller pass-band Tchebyscheff

ripples,

as well.
Section 9.02 introduces the quarter-wave transformer prototype
circuit, and Sec.
tuned filters.

9.03 -gives basic design formulas for synchronously

Section 9.04 treat. narrow-band
chapter,

filters from the view point of this

showing the connection with the lumped-constant

low-pass

prototype used in Chapter 8.
It has been found that the design technique
of Sec. 9.04 and Chapter 8 for narrow-band filters generally works weli
up to fractional

bandwidths of about 20 percent or more (compare

Sec.

8.01),

provided that the pass-band ripple is not too small:
the ripple VSWH
2
should exceed about I + (2w) , where v is the fractional bandwidth of
the narrow-band filter,

if

it

is

to be derivable from a lumped-constant

low-pass prototype.
The remainder of this chapter,

from Sec. 9.05 on,

is concerned

mainly with the design of wide-band and pseudo-high-pass filters, for
which the method of the quarter-wave transformer prototype is principally
intended.

H17

Section 9.05 deals with the realization of the reactive discontin-

uities (for filters of any bandwidth).

In Sec. 9.06 some standardized

4esigns are given which can be adapted for many high-pass applications,
and experimental results are given in Sec.
The basic theory,

design data,

9,07.

and examples will be found in

Sec&. 9.08 through 9.11.
Finally, Section 9.12 deals briefly with
reactance-coupled quarter-wave filters..
In this chapter the frequency is
normalized frequency,

introduced everywhere as the

usually denoted by

f/1f,

the ratio of the frequency

I to the synchronous frequency f0 . For waveguide filters the "normalized
frequency" is to be understood to refer to the quantity ?, /X

.,

the ratio

of the guide wavelength X.0 at the frequency of syncItrono js tuning, to
the guide wavelength X 5 . (For example, an experimental waveguide filter
is described in See. 9.07.)

SEC.

9.02,

FILTERS WITH IMPEDANCE STEPS AND
IMPEDANCE INVERTERS

Stepped-impedance

filters (quarter-wave

filters) have been treated in Chapter 6.

transformer& and half-wave

This section points out their

equivalence to filters with impedance inverters,

and,

serves as an

introduction to the design of wide-band reactance-coupled half-wave
filters.
An impedance (or admittance)

step (Fig. 9.02-1(a)]

can always be re-

placed by an impedance (or admittance) inverter (Fig. 9.02-1(b) and (c)]
without affecting the filter response curve, provided that the input and
Output ports are properly terminated.
Thus the two types of circuit in
Fig. 9.02-1 are entirely equivalent as a starting point for the design
of filters.
The impedance-inverter (or admittance-inver'er) point of
view [Fig. 9.02-1(b) and (0)] was the more natural one to adový in
Chapter 8 to convert the lumped-constant

-

low-pass prototype of Chapter 4

into a transmission-line filter; whereas in this chapter a steppedimpedance-filter point of view is more convenient to utilize directly the
design data of Chapter 6.
The stepped-impedance

filter is turned into a reactance-coupled

filter

by replacing each impedance step with a reactance having the same
discontinuity-VSWR and ipacing the reactances to obtain synchronous tuning

5Sl
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,
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(a) HALF-WAVE FILTER WITH STEPPED IMPEDANCES

K, - IMPEDANCE IIaEATER PARAMETEA *

(bI

Zo

HALF-WAVE FILTER WITH IDEAL IMPEDANCE INVERTERS

,* ADMITTANCE

INVERTER P&PAMiTEK

.

(C) HALF-WAVE FiLTE*R WITH IDEAL ADMITTANCE IN1

FIG. 9.02-1

[IRaS

A STEPPED-IMPEDANCE HALF-WAVE FILTER, AND
EQUIVALENT FILTERS USING IMPEDANCE OR
ADMITTANCE INVERTERS

5',

5.

(See.

9.03).

The stop.VSWRa will generally be obtained from Chapter 6.
For narrow-bead filters Eq. (6.09-2) may be used. This is equivalent
(through Fig. 9.07-1) to tae formulas in Fig. 8.05-1 for the normalized
inverter parameters K j,,,/ZV.

Other equivalent circuits xor impedance
invertera suitable for narrow-band filter design are given in Sec. 8.03,
but we shall be concernel in thir chapter only with the shunt-inductance
of Fig. 8.03-1(c) and the series-capacitance of Fig. 8.03-2(d).
One importent difference..in approach between this chapter and
that in this chapter the starting point or prototype circuit

Chapter 8 is

is one of the circuits in Fig.
trolled),

9.02-1 (whose synthesis is precisely conwhereas in Chapter 8 the exact synthesis is pushed back one

stage to the lumped-constant prototype circuit of Chapter 4.
For example,
the performance of the circuits shown in Fig. 4.02-1(b), (c), having ideal
inverters, would not give exactly the prescribed response if designed by
the methods of Chapter 8 (although the approximations would be very close
for narrow or moderate bandwidths).
(c)

have transmission characteristics

However, the circuits in Fig.
identical

9.02-1(b),

to those of the half-wave

filter in Fig. 9.02-1(a).
The other important difference over the previous chapter is that the
frequency-behavior of the reactive discontinuities (shunt-inductances or
series-capacitances) is examined in detail.
The behavior of the discontinuities leads to increasing distortion of the filter response (e.g.,
pass-band bandwidth and stop-band attenuation),

as the frequency spread

is

increased.
This type of consideration can be left out in the design
of narrow-band filters thereby simplifying the design process considerably.
However, it is important to predict the distortion for filters having
large bandwidths.
A quarter-wave transformer and the notation associated with it
shown in Fig. 0.02-2.
The characteristics of maximally flat and

is

Tchehyscheff quarter-wave transformers are sketched in Fig.

Q.02-3.
(Closely related to tile quarter-wave transformer is the stepped-impedance
half-wave filter (Sec. 6.03) sketched in Fig. 9.02-4.
Its characteristics,
shown in Fig. 9.02-5 are similar to those of the quarter-wave transformer,
shown in Fig. 9.02-3.
If the impedance steps or junction VSWHs
V(•

-

1,2,

...

, n

f I)

of a quarter-wave

transformer and a stepped-

impedance half-wave filter are the same, then the characteristics of the
latter :an be obtained from those of the former by a linear change of
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scale on the frequency axis; the stepped-impedance half-wave filter
bandwidth becomes one-half the quarter-wave transformer bandwidth.
The parameter R? is again defined as the product of the discontinuity

[compare Eq.

VSWRs

(6.03-4)1:
It -

If

VJV2 ...

V.41

(9.02-1)

the fractional bandwidth w is less than about 20-percent,

Eq.

by

(6.04-1),

(~Y'(9.02-2)

'~»

then the filter may lieconsidered narrow-band;
in Sec.

this case will be treated

9.04.

The quarter-wave transformer prototype circuit
signing reactance-coupled
sult,

and if,

it

suitable for de-

filters up to very large bandwidths.

As a re-

is subject to certain limitations that do not complicate narrow-

band destgn-procedures.
outset.

is

It

is well to understand these differences

Basically they arise from the fact that it

is

at the

not possible to

convert the specified performance of the filter into the performance of
the appropriate prototype trassformer over large frequency
of simple equations or tabulated
ations of the

functions.

Instead,

bands by means

the frequency vari-

reactive couplings have been used to modify the known response func-

tions of quarter-wave transformers to predict the performance of the
derived filters (Fig.
possible

9.02-1)

over large frequency ranges.

from the graphs to quickly calculate the principal

acteristics

from the transformer characteristics,

Thus it

is

filter char-

but not the other way

in the case of wide-band designs
around, as would be more desirable,
where the variation of reactive coupling across the pass band is appreciabie, it is necessary first to guess what prototype should be used,
then to match the predicted filter performance against the specified
filter performance;

if

they are not close enough,

peated with another prototype.
tical is the speed with which,
prediction can be made.
in Sec.

and

the process must be re-

What makes this method feasible and pracby means of the design graphs, this

Most of these design graphs will be presented

9.08.
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SEC.

9.03,

SYNCHRONOUSIY TUNED REACTANCE-COUPLED HALF-WAVE
F I LTE [IS

Band-pass filters of the two configurations shown in Fig. 9.03-1
are of considerable practical importance since they are easily realized
in practice.
These two circuits are duals of each other:
the first,
shown in Fig. 9.03-1(a), consists of a number of series capacitances
alternating with a number of transmission-line sections; the second,
shown in Fig. 9.03-1(b), consists of a number of shunt inductances alternating with a number of transmission-line sections.
Both filters shown
in Fig. 9.03-I will be called reactance-coupled
half-save filters, in
the sense that all line lengths between reactances approach one-half
wavelength (or a multiple thereof) as the couplings become weak.
Each
line leogth between discontinuities constitutes a resonator, so that the
filters in Fig.

9.03-I have n resonators.

Notice that the series elements
in Fig. 9.03-1(a) are stipulated to be capacitances, that is, their suscertances are supposed to be positive and proportional to frequency.
SERIES

REACTANCES:

X5

CIHARACTERI TIC

IMPEDANCES:

X2

Zo

X3

Z',Z3

.. .

I

ELECTRICAL
LENGTHS;
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ZO-,

Z'
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....
-I

X I

(a) With Series Capacitances
SHUNT
SUSCEPTANCLS

6,

82

CHARACTERISTIC Y,
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v

Y,

ELECTRICAL[6.

an

,3
Y2

4-

•TO•Y-,
Y

4
wL,

San

ft.

Y11#1

,

X,-Ii

(b) With Shunt Inductances

FIG. 9.03.1

REACTANCE.COUPLED HALF-WAVF FILTERS
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4

Similarly,

the shunt elements in Fig. 9.03-1(b) are stipulated to be in-

ductances,

that is,

their reactances are supposed to be positive and
(If the transmission line is dispersive, these
statements are to be modified by replacing frequency by reciprocal guide

proportional

to frequency.

wavelength. )
All the filters described in this chapter are synchro-iously tuned as
defined in Sec. 6.01; that is, all discontinuities are so spaced that the
reflections from any two adjacent discontinuities are phased to give maximum cancellation at a fixed frequency (the synchronous frequency) in the
pass band.
At the synchronous frequency the filter is interchangeable
with a stepped-impedance half-wave filter (Sec. 6.03), and the ith reactive
discontinuity has the same discontinuity VSWR, V,, as the ith impedance
step.1 2

Impedances are shown for the series-reactance coupled filter in

Fig. 9.03-1(s),
in Fig.

and admittances for the shunt-susceptance

9.03-1(b); then,

coupled filter

let
I

I'

h

or
.- I

(9.03-1)
I-i

and
X

R
..
or

I-!I

Most

frequently h,

venient.

-

Sometimes it

1,

(0.03-2)
-I

since usually this is mechanically
may be advantageous

for electrical

the most conor mechnical

reasons to make some of the characteristic impedance ratios h, different
from unity.
For instance, it may be desirable to combine the filter with
an impedance transformer instead of cascading a filter with a separate
transformer; also, in some cases the filter performance can be improved
appreciably when the values of h, are selected carefully, as in Sec. 9.11.
.The

u,

of the reactance-coupled

the stepped-impedance

ui

filter are obtained from the V, of

filter (Chapter 6),

V

+

-

and the h,,

hi - (1 + h')
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from

(9.03-3)
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are to be pure imaginnrý

quantitiesi'

I

then one has to set

arc tan
t---

(9. 03-5)

'/"

,,e ..
-2

....

1

RRENCE PLS ON [OT

S(5oE. WmgRE
THEDISCONTINUITY
REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS ARE
PURE INIAOINANY

,""+1
l h
FIG 9.03o3 SERIES-REACTANCE COUPLING
OF TWO LINES WITH DIFFERENT

arc tan

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES
(9.03-6)
The spacings O

9.03-1 are now given (in

Fig.

in

radians)

by

77

-+

t0),

When h, - 1,

these equations

(Q.03-7)

+

reduce

to

"

arc

12.03-8)

tan

and then*
?7

)

-+~b
2
.

+

+

I rc tan

1 -- [arc tan Q

77

2

+ arc

2

tan

-+arc tan

(

These equations ate equivalent to Eqi. (S) of Figs. 8.05-1 and 0.06-1.
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(9.03-9)

j

SEC.

ever,

9.04,

NARROW-BAND IIALF-WAVE FILTERS

The main application of this chapter is to wide-band
since the design of narrow-band filters ia simpler,

filters. Howit will be

convenient to use the narrow-band case to illustrate the method in its
simplest

form.

When the impedance-steps of a narrow-band (Sec. 9.01) stepped6.03) are replaced by reactances haying

impedance half-wave filter (Sec.
the same discontinuity-VSWHo,

and the filter is again synchronously

change in the characteristics of
tuned (Sec. 9.03), then there is little
the filter in and near the pass-band region.
All the formulas necessary
to carry out this conversion have been given in Sec.

9.03.

It

is not

necessary to maintain uniform line impedance (all Z, or Y, the same),
but it

is

usually convenient to do so.

For narrow-band

filters, both quarter-wave

transformers and lumped-

constant low-pass filters will serve as a prototype,
from either prototype into the actual

and the conversion

filter is equally convenient.

The

choice of prototype depends on two factors:
Which prototype results in a filter that meets the design
(1)
specifications more closely,
(2)

and

Which prototype design is more readily available.

The quarter-wave transformer is better as regards Point (1),
difference in

accuracy

the lumped-constant

but the

is usually negligible for narrow-band filters;

low-pass filter,

more convenient as regards (2).

on the other hand,

The

formulas exist for the lumped-constant

is generally

reason for this is that explicit
low-pass filter of n elements

whereas the numerical design of transformers demands great
arithmetical accuracy, and becomes convenienttonly for those cases where
the solutions have beetn tabulated (Chapter 6).
(Chapter 4),

A lumped-constant

low-pass

filter (Chapter 4) can serve as a proto-

type circuit for a narrow-band stepped-impedance half-wave
ar
Equations (6.0q-2) with the substitution w

V

2w,

filter.

reduce to

72
-

V+I

.goi0
(2.01-11

4

•"l2

"2

W2

w e,

. It,,
g,~~~9

I/

w
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where w is tie fractional

bandwidth of the narrow-band half-wave filter.

The reactances are then obtained from Eq. (9.03-3) or (0.03-4) and the
spacings from Eq. (Q.03-5) through (9.03-9).
The low-pass prototype
filter is here assumed to be either symmetric or antimetric (Sec.

4.05),

and element values for maximalty flat and Tcheibyscheff prototypes of this
type can be found in Sec.

4.05.

The parameter .)' is the cutoff frequency

of the low-pass prototype filter.
Example--It is

desired to design a reactance-coupled half-w.ove

filter

to have a pass-band VSWII of bet.ter than 1.10 over a 10-percent bandwidth,
and to have at

least 25 11bof attenuation at a frequency

band center (i.e.,

10 percent above

twice as far out as the desired band-edge).

This filter can be considered narrow-band, and may he based on a lowpass protot'pe circuit (Set. 4.05), since the ripple VSWIA of 1.10 exceeds
the quantity

I + (2w)

2

_

We must next determine
Lhese specificationis
fractional

example in

can

bandwidth w,

attenuation

Sec.

6.04)

= 0.20,

Since

24.5 di

tile filter

the pass-band will

quency above

certainly not enough
will lie shown in
narrow-bhand

is

resonators.

Sec.

4.08 that

reactance-coupited

fro,, the attenuation of the

0.01.

Sec.

Selecting a quarter-wave
since w = 0.10,

and with VI

frequeacy-increimnt.

for a - 5 sections
attenuation
be somnewhat
We then

half-wave

(set.

-

1.10,

tile

the

first

at the corresponding
it

tentativelv

was,

fre-

n - 5

is

6.

select n

It

iii the stop band of
of F'ig.

filter

=

I/fo

is

20 (n

the normal ized

the center frequency fj).
of the stepped-impedance

(.03-1

stepped-impedance

tile

differs
filter

half-wave

logie(..

f I)

frequency

(the

db

ratio

(.04-2)

of the

frequency

f to

TIhis
ALA has to be added to the attenuation
1
filler to give the attenuation of the reactance-

coupled filter.
Let us,
f/f1

of

and 35.5 db for

less than

the attenuation

narrow-hand

transformer

6.0t) by approximately

A14

where

in

the minimum number of resonators with which

be ,net.

at twice the band-edge

n = 6 sections.

of Sec.

as mentioned

1.04,

1.10.

for

instance,

Using Eq.
ALA

'

calculate

(9.04-2),
-20

the attenuation

of

the filter

at

with n - 6,

x 7 x log,

0

529

(1.1)

-

-5.8

db

(0.04-3)

which shows that the filter attenuation is 5.8 db less than the attenuation of the half-wave stepped filter at f a 1.1 f 0 , that is, 35.5 - 5.8 = 2.7 db. This exceeds the 25-db attenuation specified,
which confirms our choice of n - 6. The discontinuity VSWRs are then
Taking the a1 .,it-inductance-coupled filter of
given by Eq. (6.04-4).
Fig. 9.03-1, with all Y, equal to Y 0 , yields
B1

87
.

.

.

Y.

B- -~ YO
YO

1.780

-6.405
(9.04-4)

Bs

B

S=.

9.544

-

Yo

Y0
84
.-

-.

10.154

Y0

and from Eq.

(9.03-Q),

]

6

147.16 degrees

t)2

(Is

16b5.41 degrees

03

04

168.51 degrees .

01

-

(9.04-5)

J

This filter was analyzed and its computed response is show.tin
Fig. Q.04-1 (solid line) together with the computed response of the
(The sLepped-impedance
stepped-impedance half-wave fibter (broken line).
aialf-wave filter has the same characteristics as the quarter-wave transformer,

except

frequency

for a

axis. )

stepped-impedance
that

the peak

It

1 inea r changeg

hal f-wave

ripples

in

fi

by d

the band e.dge.

seen that

is

of scale,

I

rte
p-tot

the two, po..4
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ypie

1 a long

of

of the

fi It er and its

very nearly coincide,

hgd .s urt

the

factor

neally the

and

su. .e hieig;lt.

I
The VSWR ripple in the pass band in very close to 1.10.
wave transformer design is itself only approximate,
line,

(broken

top of Fig. 9.04-1)

The quarter-

and the ripple heights

are not exactly the same,

since the trans-

former was designed from a lumped-constant low-pass prototype (first exThe causes
ample in Sec. 6.09).
---L
00
filter
the
in
of imperfection
in
may
response in Fig. 9.04-1
thi 'case
(1)

bb ascribed partly to

the imperfect quarter-wave

transformer response,

ea/A

since the

transformer was derived by an
approximation from a lumped-

-RTANU-COUE
M FILTER
rNAuW
-

constant circuit, and partly to
the further approximation
involved in deriving the filter

/

NamUlt5F QUIcY- f

*

(2)

\

/CW

/

--- STPPEDHALF-s"I
p4gT PrOTOTYPE

J

!I

with its unequal spacings and

/

frequency-sensitive couplings
from the transformer.

I

With regard to the imper-

fect quarter-wave transformer
response,
little

there is clearly

room for improvement,

_

as

can be seen from Fig. 9.04-1.
As for the further approximations involved,

NwmuAuZ EDFREOuENcvi/I0
&-M"

one could ad-

FIG. 9.04-1

just the line characteristic
impedances

to improve the per-

formance (as
Sec. q.11),

is

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SIXRESONATOR FILTER AND ITS
STEPPED-IMPEDANCE HALFWAVE FILTER PROTOTYPE

explained in

but this would also result in only a very small improvement.

These adjustments were not considered further in the ptesent example.
The attenuation of the filter at
Eq.

(9.04-2) to be 29.7 db.

f/fo - 1.1 had been predicted from

This gives one of the circle points in

and falls very close to the curve computed by analysis of
the filter (solid line); other points predicted usilag Eq. (9.04-2) also
Fig.

9.04-1,

fall very close to this computed curve.
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SEC. 9.05,

PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF REACTIVE COUPLINGS

Series Cspscitancea4-Series-capacitive

coupling can be realized

easily in coaxial line or strip transmission line by breaking the inner
conductor as shown in Fig. 9.05-1. The gap-apacing is controlled to proWhen air dielectric is used, filters
duce the desired capacitance.
coupled by series capacitances should have lower dissipation losses than

OILZC71 NO.,/oIELICYTIC NO. I

WWII.

A-ill?- S

SOURCE& Qefuterly Prevents Report S. Contract DA 36-03, SC 87396, SRI;
repriated in the Microwevo JowMnl (See oef. 4 br LAo YoUe".

FIG. 9.05-1

REALIZATION OF SERIES-CAPACITANCE
REACTANCE-COUPLED HALF.WAVE FILTERS
(a) Filter in Coaxial Line
(h) Filter in Strip Transmission Line
(c) and (d) Series Capacitance in Coaxial Line
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filters using shunt inductive posts or irises (considered below),
cause of their ,hmic losses.

be-

The gap spacing that will produce the desired coupling can be deterExperimentally one can
mined either experimentally or theoretically.
The desired VSWII of each diqcontinuity is, by defproceed as follows:
inition, equal to the junction VSWQ of the corresponding step of the
The VSWR-versus-gap-spacing curve can be deterprototype transformer.
mined experimentally by direct measurement, or by measuring attenuation,
or by using two identical gaps to obtain resonance and measuring the 3 db
bandwidth.
The curve can then be plotted for the particular transmission
The desired gap
line at the synchronous frequency of the pass band.
spacings are read off from this curve.
In general it

would be difficult to calculate the capacitance of a

gap for arbitrary cross-sectional

shape.

However good approximations

for the circular inner conductor inside a circular outer conductor
(Fig.

9.05-1)

can be obtained in the following two ways.

The first approximation is as follows: The inside diameter of the
outer tube is b inches; the diameter of the concentric inner conductor
is

a inches;

and the gap spacing is s inches,

as shown in Fig. 9.05-2.

'Ii
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CONDUCTOR DIAMET7E
IN
1i1NER
O
oUTEiR CONOUCTOR DIAMETER

D*IELECTRIC CONSTANT IN GAP
a * DIELECTRIC CONSTANT IN COAXIAL LINE

SOJURCEs Quasteriy Progsre leport 5. Coerect DA 341039. SC 07395. SRIU
Leo Youls).
rowgimed is the Microwave Journal (See Ref. 4'r

FIG. 9.05-2

NOTATION FOR SERIES CAPACITIVE GAP IN
COAXIAL LINE
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The following formula is adapted from an approximate formula given by
Mercuvital which is valid when (b - a) < X, a << X, and a << (6 - a),
where X is

the free-apace wavelength.

Then
(9.05-1)

IN
where
CP

0.1764 eia2

picofarada

(9.05-2)

8

9

is the parallel-plate capacitance,

C1

--

0.2245 e,20 in

a

)

picofarads

(9.05-3)

is tile fringing capacitance, and e,, and C,, are the relative dielectric
constants of the materials (Fig. 9.05-2).
Equations (Q.05-2) and (0.05-3)
are given also in mks units in Ref.

4.

Second, a more accurate, but still
approximate, estimate of tile
capacitance in Fig. 9.05-2 can be obtained6 by Fig. 5.05-9: use the
curve for i/b - 0 and determine the quantity tiC/e using the same s/b
(Fig.

9.05-2) on the abaciasa.

which is

In Fig.

5.05-9 c is our present EC.
the absolute dielectric constant for Dielectric 2 in Fig. 9.05-2.

Thene tile capacitance is given by Eqs.
Eq.

(0.05-1) and (9.05-2) but with

(9.05-3) replaced by

C1

where (AC/e),

•

0.353 tria

f

is the quantity AC/c in Fig.

(9.05-4)

picofarads

5.05-9.

Both Eqs.

(9.05-3)

and (9.05-4) tend to underestimate the true capacitance.

For d/b<0.l,
tile two approximate formulas for the total caF.citance C agree to within
5 percent.
Numerical data for a rectangular strip transmission line with a
strip cros, section 0.184 inch by 0.125 incl, is given in Fig.

8.05-3.

Example--Find the capacitance of a gap in a coaxial line whose
dimensions (Fig. 9.05-2) are b - 0.575 inch,
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a - 0.250 inch, s - 0.025 inch.

The relative dielectric constant in the gap is e,* a 2.0 and the relative
dielectric constant between the conductors is e,2 - 2.5. Then find the
normalized reactance at a frequency of 1.3 Gc. From Eq. (9.05-2),
CP

a

0.882 picorarad

(9.05-5)

C/

a

0.371 picofarad

(9.05-6)

and from Eq. (Q.05-3)

Thus the total capacitance is
C

-

C

+ C,I

1.253 picofarada

(9.05-7)

The line impedance is

Z

and therefore

the

-

60

&

In -

" 31.6 ohms

(9.05-8)

normalized reactance at 1.3 Gc is
0loll

X
ZO

2-n x 1300 x 106 x 1.253 x 31.6

(9.05-9)

•3.08
In this case, by Eqs.

(9.05-5)

and (9.05-6),

about three-tenths of

the total capacitance is due to the fringing fields; as the gap is reduced,

both C

and C1 increase,

capacitance

but an increasingly higher proportion of the total

is due to C .

Filters with series-capacitance couplings were also treated in
Sec. 8.05, and have been discussed by Cohn T Ragan,$ and Torgow.9 The
sleeve-like coupling shown in Fig. 9.05-1(d) is a short, open-circuited
When its length is increased to
stub rather than a lumped capacitance.
one-quarter wavelength at center frequency, and the connecting lines are
also made one-quarter wavelength long at center frequency, then a different type of filter, although still with somewhat similar electrical characteristics, results from this change. This type of filter has been
treated by Matthaei,iland constructional details have also been given by
Boatick.
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bd

Shunt Inductances--Shunt-inductive

couplings

can easily be realized

is coaxial line, strip transmission line. and waveguide. Some of the
common structures are shown in Fig. 9.05-3. Numerical data on some of
theu have been given in Sec.

8.06,

and a few further references will be

mentioned here.

(b)

FIG. 9.05.3

REALIZATION OF SHUNT-INDUCTANCE
REACTANCE-COUPLED HALF-WAVE FILTEF
(a) In Coaxial Line; (b) and (c) In Woveguide

As long as the obstacles are thin in an axial direction, their reactances are nearly proportional to frequency, or reciprocal guide waveIn addition, short-circuit stubs also
length in dispersive waveguide.
behave approximately as inductances when their lengths are well below
In this case, however, the stub equivalent cirone-quarter wavelength.
cuit is more complicated than a simple shunt inductance, since the Tjunction reference plane positions end the coupling ratio all change
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with frequency,

and the stub can then be approximated by a single in-

ductance only over a limited frequency bond.
Numerical data are available for a single post, for double posts,
and for four posts in coaxial lineLl3 as shown in Figs. 9.05-3(a) and
9.05-4. Data on shunt-inductive irises [Fig. 9.05-3(b)] and a single
center post in waveguide are graphed in Figs. 8.06-2 and 8.06-3. As
shown in Fig. 9.05-3(c), one can also use double symmetrical poata,u
equally spaced triple poets,z and even more than three equally spaced
Data on strip-line shunt-inductive.stubs are
posts1 in waveguide.
given in Figs. 8.08-2(a), (b) to 8.08-4(s), (b).
(61

(b)

(C)

FIG. 9.05-4 CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF ROUND SHUNTINDUCTIVE POSTS IN COAXIAL LINE
(e) Single Post, (b) Two Posts, (c) Four Posts

As long as all of these discontinuities can be represented by shunt
inductances-that is to say by positive reactances whose reactance values
are proportional to frequency or to reciprocal guide wavelength- the design data reported here apply up to very large bandwidths.
SEC.

9.06,

SOME STANDARDIZED PSEUDO-HIGH-PASS FILTER DESIGNS

k-problem frequently encountered is the design of a high-pass 'lter
with capacitive couplings of the type shown in Fig. 9.03-1. Actually,
this filter is not high-pass but band-pass; however, for large bandwidths
the upper stop band becomes vestigial, because the series reactances diminish rapidly with increasing frequency. Such a filter may therefore be
In the past it has usually been designed on an
called pseudo-high-pass.
image-impedance basis (See Chapter 3), often leading to increasing ripple
amplitude in the pass band near the cutoff frequency (lower band edge).
An equal-ripp!e characteristic would generally be preferable; a systematic
design procedure for equal-ripple wide-band filters is given in this chapter.
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"

v, of nondispersive filters is defined

The fractional bandwidth,
as in Chapter 6, by

*.w.2([

)

2(XtI

where

X

(9.06-1)

(9.06-2)

)

are the lower and upper pass-band edge frequencies,

and

and X. are the corresponding wavelength&.
e0
guide wavelength has to be substituted in Eq.

X

,

.

(0.06-3)

2Q''+•,/

The design of an eight-resonator

and

For dispersive filters,
(9.06-2), and then

(i.e, n

*

8)

filter with 0.1-db

pass-band ripple and fractional bandwidth 0.85 is treated in the last example of Sec. 9.09. (A fractional bandwidth of 0.85 corresponds to f 2/f, - 2.5.)
Its normalized series reactances X,/Z.

(or shunt susceptances R,/Yo) were

0.613,
-0.44Q5, -0.613, -0.700, -0.725, -0.700.
Since the three cent-al elements were so nearly

found to be -0.2948,
•0.4445 and -0.2q98.

,,likt•.

The
they were each set equal to 0.710 for the present purpose.
responses of several filters with normalized series reuctances (or shunt
ncel)

SUseeltCb

0.61.1,
comput..r.
lengths

-0.29q8,

-0.44q5,

-0.4445,

-0.2Q98

Since all Z,
are 100.60,

-0.613,

are the same,

104.85,

then by Eq.

-0.710,

on a digital

(9.03-9)

the line

10(.54, ... , 109.54, 108.2Q, 104.85,
When eight or more resonator lines are

108.2Q,

und 100.60 electrical degrees.
used,

-0.710 .....

-0.710,

were then analyzed numerically

involving three or more identical central elements,

the filter may

be thought of as u periodic structure with three (instead of the usual
one)

impedance-matching

such filters with eight,
-hown

resonators at each end.
nine,

ten,

in Figs. 9.06-1 and q.06-2.

twelve,
It

ance closely meets the predicted osie-

The performance of five

and fifteen resonators is

is seen that the computed performonly in the fifteen-resonator filter

(which contains ten identical coupling reactances)
appreciably greater than 0.1 db,
ripples,

are there any ripples

and event then there are only two largte

one just inside each band edge (Fig.

$33

q.06-1).
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FIG. 9.06.1

PASS-BAND RFSPONSE OF FIVE PSEUDOHIGH-PASS FILTERS
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The rate of cutoff (skirt selectivity) improves as the number of
resonators is increased, as can be seen from Fig. 9.06-2, increasing by
approximately the same number of decibels per resonator added. Since the
upper stop band is

not particularly useful,

these filters will find appli-

cation as high-pass rather than as band-pass filters.
9.07,

SEC.

AN EXPFJIIMENTAL WIDE-BAND WAVEGUIDE FILTER

In order to test the performance of the pseudo-high-pass filter
described in Sec.

9.06, a six-eavity filter derived from the eightBecause all
cavity design of Sec. 9.09 was constructed in waveguide.
design is the
the
six-cavity
have
been
removed,
of the central cavities
smallest.possible

filter of the group of periodic structures with three

matching resonators on each end.

The end three shunt suaceptances,

single shunt susceptance in the center,

the

and the line lengtha areunchanged.

For
A photograph of the waveguide filter is shown in Fig. 9.07-1.
this design, WR-137 waveguide (1.372 inches x 0.622 inch I.D.) was used
and the lower cutoff frequency was chosen to be 5.4 Gc,
above the waveguide cutoff frequency of 4.3 Gc.

which is well

The upper band edge is

The shunt susceptances
9.0 Ge and the design center frequency is 6.8 Gc.
are symmetrical irises 0.020 inch thick designed with the aid of graphs
in Fig.

8.06-2(b).

An empirical adjustment was made to allow for the iris thickness,
lamely,

the aperture d (Fig. 8.06-2)

was increased by 0.020 inch (an

amount equal to the iris thickness).

It

is known that the shunt suscep-

tance of a waveguide iris is not an exact linear function of guide wavelength; the iris inductances cannot therefore be treated as constants
Since the most important single frequency of
independent of frequency.
a high-pass filter is the lower cutoff frequency,

the iris susceptaaces

were made to coincide with the values of the design ausceptances at 5.4Gc
(the

lower band-edge or cutoff frequency)

center).

rather than at 6,8 Gc (the band

The response of the filter was then computed using the curves

in Fig. 8.06-2(b)
at each frequency.

to obtain the numerical values of the shunt subceptances
It was found that the computed difference in perform-

ance between the physically more realistic filter (based on Fig. 8.06-2(b)]
and the one assuming constant iris inductance (i.e., susceptance proportional to guide wavelength) could hardly have been detected experimentally.
We therefore conclude that the irises might equally well have been designed
to havc the correct values at the band center.
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FIG. 9.07.1

EXPERIMENTAL WAVEGUIDE FILTER FOR C-BAND

The widths of the iris-openings for t"he experimental six-cavity
filter (starting at one end and going towards the center) are 1.026,
0.958,

0.898,

and 0.870 inch,

starting from one end)

respectively.

are 0.626,

0.653,

Insertion loss and VSWII measurements

The cavity lengths (again

and 0.674 inch respectively.

were made,

and the results were as

shown in Fig. 4.07-2.
While the general shape of the computed response
curve$ was followed remarkably well by the measured points, a slight shift
toward the higher-frequency

region is evident.

This may be due in part

to the fact that cavity lengths were measured between center lines of the
0.020-inch irises with no allowance

The computed curve shown woo programmed
proportional to guide wav ele th.

for iris thickness.

fcir constant
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inductance,

i.e..

suaceptence directly

t
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COMPUTED AND MEASURED PASS-BAND RESPONSE OF
SIX-RESONATOR EXPERIMENTAL FILTER FOR C-BAND

IDESIGN F"OR SPECI,'II.EI
,\'r'l'E:NIIlA'I" ION

DAND EIDGFS AND STOP-BAN4D

transformer and the reacThe
tively coupled filter derived fromi it.are shown in Fig. 9.0O8-1.
on
a freline)
(broken
transformer prototype has a symmetrical response
I)enoting its band edges by f' and f2' (Fig. 9.08-1), the
quency scale.
Typical characteristic's

of a quarter-wave

fre, luency of synchronous operat~ionl (Sec.

9.03)

is also tile

mean or center

frequency,
f0

!

+

(9.08-1)

0"When the impedance steps of the
transformer (Chapter 6) are replaced hy series capacitances or Shunt inductances, then the new r'esponse is as indicated by the solid line in
The following genet-at chunges should be noted:
Fig. 9.08-1.
The response

is symmetrical

about
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FILTER
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Q-ART-.- --WAVE
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CUM

FREUENCY •foe

FILTER IAEAX FREUENCY

FIG. 9.06-1
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(j' + ta)

e-

.+I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTANCE-COUPLED
HALF-WAVE FILTER AND QUARTER-WAVE TRANSFORMER
WITH SAME DISCONTINUITY VSWRs AND SAME
SYNCHRONOUS FREQUENCY

(1) The bandwidth has contracted.

(For small bandwidth& this

is the only change of major concern.)
(2)

The lower band edge has contracted (f, to fl) more than the
If both the transformer and
tipper band edge (f; to f2).
the filter have the same synchronous frequency f0, then
the new mean frequency (defined as the arithmetic mean of
f, and f2)
ft + f2

f

2-

.

(9.08-2)

is greater than f0, the frequency of synchronous tuning.
Also, the two curves in the upper stop band cross earh
other, and the response is not symmetrical about f,.
(3)

The ripple amplitude inside the pass band, for a
Tchebyacheff filter, has not changed appreciably.
is not indicated in Fig. 9.08-1.)
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(This

Bandwidth Contrzction-We &hall define the fractional bandwidth w
of the filter in the usual way by

12

S

-

II

f

.

(9.08-3)

The fractional bandwidth w. of the tranaformer is

f
I
The bandwidth contraction

f

(9.08-4)

f•

factor / is

then defined by

w

'd

(9.08-5)

-

and can be obtained from the graphs given in Fig.

9.08-2 as a function

than one) of the output impedance to the input

of B, the ratio (greater

For narrow bandwidths,

impedance of the transformer prototype.

the pass

band is nearly symmetrical on a frequency scale, and so the bandwidth
(For narrow-band filters, A will be close
also determines the band edges.
For wide-band filters, the bandto 0.5, as in the example in Sec. 9.04.)
width contraction does not give the whole story, and one has to consider
the movement of the two band edges separately,

as will now be shown.

Pass-Band Distortion--It will be shown in Sec. Q.l0 that one would
expect the response to be approximately symmetrical when plotted not
against frequency, but against the quantity

f - o

tif
x

(Q.08-6)

-

-

(f/f•)

(/f1r0
as shown in Fig.

9.08-3,

and that for highly selective filters (filters

corresponding to large transformer output-to-input impedance ratio, R),
the exponent a is given approximately by
1
1 +-L
n

545

(large R)

(9.08-7)

I
II

OF SgcTO

MIM

-

FIG. 9.08-2 BANDWID'll CONTRACTION FACTCR 3AS A
FUNCTION OF n (Number of Resoators) AND R
(Discontinuity-VSWR Product)

1-to

at

Fi-orwo

INJ

Ig

0
0

ago• -111

FIG. 9.08-3 A METHOD OF TRANSFORMING THE
FREQUENCY VARIABLE TO OBTAIN AN
APPROXIMATELY SYMMETRICAL FILTER
CHARACTERISTIC
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where n is the number of transformer sections or filter resonators.
case a -

(The

1, corresponding to large n, leads to a symmetrical response on

a wavelength scale, Ls previously noted by Cohan,4 uaing different
arguments. )
When R approaches unity, a will approach 7ero for synchronous filter-a
for all n, regardless of the frequency dependence of the couplings.
any curve in Fig. 9.08-4 must pass through the origin.

Thus

Similarly,

Eq. (9.08-7) sup~plies the asymptotes for the grap'i of Fig. 9.08-4.
Equiation (Q.08-6) can be made exact for the two band-edge frequencies,
fand f2- by defining

a

-

lOR (Af 2 /Afl)
log (2f/f)

:T TF~T
. ..

0AL

an-4

OPTIMUM Z

. ..

. ..

(9. 08-8)

1

.1

...

....
....

0...............
n:4 4

LLZ

Z

4

4(,,r.:

2

7

T

go:
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20::::

I

-

I
w li er e

Aff I

- /0

(9."

0 -f I

Af I -*

Equation (9.08-8) will henceforth be used as the definition of a.

The

for fourteen widely different filters

parameter a was thus calculated

whose response curves had been computed, having from n - 3 to 8 resonators plus one with n - 1 resonator, and for bandwidths varying from
through medium to wide (85 percent).

narrow (10 percent)

points are plotted in Fig.

These fourteen

9.08-4 against the average discontinuity VSWR,
(9.08-10)

.÷

*

It is seen that eleven points can be joined by a smooth curve running
The three exceptions are explained as
through or very close to them.
!or n - I (see Sec. 9.10), and then by Eq. (9.08-7)
The other two points,
would expect a - 2, which is indeed the case
follows:

One is

one

shown by triangles, correspond to non-uniform-impedance filters, to be
It may be concluded that the curve inFig. 9.08-4
dealt with in Sec. 9.11.
can generally be used to obtain the pass-band distortion factor a for
filters with uniform line impedances (all Z, iqual to Z0 in Fig. 9.03-1).
and having more than about n
,It

=

3 resonators.
(9.08-8)

cvn be shown from Eqs.

displacerieet f.

and (9.08-9)

that the frequenc!)

f0 is given by

f.

fo

Af

-Af,
2f.

".

(A-

(iA

12

where
log A

2 /Afd)

-

log (Af

•

a log (f2lfl)

tog(

)
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(9.08-Il)

This equation is exact when Eq.

(9.08-8)

is regarded as a definition as

Equation (9.08-11) is plotted in Fig. 9.08-5, showing the
it is here.
relative mean-to-synchronous frequency displacement, (f. - f 0 )/f* as a
function of the fractional bandwidth, I, for several values of the
[When a

parameter a.

is zero.]

(f - f)

0, the displacement
0

This completes the discussion of the effect on the pass-band edges
of" changing the discontinuities from impedance steps to reactive elements.
We shall now show how the stop-band attenuation is affected by this change,
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Stop-Band Attenuation--A simple procedure will be developed for F:eThe approximations made are
dicting the skirt of the filter response.
such that this prediction holds closely over moat of the rising portion
of the skirt,

but will be relatively less accurate very close to the band

as well as past the first attenuation maximum above the pass band;

edge,

(The accuracy obtainable
these are not serious limitations in practice.
4.01) and 9.11.)
in
Secs.
will be illustrated by several examples
The excess los4,
6.03)

Sec.

&, of a steppei-impedance half-wave filter is (see

_________.

T'(sin O/,I0)
(fl -i)2
-bIaT(an0j
T((9/08o)
4R

--

pa W I

Plood

(9-08-12)

where B is the product of the discontinuity VSWRs
R
Here,
(Sec.

-

VIV2Y3

...

T. is a Tchebyscheff polynomial of order i and
6.02),
PO

(9.08-13)

Vu+I

., is a constant

"in(:!)
S

The response of the reactive-element

0(.08-14)

filter is also given by

except that Rt is no longer constant, since the V, become
functions of frequency, as a result of the changing susceptances or reactances." Therefore-at any-frequency f [and for the shunt-susceptance

Eq.

(9.08-12)

filter of Fig.

V,(f)

9.03-1(b)]

"

(4 + (B,IYo)I(fo/f)2]% + (B,/Yo)(fo/f)
L4 + (St /Y0)2(folf)1]', - (I],lyO)(fo/t')

(9.08-15)

[For the series-reactance filter
when all the line impedances are equal.
of Fig.9.02-1(a), substitute (X,/ZO) for (B,/Yo).] For large. e.ough V, .id
I

Eq.

(9.0-15) reduces approximately to
V,(f)

_
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(tfo/f)

2

(9.08-lb)

z :ad

This equation is accurate to within 20 percent for

for

Ill

> 5; 2 percent for t';

7;

181 > 3; 8 percent

I percent for

11 >S. Fur

smaller 1I8,
Eq. (9.08-15) should be used.
The numerical solution of
Eq. (9.06-15) for I
is the curve marked h - 1 in Fig. 9.03-2.
The attenuation of the filter on both skirts of the zesponse curve
may be estimated simply and fairly accurately from the known attenuation
of the transformer prototype.
Using Eq. (9.08-16), R becomes a function
of frequency such that approximately
R

and by Eq. (9.08-12)
when R is

large.

•(J/1)s'+l)(9.08-17)

the attenuation will be multiplied by the same factor

(More accurately Eq. (9.08-15)

should be used when some of the V, are small.]
attenuation at a specified

rather than Eq. (9.08-16)
Thus to estimate the filter

frequency not too close to the band edge, we may

first find the transformer attenuation in decibels at the corresponding
frequency and then add 20(n + 1) logl 0 (f0/f) decibels, as already stated
in Eq.

(9.04-2).

By the corresponding frequency, we here mean that frequency on the
quarter-wave transformer characteristic,
(Fig.
W,
9.08-1) which is obtained from a linear scaling

f'

.

(9.08-18)

f'

.

(9.08-19)

or

depending on whether the frequency f is below the lower band edge,
or above the upper band edge,

fl.

ft (Fig. 9.08-1).

The stop-band attenuation of the filter can thus be predicted fairly
accurately from the prototype transformer characteristic.
reverse problem has to be solved.

More often the

Thus the quantities specified may in-

clude the stop-band attenuation of the filter

at some frequency,

besides

it is then-required
(for instance) the pass-band ripple and bandwidth;
to find the minimum notmber of resonators, n, to meet these specifications.
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This problem can be solved explicitly only for the prototype circuit

(Chapter 6). To find the number of resonators, n, for the reactively
coupled half-wave filter to meet a specified pasnsband ripple, bandwidth, and skirt selectivity (stop-band attenuation) requires trial

solutions in which numbers ere assumed for n until the filter meets the

and (9.04-2) are valid, this can
be worked out quickly, as illustrated in the example of Sec. 9.04.
Otherwise Eqs. (9.08-13) and (9.08-15) should be used; the numerical
Usually it is not
is facilitated by the graph in Fig. 9.03-2.
.solution
Where Eqs. (9.08-17)

specifications.

average
necessary to solve for all the Vl, but to solve only for one
time in
discontinuity VSW, V.,, given by Eq. (9.08-10), which saves
of
making the calculations; this method is used in the last example
Sec. 9.09.
for the
This completes the necessary background material required
filters of speciselection of transformer prototypes which will lead to
The design procedure will now be summarized.
fied characteristics.
followed
Summary of Design Procedure--The design procedure to be
then consists of tue following steps:
(1) From the filter specifications select a quarter-wave
transformer prototype that may be expected to yield
(The
a filter with nearly the desired performance.
selected transformer will have the same pass-band
ripple as specified for the filter.)
(2)

P from Fig. 9.08-2, and so estimate
Determine
V . /3w9 . If w is not as specified, repeat with
another transformer with different bandwidth w.
until this specification is met.

(3)

Determine a from Fig. Q.08-4, and then b * (f. - fo)/f.
If (f,- f 0 ) is small enough to be
from Fig. 0.08-5.
neglected (as will generally be the case for filters
below about 10-percent bandwidth), omit Steps 4 and 5.

(4)

If

(f.

- f0)

is significant,
f0

find f0 from

(I - b)f.

.

(9.08-20)

This is the synchronous frequency, which is also the
center frequency of the transformer.
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(5)

The upper and lower band-edges, 12 and fl, are next
found from

fs fe,(I

2j

and

(9.08-21)

( 2)

(6)

SEC.

The values of the reactances or susceptances and their
spacing& are given in Eq.. (9.03-1) through (9.03-9),
and must be determined at the synchronous frequency fe.

9.09,

EXAMPLES OF FILTERS HAVING MEDIUM AND LARGE
BANDWIDTHS

In this section, two further examples will be given, illustrating
the design of a medium-bandwidth (20 percent), and a large-bandwidth
(85 percent) filter (all of the type shown in Fig. 9.03-I). Their predicted and analyzed performance& will be compared to show how accurate the
method may be expected to be.

A 20-Percent-Bandwidth Filter--It is required to design a filter with
four resonators to have a pass-band VSWR of better than 1.10 over a 20percent bandwidth.
Thus n - 4,
Here V,
reference

w - 0.20, V, - 1.10.

1.10 is less than I + (2w) 2

to Sec.

-

1.16,

but not very much less;

9.01 suggests that this is a borderline case,

the low-pass prototype will not work too well,
Eqs. (9.04-1) and (9.03-4), one obtains*

* Tbese resmits could also be obtaimed
a, I
xj.jll/zo - YOU

iusiEqn. (m) to (s) of Fig. a.O-i witb I
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for which

but is worth trying.

u asd

Using

BI
76
..

86
.

n.842

-

T..

-2.607

.

83

(9.09-1)

S=

-3.758

To
with
a,

a

04

a

a-

03

127.67 degrees

U

(9.09-2)
147.24 degrees

I

which also corresponds to a quarter-wave transformer or half-wave filter
that would have

V,

V4
V3

V2

a

2.27

.

8.67
16.07

.

j

(9.09-3)

The product R - V 1V2 .. .V5 is equal to 6215 which is only about ten times
- 625, which confirms that this is a borderline case.
- (1/0.2)
[See Eq. (9.02-2) and Sec. 6.09.]

(I/0)

The analyzed performance curves of the filter defined by Eqs.
and (9.09-2),
Eq.

(9.09-3),

and the stepped-impedance
are plotted in Fig.

(9.09-1)

half-wave filter defined by

9.09-1.

Neither characteristic meets

the specifications very closely, because the narrow-band condition,
Eq. (9.09-2), is not satisfied well enough.
Let us re-design the prototype quarter-wave transformer, or steppedimpedance half-wave filter, and derive the reactance-coupled filter from
Selecting n = 4,
the quarter-wave transformer prototype.
Vr - 1.10, which by Table 6.02-1 gives R - 5625, yielJs
VI

V2

-

Vs

-

2.398

V4

a

8.45

3•

a

13.71
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w9 = 0.40,

(9.09-4)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A FOUR-RESONATOR
FILTER AND ITS STEPPED HALF-WAVE
FILTER PROTOTYPE, BOTH BASED ON AN
EQUAL-RIPPLE LOW-PASS LUMPEDCONSTANT PROTOTYPE

"Tose VSWR& do not seem to differ greatly from those in Eq. (9.09-3).
yet they will be enough to turn the broken-line characteristic in
Fig. 9.09-1 into an equi-ripple prototype response and greatly improved
filter response.
From Fig. 9.08-2 for n-- 4 and R - 5625, one obtains /0" 0.52. so
that we would expect the reactance-coupled filter bandwidth to be
w - 6wt * 0.52 x 0.40 - 0.208.
From Fig. 9.08-4, for
Vo,

M

we read off a - 0.65,
Eq. (9.08-21)

R(*"÷*)

Hence,

-

(5625)115

-

from Fig. 9.08-5, 8

f,f,: -

.110 f0
0.902 fo

*l 0.902 fo

where f. is the synchronous frequency.
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5.65

-

0.0064.

(9.09-51

Then, from

(9.09-6)

For the reactance-coupled filter derived from Eqs.
Eqs.

(9.03-4) and (9.03-9) (which assume that h,
B1

B 5

B..

..

1)

-0.90k

Y

o0
B2
Yo

*

(9.09-4) using

.

B4
.-

0o

a

-2.563

(9.09-7)

B5

S-

-3.436

YO

and therefore
01

"

02

4

0

a

128.15 degrees

a

145.92 degrees

J

(9.09-8)

The analyzed response of the stepped-impedance half-wave filter prototype corresponding to the exact Tchebyscheff transformer design
Eq. (9.09-4) is shown by the broken line in Fig. 9.09-2, and the
reactance-coupled
figure.

filter response is shown by the solid line in that
This is an appreciable improvement on the performance of the

preceding filter and transformer design based on the first procedure using
the lumped-constant low-pass prototype.

The

alyzed performance of the

filter shows that f, - 0.909 f0 (compare 0.902 f. predicted) and
f2 - 1.103 f0 (compare 1.110 1, predicted).
The fractional bandwidth w
is 0.193 (compare 0.208 predicted), and the relative Mtean-to-synchronous
frequency displacement 8 ý (f. It

is clear,

that there in still

fo)/f, ii 0.006 (jusL as predicted).

comparing the solid and broken lines of Fig.
room for improvement.

predicted and analyzed performance is
cent less than predicted.
The reason

9.09-2,

The main discrepancy between

in the bandwidth, which is
for this is the difference

1.5 perin the

frequency sensitivities of the resonator lengths; this difference is
typical of filters in which some of the discontinuity VSWRs are in the
neighborhood of 2.0 and others differ appreciably from the value 2.0 [see
Eq. (9.09-4)].
The reason for this will be explained in Sec. 9.10.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A FOUR-RESONATOR
FILTER AND ITS EQUAL-RIPPLE STEPPED
HALF-WAVE FILTER PROTOTYPE

This example will then be continued in the first example of Sec. 9.11,
where it will be shown that the line-length frequency-sensitivities can
be equalized by optimizing the line impedances (instead of setting them
all equal to each other).
This generally leads to a very nearly equalripple characteristic

with slightly more than the predicted bandwidth.

An 85-Percent-Bandwidth Filter-A pseudo-high-pass filter of eight
sections is to be designed to have a pass-band frequency ratio, fl/fl,
of approximately 2.5:1, and a pass-band attenuation (reflection-lons) of
less than 0.1 db.

Since fl/fl - 2.5,

w

-

2

-

0.85

.

(9.09-9)

We design a quarter-wave transformer prototype by the modified firstorder theory of Sec.
attenuation ripple.
bandwidth,

6.07, specifying wI - 1.40, and a 0.2 db pass-band
(This approximate method always gives slightly less

and slightly less ripple, than specified.)

order theory gives
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The modified first-

V
U

V9

*

1.348

V2

*

Ve

*

1.561

V3

0

V,

V4

a

1.829

Vs

U

1.985

.

2.034

(9.09-10)

The computed response is shown by the broken line in Fig. 9.09-3,
and it is seen that it has a pass-band attenuation of less than 0.12 db
over a 135-percent bandwidth (w.

.

1.35).

The quarter-wave transformer

output-to-input impedance ratio, B, is

B

*

VIV2...V9

*

118.4

.(9.09-11)

.
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the bandwidth contraction factor is /3 0.63, and the
expected fractional bandwidth of the filter is therefore v - /j3w a 0.85,
which is the specified bandwidth.
From Fig. 9.08-2,

9.08-4 that for V., - (118.4)01

We also find from Fig.

a - 0.36.
Then, from Fig. 9.08-5,
Eq. (9.08-21), we shall expect

one obtains S = 0.06.

- 1.70,

Therefore,

by

1.52 Jo1

f2

(9.09-12)
-

f,

For the reactance-coupled

8,

(9.09-10) by use

S--0.2998

0.4495

YO.
Yo -

-

B3

B,

3

-0.613

-

B4
.
Y'

filter derived from Eq.

B,
B9
YO

YO

-

"

9.03 with h, - 1.

of the equations in Sec.

Yo

0.61 f

(9.09-13)

B6
.

Yo

-0.700

.

Bs

-0.725

-

YO
and

61

0"

"

100.60 degrees

62

0

-

104.85 degrees

633

=&6

a

108.17 degrees

64

a

6s

" 109.61 degrees
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(9.09-14)

The response of this filter wan analyzed and is shown by the solid line
in Fig. 9.09-3.
It is seen that the attenuation in the pass band is
everywhere less than 0.1 db, the fractional bandwidth w is 0,85, the
band edges are f, - 1.53 and f, - 0.62, and the relative mean-tosynchronous frequency displacement is 0.075; all of these are very close
to the predicted values.
The stop-band attenuation was worked out at two frequencies, as explained in Sec. 9.08; Fig. 9.03-2, based on Eq. (9.08-15), was utilized
in this calculation.
These two points are shown by the small rings in
Fig. 9.09-3, and fall very close to the curve obtained by analysis on a
digital computer.
This filter was used to obtain the "standardized" pseudo-high-pass
filters of Sec. 9.06.

The three central elements,

(0.700,

were averaged and each set equal to 0.710.

0.725,

0.700),

which are nearly equal
This

element was then repeated periodically as explained in Sec. 9.06, with the
results shown in Figs. 9.06-1 and 9.06-2.
SEC. 9.10,

DERIVATION OF THE DATA FO[
AND PASS-BAND DISTORTION

BANDWIDTH CONTRACTION

The basic ideas on the conversion of the quarter-wave transformer
prototype into a filter with reactive elements have already been explained.
The design procedure and numerical data were presented-mostly
without proof.

We now proceed to fill

in the details of the over-all

picture presented thus far.
Bandwidth Contraction-The
width) of the reactance-coupled
fluenced by the angles 0' and iI",

frequency-sensitivity" 1
filters of Fig.
in Fig.

(and hence band-

9.03-1 is strongly in-

Q.03-3,

which correspond to the

electrical distances between the coupling reactance and the two reference
planes with pure imaginary reflection coefficient on either side of it.
Both reference planes move closer to the reactance as the frequency increases, partly (1), because a given electrical separation shrinks in
physical length as the frequencq increases;

and partly (2)

because the

electrical

lengths 0' and 0' do not remain constant, but decrease with
increasing frequency for shunt inductances (or sefies capacitances),

since. theie susceptance (or reactance)

values decrease with frequency.

The movement of the reference planes is measured quantitatively by two
parameters d'

and d" defined by
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d' 4

(f/f

du -77

d(f/Ifo

(. 10-1)

(9.10-2)

1.do

where the first term in the square brackets corresponds to Cause (1),
The parameters d'

and the second term to Cause (2).

and d' measure the

rate of change with frequency of the reference planes in Fig. 9.03-3 as
compared to the rate of change of a 45-degree line length. The spacings
8. (Fig. 9.03-1)
Eq.

between reactances are given at band center by
The spacings are thus always longer electrically than 90-

(9.03-7).

degrees,

and accordingly increase with frequency faster than does a

quarter-wave line length.

The bandwidth of the filter is therefore always

less than the bandwidth oi its quarter-wave transformer prototype by a
factor P. The bandwidth contraction factor associated with the ith res-

onator or line-section, 8,, is given by

1

[

•_
dt
2 :2 d~

-I+

i
2

)]

If

all the 13,,

filter,

defined in Eq.

(ql-3)

(9.10-3

(9.10-3) were the same for a particular

then its bandwidth would be
S=

where Yq is

(9.10-4)

/3,

the quarter-wave transformer bandwidth.

not all equal;

Usually the A6 Pre

the smallest of the P, should then be used for A in the

above equation since the most frequency-sensitive resonator tends to
determine the filter bandwidth.
To cover both the series-reactance-coupled

and the shunt-ausceptance-

coupled filter in Fig. 9.03-1, we shall use the word imaittance when we
mean impedance for the former [Fig. 9.03-1(a)] or admittance for the
When the line immittances are all -.qal, then
latter [Fig. 9.03-1(b)].
d: = d', but when the line immittances are not all equal, the d: and d
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not equal: The larger d is associated with the 0,
Srein the line with
lower immittance, and is given by the solid lines in Fig. 9.10-1; conversely, the mailer d, is associated with the 0, in the line with higher
immittance, and is given by the broken lines in Fig. 9.10-1. The curves
in Fig. 9.10-1 were worked out for infinitesimal bandwidths, following
Eqs. (9.10-1) and (9.10-2). The curves in Fig. 9.10-2 were worked out
for several finite bandwidths, replacing the differential terms in'
Eqs. (9.10-1) and (9.10-2) by finite increment ratio&; only filters with
uniform line immittances (h, - 1) are shown in Fig. 9.10-2. Figure 9.08-2
was then worked out 1 with the aid of the curve h - 1 in Fig. 9.10-1, which
is the same as the curve v - 0 in Fig. 9.10-2.
It has been found that Fig. 9.08-2 has predicted bandwidths closely
for all the filters analyzed.

The accuracy is

have a considerable spread among their A,.

least for filters that

According to Eq.

(9.10-3)

and Fig.

9.10-1 or 9.10-2, this occurs when the discontinuity VSWRa in
one filter range into and out of the neighborhood of 2.0, where d can
change appreciably in either direction (see Figs. 9.10-1 or 9.10-2).
In
that case it may be worthwhile to optimize the line impedances, as in
Sec. 9.11.
Pass-Band Distortion-The distinction has already been made between

the synchronous frequency, f 0 , and the arithmetic mean frequency, fa,
which is always greater than,
since the portion of the pass band above
the synchronous frequency is greater than the portion below.

This

phenomenon is due to the declining discontinuity VSWRs with increasing
frequency when series capacitances or shunt inductances are used,
may be put on a quantitative footing as follows.

and

The, excess loss has already been cited in Eq. (9.08-12).
Consider
now the case of large R, so that the approximation Eq. (9.09-16) holds.
The largest term of the Tchebyscheff polynomial well inside the stop-band
is the highest power of (sin V/p.), and then Eq. (9.08-12) reduces to
sin2 mL•

Pvi

Sa's
P load

-

conast.
(lf/o)

+1)
21A

st.
SAf
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(9.10-5)

(9.10-6)
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FIG. 9.10-1

CHART DETERMINING FREQUENCY SENSITIVITIES OF INDIVIDUAL
RESONATORS OVER SMALL FREQUENCY BANDS
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V

CHART DETERMINING FREQUENCY SENSITIVITIES OF INDIVIDUAL
RESONATORS OVER VARIOUS FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTHS, w, WHEN
THE LINE IMPEDANCES ARE CONSTANT
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FIG. 9.10-3 CHARACTERISTICS OF A SINGLE-SECTION FILTER AND ITS
QUARTER-WAVE TRANSFORMER PROTOTYPE

where Af - f - fe. This proves the result stated in Eqs. (9.08-6) and
(9.08-7); for large n and large R, the exponent of (f/lf) reduce& to
unity, leading to a more symmetrical response on a wavelength (rather
than frequency) scale. As a counter-example, a single-roesonator filter
The response
(n - 1) was analyzed and a calculated from Eq. (9.08-8).
of this filter (n - 1, R - 1000) is plotted in Fig. 9.10-3, and it was
found that (using the 14-db band edges for convenience) a - 1.97, which
is close to 1 + 1/n - 2.0 as required for n - 1. This point is thae square
one in Fig. 9.08-4.
The circle points in Fig. 9.10-3 were calculated using the approximate
This method
Eq. (9.04-2) in conjunction with the prototype characteristic.
is seen once again to give excellent results.
The choice of mapping or frequency distortion by a function of the
form Af/(flf/)', was based on the above considerations, and is further
developed in Sec. 9.08.

5"4

SEC. 9.11,

OPTIMIZING THE LINE IMPEDANLES

It was pointed out in Sec. 9.10 that different line sections of a
single filter yield different bandwidth contraction factors P, because
the quantities d', d! vary from resonator to resonator.

So far we have
only considered examples of filters with uniform line impedances, where
all Z, are equal to Z0 .
In deriving the discontinuity parameters, the
discontinuity VSWR is always set equal to the corresponding step-VSWR of
the prototype transformer;

this VSWH can be obtained in the filter by an

infinity oa combinations of reactances with impedance ratios, since the
two parameters h and u (Fig. 9.03-3) produce the desired discontinuity
VSWR.

Vi is given and h, is selected, X, or B, is determined
(9.03-2) and (9.03-3).
The problem is now to select h,, V,

Thus,

from Eqs.

if

being given, so that all the /, are the same.
This can easily be done
with the mid of Fig. 9.10-1, and is best illustrated by an example.
A 20 Percent-Bandwidth Filter with Optimized Line lapedancesrequired to improve the performance of the filter defined by Equ.
and (9.09-8) and shown by the solid line in Fig.
We see from Eq.

it

is

(9.09-7)

9.09-2.

(9.09-4) that the V, range in numerical value from

about 2 to nearly 14. Thus the different resonators have appreciably
different ýi, and we might expect a noticeable deviation from an equalripple response, as already pointed out for this situation.
Here we have a four-resonator filter.
rte two central resonators,
2 and 3, are each flanked by discontinuity VSW~a of 8.45 and 13.71,
according t.oEq. (9.09-4).
Keeping the characteristic admittances of the

Nos.

lines forming the four resonators the same.
that d; - 0.88 (corresponding to h - 1, V
sponding to h - 1,

V

13.71), so that for the two central resonators,
1

d;+ d'

d

2
If

we find from Fig. 9.10-1
8.45) and d;
0.93 (corre-

;+d

+d-

=

0.905

(9.11-1)

2

we kept the input and output admittances the same also,

so that

h - I at both the first and last discontinuities, then for V - 2.398
[Eq. (9.09-4)1 we would have d" = 0.50, which is considerably different
from the other d.

Since d; - d 2 - 0.88,

0.59 for the outside resonators,
the central resonators.

this would yield (d' + d2)/2

which differs appreciably

from 0.905 for

Hence the relatively poor response shape in
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=

I
Fig. 9.09-2. To obtain a value of (d' + d;)/2 equal to 0.905, as for the
central resonators, requires d, - d3' 0.93. We then find the value of h
Finding the intersection of the horizontal line for
from Fig. 9.10-1.
One then
d a 0.93 with the vertical line for V - 2.398 gives h - 2.38.
obtains the following filter parameters:
.Y

Y!

F
'

yo

YO

Y4

Y3

B1

Y

-o

Y

1
0.4202

(9.11-2)

2.38

B5
a

-

-1.

-

a

-0.7895

.

-2.564

YO

YO
B,

B

-

-

B4

(9.11-3)

B3 -- - -3.433
Yi

01

a

4

158.74

degrees

02

a

63-

145.92

degreesJ

(9.11-4)

The predicted bandwidth is
.-

-

0.40/1.905

-

0.210

(9.11-5)

The appearance of such a filter with shu'--inductive irises in waveor with series-capacitive gaps in strip line, is shown in

guide,
Fig.

9.11-1.

The analyzed performance of this filter is shown by the solid line
The original design obtained from a lumped(marked C) in Fig. 9.11-2.
constant low-pass prototype through Kqs. (9.04-1) and (9.03-4) is shown
for comparison (Curve A); the performance of the filter based on the same
transformer prototype as Curve C, but with uniform line impedances (all
hi a 1:

see Sec.

9.09)

is also shown (Curve H).
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It

is seen that the new

design, after optimizing the line impedances,
response.

Its bandwidth

is 21.8 percent,

gives an almoat equal-ripple

slightly more than the 21.0 per-

cent predicted.

1.33,

The distortion factor, a, worked out from Eq. (9.08-8) amounts to
and is shown by the upper triangle-point in Fig. 9.08-4.
It does

not fall in

line with the points calculated

impedance filters.
increase in

for the constant-line-

Most of the improvement in bandwidth is due to an

the upper band-edge frequency (Fig.

effect of increasing a.

9.11-2) which has the

A possible explanat'Tuit

is

laigely determined by the imaapedance step, which is
quency,
antes

whereas the other VSWIfA
which

(V 2 .

V3,

and Y4)

decrease as the frequency rises.

high-frequency side,

independent of fre-

are determined by react-

This corresponids,

The reverse holds

/

Asto" l

FIG. 9.11-1

on the

to having the filter turn into a wider-band design,

thus pushing the upper band edge even further up.

(b)

that V, and Vs are

FILTERS IN WHICH THE LINE IMPEDANCES CHANGE
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CHARACTERISTICS IN THE PASS BAND OF

THREE FILTERS DESIGNED TO THE SAME
SPECIFICATIONS

(the V, increase) below bind center, which here partly cancels the improvement in bandwidth due to making all 3, equal to one another, and so
Thus a increases by Eq. (9.08-8).
the lower band edge moves less.
and stop-band responses of the two filters based on the
same quarter-wave transformer prototype are shown in Fig. 9.11-3, along
The circle-points were calculated
with the response of the transformer.
The pass-

for the unifbrm-line impedance filter curve (H in Figs.
by the method described in Sec. 9.08.

9.11-2 and -3)

A 30 Percent-Bandwidth Filter-The following example is worked the
It is
same way as the previous one, and only the results are given.
based on the following prototype Tchebyscheff transformer:
n

4

11

100

w
HIipple VSWI1

"

0.6

=

1.07

(9.11-6)

giving
V,

.

Vs

*

1.538

V2

0

V4

a

3.1111

V3

•

4.368.

(9.11-7)

)

Transiormed into a filter with unitorm line impedances,

the reactance-

parameters and line-lengths are
Bi

B%

-0.4335

-.....

YO

YO

B2
-.
YO

B4
.
YO

.

-1.1971
.

(9.11-8)

YO
61

04

02

03
I' I

-• -

.
"
-

.•
"

degrees(9

124.88

degrees

I

!

60-50-

111.57

--.

----

11 9
(9.11-9)

I

FILTER WITH CONSTANT IMPEDANCES,
ANDPREDICTED POINTS 0I
WITH OPTIMUM IMPEDANCES
QUARTTER-WAVE TRANSFORMER

-FILTER

PCFPROTOTYPE

"--0\

11
03a

04

L

14

Is

Is

to

.omm~~~taz•
Fubt'r•tf
FIG. 9.11-3

CHARACTERISTICS IN THE STOP BAND OF THE
THREE FILTERS DESCRIBED IN FIG. 9.11-2
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PASS-BAND CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE
FILTERS DESIGNED FOR 30-PERCENT
BANDWIDTH

This example ias been selected because of the appreciable spread of
V about the numerical value 2.
With these values of V, and all Z,
siderable variation in d,
these different

- Z 0 , Fig.

from about 0.25 to 0.75,

frequency sensitivities to result

9.10-1 shows a conand we would expect
in a poor response

shape.

This is borne out in Fig. 9.11-4, in which Curve A is the filter
response analyzed on a digital computer.
It has a bandwidth of 30.7 percent,

compared to 34.7 percent predicted.

To optimize the line impedances,
the end-couplings, and one obtains

Y1

Y2
S.

Y0

..

Y3

Y4
.

Ž. .

.

-

B1

.

1

Bs
-.

Y0

YO

B2
Sa.

B4

Y1

Y1
B3
Y-

5?0

.

.

Y0

YO

YO

Fig. 9.10-1 determines h a 1.5 for

0.b667

(9.11-i0)

1.5

. -0.1198

.. -

1.1971

-1.6115

(9.11-11)

a,

2

a

4

a

e3

"

142.62

degrees

124.88

degrees

The physical appearance of this filter would again be as indicated
in Fig.

9.11-1.

The response of the filter was analyzed and is plotted

a Curve B in Fig.

9.11-4.

Again there is very nearly an equal-ripple

response, and the bandwidth is 36.2 percent, which is slightly more than
the 35.8 percent predicted.
Most of the improvement in bandwidth occurs
above the band-center.

A possible explanation for this effect was offered
The distortion factor a here equals 1.07 and is

in the previous example.

shown by the lower triangle-point in Fig. 9.08-4.
Most of the end-coupling VSWt of 1.538 is due to the impedance ratio
of l.S0,

and only a small part is due to the normalized susceptance of

0.1198.
Since most of VI - V5 = 1.538 is due to the 1.5:1 impedance step,
it is of practical interest to investigate what happens to the performance
when the reactances B, and Bs are left out,

and the impedance ratio is

increased to 1.538:1 to achieve the desired VI and VV. The result is

Y1

Y2
a.

-

-

YO

YO

YS
..
YO

-

B,

Bs

YO

YO

Y4

-

B2
-.

.

V2

0.6502
1.538

YO

YI

19,

1
a

B4
.
YI

.

-1.1971

B3
Yl

*

-1.6115

0&4

a

150.45

degrees

03

a

124.88

degrees
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STOP-BAND CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE FILTERS
DESIGNED FOR 30-PERCENT BANDWIDTH

The analysed performance of this filter is

shown in Fig.

9.11-4 by Curve C.

This filter has passed beyond the optimum performance; the peak reflection
has almost doubled in the pass band,

and the ripples are no longer equal.
Even so, this performance in better than the first design with uniform
line impedances (Curve A).
The pass- and stop-band characteristics of all three filters are
shown in Fig. 9.11-5, and are in the expected relationships to each other,
since the end couplings of Design A have the most cal.,citance. and those
of Design C have none.
SEC.

9.12,

REACTANCE-COUPLED QUARTER-WAVE

FILTERS

The circuit of a reactance-coupled quarter-wave

filter is

shown in

Fig. 9.12-1.
This circuit was described in Sec. 8.08, where it was
designed from a lumped-constant low-pass prototype.
The method of
Chapter 8 holds up to about 20 percent bandwidths for reactance-coupled
half-wave filters,

and up to about 40 percent bandwidths

572

for

reactance-coupled quarter-wave filters, which generally have alnut twice
the fractional bandwidth when the discontinuity VSWRe are the same.
The spacings between elements at the synchro.aous frequency are
exactly one-quarter wavelength less than for a reactance-coupled halfwave filter (Fig. 9.03-1) having the same diuci,,tinuity VSWHs, and can
thus be determined with the aid of Eq.

(9.03-7) or Eq. (9.03-9).
[The
series reactances and shunt susceptances are still
determined from the
quarter-wave transformer prototype step-VSWRs using Eqs. (9.03-3) or
(9.03-4).]

The quantities d' and d" can be determined from Fig. 9.10-1,
but the new bandwidth contraction or expansion factor /3' is given by
1

-f 4'
d

'-

instead of Eq.

(9.10-3).

•

(9.12-1)

The bandwidth contraction factor /V'for the

quarter-wave reactance-coupled
Fig.

2

filter can also be determined from

9.08-2 by substituting
1
1
T-l

/
1

and may thus be expected to be greater

(9.12-2)

-

than unity.

i'his is

in keeping

with the [act that all discontinuities are separated by distances less
than one-quarter wavelength at the synchronous frequency, and the bandwidth of the filter may therefore be expected to be greater than the
bandwidth of its prototype quarter-wave transformer.
SHUNT SUSCEPTANCES
OR SERMES REACTANCES:

ELECTRICAL LENGTHS:

6,

X?

-

--LAST

0,

ELEMENT;

X4

.-- 1

4
On,,

OR

XfS
A |iT

FIG. 9.12-1

REACTANCE-COUPLED QUARTER-WAVE FILTER
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3bb

However, since a common 90-degree line-length (at the synchronous
frequency) has been removed from oach cavity, the remaining line lengths
differ relatively more among themselves than before, so that one should
expect lose than the bandwidths predicted by Eq. (9.12-2) and Fig. 9.08-2.
This will be so especially for strong coupling&, when the small series
reactances or shunt susceptances lead to close spacings (much less than
90 electrical degrees) between discontinuities. Then a small absolute
difference in resonator lengths may amount to a large relative difference.
Prediction by the previous method then becomes less and less accurate as
the coupling@ become stronger (which usually means, as the bandwidth
increases).
We shall now convert two half-wave reactance-coupled filters (one
narrow-band and one wide-band) into quarter-wave reactance-coupled filters.
The parameters of the filters are obtained on making the substitutions
Bi

Bi

Ya

Y,

B2
Yo

X2
2o

B3

B3

YO

YO

B4

X4

T

-

(9.12-3)

I

etc.

and
4

---

2
(that is, all separations ate reduced by 90 degrees).
values will therefore not be repeated.

(9.12-4)

The numerical

A 20 Percent Bandwidth Filter--lt is desired to design a quarter-wave
reactance-coupled filter to have a pass-band VSWH of better then 1.10 over
a 20-percent bandwidth, and to have at least 22 db of attenuation at a frequency 20 percent above band center (a.e., twice as far out as the desired band
edge).
S74

I

I
A quarter-waye filter of sufficiently small bandwidth should have
twice the fractional bandwidth of a half-wave filter with the same disTherefore the reactance-coupled quarter-wave filter
continuity VSWRs.
specified above and the reactance-coupled half-wave filter of Sec. 9.04
provided that the

will be derivable from the satse prototype transformer,

The attenua-

skirt selectivity requires the same number of resonators.

tion twice as far above band center as the band edge was specified as
25 db in the example of Sec. 9.04, but is only 22 db in the present
We must expect a lower attenuation in the present example since

example.
by Eq.
before.

(9.08-17)

R is reduced by a factor (1.2)14

instead of (1.1)4 as

Therefore we may again try n - 6 resonators.
shown in Fig.

The pass-band response of this filter is

9.12-2.

Its

bandwidth is almost twice (19.1 percent as compared with 9.7 percent)
resonator filter,

bandwidth of the half-wave reactance-coupled

which is

rime deterioration in the

This was expected.

also shown for comparison.

the

response shape can be attributed to Lhe relatively greater differences in
the frequency sensitivities of the spacings.
The attenuation at f/f0

1.2 may be calculated using Eq.

(f/f 0)2(n+i)

0(.2)04

-

12.8

(9.04-5),
(9.12-5)

,

which shows that the attenuation is 11.1 db less than the attenuation of
the quarter-wave transformer at (f/fn) - 1.2, or the attenuation of the
stepped-impedance half-wave filter at f/fo - 1.1, which are both 35.5 db
as in Sec. 9.04. Therefore the attenuation is predicted to be 35.5 11.1 = 24.4 db at (f/f0) - 1.2.
It

as shown by the circle in Fig. 9.12-3.

lies almost right on the computed curve.

The stop-band response up to the fifth harmonic is also shown in
Notice that the first spurious response occurs at the third
Fig. 9.12-3.
(rather than at the second) harmonic; the next occurs at the fifth; and
so on.
A litgh-Pass Filter-This filter is based on the last example in
Sec.

9.09,

which had ani85-percent bandwidth.

where any reliable predictions can be made.
is shown in Fig.

9.12-4.

It

is beyond the point

Time response of this filter

Compare this figure with Fig.

reactance-coupled half-wave filter.

9.09-3,

for the

The element spacings are now all

between 10 and 20 degrees, making this almost a lumped-consiant high-pass
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filter. In fact, the general behavior of this filter at the low-frequency
eand can be predicted most simply by treating it as a lumped-conatant filter.
Its lower cutoff frequency, based on the formula I/vT1c, is some sort of a
geometric mean of the numbers in Eq. (9.09-13), as a fraction of the synchronous frequency.
The actual cutoff frequency from Fig. 9.12-4 as a
fraction of the synchronous frequency lies between 0.4 and 0.5, whereas the
unweighted geometric seen of the numbers in Eq. (9.09-13) is 0.51.
As the frequency increases, the first stop band should occur when the
element spacings are about 90 degrees. With spacings of from 10to 20 degrees
at the synchronous frequefkcy, this atop band is expected to be centered Ot
about 6 times the synchronous frequency.

The peek attenuation will then be
determinedbymultiplying all the discontinuity VSWRsat this frequency, which
yields an input VSWI of 2.6. The peak aLLeuiation should therefore fall just
abort of I db.
All this appears to be borne out by Fig. 9.12-4, as far as
it

is plotted.
T'O

000

so02

40

0

3

4

NORMALIZEO FEGUIANCY-• /f0

FIG. 9.12-4

CHARACTERISTICS OF A QUARTER-WAVE REACTANCE-COUPLED
PSEUDO-HIGH-PASS FILTER
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CHIAPTER 1 0

BAND-PASS FILTERS, CONTINUED
(BVND.PASS AND PSEUDO HIGH-PASS FILTERS CONSISTING OF LINES
AND SiIMS, (3 PARAUEL-COUPLED AMAYS OF LINES)

SEC. 10.01,

CONCERNING THE FILTEHS AND
DESIGN PROCEDURES IN THIS CIIAPTER

A summary of the various filter structures described in this chapter,
along with their various advantages and disadvantages as compared with the
other types of band-pass filters in Chapters 8,

9,

and 10 will be found in

Sec. 8.01.

Wide-band filters of some of the forms discussed in this
chapter are also useful for microwave high-pass applications.
The design procedures in this chapter make use of the lumped-element
low-pass prototype filters in Chapter 4, as did the procedures in a..pter B.
Though the procedures in Chapter 8 are relatively simple and quite versatile,

they involve fixing the various filter parameters at the midband

frequency, and as a result the design equations obtained are accurate
only for filters of narrow c
,,oderate bandwidth.
The design procedures
in this chapter fix various filter parameters at band-edge frequencies
as well as at midband.
For this reason, good results are insured when
these procedures are used for either narrow- or wide-bandwidth designs.
Though the method used for deriving the equations in this chapter is
very general in its potential application, in most cases of wide-band
filters consisting of lines with lumped-reactance
filters in Chapter 9),

couplings (such as the

the design viewpoint of this chapter leads to

simultaneous equations that are a combination of transcendental and
algebraic functions,

which are very tedious to solve.

In such cases

design from step-transformer prototypes, as described in Chapter 9, is
easier.
However, in many cases of filters consisting of lines and stubs
or parallel arrays of-lines,

the methmuds of this chapter give equations

that are very easy to use.
Using a low-pass prototype filter having a response as shown in
Fig.

10.01(a), along with the methods of this chapter, a band-pass filter
response approximately like that in Fig. 10.01(b) will be obtained.

I
t

I

--

-,-J

I

u -4-

-~w

a"

m-

SOUNCt: Fnlual tepm, Comnsct DA 86n-89 SC-74M, S ltl MPlrnnd

i. IRE Tm... PGITT too* lef. I b? r.. L. Makboi.)

FIG. 10.01-1 LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE RESPONSE AND CORRESPONDING
BAND-PASS FILTER RESPONSE
Most of the filters in this chapter have additional pass bands centered
at 3Stl, S91, etc., though some (which will be noted) tend to have spurious
pass bands also at 2wO, 4.0, etc.. if they are not perfectly tuned. The
,
W fractional bandwidth
w

(10.01-1)

of the band-pass filter pass band may be fixed by the designer as desired.
As was done in Chapter 8, in order to estimate the rate of cutoff to be
expected from the band-pass filter, approximate low-pass-to-band-pass
transformations of the form

-

F(m'.Wwo)

(10.01-2)

will be utilised, where the primed frequencies refer to Fig. 10.01-1(a)
and the unprimed frequencies to Fig. 10.01-1(b). The specific function
F(w,•&6) to be used will vary with the different filter structures considered. For two frequencies, w' and w, which satisfy such a mapping,
the attenuation is the same for both the prototype and the band-pass
filter. Hence, the low-pass prototype attenuation characteristics in
Fig. 4.03-2 and Figs. 4.03-4 through 4.03-10 can be mapped into corresponding band-pass attenuation characteristics by use of such mappings.
Readers who are unfamiliar with these procedures should find the example
in Sec. 8.04 helpful.
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SEC.

10.02, PARALLEL-COUPLED FILTERS WITH
X4/2 RESONATORS
Figure 10.02-1(a)

shows a strip-line filter having n parallel-

coupled resonators which are short-circuited at both ends and which are
a half-wavelength long at midband.

The filter may be viewed as being

pieced together from n + 1 parallel-coupled sections Sh,.,+ which are a
quarter-wavelength long in the medium of propagation at the midband
frequency & 0 . The filter in Fig. 10.02-1(b), which uses open-circuits at
the ends of its resonators,

is the dual of the filter in Fig.

10.02-1(a).

Both types of filter can have identical transmission characteristics,
main bases for choice between them being related to their method of

the

fabrication.
Figure 10.02-2 shows a possible way of fabricating the filter in
Fig.

10.01-1(a).

In this structure the resonators consist of rectangular

bars which are supported by the short-circuit blocks at their ends.
This
construction requires no dielectric material (hence it eliminates dielectric
loss), and can easily achieve the tight coupling between resonator elements
that is

required for wide-band filters.

obtained from the oddwith the aid of Figs.

The required bar dimensions can be

and even-mode admittances calculated

in this section

5.05-9 through 5.05-13 and their accompanying dis-

cussion.
The filter in Fig. 10.02-1(b) is of the form discussed in Sec. 8.09.
However, the design equations presented in Sec. 8.09 are not accurate for
large bandwidths, while the equations discussed in this section give good
accuracy for either narrow or wide bandwidths.
If

the printed-circuit form discussed in Sec.

of wide-band filters,

8.09 is used for design

it will be found that unreasonably small gaps will
One way of avoiding this problem

be required between resonator elements.
while still

using printed-circuit construction is

construction shown in Fig.

10.02-3.

to use the interleaved
In this construction alternate reso-

nator strips are printed on two parallel strips of dielectric
resonators can be interleaved to achieve tight coupling.
structure is symmetrical
planes,

so that the

Since the

about a r'enterline midway between the ground

no ground-plane modes will be excited.

Interleaved resonators of

this type can be designed from the odd- and even-mode impedances computed
in this section with the aid of the information in Figs. 5.05-4 through
5.05-8 and theiraccompanying

discussion.
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FIG. 10.02-1

TWO FORMS OF PARALLEL-COUPLED FILTERS
WITH A•0/2 RESONATORS
Each section Sk k +1 is k0/4 long where X0 is the
wavelength at f r-ýIuency
0
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FIG."10.023 POSSIBLE MEANS FOR FABRICATING WIDE"-BAND FILTERS OF THE

TYPE IN FIG. 10.02.1(b) USING PRINTED CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES
Inorder to achieve tight coupling with reasonably large conductor spacing*,
alternaet conductor strips are mad. to be d1ouble so that conductor strips
can be interleaved

dielectric, the relative dielectric constant, e,, most be taken into
account, of course, in computing the length& and width& of the resonator
and (Y..) 11 &.1 is
elements. Each section having admit~tances (*)
1
propagation at frequency ow*.
s quartar wavelength long in the medium of
as n half-wavelength
operate
together
joined
and the n'+ I sections
resonators (when designed by the methods described in this section).
A convenient and moderately accurate low-pass-to-band-pass mapping
(Sec. 40.01) which can be used to estimate the attenuation of the filters
in Fig. 10.02-1 from their low-pass prototypes is

5,'

1

"-(10.02-1)
+

where

whet.

•

(10.02-2)

W0

I

2+

2
2o

(10.02-3)

and w' wl, w, w1 , and w2 are as indicated in Figs. 10.01-1(a)(b).

A

more accurate mapping is

S

co

in(

(10.02-4)

where
W
-

-

1

C0

(10.02-5)

--

2

and n is the number of reactive elements in the low-pass prototype.
Examples indicating the relative accuracy of these two mappings will be
shown later in this section.
After the low-pass to band-pass transformation has been used to
estimate the number n of resonators required to achieve a desired rate
of cutoff for the filter, low-pass prototype element values g0 , gl, 92'

S....

g.., are obtained (see Chapter 4), along with the prototype cutoff
frequency, wl. The fractional bandwidth w and the terminating conductances,

YA

"

YO, having been specified, the odd- and even-mode admit-

tances for the various sections of the filter can be computed in a
straightforward fashion by use of the equations in Table 10.02-1.
In the
table the parameter h is a dimensionless admittance scale factor which can
be chosen arbitrarily to adjust the admittance level within the interior
of the filter as may be desired,

without affecting the filter response.
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Table 10.02-1
DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR PARALLEL-COUPLED FILTER
IN FIG. 10.02-1(s)

Use mapping !•q. (10.02-1) or (10.02-4) to select low-pass
prototype with required value of i. There will be a + I
u-reactive-elemet prototype.
paraliel-coupled sections for an
END 83CTIONS_0.,1 AND a.s

I

For k - 0 and & - a compute:

skkl (•',) ÷ " A

, ta
0

,.,+, -- , - (Y4.)k.,+,
(Y.O.

(ee~
k~ +I

( o f)

(

197

A!

f (I- f)

;?

')ofb~l. t --(Y6
(Y: . k ji+1

The permeter h is a dimensionless scale factor which may be
chosen arbitrarily so as to give a convenient admittance
level in the -ilter (see text).
INTEHIOR SECTIONS 1.2 TO

(Yo)..)
" .,

q,

=

l.a

n - i compute:

For k - I to k

4

m -

4

6k~gk. 3

hAN"k
y,
#I "
Y(N""I 1

•
A
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a

A value for h which is usually satisfactory (and which makes at least the
parallel-coupled

section, S.

1,

of the filter have strips of equal width) is

.(10.02-6)
h
tan O9 1

'
+ I-/

2

where 61 and JoI/YA

1

are given in 'Table 10.02-1..

When Lhe symmetric or

antimetric prototypes such as those in Tables 4.05-1(a),

(b)

(b)

S 0 1 and S.,,+l

are used,

the strip widths in both the end sections,

will all be the same,

if

Eq.

(10.02-6)

is used.

and 4.05-2(a),

Other values of h may be

chosen to obtain other more convenient admittance levels (and dimensions)
for the resonators or to optimize the unloaded Q of the resonator elements.
(At present the choice of resonator dimensions to obtain optimum unloaded
Q for parallel-coupled resonators of this sort has not been determined.)
As previously mentioned, after the odd- and even-mode admittances for the
n + 1 sections of the filter are obtained, the dimensions of the various
lines are obtained by use of the data in Sec.

5.0S.

Table 10.02-2 summarizes the odd- and even-mode admittances for
three designs obtained by use of Table 10.02-1 along with Eq. (10.02-6).
All three were designed from a 'I'chebyscheff

low-pass prototype filter

Table 10.02-2
SUMMARY OF THE OWI}-MOI)E AND EVEN-MODE AUMITTANCE VALUES FOR THE
FI.ThIAS OF FIGS. 10.02-4 10 10.02-6
They were deaigned by use of Table 10.02-1 and realised in the form
in Fig. 10.02-1(a).
FAuation (10.02-o) was applied so that
(aOl

* O&l

and (Yt)

FIG. 10.02-4
(S% Seadmidth)

(Ya)0

FIG. 10.02-$
(30% Beadvidth)

(2

FIG. 10.02-6
to I Baadwidth)

(F o)01
(Yeo)12

,
"

(Y..) 6 7
(Y,,)5 6

1.251
0.9%

1.540
1.023

1.716
1.142

(Y..)23
(Y..)3 4

*

(Y..)45

0.981
0.980

0.937
0.927

0.954
0.933

(Fok)01
(Y..)12
(Y..)23

-

(Y-.)67
(Y.o)5 6
(Y..)45

0.749
0.881
0.895

0.460
0.491
0.536

0.284
0.208
0.250

0.89%

0.542

0.255

(Y..)

34

'
a

All values aoraelisod so that YA - i,
SOURCE:

Fiasa Report, Coatract DA 36-039 SC-74162. SRI; reprinted is
IN tralm. PGN7T (@ea Hof. I by 6. L. Matthaei).
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FIG. 10.02-4 COMPUTED RESPONSE OF FILTERS DESIGNED AS

IN TABLE 10.02-1 TO HAVE 5 PERCENT BANDWIDTH
Design value for elý" Was 0.975. Prototype had
0.10.db Tchobyscheff pass-bond ripple with n a 6
reactive elements

having 0.l-db ripple and n a 6 reactive elements (the element values being
An is seen from Table 10.02-2, the designs
obtained from Table 4.05-2(0)].
are for 5-percent, 30-percent, and an octave bandwidth; and the admittances
have been normalized so that YAa 1. Figures 10.02-4, 10.02-5, and 10.02-6
show the computed responses of these designs.

Note that even the octave-

bandwidth design comnea close to having the specified 0.l-db ripple in the
pa.s band, the main error being a slight shrinkage in bandwidth. Points
mapped from the low-pas, prototype by use of the mapping of Eqs. (10.02-1)
and (10.02-4) are also shown.

Note that for the 5- and 30-percent-

bandwidth designs the simple mapping in Eq.
reault. even up to quite high attenuationa.

5ol

(10.02-1) give, quite good
However, in the case of the

octave-bandwidth design (Fig. 10.02-6). the more Complicated Eq. (10.02-4)
gives markedly better accuracy up around 60 db or above.
Design equations for the form of filter in Fig. 10.02-1(b) are ob.
taiaed by applying duality to the equations in Table 10.02-1. Thus, the
admittance quantities are replaced by impedance quantities as i'ndicsted
below.

(10.02-7)
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FIG. 10.02-6 COMPUTED RESPONSE OF FILTERS DESIGNED AS IN TABLE 10.02-1
TO HAVE APPROXIMATELY 2 TO 1 BANDWIDTH
Design value for w I/w
as 0.650, which calls for C0
0
2 /wl - 2.077.
Prototype some as for Fig. 110.02-4w

Note that the admittance inverter parameters .1.+

are replaced by impedance inverter parameters, kA,,+;
that odd-mode admittances
1
are replaced by even-mode impedances (Z,,,, and that even-mode
admittances Y*)~ 1
are replaced by odd-mode impedances (.)~
1
The dimensionless scale factor, h, is used as before, except that in
this case it scales the impedance level instead of the admittance level.
The filters in Figs. 10.02-1(s), (b) have their second pass band
centered at 3co,. and in theory they have infinite attenuation at 2w .
0
However, the resonators are actually resonant at 2w0o (since the resonator
strips are a wavelength long at that frequency), and the theoretical pole
of attenmuation arises only because the coupling regions between adjacent
resonators are a half-wavelength long.
(The coupling- is maximum when the
590

coupling saps are X/4 long and zero when they are X/2 long.)

However,

for this to work out in fact, for the attenuation to remain high at and
near w0 all of the coupling region& throughout the filter muat be exactly
X/2 long at exactly the same frequency, which must also be exactly the
frequency for which all the resonators ere resonant.
Since this is
almost impossible to achieve in practice, there are almost always narrow
spurious responses in the vicinity of 2w, for these types of filters.
SEC.

10.03,

FILTERS WITH SHUNT OR SERIES ke/4 STUBS

By use of equivalences which were aummarized in Figs. 5.09-2(a), (b),
can be shown that parallel-coupled strip-line filcera of the form in
Fig. 10.02-1(a) are electrica-Hy ewset!w s-uie .
..
6
_&
€
it

the form in Fig.

10.03-1.

of the form in Fig.

Likewise,

parallel-coupled strip-line filters

10.02-1(b) are exactly equivalent to stub filters of

the form in Fig. 10.03-2.
It. would be possible to work out a parallelcoupled filter design by the procedures in Sec. 10.02 and then convert
it to either the form in Fig. 10.03-1 or that in Fig. 10.03-2; however,
parallel-coupled

filter deaigns that have reasonable impedance levels

and dimensions generally have quite unreasonable impedance levels when
converted to a stub-filter form.
Similarly, practical stub filter designs generally do not convert to practical parallel-coupled designs.
For this reason the design equations in this section are based on a somewhat different design procedure then are those in Sec. 10.02.
This procedure gives reasonable impedance levels in typical stub filters, end
also makes complete use of all of the natural modes of vibration of the
YA

Y2Y3Y

4

Y. I

SOURCE: Fiai Rspen., Costect DA 3OS9 SC-74M2, SRI, rprinted
im IRE Tmran.

PGMrT (see RNo. I by G. I.. Maitthe)

FIG. 10.03-1

A BAND-PASS FILTER USING A/4 CONNECTING LINES
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FIsal Repon, Comitoct DA 36-0O5SC-74862. SRI; ropinted
i. IRE T1saa. PcMTT (seo Rot. I by G. L. Mleseoi)

FIG. 10.03.2 A BAND-PASS FILTER USING X0/4 SERIES STUBS AND X0/4
CONNECTING LINES
This filter is the dual of that in Fig. 10.03.1 and can hove
identical response characteristics

circuit (which the procedure in Sec.

10.02 does not,

as a result of the

manner in which the end sections are designed).
Both the filter in Fig.

10.03-1 and that in Fig.

10.03-2 are com-

posed of stubs that are X./4 long with connecting lines that are also

X0/4 long, where h0 is the wavel
the midband frequency w0.

,gth in the medium of propagation at

These two types of filters can be made to

have identical transmission properties.
is

However,

the form in Fig.

10.03-1

the one that is moat commonly used since the series stubs of the filter

in Fig.

10.03-2 are difficult to realize in a shielded structure.

Since

the filter in Fig. 10.03-1 is the most important for practical applications, it will be discussed first.
In order to determine how many reactive elements are required in the
low-pass prototype in order to give a desired rate of cutoff, the low-pass
to band-pass mapping in Eq.

(10.02-1)

or Eq.

should be used.

(10.02-4)

Having the low-pass prototype parameters go, g 1 , g9
2

....

g0+

a1nd

W,

and having specified the fractional bandwidth, w, and the terminating
conductances Yu " Y., the designer can compute the characteristic admittances of the stubs and connecting lines in a straightforward fashion
from the equations in TFable 10.03-1.

In the equations there is a dimen-

sionless constant d which may be chosen for some adjustment of the
admittance level in the interior of the filter.
In the case of the
equations in Table 10.02-1 the choice of the admittance scale factor,

h,

should have no effect on the transmission characteristics of the filter;
however, in the case of the equations in Table 10.03-1, the choice of d
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Table 10.03-1
DESIGN EQUJATIONS FOR FILTERS WITH SHUNT X0/4 STUBS
AND X0 /4 CONNECTING LINESASSHOWN IN FIG. 10.03-1
Use mapping Eq. (10.02-1) or (10.02-4) to select a low-peas
prototype with the required value of n. The filter will
have n shunt stubs for an n-reactive-clement prototype.
Compute:

so

F92
go

f.

where

,

•A

'

C
'ksk&+l

ito x-2
2

-

C. =

,

1o

and d is a dimensionlets constant (typically chosen to be
1.0) which can be choae,• so as to give a convenient
admittance level in the interior of the filter. (See text)
Nk.

-1tom-I

k.+1•

•1'

+

80,01C.

)

tan 019

2

The characteristic admittances of the shunt stubs are:

42.

&j0- d)gl ton 01

A

'
hI&k-2 to n-I

Y'OA(gsgfl,
YA

+AJN
A\&1.h

- dgoSI)

'k~~

tan 01

AA

+YA(N.

-. -

-TA

The characteristic admittances of the connecting lines are:

y k, +1I alltom -I

All stubs and connecting lines are A,/4 long, where X is
the wavelength in the medium of propagation at the mid-band
trequency ep.
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Table 10.03-2
M1E TRIAL FILTFE
NOUALIZED LINE AMIITTAKNCE FOMR
iSlN W089 HISPOISE 18 SHOWN IN rIG. 10.03-3
Filter d•asignd using Table 10.03-1 frame 0.10 db
ripple, a a 6, Tehobehyeoef prototype using
,/wo a 0.6SO sa d a 1.0
Y,

- Y8

"

1.236

S4
7 a-.050
2
V23 a Y67 0 1.364

Y3

-

1.292
2.08?

y4s

- Ys
a 1.27?

'* 1
rmhlised go VA a
All values
Mial bpout. Cestreat DA 36-639 SC-74862,
OUKi!:
Sol. reprrieed in In Treal. Port fees

asfI. I

V G. L.Matthaei).

may have some small effect on
the approximations upon which
To
the equations are based.

date, only value

of d of 0.5

and 1.0 have been tested in
this design procedure, but it
is probable that considerably
different values in the range
0 < d < I would give satisfactory

results.

Table 10.03-2 summarizes

the line admittances for a de-

sign obtained using an n - 8-reactive clement Tchebyscheff prototype with
0.10-db ripple [Table 4.05-2(a)].
that YA - yo a 1,
octave bandwidth.

The admittance

level is normalized so

and w/l0 = 0.650 which calls for slightly over an
Figure 10.03-3 shows the computed response of this de-

Note that though the ripples at the edges of the pass band are
undersized, the pass-band performance is quite close to what was specified.
sign.

The x'a and circles on the graph show points mapped from the low-pass proNote that in this
totype response by use of Eqs. (10.02-1) and (10.02-4).
case the more complicated Eq. (10.02-4)

does Eq. (10.02-1),

gives much better accuracy than

for attenuation above 30 db.

Note in Table 10.03-2 that the admittances of the end stubs are about
half of that for the stubs in the interior of the filter. For this reason
it is sometimes convenient to build this type of filter with double stubs
ih the interior of the filter and with single stubs at the ends, as is
Table 10.03-3 summarizes the line impedances
illustrated in Fig. 10.03-4.
This filter was
for an n - 13 design which has the form in Fig. 10.03-4.
constructed and tested in rectangular-bar strip-line form and its important
The filter
dimensions are summarized in Figs. 10.03-5(a), (b), and (c).
was designed for a band-center frequency of &a,/2w - 3.6 Gc, and it was
necessary to take account of the junction effect where the stubs and mainin order to properly determine the lengths of the stubs and the
It was assumed that the junction effect for a plusconnecting lines.
junction must be similar to that of the T-junction'a in Figs. 5.07-6 to
line meet,

From tests on the filter, the junction equivalent circuit and
reference planes were estimated to be about as indicated in Fig. 10.03-6.

5.07-9.
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Table 10.03-3
A BAND-PASS FILMER OF T1HE FMO IN FIG. 10.03-4

LINE IMPRIMNDCS IF

13, A BAND-MG RATIO OF 12/1, a2.17S. AND
0. 1-db TCtlEBYSU:EFF PASS-BAND RIPPLE

HAVING a

SKAPPROXIMA•TELY
z5

= SO

zi

a Z*
1

52.8

" Z12,13

a 38.8

=

21

53.7

21.12
Z

=

21,2
Z3
Z1.3

25
23.4

Z4

ohbo

Z4.5

25
Z5.6

36.7

ZIII '

53.7

Z14,11

-

Z6
Z6.7

38.9

z?

= 52.4

a ZlO
" Z9.10
.

Z9

Z

a Z
a

39.6

=

52.1

a

52.0

39.8

0 Z1.9
*

ohms

*.6 39.6

52.0

These lime impedeaees were computed from toa a 10. 0.10-db ripple prototype sinem at the time of this filter'& dgenim. tables of oleo"et
values for a larger thee 10 were met aveileble.
The desigs wee
selNmtod to a * 13 by eddies additiemel limes and stabs at the caster
of the filter, the added limes sad stub. bevies impodecmee the ease so
theos at the caster of the a Is deemise.
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FIG. 10.03-5(a)
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LAYOUT OF STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE BAND-PASS FILTER WITH
UPPER GROUND PLANE REMOVED
S.. Fig. 10.03-5(b) for definitions oftf and w as used here
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T
I:

O/4 length for the stubs and the connecting lines was figured from

the reference planes PI and P, indicated.
The capacitive junction &usceptance B. is compensated for by reducing the lengths of each of the two
side stubs by the amount

Al

-

where Y is

(10.03-1)

\
477

V8

the characteristic admittance of each of the two stubs.

(This

equation effectively removes an amount of stub on each side so that each
stub plus half of the small junction susceptance B. will still

be resonant

at w 0 .)
In the case of the T-junctioas for the single stubs at the ends
of the filter, the reference plane for determining the stub length was
closer to the centerline of the main line so that the single,

end stubs

were made to be about 0.035 inch shorter than the double stubs in the
interior of the filter.
Figure 10.03-7 shows the measured performance of this filter.
band-edge ratio, (
value.

2

In general,

The

= 2.21, compared favorably with the 2.17 design
the performance is seen to be in oxcellent agreement

/,/,

with the design objective.
Design formulas fur the filter in Fig.

10.03-2 can be obtained

directly from the formulas in Table 10.03-1 by application of duality
Thus, admittanice quantities in 'able 10.03-1 are simply replaced by corresponding impedance quantities its listed below:
Y4

-

Yb

ye

ZA

--- Z

&k h+

It

. ZB

Z6

(10.03-2)
k +

would be possible to build a filter oi the type in F'ig. 10.03-2 shielded

coaxial

form by constructing the series stubs as stubs within the center
as shown in Fig. 10.03-8.

conductor of the line,
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FIG. 10.03-7

MEASURED RESPONSE OF THE FILTER SHOWN IN FIGS. 10.03-5(a), (b), (c)

LONG IN3UAIR

FIG. 10.03.8

POSSIBLE MEANS FOR REALIZING THE FILTER IN
FIG. 10.03.2 IN COAXIAL FORM

6"0

Jtet as with the parallel-coupled filters discussed in Sec.

the filters in Figs.

10.02,

10.03-1 and 10.03.2 have their second pass hand

centered by 3wes but they are very prone to have narrow spurious responses
in the vicinity of 2w, if there is the slightest miatuning.
Filters of
the forms in Figs. 10.03-1 and 10.03-2 are candidates for use primarily
as wide-band filters, because if
form,

narrow-band filters are designed in this

their stubs will have unreasonably

of Fig.

10.03-1,

Fig.

10.03-2.

SEC.

10.04,

and unreasonsbl,

low impedance

levels in the case

high impedance levels for the case of

FILTERS WITH
/2 STIJBS AND X,/4
CONNECTING LINAS

T-e filter in Fig. 10.04-1, which uses open-circuited X,/2 stubs
spaced k,/4 apart, can be made to have pass-band characteristics similar
to those of the filter in Fig.

10.03-1,

which uses short-circuited K,/4

stubs spaced X,/4 spa.
(where K, is tit wavelength at the pass-band
center frequency w0 ). However, .;ke filter in Fig. 10.04-1 has quite different stop-band characteristics.
characteristic

If

each X,/2 stub is of the same

admittance throughout its length,

then the stop-band will

have infinite attenuation at the frequencies ,o/2

and 3c.10/2.

V1,

1.tw
1;

-

SOURCEs Final Re". Conract DA 36-039 SC-74SA2. SRI; rerimted
it IRE Taim. PGCIT (see Not. I by G. iL. Matthaei)

FIG. 10.04-1

BAND-PASS FILTER WITH HALF-WAVELENGTH
SHUNT STUBS AND QUARTER-WAVELENGTH
CONNECTING LINES
The reference wavelength is the propagation
wavelength at the midhand frequency, wo
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If

the

outer half of each atub is made to have an aduittance that is a constant
times the admittance of the inucr half of the stub, as indicated in
Fig. 10.04-1, then the frequencies of infinite attenuation can be made
to occur at frequencies other than w%/2 and 3€,/2. This type of filter
will have additional pass bands in the vicinity of w - 0 and w u 2oe
and at other corresponding periodic frequencies.
Filters in the form shown in Fig. 10.04-1 can be readily designed
The design is carried out first to
by a modified use of Table 10.03-1.
give a filter in the form in Fig. 10.03-1 with the desired pass-band
characteristic

and bandwidth.

Then each shunt, quarter-wavelength,

circuited stub of characteristic admittance Y, is
Fig.

half-wavelength,

10.04-1 by a shunt,

short-

replaced as shown in

opera-circuited stub having an

inner quarter-wavelength portion with a characteristic admittance

Y

Y (a tan 2 bI
(a + 1) tsn

1)

-

•

and an outer quarter-wavelength portion with a characteristic
=

aYa

110.04-1)
(1

admittance
(10.04-2)

The parameter a is fixed by

a-cot

2

w

(10.04-3)

W/2&o0, and co, is a frequency at which the shunt lines present
The
short circuits to the main line and cause infinite attenuation.*
principle upon which the above substitution is made is that Eqs. (10.04-1)
where 60,

.

are constrained to yield half-wavelength open-circuited
stubs which have exactly the same susceptancea at the band-edge frequency
w, as did the quarter-wavelength short-circuited stubs that they replace,
while both kinds of stubs have zero admittance at w0"
through (10.04-3)

To test out this procedure, a filter was designed as in Table 10.03-1
a 0.850) using a 0.10-db Tchebyscheff
to give 30-percent bandwidth (w01/o
Of Seouat, is an -ealu| filter the etteaoethoa will be finite doe to the losses
etoBestly e.
prevaeting the stub impedsaces fIrongoing
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is %be &tubs

prototype with n a a. Then, choosing ca/oi* a 0.500, which gives a - 1,
the qmarter-wavelength stubs were replaced by half-wavelength stubs as
described above, and the resulting computed response is shown in
Fig. 10.04-2. Note that the pass band is almost exactly as prescribed,
and that there are low-attenuation regions in the vicinity of W - 0 and
w a 2w.',which are to be expected. The element values for this filter
are shown in Table 10.04-1.
The 2-to-i-bandwidth filter design (Fig. 10.03-1 and Table 10.03-2)
was also converted to this form using eo./ca - 0.500. and its response was
computed. The features of the pass band looked much the same as those
in the expanded plot in Fig. 10.03-3, while the stop bands consisted of
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Table 10.04-1
!ELWMT VALUES FOR WhE FILTER OFFIG. 10.04- 2
REALIZED AS QAOSM IN FIG. 10.04-1
Filter desiped fromeO.10 ab ripple, a - a.

very sharp attenuation spikes

Tohebyecheff prototype uainl &%/Iw = 0.850

Fig. 10.042r except that the
attenuation bands were much
narrower.

surrounding w/w/ - 0.500, in
a manner similar to that in

and ww/oaO 0.500. This. them. call* for
a -I so that
= Yk throughout.
1.606

Y12

l'=
a
u Vy'

1.286

Y34

" Y56

Yj

- Y7-

3.585

Y4

-

YV2 u Y67

1.364

V4S

" 1.277

All

velsee s eormied co thet

YS

=

.
1.292

Filters of the form in
Fig. 10.04-1 should be par-

-

3.614

ticularly useful where the
pass bands around w - 0 and
- 2w

•|.
-A

and where there is

Flee bpert. Cestract DA 36-039 SC-74462.
S31; repriated is IM Trans. POUT? (ei
Fol. I by G. L. lUtthaei)

SOUSCE:

are not objectionable,
a rela-

yb

tively narrow band of signals
to be rejected.
Ilythe proper

choice of w., the infinite attenuation point can be so placed an to give
maximum effectiveness against the unwanted signals.

Although using the

came ca) for all of the stubs should give the best pass-band response, it
may be permissible to stagger the (,o points of the stubs slightly to achieve
broader region& of high attenuation.

Filters of the form in Fig.

10.04-1

are practical for bandwidths narrower than those of filters of the form in
Fig. 10.03-1 because of the larger susceptance slope of half-wavelength
stubs for a given characteristic

admittance.

For example,

in the case of

Fig. 10.04-1, the shunt stubs for this filter as shown in Fig. 10.04-1
have characteristic admittances Y,' - Y, which are 0.471 times the characteristic admittances of the shunt stubs of the analogous filter in the form
in Fig. 10.03-1 from, which it was designed. "ihus narrower bandwidths can be achieved
without having the characteristic admittances of the shunt stubs become excessive.
No accurate

low-pass-to-band-pass transformation. has been !•eveloped

for filters of the form in Fig.

10.04-1.

Since filters of the form in Fig.

10.04-1 do not involve any short-

circuit connections, they are very easy to fabricate in printed-circuit
strip-line form as suggested in Fig. 10.04-3.
SEC

10.05,

FILTERS USING BOTH

SERIES AND SHUNT STiUS

The filter in Fig. 10.05-1 makes use of short-circuited A,/4 stubs
spaced A,/4 apart, which makes it similar to the filter in Fig. 10.03-1.
However,

the filter in Fig.

10.05-1 has,

604

in addition,

a X./2 series

PRINTED

"CiRCUIT
'-RIC
DIELEC

FIG. 10.04.3 A POSSIBLL PRACTICAL STRIP-LINE PRINTED-.
CIRCUIT VEISION OF THE FILTER IN FIG. 10.04-'

Z. a:oZ.

ZaZI

Y,2.

Y2

Sd)URNE:

Y4

Y3

Y. - 2

Ynl-I

Final Report. Contrsct [)A 36-089 SC-74862. SHIl repinted

i. IRE Trans. PGOT' toes Ref. I by G. L. Itethasei)

FIG. 10.05-1

BAND-PASS FILTER WITH QUARTER-WAM ELENGTH SHUNT STUBS,
QUARTER-WAVELENGTH CONNECTING LINES, AND HALFWAVELENGTH SERIES STUBS AT THE ENCdS
The reference wavelength is that at the midband frequency, w0
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•,,

short-circuited stub at each end. These
a.
/2 stubs yield frequencies w
where "infinite" attenuation* occurs close to the pass band, similar to
those of the filter in Fig. 10.04-2. but in this case the attenuation reSmains high at w - 0 and w

*

2cw, (except for possible narrow spurious

responses at 2w, which can result from any mistuning).
In this case a reasonably accurate low-pass-to-band-paso
10.01)

tion (Sec.

transforma-

is

O.Sl

- F,

"(10.05-1)

where

I

alw

-

s/2. and w6 is a at op-band frequency where infinite attenua-

tion is desired.

0

0

After aelection of a low-pass prototype with element values
112,

(or

5,.

g!,

"", 9+ 1 and cutoff frequency wl, and after specification of A', w
l/lw0), and w./w0' the design can be carried out by making the calcu-

lations indicated in Table 10.05-1.
As in Table 10.03-1, the dimensionless
parameter d can be used to give some degree'of freedom in establishing the
impedance level in the fnterior of the filter. The choice of d will have
some minor influence on the approximations involved in the design process,
but values of d in the range 0 < d < 1 should be usable (to date only the
value d - 0.5 has been used in trial designs).
Table 10.05-2 shows the results of a trial design computed using an
n - 8 reactive element and a 0.10-db ripple Tchebyscheff prototype, and
using
/Col/ - 0.650, w,/o', - 0500O
A
1, and d - 0.50.
Figure 10.05-2

Of

from,:eaoioe

ofa. res t.of dissipatieo in the circuit &be atteauation will alwsys be fliite for
so
w. but LA will typically 6. very high at frequesoias where the Al /I stubs &oe stil-

tJaeevt.
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Table 10.05-1
JSIGN EQUATIONS FOIl FILTEJRS OF THE FOIM IN FIG. 10.05-1
Use mapping Eqa. (10.05-1) and (10.05-2) to select low-pass
prototype with the required value of n.
(:"pute:
j9

C.i-

.0

2dSC

where d
I Is a dimensionless constant (typically one-half
I
or somewhat larger) which may be chosen to give a desired
impedance level in the interior of the filter.
C,
A0vg 2 43

-3 to e-1i

A

10

goIgo-90

r

b~k~
0-2
= ,,
Sa

_

e,

cot 2

where to is a frequency of infinite attenuation as indicated
in the eLample in Fig.

10.05-2.

Referring to Hag. 10.05-1,

for the stubs:

Z

=o

23 -

I)

e[(tan
y a 691)
+ I ) t 11itogI
on 6:

I z

2A,.(l- d)s2 t
l1te2
Yk

I" . y(N

A\
ANk-,

A
A
JiI,,
-I
."_k J& 6i+1

(Igs. 1i0
YAc4

-

d8 2 9.+ 1 )ten 91

[e(tnn 0i )2
~ +F

aA~

-

2

-A
-

--

k-3 to A-2

l ]'a,

N

9

z'a

..

For the connecting lines:

",..ll.to~
1h2to

.607

- N

j4-

J+)'

A

,A-

shows the computed response of
this filter (indicated by the

Table 10.05-2

the low-pass prototype response

ELEMENT VAWEZS FOR T1lE FILTERi OF FIG. 10.05-2
PEALIZED AS SHOIN IN FIG. 10.05-1
Filter designed using Table 10.05-1 fromo a 0.10-db
ripple. a o 8. Tchebyschof f prototype using cal Iwoi
060
.0,addu05

using the mapping in

Z~

(10.05-1) and (10.05-2).
Note that the 0.1-db point on
the left side of the pacs band
is very nearly at wlw
0.65 0
as specified, and that the reaponse in general is, for moat

21

solid linesa), while the circles
indicate points mapped from

Eqs.

Z

-

0.606

i

*

V3

0.606

- 1.779

V'3
Y6

Y2 3

6

1.235

r

*

0.779

l'4 as

*S

1.258

0.770

Y4

0.823

a

-

vetoes moeilised so tha Y,4-I
SOURCE: Final Report, Contract DA 36-039 SC-?4162,
SRI; reprinted in IRE Trans. PONIT (see
Notf.I by G. L. Matthaei).
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engineering purposes,
performance.

a satisfactory realization of the specified

Figure 10.05-3 shows a possible way for constructing filters of
the form in Fig. 10.05-1.
The filter shown is in so-called split-block
coaxial construction.
The round center conductors are within cylindrical
cavities machined from a solid split block.
Note that the X0 /2 series
cYLINDRICAL .SHORT-CIRCUITIN

A

PLUG!)

STUo IN

CENTER CONDUCTOR

K.i. J.?J. •.

)k,4STUBS-'.A
-

SECTION

FIG. 10.05.3

-•

,-i:

A - A'

POSSIBLE WAY FOR FABRICATING WI)E-BAND FILTERS
OF THE TYPE IN FIG. 10.05-1 IN SPLIT-BLOCK
CONSTRUCTION
The shunt, quarter-wavelength, short-circuited stubs ore realized
in parallel pairs so that the characteristic admittance of each stub
will be cut in half, and so that the structure will be self-supporting.
The series, half-wavelength, short-circuited stubs are inside the
center conductor
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stub at the input of the filter is realized as a coaxial stub within the
main line of the filter.
SEC.

10.06,

INTERDIGITAL-LINE FILTERS OF NARROW
OP MODERATE BANDWIDTH

Figure 10.06-1 shows one type of interdigital filter to be discussed.
The structure,

as shown, consists of TEM-mode strip-line resonators be-

tween parallel ground planes.

Each resonator element is a quarter-

wavelength long at the midband frequency and is short-circuited at one
end and open-circuited at the other end.
of the fields

fringing between adjacent

design procedure described in
serve as resonators.

Coupling is

achieved by way

resonator elements.

this section,

Using the

Lines 1 to n in Fig.

Lines 0 and n + 1, however,

10.06-1

operate as impedance-

not as-resonators.
Thus, using the procedures
an n-reactive-element low-pass prototype will lead to

tranzformi-ng-secti*-n-sadn
of this section,

an interdigital filter with n + 2 line elements.
If

all of the coupling effects are accounted for, the mathematics

that describe the performance of such interdigital

filters as those dis-

cussed in this and the next section become quite unwieldy. 2 Since synthe-

sizing a structure to have a prescribed response is a much more difficult
problem than analyzing a given structure,

LINE NUMBERS

0

I

2

4

3

and since an exact analysis of

n

n*a

TERMINATING
LINE
ADMITTANCE

TERMINATING
LINE
ADMIT TANCE

SOURCEs Quartrly Propose Report 4, Contract DA 36-039 SC-S7S98. SRI;
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGMTT (see Ref. 3 by G. L. Matthaei)

FIG. 10.06.1

INTERDIGITAL FILTER WITH SHORT-CIRCUITED LINES AT THE ENDS
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Sb

cI

T2
A- SA2- 175

SOURCES Quarterly Prop.os
-C,-D
S
-ST, SRI;
erewiated is IRE Trm.. PGMTT (see Red. 3 by G. L. Matthaei)

FIG. 10.06.2 CROSS SECTION OF AN ARRAY OF PARALLEL-COUPLED LINES
BETWEEN GROUND PLANES

such a structure is
usable exact
procedure

itself

very tedious,

synthesis procedure

given here involves several

tions (beyond

the design

Thus,

in

Secs.

formulas are approximate,

the results of trial

are characterized
of each

in

filter.

The

per unit length between adjacent
is

not always highly accurate;

of fringing

it

lines such as is

C,,

per unit length

and the mutual capacitances,
k and k + I.

bars
is

C k,+

amount

capacitance could exist between a given line element and,

geometries such as that shown,
have satisfactory

experience

However,

at

say,

least for

has shown this representatior

to

accuracy.
structures discussed herein,

For designs of the interdigital-filter
equations will be given for the normalized
C,/6 and C,.,,i/E,

1,

This representation

conceivable that a significant

the line element beyond the nearest neighbor.

for all the lines

in

self and mutual

the structure;

dielectric coi.stant of the mediumb uf propagation.
capacitances

the dea;gner can obtain

data in

5.05.

Sec.

designs indi-

electrical properties of the structure

terms of the self-capacitances,

bar with respect to ground,

Although

for most practical applications.

Figure 10.06-2 shows an array of parallel-coupled
an interdigital

approxima-

10.02 through 10.05)

easy-to-use design calculations.

cate that they are sufficiently accurate

used in

the synthesis

additional simplifying

those used fcr the procedures

straightforward,

that permit

the prospects of obtaining a

appear to be dim.

capacitances,

where e is

the dimensions of the bars,

611

the

Having these normalized
using the

A convenient and reasonably accurate low-pass-to-band-pass transformation (Sec. 10.01) to use for estimating the attenuation characteristics
of interdigital filters is

.

-

.

.(10.06-1)

where
•

Co2 -

w

.

62
Wo

and w',

w;,

6), C•t,

(10.06-2)

Wo
+ WI

(10.06-3)

2

.

and c2 are as indicated in

Figs.

10.01-1(a),

(b).

Table 10.06-1 shows approximate design equations for interdigital
This type of design is most
10.06-1.

filters of the form shown in Fig.

Although no
for filters having narrow or moderate bandwidth.
special investigation of this point has been made, it appears probable
that one should consider the possibility of using the design equations
in Sec. 10.07 when the bandwidth is of the order of 30 percent or more,
practical

Both sets of design equations are

instead of those in Table 10.06-1.
valid,

however,

for either narrow or wide bandwidths.

The main drawback

in applying the design procedure in this section to filters of wide bandwidth is that the gaps between Lines 0 and I and between Lines n and n+1
(see Fig. 10.06-1) tend to become inconveniently asall when the bandwidth
is

and the widths of Bars 1 and n tend to become very small.

large,

To use Table 10.06-1 for the design of an interdigital filter, first
use Eqs. (10.06-1) through (10.06-3) and the charts in Sec. 4.03 to estimate the number, n, of reactive elements required in the low-pass prototype
in order to give the desired rate of cutoff with the desired pass-band
When the prototype cutoff frequency co and element values
characteristics.
go, g1 , .....

g..

sign computations can begin.
bandwidth,

from the tables in

have been obtained

It

is

Chapter 4,

the de-

suggested that the filter fractional

w, be specified to be 6 or 7 percent larger than is actually
since from the trial design described later it appears that there

desired,
will be some shrinkage in bandwidth due to the approximate nature of the
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Table 10.06-1
DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR INTERDIGITAL FILTEBS OF MUE FORM
IN FIG. 10.06-1

Use mapping ir Eqs. (10.06-1) to (10.06-3) to select s low-psas
prototype with the required value of n. 1he input and output lines
in this filter do not count is resonators, so that there are n + 2
lines for an n-reactive-element prototype.
Compute:

*

N k'a+l

=

0

=

toI 0el1

f(

A

AA

where h is a dimensionless admittance scale factor to be specified
s convenient admittance level in the
&ive
arbitrarilyso as to
filter. (See text.)
The normalized self capacitances Ca/a per unit length for the line
elements are:
Co _

7-

376.7 (2yA -.M]

N1 *hA [t
6

613

49~

A

rS

I
Table 10.06-1 concluded

TCA

.376.7

ky4(.,,,,,

-

m

E•

A

~

£~

"7

--

*:"LNk4

LE &-IN..

:yLAAL'A

Cb A4

a

A
'Uial[

2

-

YA

-

a "

Jim

wbere g is the dielectric ConStant and er is the relative dielectric
constant in the medium of propegation.
The normalized mutual capacitances Ci..÷,/I per unit length between
adjacent line elements are:

C1
.
8-1..
ha t n1-i

376.7 hYA i

37.7

/-

SOURCE:

+1

r

k4-r

'A*

Qeuateriy Progresa Report 4. Ceotrast DA 36-039 SC-87394.
SRI; reprinted in IZ Trans. PGNTT (see Ref. 3 by
0. L. lkttbasi).
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r
design equations.
mapping Eqs.
YA a Ya

However,

(10.06-1)

the desired value of w should be used in the

through (10.06-3)

for determining n.

Note that

is the characteristic admittance of the terminating lines.

Afte- all of the J/YA and N parameters in Table 10.06-1 have been
computed, the admittance scale factor, A, must be fixed. One of the prime
considerations in the choice of h is that the line dimensions must be such
that the resonators will have a high unloaded Q. The dimensions that give
optimum resonator Q'a in such structures as interdigital filters are not
known.

However,

it

is known that for air-filled, coaxial-line

resonators

the optimum Q will result when the line impedance is about 76 ohms, and
various approximate studies suggest that the optimum impedance for thick,
rectangular-bar,

strip-line resonators such as those in Fig.

not greatly different.

Thus,

it

10.06-2 is

is suggested that in this case h be

chosen to make the quantity
2Chl~b

Ch

2Cb hkil

+

+

-

SC

C

(around

5.4)

•on/1 for aevee
=(n+l )/2 for n odd

(10.06-4)
if

air dielectric is used.

If

the quantity in Eq.

(10.06-4)

is &-L equal

to 5.4 for the case of e, - 1, this corresponds to making the line impedance 70 ohms for the resonator lines in the center of the filter, under
the conditions that the adjacent lines are being excited with the same
amplitude of voltage but with opposite phase (this is a generalized oddmode admittance condition).
A value for h, having been established, the
remainder of the calculations follow in a straightforward manner.
the normalized capacitances,

C•/l

and C•,

÷I/e,
1

have been computed,

line dimensions are determined as discussed in Sec.
Eqs.

(5.05-33)

through (5.05-35)

5.05

After
the

[by use of

and the accompanying charts].

A trial design was worked out using an n - 6 reactive-element
The prototype parameters were
Tchebyscheff prototype with LA = 0.10 db.
90
11, g, - 1.1681, g2 - 1.4039, 13 - 2.0562, S4 - 1.5170, gs - 1.9029,
= 0.8618, g7 - 1.3554, and w; - 1. The design was worked out for a
fractional bandwiuLh of w a 0.10 centered at f0 - 1.5 Gc.
Table 10.06-2
96

summa.rizes the various parameters used or computed in the calculations.
The parameter h was chosen so that Eq.

(10.06-4)

would yield 5.4.

The

resulting circuit has symmetry in its dimensions because the Tchebyscheff
prototype is antimetric (i.e.,

one half of the network is

the other half as discussed in Sec.

4.05).
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reciprocal to

S.......Table

10 06-2

TABULATION OF QUANTITIES IN TABLE 10.06-1 AND IN FIG. 10.06-2 FOR A
10-PERCENT BANDWIDTH TRIAL DESIGQ WITH n a 6

k

Jb.h+l'VA

Nk.&+l

t

ak, 6 ,1

Cbhi)'
1

k

Chit

(Aminke)

0 and 6
1 and 5
2 and 4
3

0

0.9253
0.7809
0. 586
0-5662

6 a 0,10
1.492
h a 0.05143

gr

a

1

6.401
6.381
6.379

1.582
0.301
0.226
0.218

0.1S9
0.419
0.512
0.520

Il
(lake*&)

0 and
1 and
2 and
3 and

7
6
5
4

5.950
3.390
4.420
4.4%

0.405f
0.152
0.183
0.183

YA a 0.020aho
MI - N6 a 0.02420
b a 0.625 inch
=

0.187 inch

Changed to 0.127 inch after laboratory tests.

$ Changed to 0.457 inch after laboratory tests.
SOURCE: Quarterly Progress Report 4. Contrast DA 36-059 SC-S7398. SRI;
respristd is 11 Traen. PGT? (see Not. 3 by G. L. Matthaei).

Fig.

Figure 10.06-3 showa a photograph of the completed filter, while
10.06-4 shown those dimensions'of the filter not summarized in

Table 10.06-2.
The short-circuiLing side walla of the structure are
spaced exactly a quarter-wavelength apart at the sidband frequency
f0 - 1.5 Gc (X,/4 - 1.968 incises).
Because of the capacitance between
the open-circuited ends of the resonator elements and the side walls,
it was necessary to forephorten the resonators ao as to maintain their
resonant frequency at 1.5 Gc.
No very satisfactory means for accounting
for all of the fringing capacitances at the open-circuit ends'of the
resonators has been devised,

but some rough estimates were made using

fringing capacitance data in Sec.

5.05 and various approximations.

estimated foreahortening for the resonators wia

The

0.216 inch, but laboratory

teots showed this to be excessive since the pass-band center was 1.56
instead of 1.50 Gc.

Although the filter pass band can always be lowered

in frequea.y by use of tuning screw*, if the resonators had been foreshortened about 0.160 inch instead of 0.216 inch, the pass-band center
frequency would probably have been about right.
Although the structure

included tuning screw&,

to lower the band-center frequency

to 1.50 Gc.

no effort was made

However,

it was found
that since Resonators 1 and 6 have different fringing-capacitance
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SOURCE: Quarterly Progress Report 4, Contract DA 36039 SC-87398. SRI;
reprinted in IRE rrae . PG lrr (see Ref. 3 by G. L. Mstthaei)

FIG. 10.06.3

A 10-PERCENI BANDWIDTH INTERDIGITAL FILTER WITH ITS COVER
PLATE REMOVED

conditions at their open-circuit ends than do the other resonators,

it

was necessary to increase the capacitance at their open-circuit ends by
inserting the tuning screws.
Before this was done, the pass-band response was not symmetrical (this is indicative of mistuning if soqe of
the resonators with respect to the others).
When the filter was first tested,

the pass-band VSWI1 reached peaks

of 2.2, which is somewhat high since 0.1-db Tchebyscheff ripples call
for VSWH peaks of only 1.3(
Such conditions can usually be corrected
by altering the couplings between the terminations and the first resonator on each end.

Thus,

a 0.032-inch-thick brass shim was added to the
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DA S
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Coaurect
Prow..IpmtlileG,
SOURBCE. Q•imterly
L. Matlue)
by (. SC-IIPO,
(see Ref.
IRE Twos. PCMTT
Apttmed is

FIG. 10.06-4

DRAWING OF THE 10-PERCENT BANDWIDTH
INTERDIGITAL FILTER
Pert of the dimensions ore as specified by Table 10.06-2
along with 0ig. 10.06-2

and output lines (Lines 0 and 7)
input
5
"0.159 inch to 0.127 inch.
*T
"
,I
1.30 or less across the band.

It

to reduce the adjacent gaeps from
This reduced the input VSWII to

Sorking that,
appears desirable

in

out

the design of trial models of interdigital filters as degcribed herein,
some provision should be made for experimental adjustment of the site

of coupling gaps at the elids,

if the peass-band VSWH is to be closely

controlled.

FiGure 10.06-5 shoWOs the measured attenuation characteristic of
The measured
10.06-6 shows the measured VSWb.
fractional bandwidth is slightly less than the design value (1 - 0.0935
co)/(2i) * 1.563 Gc, the
a nd 0
Using e s 0.0935
instead of 0.100).
this filter, while Fig.
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measured attenuation war compared with that estimated by use of the
mapping £Eq. (10.06-1) through (10.06-3) along with Fig. 4.03-5. The
measured attenuation in the stop bands was found to be somewhat less
than that predicted for a Tchebyscheff filter with LA, - 0.l-db ripple.
for the mosat part, much
However, the pass-band VSWR in Fig. 10.06-6 is,
less then the 1.36 peak value corresponding to a 0.l-db Tchebyscheff
ripple, and some of the VSWR amplitude, shown may be due to the connectors
and slight mistuning.*

The attenuation for a LA'

-L.

0.5

- 0.01-db

ripple filter

-_-

50.
. ...

:

•-

rio

.~0.0

1A5

O.60I.4
1LO 1.5
FRCQUEtICY-G9

40-

30

to--

\SCEENLAX4EOI
1.0

1.40

1.60
1.50
FREQUENCY -6e

11?O

1S0

SOURCEa Quarterly PIvetese Report 4. Contract DA 36-039 SC-8?396. SRI;
3 by G. L. Matthaei)
reprited is IRK Trans. PGMTT (see lisf.

FIG. 10.06.5 MEASURED ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTIC OF
THE FILTER IN FIG. 10.06.3

ab MUb~oem-adWSW"

is the mset sensitive index of the *.trrlatiia

of the actual deal$* as gem-

of the prototype. The peosebead attessatiie me daterained
the pose-bead characteristic
d to
pr
.. o.ursemoaincludeds the Lditional attiemmetiem due to dissipties
I'asisi
-hog
Ire
sep he markedly greater thou 0.1 dl depending a& the Q's of the rmesontor&.
I...aq, 11gb
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1.00

t.00

1.50

L55

FREQUENCY-

1.60
6c

1.65
A- MI?- 111q

SOURCE' Qat.rly Propose Repert 4. Contract BA 36-039 SC-87398, SRI;
by G. I.. ksithushi)
3
rPrmina4d In IRE Trams. PCMrT (see Rat.

FIG. 10.06-6 MEASURED VSWR OF THE FILTER IN
FIG. 10.06.3
1.1 peak) was also estimated, and the results are summarized
in Table 10.06-3. Note that in all cases the measured stop-band attenuation
is less than that computed for a 0.10-db ripple filter, but more than that
for a 0.01-db ripple filter. IThus, the given s.Pprjqxims."-mappinS procedure
appears to be reasonably consistent with the measured results.
filter (YSWJI

*

The second pass band for interdigital filters is centered at 3w,

Table 10.06-3
COIUPARISON OF MEASURED ATTENUATION IN

FIG. 10.06-5 WHIM ATTENUATION PREDICTED
USING MAPPING EQS. (10.06-1) TO (10.06-3)
Ckoputed values are for 0.01 and 0.10 db ripple,
*a 6. w - 0.0935. a=dre a a0/(2w) a 1.563 Gc
LA' db
fas
FORlLA, a 0.01

LA' db

LA.
IA3UD

FOR LA, a

1.440
1.686

25
25

29
28

35.5
35.5

1.380

49.5

52

59.5

1.746

49.5

52

59.5

SOURCK:

4Qriterly Preogrss

ej.10

(where c0 is the center of the first
peas band).
There are multipleorder poles of attenuation

(Sec.
etc.,

2.04) at w - 0, 2we, 4ai,.
so the stop bands are very

Unlike all the filters disin this chapter,
earlier
cussed
interdigital filters cannot possibly
have any spurious responses near 2wp

strong.

.per%4. Contrest

t 364-89 SC-I?55l. SRI; reprinted in
by
Irpsa. Pow (see Not.
I

4w0,

etc.,

no matter how poorly they

may be tuned.

0. L. Mlel.
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Calculating from the measured pass-band attenuation of the trial
design,

it

is estimated that the unloaded Q's of the resonators in this

filter are about 1100.

Using copper for the structure instead of aluminum

would theoretically give a value about 25 percent higher for the unloaded
Q's.

It

is possible that a different impedance level within the filter

Polishing
might also give higher Q's for a given ground plane spacing.
the resonator bars and the ground planes would also help to raise the

resonator Q'S.
The lines in the trial interdigital
were fabricated by machining Lines 0, 2,

filter (Figs. 10.06-3 and 10.06-4)
4, and 6 in comb form from a single

piece of jig plate. Lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7 were cut out similarly from a
(Actually, both comb structures were machined
second piece of jig plate.
at once,

back-to-back.)

'I'hen, interleaving the two comb structures between

ground planes gave the desired interdigital structure.
Figure 10.06-7 shows an alternative form of interdigital filter strucIn this case, the
ture that should be even less expensive to fabricate.
interdigital line structure is photo-etched on a copper-clad dielectric
card, and the dielectric material removed from the region between the
copper-foil

lines.

In order to provide good support for the lines,

COPPER FOIL CICUIT
TOP AND BOTTOM OF
OIELECTRIC CARD SUPPORT --

the

O

Iq.LANES

I TAL SHORTME
SCIRCUITING |JARS
DI1ELECTRIC CARD CUT
AWAY BETWEEN LINES

*- Sb2P-lIO

SOURCEt Quartemly P•oaress Report 4, Contract DA 36-039 SC-87398, SRI;
reprinted in IRE Tans. PGMTT (moo Not. 3 by G. L,. MtthmeeI)

FIG. 10.06.7 A PROPOSED LOW-COST CONSTRUCTION FOR INTERDIGITAL-LINE
FILTERS
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j

dielectric is mat removed at the opon-circuit ends of the lines, however.
With the usme of this struacture, the propagation is largely in air, which
ahould permit good performance; also, the dielectric-card line structures
should be quite inexpensive to mama produce.
Round rods between ground planes also provide an at~tractive form for
fabricating interdigital filters.' However, no date are yet available for
accurate determination of the rod diameter. and spacings from specified
line capacitances.*
SEC. 10.07, INTERDIGITAL-LINE FILTERS HAVING WIDE BANDWIDTHS
In this section the interdigital band-pass filter discussion in
Sec. 10.06 is extended to cover the filter structure shown in Fig. 10.07-1.
Note that the structure in Fig. 10.07-1 differs from that in Fig. 10.06-1
in that the terminating lines are connected to open-circuited rather than
LINE NUMBERS

1

2

3

4

.. .

-

[

TERMINATING

ILINE

LINE

AONITTANCE

TER MINAT ING

I

ADMITTANCE

SOURCE1 QuurtorIY Progreso RePerl 4, Contract DA 36-039 SC-8?396, SRI;
Rot. 3 by G. L. Matthaei)
reprinted In IRS Trans. PCMTT (mes,

FIG. 10.07-1

INTERDIGITAL FILTER WITH OPEN-CIRCUITED
LIMES AT THE ENDS

short-circuited line elements.
when it

In the case of the structure in Fig.

is designed by the methods of this section,

(including Lines I and n) serve as resonators.

10.07-1,

all of the line elements

Thus,

when the procedure of

an n-reactive-element, low-pass prototype will lead to
an interdigital filter with n interdigital line elements.

this section is used,

BeljoshaendN sMattao (1s. 3) give an Opproaimnta mauhed for deals. of eireesnuu sassatielsg at re. that ane
all she as" Oise and hae. she ean" sCsaL~ejie A procedure far oiesurate demis. where varying diameters sod
"Ane.
are quired he. Roteast
em
sasipearm
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Table 10.07-1 presents approximate design equations
the form in Fig.

10.07-1.

This type of filter is most practical for

designs having moderate or wide bandwidths
around 30 percent or more),

for filters of

(i.e.,

perhaps bandwidths of

although the design procedure given is valid

for either narrow- or wide-band filters.

The main drawback in applying

the procedure in Table 10.07-1 to narrow-band filters is that Lines I and
n will tend to attain extremely high impedance in such designs.
Except for the somewhat different design equations,
the design of filters of the form shown in Fig.
that described for filters in Sec.
Table 10.07-1,

10.06.

the procedure for

10.07-1 is much the same as

is suggested that for use in
w be made about 8 percent larger than the actual desired

fractional bandwidth,
Equation (10.06-4)
scale factor, h.

It

in order to allow for some bandwidth shrinkage.

is applicable when selecting a value for the admittance

A trial design was worked out using an n - 8 reactive-element
Tchebyscheff prototype with LA, 90 a 1, g1 = 1.1897, g2 - 1.4346,

0. 10 db.
The prototype parameters were
g 3 - 2.1199, g4 - 1.6010, gs = 2.1699,

g6 - 1.5640, g 7 - 1.9444, go - 0.8778, g9 - 1.3554, and co * 1. The design
was carried out for a fractional bandwidth of w - 0.70 centered at 1.50 Gc,
and the parameter h was chosen to make Eq.

(10.06-4)

equal to 5.86.

(This

gives a generalized odd-mode impedance of 64.5 ohms for the middle lines.)
Table 10.07-2 summarizes some of the quantities computed in the course of
the design of this filter.
Figure 10.07-2 shows the completed filter, while the drawing in
Fig. 10.07-3 shows additional construction details and additional dimensions not summarized in Table 10.07-2.
The filter was fabricated in much
the same manner as the filter described in Sec.

10.06,

resonator lines were foreshortened by 0.150 inch.

cross-sectional dimensions of the resonator elements,
0.150 inch excessive,

except that the

The relatively small
unfortunately,

made

so that the measured band-center frequency was

1.55 Gc instead of 1.50 Ge.

It

is

probable that foreshortening the line

elements about 0.125 inch would have been about right.
When this filter was first tested, the VSWB was quite low across the
band (about
1.8.

1.2 or less) except at band center where the VSWR peaked to

This situation was altered by increasing the s

0.087 inch to 0.092 inch, which caused the VSWI
be more nearly even and to be 1.55 or less.
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and ss

gaps from

peaks across the band to

Table 10.07-1
DESIGQ EQUATIONS FOR INTERDIGITAL FILTERS OF WIE FOqM
IN FIG. 10.07-1

Use mapping in Eqn. (10.06-1) to (10.06-3) to select low-pass
rototype with the required vlue of n.
Us:
outputn
Menns anthis filter count as amonators,
so input
that "nd
the5reere
line elements for an u-reactive-elemont protttype.
Compute:
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-

-(I

-('

-

2(.0

•

)n)2

k 'k +3
t A
m- 2
to

2

tan

A

19+!tan
•i tan
-_? ml.I÷
-;So~l,

A
,
"Nk-

91

Nkb"-i

The normauised self-capacitances, C

the line elments are:

I - 1(9/Z)

644

/(,

-i~~

per unit length for

Table 10.07-1 concluded

k--to -2 376.7
.

C

y A -( )

(

CA;

c

376.7 yA(I

=

= -

-

A

(Zd/ZA)

I

the dielectric constant, £ is the relative
and
paa
dielectric constant in the medium of •ropsgataon
a dimensionless admittance scale factor whose vMue should
be chosen to give a convenient admittance levei in the
(See Text.)
filter.
The normalized mutual capacitances C, .,./e per unit length
between adjacent line elements are:
where e is

C 12

_

376.7 yA

Ck.¢.i [.376.7

y

OFl-2 to n-2

Cn-] on

e

SOURCE:

V7 '

. 37 6.7 YA

,e:

kh+\1'÷IY

.

'r

V"'h
(Zh/ZA)

Quarterly
Report in4. In
Costract
DA
36-039
5C-87398, Progress
SRI; reprinted
Arnns.
PGirr
(see

Re.

3

by G. L. Matthaei).
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SOURCE

Quarterly Prove@@ Report 4, Coutract DA 36-039 SC-87398, SRI;
ropfieted in IRE Truan. PGMTr (see Ref. 3 by G. L. Metthasi)

FIG. 10.07-2 OCTAVE BANDWIDTH INTERDIGITAL FILTER WITH
COVER PLATE REMOVED
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0.062-In ALUMINUM JIG-PLATE
WITH SECTIONS REMOVED TO
FORM TRANSMIS ION LINES

METAL SPACER BLOCKS
CONNECTOR MOUNT
BLOCK

0..102
0-06

0 IE

IIAME

L/

SECTION A-A:

o

....-

;

-L_

MODIFIED

0.

0= CETE

ONUCO

UG- I6?IU_

TYPE-N CONRNECTORELE2S
.__

INSIDE

.•0276
O

O

0

06D0I
D

C;0

ATARETER

0.121 DIAMETER

CENTER
E
CONDUCTOR

"-.TYREXOLIOA1422

*04o

1

SUPPORT

BEAD. 0.125 THICK.
0.066 DIAMETER HOLE.
BEAD CEMENTED IN
PLACE.

3

015 .A

STYROFOAM
_

0

_CEMENTED

SUPPORT
IN

PLACE.

01""

S~TOP-VIEW,
GROUND

UPPER
PLANE REMOVED

SOURCEs Quenerly Progpram Report 4. Contract DA 36-039 SC-87398. SRI;
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGMTT (aee Re(. $ by G. L. Masthaei)

FIG. 10.07-3

DRAWING OF THE INTERDIGITAL FILTER
IN FIG. 10.07-2
Other dimensions not shown are as defined by
Fig. 10.06-2 and Table 10.07-2
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Table 10.07-2
TADULATION OF SomE OF ThE PARAMETERS COMPUTED IN THE DESIGN OF
THE TRIAL OCTAVE-BANDWI[YTi INTERDIGITAL FILTER
The dimensiona are &adefined in Fig. 10.06-2

kJb, bI/YA

Catel/e

(labes)

1 and 7
2 and 6
3 and 5

1.647
1.115
1.056

0.087'
0.136
0.143

1 and 8
2 and 7
3 and 6

1.941
1.779
1.235

2.235
1.463
1.675

0 . 1 2 6t

0.823
0.779

4

0.770

1.044

0.146

4 and 5

1.258

1.706

0.

- 0.70
01 - 1.021
h a 0.18

?

A Ch/4

(h

0.121t
0 . 1 26 t
127t

YA a 0.020mho
b o 0.625 inch
t = 0.063 inch

Changed to 0.092 iokh after laboratory tests.

Computed
sq. (5.05-26) for width .errestios.
Esime
SOURCE: Quarterly Progress Rsport 4. Contrast DA 36-039 SC-87391. SRI;
reprinted in IM rrews. PGNTr (see PRs. 3 by G. L. Metthesi.

Figure 10.07-4 shows the measured attenuation of this filter,
Fig.

10.07-5 shows its

measured

VSWH.

The fractional bandwidth

instead of the specified 0.700 value,

T4I.

10.07-3

various

Computed values ere for 0.10-db
ripple, n-8, m 0.645. and
f*UU(2m) *1.S5G

LA' db
FOR r,-LA
0.10
0.90
2.23
0.70

2.43

8OUECi

32
32

56
56

LA, db
MUSURK
31
33
55

57 2.-

Querterly Progress Report 4.
ContrIct
ei
IN from#.
sead ins6-19tSC-I139e,
Mlll re",
PeTT (ls. R.1. 3 by
0. L. Matthaei).

0.645

which indicates a shrinkage of band-

width of about 8 percent,

COMPARISON OF MEEMEASURED
ATTENUATION IN FIG. 10.07-4 WITH
ATTIMUATION PIPEDICTEID USING MAPPING
EQS. (10.06-1) TO (10.06-3)

while
is

as a result of the

approximations involved in

the design

equations.
The attenuation characteristics
in Fig. 10.07-4 was checked against the attenuation computed using the mapping
Eqs. (10.06-1) through (10.06-3) with
w w 0.645, and fo a wo/(2vv) - 1.55 Gc, along
with the n - 8 curve in Fig. 4.03-5.
The
resulting computed values are listed in
Table 10.07-3, along with the corresponding
The agreemeasured values of attenuation.
ment can be seen to be quite good.
5SEC.

10.08,

DERIVATION OF THE
DESIGN-

EQUATIONS

FOR PARALLELCOUPLED AND STUB FILTERS
The first
equations in
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step in deriving the design
Tables 10.02-1 through

1.0
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0
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6,6

FREQUENC
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FREQUENCY
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00-
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ato
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A-6027-5011

SOURCES
Quurtyeoy Program Report 4.
Contract DA SC-8739L SRI;
-36S039
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGMTT (saeeRo. 3 by G. L. MabyG..i)

FIG. 10.07.4

MEASURED ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
FILTER 11 FIG. 10.07-2

2.56

2.0

--

1.0
0.9

--

1A1

13

1.5

1.

2.1

FREQUENCY-Go

SOURCE: Quarterly Progress Report 4, Contract DA 36-039 SC-S7398. SRI;
reprinted In IRE Trans, PGMIT (see Rel. 3 by G. L. Mastthaei)

FIG. 10.07-5 MEASURED VSWR OF THE FILTER
IN FIG. 10.07-2
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Table 10.05-1 is to convert the low-pass prototype (Sec. 4.04) into the
modified form discussed in Sec. 4.12, which uses only one kind of reactive
element along with impedance or admittance inverters as shown in
Fig.

10.08-1, where the impedance and admittance inverters are assumed

to be frequency-independent and to have the properties summarized in
10.08-2.
It will be recalled that the low-pass prototype element

Fig.

values g4' g1,
Fig.

92

10.08-1(a),

.1

gn+,

having been specified for the circuit in

the elements RA' Li,,

L,

Lee,

.1 ...

La

Its

Rf may. be chosen

LeoeN

•K

•

/Ca

KRINel

K
I

(0)

t

MOOIFIEO PROTOTYPE USING IMPEDANCE INVERTERS

Ga

(Is

Jo.e~

Jo___

eV

wIJetas

E1

Bi

(b) MODIFIED PROTOTYPE USING AOMITTANCE

-

1.

INVERTERS

SOURCEi Finial Repoot. Coetract DA 86-039 SC-74S2. SRIs repuined
is IRE Trres. PGMTT (see Net. I by G. L. hlltthei)

FIG. 10.06-1

LOW-PASS PROTOTYPES MODIFIED TO INCLUDE IMPEDANCE
INVERTERS OR ADMITTANCE INVERTERS
The g0 , g9, ...,#n' gns are obtained from the original prototype
as in Fig. 4.04-1, while the RA, Lei, ... , Los, and RB orho GA,
Cop ... , Can, and G0 may be chosen as desired
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t 900 IMAGE
PHASE SHIFT

Z..

Z6 ~

Kk'*

'

IMPEDANCE
INVERTER

+ 90 IMAGE
PHASE SHIFT]

ADMITTANCE
INVERTER

SOUtCE:

Fil-i Repeat, Cemausta DA 36-.09 SC-7486,.
SRI; repristad is IRE Tre. PGCTT (gee
Not. I by G. L. Mmauhaei)

FIG. 10.06-2 DEFINITION OF IMPEDANCE
INVERTERS AND ADMITTANCE
INVERTERS
as desired.

Then the circuit with impedance inverters and series inductances will have exactly the same response as the original L-C ladder

prototype if

the impedance inverter parameters are specified as indicated

by the equations in Fig.

10.08-1(a).

An analogous situation also applies

for the dual circuit in Fig. 10.08-1(b).
The derivations of the design equations in this chapter are based on
the use of the converted prototypes in Fig. 10.08-1 using idealized,
frequency-independent impedance or admittance inverters.
The procedure
will be to break up the modified prototype into symmetrical sections, and
then to relate the image properties (Chapter 3)

of the modified prototype

sections to the image properties of corresponding sections of the actual
band-pass microwave filter structure.
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Procedure for Deriving the Equations in Table 10.02-1-The design
equations in Table 10.02-1 are based on the modified prototype shown at
(b)

in Fig.

10.08-1,

while Fig.

element values are specified,
broken into sections.
0h~j+1

(in

10.08-3 shows the manner in which the
and the manner in which the prototype is

The image admittance,

the pass band)

Y'.h6

1 (w'),

and phase,

for each of the prototype interior sections

(S;, to S._-..) are readily shown to be

JYh) .

(10.08-1)

-U~iJ~cu/2

I

and

sin&

where,

in this case, C.

low-pass prototype.

(10.08-2)

the cutoff frequency for the

and w; is

G
*A/W

2

The choice of f7/2 in Eq. (10.08-2)

whether the inverter is
equations in Fig.

jk(C2)

depends on

taken to have ig0-degree phase shift.

5.09-1(b)

The

can be adapted to show that the image admit-

tance and pass-band image phase for a parallel-coupled section, S,.,÷i
such as those in the filter in Fig. 10.02-1(a) is

C.

C

C.

s5 'il

Co.b

8i3

s5.,,.,,

G$/6i " ./W
1,B••'nI.flUT?'i.I15S
A

SOURCE:

Final Report. Contract DA 36-039 SC-74862, SRI; reprinted

in IRE Trans. PGMT" (see Ref. I by G. I.. Mdutthaei)

FIG. 10.00.3

MODIFIED PROTOTYPE FOR DERIVING THE DESIGN
EQUATIONS IN TABLE 10.02-1
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(yO
Y

-

Y..)

+ (YO* + Yb)' cost a

"

2 asn

6

(10.08-3)

and

/

where 0

cos{(I'If

- iw/2w* and V.,

tances, respectively.
in Fig.
S 1 , to S,..1

and Y

-

Cos

are the odd-

(10.08-4)

]

and even-mode line admit-

The parameters of the parallel-coupled sections
10.02-1(a) are related to sections S' to S,

of the prototype by forcing the following correspondences between the
two structures:
(1)

The image phase of the parallel-coupled sections when
W a WO must be the same as the image phase of the prototype sections when c' - 0.

(2)

The image admittances of the parallel-coupled sections
when w - w. must he the same (within a scale factor h)"
as the image admittances of the corresponding prototype
sections when w' - 0.

(3)

The image admittance of the parallel-coupled sections
when w - wI must be the same (within a scale factor h)"
as the image admittance of the corresponding prototype
sections when ca'

• w;.
(10.08-5)

Correspondence (1) is fulfilled in this case by choosing the + sign
in Eq. (10.08-2).
Equating Eqs. (10.08-1) and (10.08-3) and evaluating
each side at the appropriate

frequencies indicated above,

two equations

are obtained from which the equations for interior sections in
Table 10.02-1 may be derived (with the help of the information in
Figs. 10.08-1 and 10.08-3) by solving for Y.. and Y..
The end sections, S,1 and S,,nI, must be treated as a special case.
If Yj.(jw) is defined as the admittance seen looking in the right end of
the parallel-coupled section S,1 in Fig.

Tohias GA

a= A a Y*"
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10.02-1(a),

with the left end

connected to the input line of admittance YA# the following correspondences
10.08-3:

are forced with respect to Yl.(jw') indicated in Fig.
Re Y1 a(jwO)

(1)

- He Yi.(jwl) for the parallel-coupled termi-

mating circuit, just as He Y! (jO)

*

He Y!.(-jwm)

for the

terminating circuit of the prototype.
(10.08-6)

Yi,(jwo)

In Y 1,(jwl)/He

(2)

)1

InsY!(-jc

must equal B'/G'

He Y'.(-jw,) computed from the prototype.
In order to obtain additional degrees of freedom for adjusting the admittance level within the interior of the filter, the two parallel-coupled
strips for the end sections S 0o and S.,.1 were allowed to be of unequal
width and the special constraint conditions summarized in Fig.
were used in computing Y,,(jw)'for the actual filter.

5.09-3(a)

[The constraint

(Y* )01 + (FY.)01 " 2YA insures that Correspondence 1 in Eq. (10.08-6)
From Fig. 10.08-3 it is easily seen that
will be satisfied.]

1
+
AG

S!.(jw')

j

-'

(10.08-7)

2

"The

equations in Table 10.02-1 for design of the end sections S 0o and
S*M i of the parallel-coupled filter werc then obtained by using Yi*(jw)
computed using Fig. 5.09-3(a), and Y!.(jw') from Eq. (10.08-7) in the
correspondences

(10.08-6)

scale factor h - I//WN,

above.

It

should be noted that the admittance

where N in the turns ratio in Fig.

5.09-3(a).

Procedure for Deriving the Equations in Table 10.03-1 -The

equations

in Table 10.03-1 were derived using much the same point of view as discussed above for Table 10.02-1,
fied prototype in Fig.
and J 3 .. ,

1

except that the somewhat different modi-

10.08-4 was used.

Note that in this case the J.1

admittance inverters are eliminated,

and that the circuit has

been split into a cascade of symimietrical sections.

Note that the sym-

metrical sections in Fig. 10.08-4 are the same as those in Fig. 10.08-3.
and that their image admittance and phase are given by Eqa. (10.08-1) and
(10.08-2).

Now the stub filter in Fig.

10.03-1 can be pieced together as

a cascade of symmetrical stub sections as shown in Fig.

10.08-5.

Also,

5.09-1(b) that these stub sections are exactly equivalent
Due
t: the parallel-coupled sections in the filter in Fig. 10.02-1(a).

note from Fig.
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FIG. 10.06-4 MODIFIED PROTOTYPE FOR USE IN DERIVING THE
DESIGN EQUATIONS IN TABLE 10.03.1
The parameter d may be chosen arbitrarily within the
rang. 0 < d
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FIG. 10.01-5 THE FILTER IN FIG. 10.03.1 BROKEN
INTO SYMMETRICAL SECTIONS
The sections of this filter are designed
using the prototype sections In
Fill. I0.0-4 us guide
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to this equivalence, Eqs.
sections by substituting

(10.08-3)

and (10.08-4)

also apply for stub

(Y=.) .

"

h
(Y00)h.,÷

"I Yk.i~l + 2Yb.b~l

Yb.k+l

(10.08-8)

and

where Y1 ,.l
and Y:.6+1* is

is

(10.08-9)

the characteristic admittance of the X0/4 connecting line

the characteristic

stubs in section S1 ,,,+

admittance of the short-circuited X0 /4

of the filter (Fig.

10.08-5).

The sections S,,÷, of the modified prototype in Fig. 10.08-4 were
related to the corresponding sections S,.,+, (Fig. 10.08-5) of the bandpass filter by first setting Rf,÷
g. (for Fig. 10.08-4) and then apply1
ing the correspondences (10.08-5) above.
(Of course, in the statements of
the correspondences "stub filter sections" should be used to replace "parallelcoupled sectons.")

The correspondences were first worked out using the admit-

tance level of the prototype in Fig. 10.08-4; later the admittance level was
altered by multiplying all admittances by YA0. Relating the prototype and
band-pass filter sections made it possible to obtain equations for the line
admittances in the band-pass filter sections, and then the final stub admittances for the filter in Fig.

10.03-1 were computed as the sums of the

admittances of adjacent stubs,
Yt

The stub Y; in Fig.

.

o

i.e.,
-

10.08-5 is

"

for the kth stub
Y -.

+ Y•.,

related to C;.in Fig.

(10.08-10)

10.08-4 by the

relation
Y•ctn

w;Cao

-Y

U

(10.08-11)

which forces the suaceptance of the Y; stub at the band-edge frequency,
W1

to be the same as the susceptance of C; of the modified prototype at

the prototype band-edge frequency, c,;,
scale change in the microwave filter).
total admittance

636

(except for a possible admittance
Then the end stub Y1 has the

SYi

.

The other end stub,

Y., is

(10.08-12)

1`11+ Y142

treated in similar fashion.

Procedure for Deriving the Equations in Table 10.05-1-Tjhe stub
filter in Fig. 10.05-1 is much the same as that in Fig. 10.03-1, except
that series h 0/2 short-circuited stubs have been added at the ends of
In order to accommodate the series stubs, the modified
the filter.
prototype in Fig. 10.08-6 is used, where it should be noted that there
are now series inductances at both ends of the filter.
Z, of the filter in Fig.
the filter in Fig.

The series stub

10.05-1 is related to the series element L, of

10.08-6.

This relation forces the reactance of the

series stub at. the band-edge frequency wi for the band-pass filter to be
the same as the reactance w;Ll of the prototype at the prototype bandw,' (within a possible impedance scale change for the

edge frequency,

microwave filter).
end of the filter.

The sahte was done for the series stub Z. at the other
In all other respects the derivation of the equations

in Table 10.05-1 is much the same as the derivation for the equations
the stub filter in Fig.

10.03-1,

as discussed above.

of.C
4 0,1 0

til,.,,,

-V--

C',

C-,* T
,

÷
+,.,
J3

9

•

c.,

2

n-3

FIG. 10 08-6

L±11n+

-

•

Jk'k+! f-Z

c:., •

•

C'0

MODIFIED PROTOTYPE FOR USE IN DERIVING THE EQUATIONS
IN TABLE 10.05-1
The parameter d may be chosen arbitrarily within the range 0 < d 1
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for

SEC.

DERIVATION OF THE DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR
INTEBDIGITAL-LINE FILTERS

10.09,

The derivation of design equations for filters of the form in
Fig. 10.09-1 was explained in Sec. 10.08. Filters of this type consist of
parallel-coupled resonators which are X0 /2 long at the midband frequency.
There ia a X0/4,

short-circuited input and output coupling line at each
these are designed to serve only as part of an admit-

end of this filter;

tance transforming section.

An interdigital filter of the for'

is obtained from the filter in Fig.

Fig. 10.06-I

in

each X0 /2

10.09-1 if

line ia cut in the middle and folded double to give the structure in
Fig.
little

10.09-2.

It

can be seen from Fig.

10.09-3 that this operation has

effect on the currents and voltages on the lines,

midbsnd.

Figure 10.09-3(a)

circuited X0 /2 resonator,

at least at

shows the voltages and currents on a short-

while Fig.

10.09-3(b)

shows the voltages and

currents after the resonator has been cut and folded.

Note that the

voltages and currents on the a and b portions of the resonator are the
same in either case.
The circuits in Figs.

10.09-1 and 10.09-2 are clearly not electri-

First, if the structure in Fig. 10.09-2 has significant
cally the same.
fringing capacitances extending beyond nearest-neighbor line elements,
the coupling mechanism becomes much more complicated than is
the simple folding process.

Second,

the circuit in Fig.

shown to have only a first-order pole of attenuation

implied by

10.09-1 can be

(Sec.

2.04) at

w
0, 2coo, 4a)0, etc., while the circuit in Fig. 10.09-2 has high-order
poles of attenuation at these frequencies.
For this reason it was at
first believed that folding a filter as in Fig.

10.09-2 would have very

effect on its response for frequencies near &)
little
0 (provided that
fringing beyond nearest neighbors is negligible), but that the error
might be considerable at frequencies well removed from ci
0 (which would
10.09-2 might considerably disturb

imply that the folding shown in Fig.
the response of a wide-band filter).

To check this point,

the image

cutoff frequency predicted by the approximation in Figs. 10.09-1 and
10.09-2 was compared with a previous interdigital-line exact analysis

2

for the case where there is no fringing beyond nearest neighbors.
Surprisingly enough,

the image bandwidths were practically the same (to

slide rule accuracy)

by either theory,

an octave.

This unexpected result

even for bandwidths as great as

indicates that the folding process
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END SECTIONS MAV USE LINES
WITH UNIEQAL WIOTHSI
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FIG. 10.09-1

A PARALLEL-COUPLED STRIP-LINE FILTER WITH
XV/2 RESONATORS

bo

VAA

SOURCIa

Vs.

Quarterly Progess Report 4, Contract DA 36-039 SC-67398, SRI;
reprinted in IRE T'tras. PG
Tu (see. Reo. 3 by G. L. Matthaei)

FIG. 10.09-2

AN INTERDIGITAL FILTER FORMED FROM THE
FILTER IN FIG. 10.09-1
Each XV
0 /2 resonatoi has been cut in two in the
middle, and then folded double
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SOURCEt Quarterly Progrems Repout 4. Contract
DA 3•-039 SC-.739i. SRI; resprited
is INK Trans. PCMHT (see Ref. 3 by
G. L. Metthaei)

FIG. 10.09.3 EFFECT OF FOLDING A
X0/2 RESONATOR TO
MAKE A X0o/4
RESONATOR
in Fig.

10.09-2 should not greatly disturb the response of filters of
10.09-1, even if the bandwidth is quite wide (provided

the form in Fig.

that fringing capacitances beyond nearest-neighbor

line elements are

negligible).

Experimental results show that in typical cases the fringing capacitance beyond nearest neighbor has no serious effect.
The design equations in Table 10.06-1 were obtained directly from
those in Table 10.02-1

(which are for a filter of the form in Fig.

10.09-1).

Since the equations
along with the "folding" approximation in Fig. 10.09-2.
for the filter in Fig. 10,09-1 were shown to be valid from narrow bandwidths
to at least bandwidths of the order of an octave,

and since the folding ap-

proximation appears to be reasonably good to such bandwidths,

640

the design

equations in Table 10.06-1 should, in principle, be good for large as
However, the physical dimensions of widewell as for narrow bandwidths.
band filters of this type are not as desirable as those of the type shown
in Fig.

10.07-1.

In'order to derive design equations for interdigital filters with
open-circuited terminating lines (Fig. 10.07-1), design equations were
This filter
first derived for the type of filter shown in Fig. 10.09-4.
is nearly the same as the parallel-coupled

filter in Fig.

10.09-1,

except

It is
for the manner in which the terminating lines are coupled in.
readiiy seen that if the folding process in Fig. 10.09-2 is applied to
to the filter in Fig. 10.09-4.
input lines will result.
interdigital

an interdigital

filter with open-circuited

might seem at first that design equations for

It

filters with open-circuited terminating lines could have been

obtained by folding a parallel-coupled filter that had resonators openHowever, it will be seen that
circuited at the ends (Fig. 10.02-1(b)].
this cannot work,

since the voltages at opposite ends of a

circuited resonator have opposite polarity.
Y,

IA

SOURC|•s

Quarterly Propoem R~eport 4,

Y

Contract DA 36-039

SC-8739S, SRI;

repristed in IRE Trans. PGMrT (see Hof. 3 by G. L. Mottheei)

FIG. 10.09-4

A PARALLEL-COUPLED FILTER WITH Xo/2
SHORT-CIRCUITED RESONATORS AND OPENCIRCUITED TERMINATING LINES
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./2 open-

Design equations for the filter in Fig. 10.09-4 were derived in a
masper much like that used for deriving the equations for the filter in
Fig. 10.09-1, except that the parallel-coupled line information summarised
Note that this
5.09-2(c) was used in designing the end sections.
section also has impedence-transforming properties so that the admittance
scale factor h - l/V1, where N is the turns ratio of the ideal transformer
in Fig.

in Fig.

5.09-2(c).

in the derivation of the equations for
10.09-1, the mathematical constraint and

Note that,

filters of the form in Fig.
equivalent circuit in Fig.

5.09-3(a) were used.

causes one natural mode (Sec.

The constraint given there

2.03) of each end section to be stifled.
are used, all natural modes are

When end sections as in Fig. 5.09-2(c)
fully utilized.

When the strip-line and open-wire line equivalences in Figs. 5.09-2(a)
and 5.09-2(c) are used, it will be seen that the strip-line circuit in
Fig. 10.09-4 is electrically identical to the open-wire line circuit in
Fig.

10.09-5.

The filter circuit in Fig.

10.09-5 is very similar to the

filter in Fig. 10.05-1, for which design equations were presented in
The filters in Fig. 10.09-5 and in Fig. 10.05-1 become
Table 10.05-1.
identical if we set a - O in Fig. 10.05-1 and Table 10.05-1, and if we
introduce an ideal transformer at each end of the filter while altering
the impedance level within the filter to make the impedances looking into
the ends of the filter the same as before the transformers were introduced.
Design equations for the filter in Fig.

YE

10.09-5 were obtained inthismanner,

,Y
4

RI

SOUNCEn Qumoely Propgn R*We 4, Comat.ct DA 36-039 SC4-9. SRUI
mrpetad in IM Tmas. PGGMT (s.e Ref. a by G. L. Manbtei)

FIG. 10.09-5

AN OPEN-WIRE-LINE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE FILTER IN FIG. 10.09-4
All stubs and connecting lines are X0 /4 long at midband
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V

!0
:nd from these results equations for the equivalent filter inFig. 10.09-4
ere obtained.
Then the equations for the corresponding interdigital
*

filter resulted from applying to the filter in Fig. 10.09-4 the folding
approximation illustrated in Fig. 10.09-2.
The reader will be interested
to note that the J,.,+, in 'fable 10.07-1 correspond to characteristic
admittances Yh,,÷, of the connecting lines in Fig. 10.09-5, while Z 1 . Y2,
Ye-I, Z. in Table 10.07-1 correspond to the characteristic impedances or admittances of the stubs in Fig. 10.09-5, for the limiting case
where the transformer turns ratio is N - 1.
For N > 1 the admittances
Y3.....

are scaled by the factor h.
SEC.

10.10,

SELECTION OF MAPPING FUNCTIONS

The plots presented herin show that when the function in Eq. (10.02-1)
is used as indicated in Fig. 10.0ý-4 or 10.02-5 to map the response of a
low-pass prototype, it will predict quite accurately the response of bandpass filters of the forms in Figs. 10.02-1 or 10.03-1 having narrow or
moderate bandwidth.
Although the function in Eq. (10.02-1) is very useful,
it should not be expected to give high accuracy for wide-band cases because
it is not periodic (which the filter responses in Sec. 10.02 and 10.03 are),
nor does it go to infinity for u, = 0, 2c,,0, 4(.0' etc., which is necessary in
order to predict the infinite attenuation frequencies (Sec. 2.04) in the
response of the band-pass filter structure.
It might at first seem that
the function
-

- cot (-)

(10.10-1)

0

would solve this problem nicely,

since (1)

(2) it varies similarly to Eq. (10.02-1)
it has poles at the desired frequencies,

it

is

periodic as desired,

in the vicinity of to0
u, = 0, 2w*0, 4(,
0, etc.

and (3)
However,

if

the structures in Figs. 10.02-1 and 10.03-1 are analyzed, it will be
seen that no matter what value of n is used, the poles of attenuation at
- 0,
O 2cO, 4wo, etc., are always first-order poles." Meanwhile, an
is-reactive-element prototype as in Fig.
order pole at c'

-

D)

4.04-1 (which

will have an nth-

will map so as to give nth order poles at co - 0,

ror example, for the filter form in Fag. 10.03-1. aso u- 0 the effect of ell of the $hust stubs
con be reduced to that of a single, shut, aero-itdancn breech whish would prouce a firstorder pole of attemnution at W a 0.
(One
a7yin wheb higher-order pI"
" aern
be generated is
to produce shunt, zero-impedace branches alterneting with %er;ea brnches howing infiaite
impedance.
See Sec. 2.04.)
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2US, etc.,

if the function in Eq. (10.10-1)

source of error is

cot (iO/2wm)

is used.

corrected in the case of Eq.

(mt/2wo0),

by coo (m/2w,)/Iain

This important

(10.02-4) by replacing

and then taking the nth

In this manner the poles generated by the zeros

root of the denominator.

(O/2w0)l become of 1/n order, which causes the nth-order pole
at w' a W for the prototype response to map into first-order poles of
of lain

the band-pass filter response at the desired frequencies.
In the cose of the circuit in Fig. 10.05-1, the poles of attenuation
at w - 0, 2w0, 4w., etc., will again always be of first order regardless
of the value of n used.

However,

the series stubs at each end produce

second-order poles at the frequency w, and at other corresponding points
in the periodic response.*

Thus,

the

Vasin (7xj/2o)I
factor iw-the denominator of Eq.
poles at w'
poles at w

OD
s

(10.05-2)

assures thatu

the nth-order

in the prototype response will always map to first-order

0, 2w 0 , etc.,

for the band-pass filter response.

In addition,

the factor
min

mj[i--

is

• (Ww

-1

introduced to cause the nth-order pole at infinity in the prototype

response to map to second-order poles at we (and other periodic points)
for the band-pass filter reaponse.

In this manner,

all of the proper

poles of attenuation are introduced with their proper order.
These principles can also be applied to the structure in Fig. 10.04-1,
but this structure presents some new difficulties.
It can be seen that
this structure will develop nth-order poles of attenuation at w. and corresponding periodic points.

However,

the half-wavelength stubs also

introduce additional natural modes of oscillation which create, in addition

This gao

be seem es follows:

For m,

= N

each of the aeries

ismpede.msoeries brach.

stubs ropresoots

an

iftioite-

For this sing
freqousey, the interior part of the filter sea be
raplcoed by en equivoelet 7-sescti. with a finits @hbat iSpedasee. Then, the structure sea
be reduced (for the freqaocoy 60 to too, series, infinite-impedaneo breach$&
perolod by
a
fliits, ahoas-impedemee brench. This can be sees to result in a secoad-order p. Io altle.sties.
(If
b. iSpadenes of the eqoivsloat shoat branch bad been zero, the pole of
etteouolies ooold aeT beeo raised te third order.)
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*

to the desired pass band, a low-pass pass band (and corresponding periodic
pass band&) as shown in the response in Fig. 10.0-2. This additional lowpass pass band approaches we quite closely, with the result that, although
the pole at w, is of relatively high order, its effectiveness is weakened
by the close proximity of this low-pass pass band. The function

tan

(--)

(10.10-2)

for the case of w.1w0 . 0.50 would map the prototype response to give a

low-pass pass band; an nth-order pole at w., and the desired pass band
centered at w.. However, it would not properly predict how close the lowpass pass band comes to w,, nor could it account for the oversize attenuation ripples which occur in this band (see Fig. 10.04-2). As a result,
the function in Eq. (10.10-2) predicts an overly optimistic rate of cutoff
at the edges of the pass band centered at wo.
It is probable that a useful
approximation could be obtained by using a mapping
in Eq. (10.10-2)

with additional

function such as that

factors added which create zeros in

F.(c/oj), close to, but somewhat off of, the jw axis (regarded from the
complex-frequency point of view as discussed in Secs.

203a*nd 2.04).

These zeros could then be located to extend the low-pass pass band upwards
toward w., which should give the proper effect.
The mapping in Eqs. (10.06-1) through (10.06-3) was found to predict
the responses of the trial, interdigital filters reasonably well, so no
further study was made of mapping for use in the design of interdigital
filters.
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CHAPTER I1

SPECIAL PROCEDURES TO AID IN THE PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF COUPLED- RESONATOR BAND. PASS FILTE&S,
IMPE)ANCE-MATCHING NETWORKS, AND TIME-DELAY NETWORKS

SEC.

11.01,

INTRODUCTION

The preceding three chapters have dealt with design information of
different sorts for various specific types of band-pass filters, and also
with general theory by which similar design information can be prepared
This chapter continues the
for additional types of hand-pass filters.
discussion of band-pass filters by treating various general techniques
which are of considerable help in the prectical development of filters.
That is to say, this chapter Antroduces additional information of help in
reducing theory

to practice.

Sections 11.02 to 11.05 deal with laboratory procedures for determining the Q'3 of resonators, for adjusting their couplings to correspond
to the couplings called for by the theory, and for the tuning adjustment
Sections 11.06 and 11.07 discuss the effects of
of completed filters.
resonator losses and present special design information for applications
where minimizing the midband loss of a band-pass filter is important.
Sections 11.08 and 11.09 present supplementary information to aid in using
the filter design methods of Chapters 8 and 10 for design of impedancematching networks,

and Sec.

11.10 explains how these same procedures can be

used for design of coupling networks for negative-resistance devices.
Section 11.11 is included to further clarify how the methods of Chapters 8
to 10 can be used for the design of band-pass filter networks with specified nominal time delay.

SEC.

11.02,

MEASUREMENT OF Q., Q.,
LOADED IIESONATOR

AND QL OF A SINGLY

Figure 11.02(a) shows a resonator with impedance-inverter couplings
that it reKI and K2 . The inverter K, is open-circuited on its right,
in
circuit
the
a
result,
As
side.
left
its
at
short-circuit
a
flects
Po

"7

asil

L

C

amIs

L.

c

mm
y
(b)

FIG. 11.02.1

TWO EQUIVALENT SINGLY
LOADED RESONATORS

11.02-1(a) may be replaced with the circuit in Fig. 11.02-1(b).
The resonator as shown has a reactance slope parameter (Sec. 8.02) of
Fig.

M

OL

-

(11.02-1)

and an unloaded Q of

Q.

-(11.02-2)

K /RA to the resonator

The inverter K, reflects an impedance of R.
which gives it

a loaded Q of

QL

P,"
+
% Be

K12

(11.02-3)

++I
-

RA
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+

R

I
i

'IThe
external Q of time resonator is defined as the Q with R. - 0 (i.e., with
Q. - 0), so that the resistive loading of the resonator is due only to RB.
Thus,

the external Q is

Q.

.

(11.02-4)

.

.

Let us suppose that the resonator shown in Fig. 11.02-1(a), and its
equivalent form in Fig. 11.02-1(b), symbolize a resonator which with its
adjacent coupling discontinuities forms a resonator of a waveguide filter
such as that in Fig. 8.06-1, or forms a resonator of a small-apertureLet us further
coupled cavity filter such as is discussed in Sec. 8.07.
suppose that the resonator under consideration is the first resonator of
the filter and its desired external Q has been computed by Eq. (6) of
rhe problem at hand then is to make measurements on the
Fig. 8.02-3.
resonator to see if its external Q is as required by the calculations
from the low-pass prototype element values.
Measurement of the values of
QL, and Q. of a singly loaded
resonator can be made by use of a

Q.1

slotted line of characteristic
impedance Z - R., along with pro-

A,

cedureg about to be explained.
Since the resonator has some internal loss represented by the
resistor Ra in Fig.

AV

in Fig.

I

l
a
0,

I

f-."•a

FIG. 11.02-2

11.02-2.

I

,

•

DEFINITION OF
PARAMETERS OF THE
VSWR CHARACTERISTIC
FOR A SINGLY LOADED
RESONATOR

K2

->

2

to

a shape similar to that

If in Fig. 11.02-1(b)

R6I

VC
I|I

11.02-1,

the VSWR at the resonant frequency
A plot of the
fe will be finite.
of resonance
vicinity
the
VSWR in
will have

I

I
I

(11.02-5)

RA

'4,

the resonator is said to be overcoupled.

This condition will be evidenced

by the fact that the locations of the voltage minima on the slotted line at
the resonant frequency f 0 (minimum VSWR frequency) will be about a quarterwavelength away from their locations when the frequency is
resonance.'

When this condition holds,

appreciably off-

the VSWB at resonance is

--

Vo

(11.02-6)

A
For the so-called undercoupled case,

the VSWFI at resonance is

RA
V

-w

> 1

(11.02-7)

R

This situation will be evidenced by the fact that the voltage minima on
the slotted line will be in approximately

the same positions at a frequency

apprcciably off of resonance as they are at tho resonant frequency.f
resonance the VSWR is V0 - 1, the resonator is said to be critically

If at

coupled.
The procedure for measuring the various Q's of a resonator is
first measure the cavity's VSWR in the vicinity of resonance,
a plot such as that in Fig.

11.02-2.

then to

and then make

At the same time, by noting how the

voltage minima on the slotted line shift as the frequency deviates from the
resonant frequency it should be determined whether the resonator is overor undercoupled (or if V0 a I it is critically coupled).
Then by

coupled,

use of Fig.

11.02-3(a)

the undercoupled case,

for the overcoupled case, or Fig.

11.02-3(b)

for

a parameter AV is picked from the chart for the

This sasemes that the width of the resonance is quite marrow, so that there is little chasle
is the electrical length of the slotted lime over the frequency reams of interest. The shift
is the voltage jmine&results from the reflectiosn coefficiest at the input coupling ef the
cavity being 180 different is phase at resomasco from it. phase well off resoasace.
The aessmptions sestiosed is the immediately preceding footnote also apply here.
Is this
uadereompled case the reflection ceefficient between the slotted lime sad the resosator isput
ceupliag hem the saoe phsae at reosace, as it does well off of resonance.
As a result, the
veltsee mimi.. will sssesame approistely the same positioss en the slotted line at the
resesast iremosecy as they will at freqeencies well off rososaasc,
provided the froquescy has
sot beom shift ed .s much as to greatly choage the electricel lesgth of the slotted ries. If at
the resonsat and off-resmonco frequencies the electrical distance between the resoaetor snd the region of
interest oa the slotted lime cheapgs appreciably compared to a qearter wavelength, this fact ahould be
taken inte @cannot whom determisisa whether a resonator is overceapled or vmdercoupled.
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given midband VSWR value VF and for the value of N tor the particular
curve chosen.
The choice of N is arbitrary, but it should be chosen
large enough so that VC = V0 + AV will be appreciably different from Vs.
In the undercoupled case V. and VC are sufficiently different when N - 1,
so that only the N - 1 case is shown in Fig. 11.02-3(b).*
When AV has been chosen,
VC

iS computed.

Next,

-

VO + A3

as indicated in Fig.

points where the VSWR equals VC is

(11.02-8)

11.02-2,

determined.

the bandwidth

if at the

Then the unloaded

Q

of the

resonator is computed by the formula

Nfo
Q.

If

N-O

the resonator is overcoupled,

(11.02-9)

.

then the external Q is

(11.02-10)

V-

Q

and the loaded Q is
Qa

(1+.02-11)

QL

If

the resonator is

undercoupled,
Q

.

then the external Q is

VQ.

,

(11.02-12)

and the loaded Q is
eV

"The .igaifieeame

(11.02-13)

ef the valve of N in &4 felles..
The half-power poiat for the aaledadd Q of
the resonetar reactants
x equals the resontoer resaistsce A,. The
eerves is Fis. 11.01-3(a) eerrespead to the roseseter rectaose bheiag equal to X MRS. For
N a 1. Al is the helf-poeer bhedaidth. For N ether thea oe*, Amf
times (half-power
bandwidth).
:r.::atemor eseors whea
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If

the resonator is critically coupled,

the equations for both the over-

coupled and the undercoupled cases will work.
To further clarify the use of these equations and charts,
that V0 • 7 and it

to make VC significantly Jifferent from Vol it
N = 4 curve in Fig.

suppose

is found that the resonator is overcoupled.
11.02-3(a),

In order

is desirable to use the

and this value of N should be used in

Eq.

(11.02-8).
If V0 were even larger, it might be desirable to-doubly
load the resonator as described in the next section.
Alternatively,
measurements can be made on the singly loaded resonator by using the
phase method described by Ginzton.1
The discussion so far has been phrased in terms of series-type
resonators with couplings which simulate K-inverters.
The same analysis
on a dual basis applies to shunt-type resonators

(which will have cou-

plings that operate like J-invertersl
and the calculation of Q., Q,,
cerned,

As far as the laboratory procedures
and QL from the laboratory data are con-

there is no difference whatsoever.

The methods described above are very useful in determining if the
couplings from the end resonators of a filter to their terminations are
correct.
After the external Q values are measured, they can be compared
with the values computed from the lumped-element prototype elements by
use of Eqs.

(6)

and (7)

of Fig.

8.02-3 or 8.02-4.

Equations (6)

and (7)

of Fig.

8.02-3 or 8.02-4, along with the laboratory procedures described
in this section, are applicable to all of the filter types discussed in
Chapter 8, as well as to numerous other possible forms of coupled-resonator
filters.

By these procedures the end couplings can be checked and adjusted
to be correct to give a filter response corresponding to that of the lowpass prototype.
The procedures of this section are also useful for checking
the unloaded Q of resonators so that the over-all filter pass-band loss
can be predicted.
If

the reactance or susceptance slope parameter z or , of the reso-

nators is known,

this same procedure can be used for checking the couplings

of all of the resonators of a filter.

If

a resonator with its

adjacent

couplings is removed from a filter and tested under singly loaded conditions as in Fig. 11.02-1(a), then it is easily shown that

K-•(11.02-14)

VAA
654

In the case of a filter with &hunt-type resonance the dual equation

(11.02-15)

AQ.

G -A

applies where GA is the generator conductance, J 1 is the admittanceinverter parameter, and I in the sunceptance slope parameter.
As an example, consider the case of filters of the form in Fig.
By Eq.

(8.13-16)

(-,7/2)Y

4

the susceptance slope parameter of these resonators is

laking GA - Y0o Eq.

0.

(11.02-15)

S

Thus,

8.05-1.

becomes

(11.02-16)

-

by measuring the () of such a strip-line resonator connected as in

is possible to determine the J/Y 0 value associated with
a given size of capacitive
Fig.

it

11.02-4,

Using a test
coupling gap.
unit such as that shown in
Fig.

TO

I

the proper cou-

11.02-4,

pling gaps to give the J/o

0

TOSLOTTEOD

values called for by Eqs.

(1)

LINE

to (3)

of Fig.

8.05-1 can be

Analogous prodetermined.
cedures will, of course, also
work for other types of

FIG. 11.02.4

filters.

:
ESONATOR BAR
CAPACITI•-GAP
COUPLING

A POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENT FOR
EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINING
THE RESONATOR COUPLING GAPS
FOR A STRIP-LINE FILTER OF THE
FORM IN FIG. 8.05-1

The procedures described
above concern themselves primarily with experimentally
'Ihe matter of
adjusting the resonator couplings to the proper values.
obtaining the exactly correct resonant frequency will be treated in
tuning adjustments on resonators in typical
The procedures of this
effect on their couplings.
cases has little
are relatively large.
involved
Q's
when
the
accurate
section are most
However, in some cases they can be helpful even when quite low Q's are
Sec.

11.05.

Fortunately,

involved (such as, say,

20 or so').
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SEC.

11.03,

TESTS ON SINGLE RESONATOBS WITH LOADING
AT BOTH ENDS

In some cases there is considerable advantage in testing a resonator
under doubly loaded conditions as shown in Fig. 11.03-1, rather than under
The VSWRs to be
singly loaded conditions as shown in Fig. 11.02-1(a).
measured will usually not be
ta high, and in some cases
the resonant frequency of a
*'

single resonator will be exactly the same under doubly

LC
KR

loaded conditions as it will
be in a multiple-resonator
filter. Thus, in such cases,
FIG. 11.03-1 A DOUBLY LOADED SINGLE
both the couplings and the
RESONATOR
resonant frequency of resonators for a multiple-resonator
filter can be checked by this
The details concerning tuning will be discussed in Sec. 11.05.
procedure.
In order to check couplings other than the end couplings of a filter, it
is necessary with this procedure to know the resonator slope parameters.
With respect to Fig. 11.03-1, the external Q, (Q,) 1, will be defined
as the Q when the circuit is loaded only by RA on the left (i.e., RA on
the right is removed so as to leave an open circuit, and R, - 0). Similarly, (Q,) 2 is the external Q when the circuit is Iaded only by RA on
the right. Note that if K, and K2 are different, (Q,) 1 and (Q,) 2 will
be different. The unloaded Q, Q., of the resonator is its Q when both
of the RA terminations on the left and right are removed, and the resonator's only resistive loading is that due to i's internal loss (represented by R, in Fig. 11.03-1).
The loaded Q, QL' of the doubly loaded resone.or is

QL

1

1

r

(Q.)i

Q.

- o

(Af)

3

(11.03-1)

(Q.)2

(11.03-2)
db

56S

..

b.

where f. is the resonant frequency of the resonator and (Af4)

is here

36

the bandwidth for which the attenuation for transmission through the
resonator is up 3 db from that at resonance.
The attenuation through the resonator at resonance is

(LA)

-

]

10 logo

(11.03-3)

(Q#) , Q1 , and Qt mentioned above apply
The definitions of (Q.)
analogously to any resonator regardless of whether it is of the seriesor shunt-resonance type.

Equations (11.03-1)

to (11.03-3)

also apply

regardless of the form of the resonator.
It

is possible to check the couplings of a resonator by computing

theoretical values for QL and (LA)

and then by attenuation measurements

compare the measured and computed (Af)sdb [which by Eq. (11.03-2)
QL]'

and (LA).
If

However,

gives

usually VSWH measurements are easier.
11.02 are applied by making

the measurement procedures of Sec.

VSWR measurements at the left side in Fig. 11.03-1, (Q,) 1 can be determined along with an apparent unloaded Q which is equal to

(Q )

1(11.03-4)

=

1

Q"

1

(Q.)2

Similarly, if VSWIR tests are made from the right side in Fig.
(Q.) I and an apparent unloaded Q

11.03-1,

(Q.)1

(11.03-5)
Q.

are obtained.

(QU.)

The VSWR seen from the left at resonance will be

657

.)LI
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case

1 .aeeled

(11.03-6)

case

The VSWR seen from the right at resonance will be

(Q)
, ~ Q)
1

or

-

@Gas

I

(11.03-7)

-

Since (Q.) i and (Q) 2 are obtainod directly from the measurements as described aboveit in possible to compute Q. by use of Eq. (11.03-6) or
(11.03-7).

However,

using mingle loading a- described in Sec.

11.02 will

If Qi in known to be large
usually give better accuracy for that purpose.
compared to (Q.)I and (Q.) , it will be convenient to measure, any, (Q.)
from Eq. (11.03-6) using Q. - cD.
and then compute (Q.)

TO IOTTO
LOW

nTONATON 4

TO LOAD
OF AOMITTAN•E

Vo

"IC -CIII41

FIG. 11.03-2

AN ARRANGEMENT FOR TESTS ON
A STRIP-LINE RESONATOR USING
LOADING AT BOTH ENDS

Figure 11.03-2 shown how a resonator from a filter such as that in
Fig. 8.05-1 can be tested using the procedure described above. The
resonator shown in assumed to be Resonator 4, of a, say, six-resonator
filter, and it is desired to see if the capacitive gaps A34 and A,$ are
correct to correspond to the J3 4 /Yo and J 4 5 /Y0 values computed by Eq. (2)
By measurements as described above, external Q's (Q*)
of Fig. 8.05-1.
for loading at the left and right ends, respectively, of the
and (Q.)
41
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resonator as set up in Fig.

11.03-2 are obtained,

corresponding values of J 3 4 /Yo

Eq. (11.02-16)

and

J4s/¥0

in the forms

(11.03-8)

ji.1_l
YO

If

the Jj

~, 1 /YO

and then the

can be computed by use of

2(Q,)J.J+I

values are incorrect,

to produce the correct values.

the gap spacings can be altered

The resonator in, Fig.

11.03-2 would

have exactly the same resonant frequency when operated as shown as it would
when operated in a multiple-resonator filter as shown in Fig. 8.05-1.
For
that reason,

after the resonant frequency of the resonator has been
checked with the proper coupling gaps, the length of the resonator bar
can be corrected if
(See Sec.

necessary to give the desired resonant frequency.
11.05 for discussion of tuning corrections for other types of

filters.)
This procedure is particularly handy for the bar-strip-line resonators
discussed in Sec. 8.05, because the individual resonators can be easily
tested separately and then later inserted together in the complete
multiple-resonator
filters in Sec.

filter.

8.06,

it

In cases such as the analogous waveguide

may be desirable to build a test resonator with

the coupling irises mounted in waveguide coupling flanges.
In this
way the irises being checked can easily be removed and their dimensions
altered as indicated by the tests.
SEC.

11.04, TESI•S ON SYMMETHICAL PAIRS OF HESONATORSt
Most microwave filters are symmetrical.

Then,

for each resonator

with given couplings at one end of the filter there is another identical
resonator with identical couplings at the other end of the filter.
It
is often feasible to check the couplings within a filter (and sometimes
also to check tLe tuning of the resonators precisely) by disassembling
the filter , connecting the pairs of identical resonators together, and
testing them a pair at a time.
A special advantage of this procedure

h•simdicated
r,.
(w/2) Y0

to Sec. 11.02, this equation is based an the resuosLar slope parameters beasm
an is the case for filters of the form discussed is Sec. 8.0S.

Dishel has discuassed a similar t.ooresosator techniqua
D
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is somirwat different terms,

seeRof. 2.

I
over the procedures described in Sees. 11.02 and 11.03 is that the coefficient
of coupling I be* Zqa. (8) of Fig. 8.02-3 and 0.02-4] for the coupling between
resonators can be determined without specific knowledge of the slope
Also,
(See discussion in Sec. 11.02.)
parameters of the resonators.
in moat cases, two sharp points of good transmission will be obtained,
so that fewer messurements are required ip order to got the desired
information.
As an example,
shown in Fig.

consider the symmetrical pair of cavity resonators

11.04-1.

In the discussion to follow, Q. is the unloaded

Q of either of the r-esonstors by itself, Q. is the external Q of either
one of the resonators loaded by its adjacent termination (with Qo equal
to infinity), and & is the coefficient of coupling between the two
resou.itors.
Cohn and ShimisuS have shown that the attenuation of a symmetrical
pair of resonators i

.
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this oquefioiR involves

LAA

10

I

log1 0

÷5~~~Q

2;

(Q0

M.2
+

'

+- 2

:

u

-'

db

U

2+

(11.04-1)
where

U
S/

fo

U to"

1o
f - frequency
to - midband frequency
At midband the attenuation is seen to be

+

20 1o10gi[

(LA)

db
(11.04-2)

If the condition
k

>

I

+(11.04-3)

is satiafied the responae will have a hump in the middle as shown in
Fig.

11.04-2.

and the resonators are said to be overcoupled.

k

I

+ L

the resonators are said to be critically coupled, while if

661

If

(11.04-4)

k < L- *+Lo4s
Q, Q.
the resonators are said to be
undercoupled.
In the critically
coupled and undercoupled cases
the response has no hump in the

I

middle, and the midband loss
increases as the resonators
become more undercoupled.
It
should be noted that this use

I
0

f

f

Is

of the terms overcoupled,

A-BR,-4.,

FIG . 11.0 4-2

TYPICAL RESPON SE O F A N

critically coupled, and under.

"OVERCOUPLED" SYMMETRICAL
PAIR OF RESONATORS

coupled is entirely different
from the use of these terms in
discussing single resonators
(see Sec. 11.02).

o p e

s e t r l

i f r n

A possible way of making tests on a pair of resonators such as those
in Fig. 11.04-1 is to first make single-eesonator tests on, say, the
resonator on the left using the wethods of Sec. 11.02, with the resonator
on the right grossly mistuned by running its tuning screw well in. This
would make the second resonator have negligible effect on the resonance
of the first resonator. From these tests, values for Q. and Q. can
be obtained. Then, if the resonators are Luned to the same frequency
(see Sec. 11.05) and the midband attenuation (LA)O is measured, the
coupling coefficient & can be obtained by solving Eq. (11.04-2) for k.
In most cases when testing pairs of resonators from a multipleresonator filter, the response will be greatly overcoupled.
In such
cases, rather than measure (LA)0, it nay be more convenient to measure
the frequencies /. and f, in Fig. 11,.04-2 by finding the points of
minimum VSUR. Then it can be shown that

k

(1

+ )2

(11.04-6)

where

lb

-

fo

6a1

1.

Note that if Q. and Q. are both aiseable compared to l/we, rather
large percentage errors in Q. or in Q will cause little error in k.
The strip-line impedance- and admittance-inveatsr data in
Figs. 8.05-3(a), (b), (c), and 8.08-2(a) to 8.08-4(b) were obtained by
laboratory tesats using symmetrical, two-resonator test sections with
adjustable coupling discontinuities between resonators.
The couplings
at the ends were held fixed and were made to be quite loose so that
Q. would be quite large and so that the response would be greatly
overcoupled (which made the low-VSWR points at f. and ft in Fig. 11.04-2
very sharp and distinct).
After the coupling coefficient between
resonators had been determined using the procedures described above,
was possible to determine the inverter parameters since

Jjo~

K•,,,

k

or
V7

as was discussed in Sec.

6.02,

it

71

(11.04-8)
IFw-_J

and since the resonator slope parameters

in this case are 4, a d(i7/4)Y0 or %, a d(f/4)Z,, where d is an integer
equal to the nominal number of quarter-wavelengths in the resonators
(see Sec.

8.14).

Note that determining the inverter parameters from the coupling
coefficients requires knowledge of the resonator slope parameters.
The
inverter description of a coupling is usually more useful for purposes
of analysis because specification of the inverter parameter gives more
information than does specification of a coupling coefficient.

However,

fixing the coupling coefficients k .,.I between resonators and the
external Q's of the resonators at the ends of a filter as called for
by Eqs. (6) and (8) of Fig. 8.02-3 or 8.02-4 is adequate to fix the
response of the filter as prescribed (i.e., at least if the filter is
of narrow or moderate bandwidth, and if the resonators are all properly
tuned to the same frequency).

Thus,

the procedures of this section

along with those of Sec.

11.02 are sufficient to properly adjust the
the couplings of a filter of narrow or moderate bandwidth, even though
the resonators may be of some arbitrary form for which the resonator
slope parameters are unknown.

If

the filter is of such a form that

the resonators can easily be removed, it may be convenient to remove
the resonators two &t a time and test pairs of identical resonators

"3

(asauming that the filter
is symmetrical). If the resonators are not
easily removed, it may be desirable to construct a separate, symmetrical,
two-resonator test filter designed so that the couplings can *esily be
This test filter can then be used to check out the designs
ll of the coupling&.

altered.
of
SEC.

11.05.

TUNING OF MULTIPLE-RESONATOR

BAND-PASS FILTERS

The word tuning as used herein refers to the process of adjusting
all of the resonators to resonate at the same midband frequency w.
0
In general,

synchronously tuned band-pass filters (of the sorts

discussed in

Chapters 8, 9,

and 10)

which are properly tuned will have

a response that is symmetrical about the midband frequency c0,0 except
for some possible skew as a result of the variation of the couplings
with frequency [see, for example, the response in Fig. 8.08-5(b)].
In contrast,

if

a band-pass filter of this type has the resonators all
but the couplings are not correct, the response will

properly tuned,
be nearly symmetrical,
(for example,

but it

will otherwise have an improper shape

pass-band ripples of the wrong size, or improper

bandwidth).
Alternating Short-Circuit and Open-Circuit Procedure -- A procedure
which is frequently very useful for tuning synchronously tuned filters
can be understood with the aid of Fig. 11.05-1.
This figure shows a

X6

X8

no
i r1

7-

A-1417-40

FIG. 11.05-1

A THREE-RESONATOR BAND-PASS FILTER
The switches ore used to open-circuit the series resonators
and to short-circuit the shunt resonator during the tuning
process

Meis procedure in the same an that described by Dishal in

6"4

Not.

2.

I

6

band-peas filter having two series and one shunt resonator, and switches
are provided to open-circuit tie series resonators and to short-circuit
the shont resonator.

To start with, the series resonators are open-

circuited by opening switches Sl and S 3 while the shunt resonator is
short-circuited by closing S 2 .
Then the admittance Yi. will be zero.
Next,

a signal

switch SI is
still

at the desired midband

closed,

and Resonator

short-circuited,

Resonator

Resonator

1 has been tuned it
2

occurs since S 2 is

open).

still

closed to short-circuit

until

Y.,

•

Q"

After

and Resonator 2

YI, , 0 (which

tuned (with
' Then S#

SB

is

complete.
resonators .ere tuned to

the inpat while the shunt resonators

at

to yield an open-ctrtuit

were tuned

at the inpu-.

Now let us consider

the entirely equivalent

which uses only shunt resonators

and transmission

However,

since the resonators

filter

in

Fig.

separated by J-inverters.

are frequency invariant,

same Y

process is

2 until

Resonator 3 is

the load)

applied,

,

zero reactance

t.;e abcve process the series

yield a short-c.rcutt

J-inverters

I will be tuned when Yi.

Next,

is

is

wo

Since Resonator 2 is

and tuning lResonator

opened and the tuning process
Note that in

frequency

tuned.

will present

can be tuned by opening S
still

I is

this

filter

characteristic as
are in

11.05-2
the

can have exactly the

the filter

in

this case all in

started with all of the resonators

If

Fig.

shunt,

11.05-1.

the tuning

and the load on the right

short-circuited.

The tuning process then goes much the same as before

and can be stated

in

generol

as follows:

S...to|

FIG. 11.05-2
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40

DIRECT-COUPLED BAND.PASS FILTER WITH SHUNT
RESONATORS
The J-Invwters represent he couplings
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(1)

All of the shunt-resonators are short-circuited and an opencircuit is observed at the input (i.e., Yis " 0).

(2)

The short-circuit is removed from Resonator 1, which is then
tuned until a short-circuit in observed at the input at
frequency w..

(3)

The short-circuit is removed from Resonator 2, which is then
adjusted until an open-circuit is observed at the input at
frequency w."

(4)

This process is repeated, tuning alternately for a short-circuit
at the input when tuning one resonator, and for an open-circuit
at the input when tuning the next.
After the last resonator
is tuned, the short-circuit is removed from the output.

If the filter uses series resonators and K*inverters, the procedure is
essentially the same, except that all of the resonatora must be opencircuited to start with,

and for this condition the input will appear as

a short-circuit.
As an example of how this procedure applies to microwave filters,

let

us consider capacitively coupled strip-line filters of the form discussed
in Sec.

8.05.

Tuning screws are added as shown in Fig.

11.05-3.

To

start the tuning process, the screws are screwed in all the way to
short-out the resonators and the output line. The filter is connected
to a slotted line and the position of a voltage minimum for frequency Co.
is observed.

Then the screws on the first resonator are backed-out and
adjusted until the voltage minimum on the slotted line moves exactly a
quarter wavelength.
Next the second resonator is tuned to bring the
minimum back to its original position.
As consecutive resonators are
tuned,

the voltage minimum continues to move back and forth between the

two points separated by \0/4.

TO
LOAD

Via

FIG. 11.05-3

A CAPACITIVELY COUPLED STRIP.LINE FILTER
WITH TUNING SCREWS
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I
In the case of the waveguide filters in Sec. 8.06, which have
resonators with series-type resonances and K-inverters,
is

the procedure

essentially the same except for that the tuning screws are located

in the middle of the X/2 resonators instead of at the ends.

(This

reflects an open-circuit to the K-inverters when the screws are all the
way in.)

Also,

the screw on the output should be placed a quarter-

wavelength away from the output iris.
In practical situations,

the accuracy of the procedure described

above depends very much on how close the idealized circuit in
Fig.

11.05-2 (or its dual)

is approximated.

That is,

in Fig.

11.05-2

short-circuiting a resonator will also apply a short-circuit directly
across the terminals of the adjacent J-inverters.
circuit in Fig.

11.05-3,

However,

in the

the inverters are of the form in Fig. 8.03-2(d).

These inverters include a negative length of line which in the actual
filter structure is absorbed into adjacent positive line length of
the same impedance.

For this reason,

the actual terminals of the

inverter are not physically accessible, and the tuning screwa cannot
short-out the resonators at the exactly correct spot for perfect tuning.
For narrow-band filters, however,
very small,
short,

the coupling susceptances will be

the negative length of line in the inverter will be very

and the exact locations of the short-circuits on the resonator

bars will not be critical.
works well.

In such cases, the above tuning procedure
Similar considerations arise in tuning other types of

direct-coupled filters.
In direct-coupled filters, the resonators that are most likely to
give trouble when using this procedure are the first and last resonator,
since their couplings generally differ more radically from those of the
other resonators.

Thus,

if

the bandwidth of the filter is,

say,.around

10 percent and this tuning procedure does not yield a suitably symmetrical
response, it may le possible to correct this by experimental adjustment
of the tuning of the end resonators alone.
This is often quite easy
to do if

a sweeping signal generator is available.

Tuning of Resonators Singly or in Pairs--For precision tuning of
filters having more than around 10-percent bandwidth,

the best method

appears to be to test and adjust the resonators individually or in
identical pairs as was discussed in Secs.
such procedures,

however,

11.03 and 11.04.

difficulties can occur if
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Even with

the resonator

couplings are at all tight.

Filters such as those in Sacs. 8.11,

8.12 which use lumped-element couplings
in Fig.

8.03-1(a) and 8.03-2(b),

and

representable by the inverters

will tune somewhat differently when

connected to another resonator than they will when connected to resistor terminations.
In the case of lumped-element shunt resonators with series-capacitance
couplings, the coupling capacitors may be regarded as being part of
inverters of the form in Fig. 8.03-2(b).
In such cases the negative
capacitance of the'inverter can be absorbed into the shunt capacitances
of the adjacent resonators; but when coupling a resonator to a resistor
termination, the negative shunt capacitance next to the resistor cannot
be absorbed.

For this reason the tuning effect due to capacitor coupling between

two lumped-element shunt resonators is different
resonator and a resistor.
regard to Eqs.

(8.14-32)

from that between a

These matters were previously discussed with
to (8.14-34).

If

the couplings are relatively

tight, a correction can be applied by tuning the individual resonators (when tested
individually while connected to resistor terminations) to a slightly
different frequency calculated by use of the principles discussed in
connection with Eqs.

(8.14-32) and (8.14-34). If the couplings are relatively loose (case of narrow bandwidth) the correction required will

be small and possibly negligible.
In the cases of the filter types in Figs. 8.05-1,

8.06-1,

8.07-3,

8.08-1, and 8.10-3, the difficulty described in the immediately
preceding paragraph does not occur.
Thr-. filters all consist of
uniform transmission liner -with appropriately spaced discontinuities.
The inverters in these cases are of the forms in Figs. 8.03-1(c),
8.03-2(d), or 8.03-3. The negative line lengths 0 involved in these
inverters are of the same characteristic impedance as the resonator
lines and the termination transmission lines. Thus, these lines can
be absorbed equally well into the resonators or into the matched
terminating lines,

and if

a resonator of characteristic impedance Z0

is removed from the interior of a multiple-resonator
between matched terminating

filter and tested

lines of the same characteristic impedance

Z., there will be no tuning error regardless of whether the couplings
are loose or sight.
For example, the tuning of the resonators of
filters of the form in tig. 8.05-4(s) can be checked by testing each
resonator individually as shown in Fig. 11.03-2, using exactly the same
coupling gaps at each end as will be used when each resonator is
installed in the multiple-resonator

filter.
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The resonators in the filter

in Fig. 8.05-4(m) were actually tested in symmetrical pairs as discussed
in Sec.

11.04.

Either the single- or double-resonator procedure given

high accuracy.

After the resonators were tested,

the lengths of the

bars were corrected to give precisely the desired tuning frequency.
Using this procedure,

no tuning screws are required,

and in many cases
the tolerances required are reasonable enough that it should be
practical to mass-produce additional

filters *of the same design without

any tuning screws or adjustments.
Narrow-band

parallel-coupled filters of the form in Fig.

8.09-1 can

be tuned using the slotted-line procedure described with reference to
Fig.

11.05-2.

Figure ll;OS-4 shows suggested locations for the tuning

screws for parallel-coupled filters.

The screws on the output line

section nn+l should be backed-out flush with the ground planes after
Resonator n has been tuned.
It should usually not be necessary to tune
relatively wide-band filters Qf this sort, since the accuracy of the
synchronous tuning becomes less critical as the bandwidth becomes
greaterand

this type of filter tends to be relatively free of'errors

in tuning of any one resonator with respect to the others.

If

the pass

band is not centered at the correct frequency, the lengths of all the
resonators should he altered by a fixed amount computed to give the
desired shift in pass-band center frequency.

TO
SLOTTEO
LINE

_--•-'
TEO,

-m
RESONATOR I

RESONATOR 2

01

CREWS FOR
SHORTING AND .

--

-RESONATOR
A -I,

SCREWS FOR
SHORTING ONLY

FIG. 11.05-4

I

/

ARRANGEMENT OF SCREWS FOR TUNING OF A NARROW.
BAND PARALLEL-COUPLED FILTER
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11.06, CALCULATION OF THE MIDBAND DISSIPATION
LOSS OF BAND-PASS FILTERS

SEC.

The information necessary for computing the midband loss of band-pass
filters was previously presented in Sec. 4.13, but an example in this
chaptur may be desirable. Let us suppose that a 10-percent-bandwidth,
six-resonator, band-pass filter with a 0.10-db-ripple Tchebyacheff
response is desired, and it is estimated that the resonator Q's will be
about 1000 for the type of construction which is proposed. An estimate
of the midband attenuation due to dissipation loss in the filter is
desired. For this case, Fig. 4.13-2 is convenient, and from it for
n - 6 and 0.10-db Tchebyscheff ripple we obtain C56
4.3. By Eq. (4.13-2)
the corresponding Q of the elements in the analogous low-pass prototype
filter at the low-pass cutoff frequency w is
Q

WQMP

-

"

(0.l0)(l000)

100

-

where w is the band-pass filter fractional bandwidth; here Q., - Q.
indicates the unloaded Q of the resonators of the band-pass filter.
Then by Eq. (4.13-3) the dissipation factor is

d

.

Q

.

100

.0.01

where, for the date in Fig. 4.13-2, the prototypes have been normalized
so that w - 1. Then by Eq. (4.13-8) the increase in attenuation at
midband as a result of dissipation loss will be approximately
(A)0

-

8.686C d

As was discussed in Sec.

-

4.13,

8.686(4.3)(0.01)

-

0.37

db.

the attenuation due to dissipation at the

pass-band edge frequencies can be expected to be around two to three
times this amount,
It

or from around 0.74 to 1.1 db.

should be noted that it

is

sometimes useful to make the above

calculations in the reverse sequence in order to estimate the unloaded
Q's of the resonators of a band-pass filter from the measured increase
in filter midband attenuation resulting from dissipation loss.

67,

From Sec.

4.13 we obtain

Q

.686Cw'

Q. Qs

(11.06-1)

(•AL)0

Estimates of the unloaded Q values to use in computing band-pass
filter attenuation can be obtained in a number of ways. One ia to use data
oLtained by computing

from the measured midband loss of existing filters

am suggested in the preceding paragraph.

Another is to make laboratory

teats on a resonator of the type to be used- utilizing the techniques
described in Sec. 11.02 to determine the unloaded Q.
Another is to
compute the unloaded Q by use of the information given in Chapter 5 for
coaxial-line,

strip-line,

and waveguide structures.

It

should be

remembered,

however, that the values of Q which are theoretically
possible are rarely achieved in practice.
This is due to surface
roughness of the metal,

corrosion,

and due to additional losses in the

coupling elements which are difficult to accurately predict.
strip-line filter structures,
half of the theoretical

value.

In some

the Q's realized are typically about
In the case of waveguide filters,

the

agreement between theory and practice appears to be somewhat better,
but in general some allowance should be made for the fact that the
Q's in typical operating filters will be less than the theoretical optimum.
Some further matters involving filter dissipation loss will be
treated in the next section.
SEC.

11.07,

DESIGN OF NARROW-BAND FILTERS FOR MINIMUM
MIDBAND LOSS AND SPECIFIED HIGH ATTENUATION
AT SOME NEARBY FREQUENCY

In various practical situations such as the design of preselectors
for superheterodyne
have as little

receivers,

narrow-hand filters are desired which

loss as possible at band center,

high attenuation at some nearby frequency.

with some specified

For example,

in a super-

heterodyne receiver using a 30-Mc IF frequency, a preselector filter
with high attenuation 60 Mc away from the pass-band center may be
desired in order to suppress the image response.

For microwave

receivers of this sort the signal bandwidth is usually very small compared to the carrier frequencies involved.

Thus, the design objectives

for the preselector filter focus on obtaining minimum midband loss,
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t-f -and

specified high attenuation at
Adequate

some nearby frequency.
I

pass-band width for the narrowsignal spectrum to be received is

"I

virtually assured.

I

Figure 11.07-1 defines moat
of the symbols to be used in the

(L),

following discussion.

For the

purposes of this analysis it
I(t
5)
0
,______

_

""t
FREQUENCY

will

be assumed that the filters under
discussion are of sufficiently
narrow bandwidth so that the
simplified low-pass to band-pass

_

'0oft
-

f

mapping
FIG. 11.07-1

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
IN SEC. 11.07

'

.0

_2(f

fo

whe re

f2 - ft

••

-(11.07-1)

f0
and

f, -t f2

f
0

2

will be valid regardless of the physical
couplings to be used.

form of the resonators and

In Eq.

(11.07-1). v is the fractional pass-band
width at the pass-band edges corresponding to w of the prototype.
Of more importance for this application is

the fractional bandwidth

w. for which the attenuation in specified to have reached a specified
high level
(LA)0

(LA).,

an indicated in

at midband is,

of course,

Fig.

11.07-I.

The attenuation

to be minimized.

Many low-pass prototype designs will lead to band-pass filter
designs which will have (LA). - 0 if the resonators of the
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band-pass filter are lossleess.

when the inevitable resonator

However,

losses are included (LA)4 will necessarily be non-zero.

Under these

conditions filters which all have the same w, for a specified (LA)..
and which would all have (LA)0 a 0 for the case of no losses, may have
considerably different (LA)o values when losses are included.
Schiffman 4 has developed design data for filters having two or
three resonators which will yield minimum oidband lose for specified
w, and (LA). as mentioned above.' Cohns has studied the general case
for an arbitrary number of resonators and has found that designs with
very nearly minimum

(LA).

will be obtained if

the filter is designed

from a low-pass prototype having the parameters
"

.

0

9.

"

1

o+|

(11.07-2)

and

The significance of these parameters is
By use of Eqs.

(11.07-2),

the same as in Sec.

(4.13-3),

and (4.13-11),

4.04.

the midband loss

for filters designed from the prototype element values in Eq.

(11.07-2)

is approximately
4. 343n
(LA)o0

where Q. is

(11.07-3)

db

4.3

the unloaded Q of the resonators.

Here (LA)0 is practically

the same as (ALA). in Eq. (4. 13-11), since this type of filter is perfectly
matched at midband when no losses are present, and very nearly matched at midband when losses are included. The fractional bandwidth w in Eq. (11.07-3) is
the pass-band fractional bandwidth corresponding to .)' for the prototype,

and

is the one to be used in the design equations of Chapters 8 to 11. However, the
fractional bandwidth w, is the one which is most useful for speci fying the performance requirements for this application.
anti (11.07-2),

Hyuseof Eqs.

(4.14-1),

(11.07-1),

wand w, are found to be related by the approximate formula

Coillemiua1 have studied true maximally flat sad Theobyscheff
Tomb sad Bolmar'l smadfrbiaisad
It will be seen that. a true maximally flat or Thehbyscheff
filters which have dissipation.
roaposse in a filter having diesipatiom require I isccemed midhead atteueation over that of
. nd resothe equal-clement filters discussed im this &acton Li.t., for the same (LA)I

motor Q's,
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+ 6.02
(LA).ils8(11.07-4)

UU),

mi1A

I

where (LA).

is in decibels.

20n

by Eqs. (11.07-3)

Thus,

and (11.07-4)

ntlogIs[(LA). + 6.02 ]
4.33a
20n

(LdA

db.

(11.07-5)

Figtre 11.07.2 shows plots of data obtained from Eq. (11.07-5) for
va'rious values of (LA).* Note that w.Q.(L ). is plotted us. the number,
n, of resonators.
Thus, for given wv and Q1 the height of the curves
ia

proportional

to the midband loss that will occur.
Observe that the
optimum number of resonators needed to achieve minimum (LA), depends
on the value of (Ld). Which has been specified.
For (L).
- 30 db the
optimum number of resonators is

four, while for

(LA).

- 70 db,

the

optimum number of resonators is eight.
Equation (11.07-5)

upon which Fig. 11.07-2 is based,

involves a

number of approximations such that the answers given will improve in
accuracy as (LA). increases in size and as the product Qv. increases
in size.* As a check on the accuracy of this equation, a typical trial
design with moderate values of (LA).

and Q.uw

will be considered.

us suppose that w, - 0.03 is required for (LA).

. 40 db,

Let

and that

Q. - 1000.
Figure 11.07-2 shows that an n - 4 resonator design will be
quite close to optimum.
From the chart, for n - 4,
.Q.(LA)0 a 65.
Thus,

the estimated midband loss is
(LA).

6S
WQ.

a

0.03(1000)

2.16

db.

To check this result a lumped-element, n - 4, trial deaign of the form
in Fig. 8.02-2(a) was worked out using so - s1 " S2 - g3 - 8,1 - . "
(, % 1, and v- 0.007978 [which was obtained from Eqý (11.07-4)].
The
computed response of this design is shown in Fig.
of Q.

(i.e.,

not losses),

11.07-3 for the cases

and Q. - 1000.

It3.ple. due to M. L. A. fsbiasea ifldiate that these CurOO Ore roSueeOUby accurste true a
•
I to
wbhoe the fietes. eat, but, beesexs of the approsinatieu iaVOlued, they do nat rise as lest an
they shoeud toeards the right.
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I

Figure 11.07-3 shows the data in Fi 1 . 11.07-2 to be satisfactory
1000 is for practical
Note that the midband loss when 0,.
The only noticeable error is that the
purposes exactly as predicted.
attenuation at the w, - 0.03 fractional bandwidth points (i.e., the
for this case.

points were woiw

is

- 0.85 and 1.15)

I db low on one side and 1.5 db

low on the other as compared to the specified (LA). - 40-db value.
Thus, Fig. 11.07-2 should be sufficiently accurate for most practical
applications of the sort under consideration.
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RESPONSES WITH AND WITHOUT DISSIPATION
LOSS OF A 4.RESONATOR FILTER DESIGNED
FROM AN EQUAL-ELEMENT PROTOTYPE
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The dashed line in Fig.

11.07-3 shows the attenuation of the filter

when the resonators are lossless.

The pasa-band is seen to have ripples

nearly I db in amplitude.
Observe that when losses are included, the
attenuation due to dissipation increases the loss at the band edges
so much as to nearly obscure the ripples completely.
of the effects of sizeable dissipation loss,

This is

typical

regardless of the choice

of low-pass prototype filter.
11.08, DESIGN OF BAND-PASS IMPEDANCE-MAI'CHING NETWORKS
USING THE METhODS OF CIIAPTER 8

SEC.

Very efficient impedance-matching networks can be designed for many
applications by use of the filter-design techniques discussed in
Chapter 8, along with the impedancc-mitching network low-pass prototypes
discussed in Secs.

4.09 and 4.10.

These procedures assume that the

load to be matched can be approximated over the frequency band of
interest by a simple R-L-C resonant circuit.
This may seem like a
serious restriction, but actually a very large number of microwave
impedance-matching problems involve loads which approximate this
situation satisfactorily over tle frequency range for which a good
impedance match is

required.

The bandwidths

for which the procedures described in this section
will yield good impedance-matching network designs will depend partly
on how closely the load to be matched resembles a simple R-L-C circuit
within the frequency range of interest.

Ilowever,

since the procedures

about to be described are based on the methods of Chapter 8,

which

involve approximations of a narrow-band sort, accurate results for
bandwidths much over 20 percent can rarely be expected.
Designs of
5 or 10 percent bandwidth whicl, give nearly the theoretically optimum
match for the given load and number of resonators should be relatively
easy.

The procedures described in Sec.

11.09,

following,

recommended for the more wide-band cases since Sec.

are

11,09 is based on

the methods of Chapter 10 which apply for very wide bandwidths as well
as for narrow bandwidths.
Determination of the Load Parameters and the Low-Pass PrototypeBefore a satisfactory network to give a good impedance match over a
prescribed frequency range can be designed,
parameters that define the load.

it

is necessary

to establish

The following procedure is recommended:
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I

I
(1)

Make impedance measurements of the load across *the desired
frequency range for which a good impedance wrtch is desired.
Plot the resulting impedance data on a Smith chart, or in
some other convenient form.
Also plot the corresponding
admittance vs. frequency characteristic.
If the real part
of the impedance is more nearly constant than the real part
of the admittance, the load is beat suited for approximate
representation as a series R-L-C circuit.
If the real part
of the admittance is the most nearly constant over the
frequency range of interest, the load is best suited to
approximate representation as a parallel H-L-C circuit.

(2)

If the real part of the impedance is the most constant, add a
reactance element in series so as to bring the load to series
resonance at fo, the midband frequency of the frequency range
over which a good impedance match is desired.
If the real
part of the admittance is the most nearly constant, add a
reactance element in sit. t with the load so as to bring the
load to parallel resonance at 10.

(3)

Using the procedures in Sec. 11.02, determine QA- the Q of
the resonated load.
If the load is series-resonant, also
determine RA. the resistance of the load at resonance.
If
the load is parallel-resonant, determine GA, the conductance
of the load at resonance.

After the load circuit has been brought to resonance at fo, and a
measured value has been found for its Q, QA,
resistance

RA,

or conductance GA,

the load is

and for its midband
defined for the purposes

of this design procedure.
With regard to the steps outlined above,
should be noted.

several additional points

In many cases the nature of the load circuit will

be well enough understood so that the impedance and admittance plots
in Step 1 above will not be necessary.

When adding a reactance element

to bring the load to series or parallel resonance at

fo0

element should be as nearly lumped as possible, and it
close to the load as possible,

if

the additional
should be as

beat performance is desired.

Using

a resonating element of a size that approaches a quarter-wavelength

or

more will increase the Q of the resonant load and decrease the quality
of the impedance match that will be possible over the specified band.
Using a lumped resonating discontinuity at an appreciable electrical
distance from the load has a similar deleterious effect.
However, in
some practical situations where the resulting degradation in performance
can be tolerated,

sizeable matching elements or the locating of a

resonating discontinuity at some distance from the load may be desirable
as a matter of practical convenience.
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In order to select an appropriate low-pass prototype for the band-

pass matching network, the decrement
1

S"
•
WQA

(11.08-1)

must be computed where

w

(11.08-2)

2

f0
S

2

(11.08-3)

1

2
and where f, and f2 are, respectively, the lower and upper edge* of the
Knowing 8, the
frequency band over which a good match is desired.
performance which is possible can be predicted as described in
Secs. 4.09 and 4.10, and a suitable low-pass prototype can be determined
aa described in those sections.
should be recalled that, for any load which has reactive elements
it is not possible to obtain a
as well as resistive elements in it,
It

perfect match across a finite frequency band no matter how complicated
Thus, for any
an impedance-matching network is used (see Sec. 1.03).
given load there are absolute restrictions on how good a match can be
obtained across a given hand of interest.

Generally,

adding one resonator

(in addition to the resonator formed by the load) which calls for an
n - 2 reactive element low-pass prototype circuit will give a very large
Going to a design worked out using an
improvement iaiperformance.
further improvements,
optimum n - 3 or n - 4 prototype will give still
It would
but with rapidly diminishing returns for each increase in n.
rarely be worthwhile to go to designs with n greater than 3 or 4; i.e.,
to use more than two or three resonator& in addition to the resonator
formed by the resonated load.
When designing waveguide impedance-matching networks,

it

will

frequently be convenient to use reciprocal guide wavelength as a frequency
On that
variable, as was done in the design data discussed in Sec. 8.06.
basis, the decrement becomes
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where
*I

i

Iks

-A

$I +

(1.

62

6

(11.08-5)

-3

80
!

2

where X.1 and X., are the guide wavelength& at the edges of the frequency
band over which a good match is desired, X., is the guide wavelength at
midbsnd, X., and X., are the guide wavelengths at the frequencies of
the half-power points of the resonated load, h 0 is the plane-wave wavelength at the midband frequency in the snae medium of propagation as
exists within the guide,

and QA is

determined by the methods in Sec.

the Q of the resonated load as
11.02,

or by other equivalent methods.

Having a value for the decrement SA, the low-pass prototype to be used
is determined by use of the data in Secs. 4.09 and 4.10, using Sk in
place of 8.
Adaptation of the Data in Chapter. 8 for Impedance-Matching Network
Design--The methods for band-pass filter design discussed in Chapter 8
are readily adapted for the design of impedance-matching networks.
the load has been resonated as described above,
first resonator of the filter.

the load provides the

From that point on,

the remainder of the

filter (which comprises the actual impedance-matching network)
of any of the forms discussed in Chapter 8.

After

can be

Figure 11.08-1 presents

generalized information for the design of impedance-matching networks
for series-resonated loads with the matching network consisting of
series resonators coupled by K-inverters.

This generalized information

supplements that in Fig. 8.02-3, and it can be applied to the design
of impedance-matching networks using a wide variety of resonator
Figure 11.08-2 shows analogous
structures as discussed in Chapter 8.
data for the case of a parallel-resonant load with the matching network
These data supplement
consisting of shunt resonators and J-inverters.
the data in Fig. 8.02-4.
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To further make clear how the generalized information in Figs. 11.08-1
and 11.08-2 is used for the practical design of impedance-matching networks, the data given will be restated as they apply to several of the
specific filter structures discussed in Chapter 8.

Figure 11.08-3 shows

how the data apply to the design of strip-line impedance-matching filters
with Xo/2 resonators of the form in Sec. 8.05.
Note that in this case
the load must exhibit shunt resonance, and Resonator 2 is capacitively
coupled to the load.
When the load has been resonated and an appropriate
low-pass prototype has been established as discussed above, and using
the equations for the J.,I/yo
as given in Fig. 11.08-3, the remainder
of the design of the circuit is

as discussed in Sec.

8.05.

The capacitive

coupling B12 between Resonator 2 and the load will have a small detuning
effect on the resonated load.
As a result, it will tend to shift the
resonant frequency of the load by about
-fB2

Al

- 2G
f
AL 2

(11.08-7)

To compensate for this, the load should be retuned after the matching
network is installed, or it should be pretuned to f.
I+AfI before the
matching network is installed.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DESIGN DATA FOR USE WITH THE MATERIAL
IN SEC. 8.08 FOR THE DESIGN OF IMPEDANCE-MATCHING
NETWORKS

F'igure 11.08-4 shows analogous data foe design of impedance-matching
networks whose resonators are in the quarter-wavelength,
discussed in Sec.

8.08.

shunt-resonated.

If

strip-line form

In this case the load may be either series- or

the load in series resonated,

then it

should be

followed by a K-inverter consisting of a small shunt stub such as those
The shunt reactance X
of this stub will have

discussed in Sec. 8.08.

a small detuning effect on the load and will tend to shift its resonant
frequency by about

-fox
2

This effect should be compensated
sating the tuning of the load.

If

1 2

(11.08-8)

BAQA

for by retuning the load,

or by precompen-

the load is parallel-resonated,

then

the load should be followed by a capacitive-gap J-inverter as is also
11.08-4, and the detuning effect of the coupling suaceptance

shown in Fig.

683

I
I
Bit in as given in Eq.
J-

Figure 11.08-4 gives equations for the
and K-inverters for design of the matching network, and the remainder
(11.08-7).

of the design process is as described in Sec.

8.08.

Figure 11.08-5 preaents data for the case where the matching network
In this case the
is to be a waveguide filter as discussed in Sec. 8.06.
reference plane for the load must be referred to a point in the weveguide
where the load will appear to be series-resonant.

The load is coupled

to the next resonator by a K-inverter consisting primarily of a shuntinductive iris with shunt reactance X 12.

This coupling reactance will

tend to detune the load by an amount

-fo(Ai,/Zo)
(11.08-9)

/Af -• f(j/9
2(RA/ZO)QA

which can be compensated for either by retuning the load, or by moving
the iris X

slightly toward
a2

the load.

and

Note that in Eq. (11.08-9)

the impedances are all normalized to

in the equations in Fig.

11.08-5,

the weveguide impedance,

so that no difficulty arises from the ambiguity

inherent in trying to define absolute values of waveguide impedance.
Having computed the inverter parameters as given in Fig.
Nis

I

Kos

zo

t

11.08-5,

the
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remainder of the design process is
in this case,

as described in Sec.

Of course,

the decrement 8A for use in determining the low-pass

prototype and for use in the equation for K1 I/Z 0,
Eq.

8.06.

is defined as in

(11.08-4).
The equations in Figs.

11.08-3 to 11.08-5 were obtained by simply

inserting the appropriate slope parameter values in the generalized
equations in Figs. 11.08-1 and 11.08-2.
In a similar fashion design
equations can be obtained for a wide variety of impedance-matching
structures.
The best structure to use in a given situation may vary
widely, depending on such considerations as the impedance level of the
load as compared to that of the source,
bandwidth required,

etc.

the allowable size, the fractional

As mentioned above,

be kept in as compact a form as possible if
Also,

the resonated load should

best results are desired.

for best results the inverter coupling to the load should be of

nearly lumped-element form.

A quarter-wavelength

of line could be used

in relatively narrow-band cases as an inverter for coupling to the load,
but the performance achieved would not be as good as when a lumped- or
nearly lumped-element coupling is

used.

This is because the quarter-

wavelength line itself has selectivity effects which would add to those
of the resonated load and thus make impedance matching over a specified
band more-difficult.
Huwever, in some relatively non-critical situations
where the resulting depreciation in performance can be tolerated, a
quarter-wavelength

coupling to the load may be a desirable practical

compromise.
Experimental Adjustment
Networks -In
time,

of Coupled-Resonator Impedance-Matching

cases where one resonator can be added to the circuit at a

and where the couplings between resonators and their tunings are

readily adjustable,

while the resonator slope parameters %,,

s,

.

are known, it may be convenient to determine the
%.or42, 43, .... ,&
impedance-matching network design by a combination of theoretical and
experimental procedures.

Let us suppose that a load has been resonated

in series as described above,

and that its QA,

its RA,

its decrement

8, and a desired n - 2 low-pass prototype have been determined.
that the slope parameter Q&2 for Resonator 2 is known,

the inverter

parameters K12 and K,3 are then computed by use of Fig.
it

Assuming

11.08-1,

and

is desired to adjust the resonator couplings to achieve the couplings

indicated by these inverter parameters.
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Figure 11.08-6 illustrates a procedure for experimental adjustment
of such a filter.

At (a) is

shown the resonated load connected directly

to the desired driving generator.

The VSWF

between the generator and

load is then V1 at resonance as given in the figure.

"reactance

associated with the inverter K 12 is added,

Next,
and it

V,,-VSwR AT MIOSAkO. to

a(

1

It,,

RESONATED LOAD

RL

Nit

RETEON OAD
V, Oft
VA

IAl
K&
.

._---

lii

Kit

(b)
II

RESOATE

1a2
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-R.R

•
v3 On J-.Ln
fN K|uRA
isR oo~
vs 3 13,°
(C)
,)tl,-4211

FIG. 11.06-6

PROCEDURE FOR EXPERIMENTAL
ADJUSTMENT OF AN IMPEDANCE
MATCHING NETWORK
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the coupling
is adjusted

until the VSM at resonance is V2, as indicated at (h) in the figure.
Assuming that a slotted line is being used for the tests, the positions
of the voltage minima must be checked to be sure that this V2 corresponds
to the desired Z 2 (W0 ) and not its reciprocal
line impedance).

(with respect to the slotted

Adding the coupling reactance associated with K,,

will probably throw the load slightly off of the desired resonant frequency. so after the desired impedance is obtained at resonance, the
As long as V2 is always measured at the frequency
load should be retuned.
of resonance (no matter whether it
the small correction required

is exactly the desired f0 or not),

later in the load tuning should have

negligible effect on the required coupling reactance.
Next,

Resonator 2 along with the coupling reactance associated with

the inverter Kis

is added to the circuit as shown in Fig. 11.08-6(c).
is necessary both to bring Resonator 2 to the proper

In this case, it
resonant frequency and to adjust the coupling reactance associated with
K,2

in order to achieve the desired impedance-matching effect.

The

tuning of Resonator I (i.e., the resonated load) can be assumed to be
very nearly correct so that any mistuning evident in the VSWH
characteristic of the circuit must be due mainly to mistuning of
If Resonator 2 is correctly tuned to fo, the VSWR
Resonator 2.
characteristic will have either a maximum or a minimum value at fo, and
the characteristic will be symmetrical about f. (except possibly for
some distortion of the frequency scale as a result of the fact that
Thus, the
the coupling between resonators varies with frequency).
tuning of Resonator 2, and the coupling associated with the inverter

K9, should be adjusted until a VSWR characteristic symmetrical about
f0 is obtained with a VSWt at f 0 equal to the value V3 corresponding
to the impedance Z3I1, computed from the data at (c) in Fig. 11.08-6.
Once again, the locations of the voltage minima on the slotted line
should be checked to be sure that this V. corresponds to Z,11 and
not its reciprocal with respect to the slotted line impedance.
This would complete the adjustment of an n - 2 matching network.
The same procedure can be applied to the adjustment of impedance-matching
networks of any complexity by repetition of part of the same steps. Of
course, if the resonators are in shunt, the same procedure applies, but
the analysis is on the dual basis.
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A Practical Example and Some Additional Experimental Techniques -A
practical example will now be considered.

The circuit to be discussed

was adjusted by experimental procedures as described above,
additional

but some
The

techniques were involved that will also be explained.

main difference was that only the Q of the load was known, and its
midband impedance was not known since all of the measurements on the
As will
load were made through a coupling reactance of unknown value.
be seen, it was, nevertheless, still
possible to carry out the required
adjustments.
Figure 11.08-7 shows the circuit under consideration.

It

is

a

tunable up-converter in strip-line form."' 6 A pumped, variable-capacitance
diode provides both gain and frequency conversion.
This device has a
narrow-band,

lower-sideband output circuit centered at 4037 Mc; hence,

the response of the over-all circuit is narrow band.

However,

by varying

the pump frequency from 4801 Mc to 5165 Mc the input frequency which
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S

would be accepted and amplified varies from 764 to 1128 Mc.
achieve the desired performance,

impedance-matching

at both the signal input and pump input ports.

In order to

filters are required

Herein,

we will review

the steps that were taken to broadband the pump input channel.
When the pump circuit of this device was adjusted,

the portions of

the circuit that were electrically of moat importance were the diode plus
its 0.020-inch diameter, 207-ohm wire lead (which together constituted the resonant load in this case), and the second pump resonator
(see Fig. 11.08-7).
The other portions of the ci-cuit were greatly
decoupled at the frequency range of interest.
was of the quarter-wavelength

type in Fig.

T,.u as-ond pump resonator

11.08-4 having shunt-inductive

coupling to the series-resonant diode circuit (which served as the first
pump resonator),
input line.

and having series-capacitance coupling to the pump

The second pump resonator shown in Fig.

11.08-7 had

different cross-sectional proportions than the pump input line,
both were of SO ohin, impedance.

but

Figure 11.08-8 shows an approximate equivalent circuit for the pump
channel of this device at frequencies around 5000 Mc.
circuit (i.e.,

the diode circuit)

Though the load

is actually quite complex,

it

behaves

like a simple series-resonant load in the frequency range of interest.
The impedance inverter Ki, and the admittance inverter J 2 , relate to
coupling discontinuities as indicated in Fig.

11.08-7.*

Note that in

this circuit the pump power is all ultimately delivered to the diode
parasitic

loss resistor R,.

reactances involved,

Since I,

is quite small compared to the

the impedance-matching problem is

relatively

severe.
For the circuit in Fig.

11.08-7,

the shunt stub associated with

K,, was set to a length estimated to be about right when the device
was first assembled.
To adjust the circuit, the capacitive gap
associated with J2. was closed so that there was, in effect, a 50-ohm
line right up to the K1 2 discontinuity.
(This was equivalent to
removing the J2, box in Fig. 11.08-8 to leave a 50-ohm line right up
to K 1 3 .)
Then with a slotted line connected to the pump input port
of the device,
lmnverter

K

1eopeetive1.

VSWR teats were made to determine the

Q, QA

of the

and J

are approximately of the forms is li$.. 8.03-i1c) and 6.03-2(d),
Note lhat th omh the second pump resonator in of the quarter-wave lomth

typ e, Its physicel lenmth 0lI be coesiderably Iose them a querter wevolos~th dio to
Eq. (4)
for
aewmple
,
t o lime associeted with the laevrtere
t eamtire leathe
of ril. 8.O0-I.
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CHANNEL OF THE CIRCUIT IN FIG. 11.06-7 FOR FREQUENCIES
IN THE VICINITY OF 5000 Mc

diode-circuit

at its pump-frequency resonance.

described in Sec.
(Note that

11.02 the QA of

Using the methods

the pump circuit was found to be 77.

QA for the diode circuit corresponds to the unloaded Q as

measured by techniques of Sec.

11.02,

and that this Q is

independent

of the adjustment of the K 1 2 shunt stub.)
The desired fractional bandwidth was specified to be w -

0.082,

so that the decrement of the load was
1 ....
I
wQ4

1

0.16

0.082(77)

According to Figs. 4.09-3 and 4.09-4,

an n - 2 resonator design with
8 - 0.16 calls for a maximum' transducer loss of 3.3 db with 0.84-db
ripple in the operating band.

Since this was satisfactory for the

application under consideration,a larger value of n was not considered.
The corresponding optimum low-pass prototype element parameters were
then from Fig. 4.09-6 found to be go - 1, g,
S3 -

6.30, and

. 1.
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=

6.30, g2

-

0.157,

I
By Fig. 11.08-4,

KK12

,8(11.08-10)
Z082
A

and

J23

wVre Y0

Ig/Z
0.

(11.08-11)

Y

All of the parameters needed to evaluate J 2 3 were

known, but K 12 could not be evaluated because RA was not known.

(As

when QA was measured the K 12 stub was set at some
length estimated to be about right, but the length of the stub was not

previously mentioned,

It was n(' necessary to know K,, in order to
necessarily correct.
However, the K 1 , parameter
determine QA by the methods of Sec. 11.02.
of the coupling stub would have to be known accurately in order to
determine RA.)
and RA

This difficulty was bypassed by eliminating both K12

from the calculations in the following manner.

In Fig.

the impedance Z, is

11.08-8,

0

Then from Eqs. (11.08-10)

Z0

o

at midband

A11.08-12

and (11.08-12)

(11.08-13)

()4W

0

*

(W;)

2

4sIH8
50.( 0. 082)
-_______
20.4 ohms.

(1)'4(6.30)(0.157)(0.16)
with the J2 3 gap closed so as to give a 50-ohm line up to the K 1 2
stub, the length of the K 12 stub was adjusted so that the VSWR seen
looking in the pump input port at resonance was

Thus,
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b

V =•
V

(11.08-14)

/o

50
"i-

-

2.45

20.4
while the vicinity of the K 12 stub was a voltage minimum of the standingwave pattern vs.

length.

Next the J 23 gap in Fig.
give a VSWH of VI-

11.08-7 was opened and adjusted so as to

6.30 at midbnnd.

For each trial adjustment of the

gap spacing, tuning screws near the capacitive-gap end of the second
pump resonator were adjusted to give a VSWP response vs. frequency
which was approximately symmetrical about f 0 . The Vd - 6.30 value
can be computed as follows.
In Fig.

11.08-8 at

.

*

t

-

-(11.08-15)

ZIt

Since J 2 3 is

an admittance inverter

t,
o

Then by Eqs.

(11.08-11),

(Sec.

Z,ItJ
S

(11.08-13),
Z 'f.

Thus,

the VSWR

.

(11.08-16)

ZfoJ2

and (11.08-16),
Z0

.

8.03)

(11.08-17)

0 93

50(1)(6.30)

-

315 ohms.

seen on the 50-ohm pump input line at midband should be
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z

zdg

1 0

-

(11.08-18)

315

6.30

-

50

where the vicinity of the J 23 gap should be a voltage maximum of the
standing-wave pattern vs.

length.

This completed the adjustmenL of the punp impedance-matching circuit.
and the resulting transducer attenuation* characteristic

as computed

The wa-asured fractional
from measured VSWH is shown in Fig. 11.08-9.
bandwidth is 0.0875 as compared to the 0.082 design objective, the
3.2-db peak pass-band loss compares favorably with the 3.3 db predicted
value, while the pass-band ripple is around 0.4 db as compared with the
The measured performance is somewhat-superior
0.84-db predicted value.
to the predicted performance because when the data in Fig. 11.08-9 was
taken the los•e-sideband output reso,

.or had been added to the circuit

0I

I

I

La 40

20I

0o

I
40

4a

I
5.0
FREQUENcY

5.2

54

&6

-M

FIG. 11.06-9 TRANSDUCER ATTENUATION AT PUMP INPUT
PORT AS COMPUTED FROM MEASURED VSWR

So* See.

3.11 for a diacussion of this term.
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which caused the effective QA of the diode circuit to drop a little
the QA - 77 value which was originally obtained without the output

from

resonator.
interesting to consider just hoa much has been accomplished
by the addition of the second pump resonator as a matching network.
77 and that the desired fractional bandLet us again assume that QA
It

is

width is w - 0.082 so that 8

=

0.16.

If only the first pump resonator

just the resonant diode circuit along with the K 2 adjustand if theK 1 2 coupling sttL were adjusted so as to
stub)
able coupling
give a perfect match to the SO-ohm pump input line at midband, then
If the
the reflection loss at the band edges would be about 10.9 db.
K 2 coupling stub were adjusted in accordance with an optimum n '- 1
is

used (i.e.,

as determined using the prototype data in Sec. 4.09, the loss
- 5.6 db while the loss at midband
at the band edges would be (L)...
Adding an additional resonator to give an
would be (LA),i - 3.3 db.
design,

n = 2 design reduces the pass-band loss limits to (LA)... - 3.3 db and
An n - 4 design would give (LA)... = 2.5 db and
(LA).I. - 2.5 db.
(Ld)Ia.'
(L A).l, 2.3 db, while an n - - design would give (LA).e.
is seen that going from an n = I to an n * 2 design gives
a very large improvement, and that the incremental improvement for
increasing values of n decreases very rapidly.
2.0 db.

It

Other Forms of Coupled-Resonator Matching Networks -It would also
to construct a matching network in the form shown in
b- possible
Fig. 11.08-10, which has no inverter between the load and the adjacent
This, however, is usually not very practical
matching-network resonator.
wide-band matching networks. The slope
relatively
of
cases
in
the
except
parameter of Resonator 2 cannot be chosen arbitrarily in this case, and
for narrow. bandwidths 42 will often become so large as to be difficult
to realize with practical circuitry.
resonator of the matching network is

T7he dual case where the first
in series would be especially

difficult.
The design procedures in Sec. 11.09 can give designs which are more
or less equivalent to that in Fig. 11.08-10, but a different point of
As indicated above, such designs become most practical
used.
view is
for relatively large bandwidths, say, around 30 percent or more.
T•is drop ia diode circuit Q was due to the shunt capacitance introduced by the output
remnmator asusing the diode internal resistance to he somewhat more tightly coupled.
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SEC.

11.09,

AN ADDITIONAL GENERAL FORM OF COUPLED-RESONATORFILTER IMPEDANCE-MATCHING NETWORK
The dual of this circuit applies when the load is shunt resonant

DESIGN OF BAND-PASS IMPEDANCE-MATCHING
NETWORKS BY THE METHODS OF CHAPTER 10

In this section,

discussion of the design of impedance-matching

networks will be continued so as to cover the design of matching networks of relatively large bandwidths.
The underlying fundamentals are
much the same as those discussed in Sec.

11.08,

but the procedures are

modified to use the design point of view of Chapter 10.
In the methods of this section the load is first brought to seriesor shunt-resonance at midband f., just as was discussed in Sec. 11.08.
However,

since relatively large bandwidths

are involved in this case

it

may be desirable to use something other than the Q of the load as
a basis for computing the load decrement 8. This is because the Q
of the load will typically be relatively low for cases where a wide-band
match is

required,

and also because it

may be desirable to examine the

impedance or admittance characteristics of the load more thoroughly
than is implied by a Q measurement alone.
Figure 11.09-1 shows a suggested procedure for computing the required
load parameters 8 and RA or GA.
The impedance or admittance characteristics
of the resonated load are measured across the frequency band of interest,
and then the required parameters are readily determined from the measured
data as indicated in the figures.

Note that the frequencies f, and f,
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indicated in the figures are
the edges of the frequency
ZL

N

band over which a good impedance

0
a

match is required.
In the
figure the characteristics are

12

S0

'i/IZL

idealized in that the real
parts are constant with freSa

RAe
*0Z

quency and the imaginary parts
odd symmetry about f0 so

,0have

ZL
(0) CASEOF IDEALIZED SEnIES-RESONATED LOAD

that the magnitude

of the

imaginary part of the impedance or
admittance is the same at f, as it is
at f2.
n

the decrement 8 is simply the
of the real part at f0
to the magnitude of the imagin-

YL

*Iratio
0
e_'ýf

0/

Note that on this basis

part at either f, or

112ary

In practical cases where the
load impedance or admittance
may deviate

Ycharacteristic
GA-Ito

I

"fl

Cf

appreciably from these ideal-

Y
OF IDEALIZED SHUNT- RESONATED LOAD
ID) CASE
A.Isl

FIG. 11.09-1

.

DEFINITIONS OF LOAD
PARAMETERS IN A FORM
CONVENIENT FOR WIDEBAND MATCHING
Frequencies fl and f 2 arethe
edges of the band for which an
impedance match is desired

ized symmetrical

characteristics,

average values should be taken
using the definitions in terms
of the idealized cases as a
guide.
An example of a nonidealized case will be
discussed later in this section.
After the parameters R A
or GA#, and the decrement 8 have
been determined

for the load,

an appropriate low-pass prototype filter should be selected to have the
The specified
required 8 value, as discussed in Sec. 4.09 and 4.10.
value of RtAor GA, the prototype filter parameters, the specified internal
resistance of the generator which is to drive the load, the specified
fractional bandwidth w, and the specified center frequency f0 , then
control

the design of the matching network.
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Figure 11.09-2 shows a form of impedance-matching

network which can

be designed by the methods of Chapter 10.
The load as shown is of a
form which would have an idealized symmetrical impedance characteristic
of the form in Fig. 11.09-1(a); however, as an example will soon show,
matching networks of the sort in the figure can be useful for considerably more complex load& with impedance characteristics which deviate
considerably from the idealized symmetrical
in Fig.

form.

The matching network

11.09-2 could be constructed in strip-line form such as that in

the filter in Figs.

10.03-5(a),

(b),

and (c).

Also,

if

desired,

the

matching network could be converted into parallel-coupled strip-line
form.

This could be accomplished by splitting each shunt stub Y.

(except for
¥,+ ÷
- Y".

a
and
V") into two parallel stubs Y, and Y such that
Then the filter can be broken into open-wire-line sections

such as that on the right side of Fig. 5.09-2(a),
equivalent

which are exactly

to strip-line parallel-coupled sections such as that on the

left side of Fig. 5.09-2(a).

The parallel-coupled

are obtained by use of the relations in Fig.

line section admittances

5.09-2(a),

and the line

dimensions can be obtained from the line admittances by use of the data
in Sec. 5.05.
Whether the stub or parallel-coupled form is preferable
would depend mainly on what dimensions were practical.
The stub form
would probably be convenient in most cases,

though the parallel-coupled

form has additional adjustability since it would not be difficult to

-1

LL

FIG. 11.09-2

ofw,

IMPEDANCE -MATCHING NETWORK FORMED
FROM STUBS AND CONNECTING LINES
The series stub Zis the shunt stubs Yk, and the
connecting lines Yk,k.i are oIl a quarterwavelength long at midbond
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provide for experimental adjustment of the spacing between the parallelcoupled elements.

This would be equivalent to adjusting the line

admittances Y

in Fig.

11.09-2.

Experimental

adjustment of these

line admittances might be desirable in cases where the load impedance
is

quite complicated and deviates greatly from the idealized symmetrical

case in Fig. 11.09-1(a),

so that some cut-and-try procedures are

desirable.
Table

11.09-1 presents design equations for impedance-matching net-

works of the form in Fig.

11.09-2.

These design equations were derived

in essentially the same way as were the design equations for the fi ;.era
in Secs.
Secs.

10.03 rnd

10.05.

(The derivations of the design equations in

10.03 and 10.05 were discusase

in Sec.

10.08.)

The main difference

is that thv, more general modified low-pass prototype in Fig. 11.09-3
was used fur the equations in Table 11.09-1.
Comparing this prototype
with the one in Fig. 10.08-6, note that the prototype in Fig.. 11.09-3
does not use a series coil on the right, and provision has been made so
that the t rmination Be+, on the right can be specified arbitrarily.
A multipiving

factor s has been included which is introduced so as to

alter the impedance level as gradually as possible from one side of
the prototype to the other,

by making C,.l a sC1

for k - 2 to n - 2.

The relations between the prototype and the stub filter in Fig.

11.09-2

are much the same as for the cases discussed in Sec. 10.08. The
parameter d in Table 11.09-1 can be chosen 0 < d so as to adjust the
admittance level within the filter.

Typical convenient values are

d - 0.5 to 1.
Figure 11.09-4 shows an ip iedance-matching
shunt-resonated load.

This circuit is

network for use with a

the dual of that in Fig.

except that the filter has been converted to parallel-coupled
use of the relations in Fig.

5.09-2(b).

form by

Since series stubs are

difficult to realize in a shielded construction,

the parallel-coupled

form of this filter will usually be the practical one to use.
Table 11.09-2

11.09-2.

Table

presents design equations for this type of matching

network.*

Thes. design equations were obtained from those is Table 11.09-1 by duality, which first
gave a matchiAg 0tubbe
eutrk coestiag of series
&d connecting lines. Them this
circuit ous converted to psrmlolI-eoupl*d form usims the relations is Fig. S.09-2(b).
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11.09-1

Teabl

M6S1414 ERJUATIOC4S FOi IMPKDAA-IiM ATCIING NETWOUCS OF TWE FOIW IN
FIG. 11.09-2 F•'h SERIES-RIUSONATEfl LOADi

LDtermine the low-pass prototype parameters from the load docremeat I end the data ia Sacs. 4.09 end 4.10. The generator resistance
RS may be chosen arbitrarily. but RA is a paraoter of the load (see
text).

The following equations apply for n

3.

Compute:

,"
2

to a-I.

k-3

-I

aj

it a1>3

2dg2s

U.=3east thsiequation.

3

84
O

S

where d may be chosen arbitrarily within limit 0 < d (a** text).

*- ,,(0-J)

c
hiA-3te
ta

=

C- 1

C;

- d6 2

kC"

Ch

-"C

Letting
4

ta-A*h~
1k*2 *o-

S

|bt1
(c
So v'.0
4--6#

0

where

and a

*

(12 - 11)1f0 is the desired fractional bandwidth.

(continued on p. 700)

I
Table 11.09-1 concluded

The characteristic admittances of the shunt stubs are:

qC"'q
tanIso +. 234A-

V2

y

. a.3toe-_I
if a>3

ft i,3

GA Nk l

60 "C

.k

].i-

tan 01 +

.A
I.
'm

4

The characteristic admittances of the connecting lines are:

1k=blb2 to

LC

.-

IA

C;.

SI
•/%

Rn-.I
m.,,

k

IS ARBITRARY

WHERE[ Rate

1eh

..

se

C.

,

n13,

0"

h03 TO
TOa

wHEE II MAY B

CHOUN ARBITRARILY WITHIN LIMIT O'dl.

jk,k.,

"-

7.7
-21617-414

FIG. 11.09-3 MODIFIED LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE USED IN DERIVING
THE EQUATIONS IN TABLE 11.09-1
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OF

Lon-41
A. S3611431

FIG. 11.09-4 IMPEDANCE4AATCHING NETWORK IN PARALLEL-COUPLED
FORM FOR MATCHING SHUNT-RESONATED LOAD
Th. stub Yl end the parallel-coupled sections Sk k+ ors, all a
quartw-wuvelength long at midbond

Let us now consider some examples of impedance-matching network
design. Figure 11.09-5 shows a lumped-element load network whichhasbeen
brought to resonance at f0, and the figure also shows the resulting
computed impedance characteristic.
Let us assume that a good match is
desired from f1/f0 - 0.85 to fl/f0 - 1.15, which calls for fractional
bandwidth of • - 0.30. From Figs. 11.09-1(a) and 11.09-5, 1A - ReZLI
33.33 ohms.
However, IIMZLI, * 110 ohms, while IMZLJI, . 95 ohms, so
there is some confusion about the calculation of 8. As a guess, an
in-between value of 100 ohms was used for some trial calculations so that*
3 3 .3 3
0.3
( .
100
Table 11.09-3 summarizes the parameters and resulting line admittances
for several n - 3 designs having different values of R8 or different
choices for the parameter d.
Note that Designs 1 and 2 both use ft
1 q
100 ohms, hut Design I uses d - 1 while D~esign 2 uses d = 0.5.

3

.

A usefel eiuelitieesi fiur, weeinedYertosily dropped is then ceic.Ieiiee,.

?Ol

I
I
Table 11.09-2
F3l[1GN KEQUATIONS FOR IMPlIlMNCE-MATIXl1NG NEWORKS O1 TIE FORM IN
FIG. 11.09-4 FOR SIIUNT-*U'SONATElD LOADS

I

Determine the low-paso prototype parmeters frp" the load decrement
and the data in Seca. 4.09 and 4.10. The generator conductance Gm
may
be chosen arbitrarily, but GA is a parameter of the load (see text). flhe
following equations cover casea where n =>3.
Compute:

=

L2

g2

~~

I

L I--3toen-I.
(If

:

if a>)

~ 2*'-

2

-

2dg2

n=3 om0t this equaLioll.)

where d.may be chosen arbitrarily within limit 0 < d (see text).

L'

=

#2 0

- d)

,

L;

-d 2 L

Letting
AA

A

GA

k-2 to 0-

1 go

l tenk

where

and w

(

-

/I)/IO is the desired fractional bandwidth.
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i
Table 11.09-2 coacaJded
'he even- and odd-aoe iqwdenc~e

of the paralioi-.oopled lime. are:

S IL; too *I+A
(Z ) 2L

(Z:-2

v

-

an$ t

!6

25 K2

A

60

RAas

ALo*

*Z.2
0
=
If

to 0L + RA(M,

K3

>4

(Z:0)23

(:23*

" !A.--;L; too 01 +"A 23s + E,
R9

R

RA M23

29

#A

K23 kl

#A

L23

(• ee~ft~m'e+

/

td

~ el

-

+

k=23to m-3
(omit it a < S)

RAA
(WOit if

a < 5)
tan*Ir+
A

A
0

(

a,

*z,.,'o

"AA~

A1a

)A

sa~~ rnI.
R\I.a

@0R

1-i..)

IA

" (No-a
.1. a

7,3

flA

A

L

I

c
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FIG. 11.09.5 A HYPOTHETICAL LOAD AND ITS COMPUTED IMPEDANCE

Table 11.09-3
IWEDANCE-MATCHIING NETWIHM DESIGNS I to 4 FOR THE WAD IN FIG. 11.09-5
The impedance-matching network is of the form in Fig. 11.09-2

a

*

For all designs below: v - 0.30, RA - 33.33 oham, I - 0.30; and for
3 Sec. 4.09 give. go 1 1. X Ia 3.30, 12 • 0.52, g3 " 2.10, #4 0.40
- 1, (LA )O - 1.2 db, sad (LA)mi - 0.9 db.

Design

d

RV

1y2

23

V3
¥3

(oboe)

(inko-)

(who*)

(imk9 .)

1

1.0

100

O.05494

0.0109S

0.0249S

2

O.S

100

0.05562

0.0109S

0.02563

3

1.0

20

0.04495

0.02449

0.1549

4

1.0

So0

0.06026

0.004899

0.002283

Within two significant

figures the

line admittances Y2 * Y2 .' and Y3

of the matching network are very nearly the same.
expected since the choice of d should,
unless there are more

in

theory,

than two resonators in
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This is

to be

not affect the design

the matching-network

portion

Of

te

ase
crcut. th Inmathin-a~wor
tis

porionhasonl

toresonators.)
Figure 11.09.6 shows the computed response of the load in Fig. 11.09-S
connected to matching-network Design 1 of Table 11.09-3. The dashed
curve is for the load as shown in Fig. 11.09-S without any retuning.
Note that the attenuation (i.e. transducer attenuation*) curve tilts a
little to the right because of the dissymmetry of the reactance curve
of the load. The solid curve in Fig. 11.09-6 shows the result of
retuning the load by increasing the midband inductive reactance X, from
340.3 ohms to 348. 3 ohms. Note that the effect is to correct (actually
overcorrect) the tilt in the response. By Figs. 4.09-3 and 4.09-4 the

OF IMMIAISCE

MATCH

10Fi ILOa

\

out" I WITH
X,
IN
F16.11.09-5

iWAMA6D TO~

010

&so

1.00

1.10

I2O
A-in? 411

FIG. 11.09.6 TRANSDUCER ATTENUATION INTO THE LOAD IN
FIG. 11.09-5 USING MATCMING-NETWORK DESIGN I

See see. 3.11 fov 6 diseeusmis

of this term.

peak pass-band attenuation into the load should be 1.2 db for this case,

while the minimum pass-band attenuation should be about 0.9 db. As can
be seen from Fig. 11.09-6, the pass-band ripple characteristic comes
quite close to meeting these values.
Figure 11.09-7 shown the computed attenuation characteristics for
the same retuned load as described above (i.e., with XL 0 348.3 ohms),
but using matching-network Designs 3 and 4.

Note that for Design 3

the generator resistance is RX W 20 ohms, while for Design 4,1R1- 500 ohms.
Thus,

these two designs cover a range of choice of generator impedance

of 25 to 1.

As can be seen from the figure,

the choice of RB had no

serious effect on the performance.
Figure 11.09-7 also shows the performance when no matching network
is

used but

is chosen to match the load impedance at resonance.

IMPEDANCE MATCH
5
HE TWO1119(As.

4

33 33 0wh)

41
I"I

MTHN

3I
\NOE
aIIIGN 4
(no

I

L1
(it..o ,MO) f.'/

I

00

$00 ohwm I
8

0.S0

1.00

I.O

LIO

A-3S81I-416

FIG. 11.09-7

TRANSDUCER ATTENUATION INTO THE LOAD IN
FIG. 11.09-5 USING MATCHING-NETWORK DESIGNS 3
AND 4, AND ALSO FOR CASE OF NO MATCHINGNETWORK
In all cases shown the load Is as in Fig. 11.09-5 except
that XL has been increased to XL - 348.3 ohms at f0
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Note

that the attenuation at the bond edges in this case is 5.4 db as compared
with around 1.2-db maximum attenuation across the 30 percent band when
an n - 3 matching network is used.
By Fig. 4.09-3, for a load with
8 - 0.30, the best possible pasa-band performance even with an infinite
number of impedance-matching resonator& would have a pass-band attenuation
of 0.72 db.
Figure 11.09-8 shows another series-resonated load whose impedance
characteristic deviates quite markedly from the idealized symmetrical
characteristic

11.09-1(s).

in Fig.

a 40-percent band,

Suppose that we wish to match over

ReZL varies over a 2 to I range in the band of

interest,

while the reactance characteristic is

thia case

RA

I ImZLIj

RieZL

67 ohms.

20 ohms,

lo

while

IImZLi

also unsymmetrical.

-

Averaging these latter two values give-: 73.5 ohms.
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x
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FIG. 11.09-8 A SERIES.RESONATED LOAD WHICH
DEVIATES MARKEDLY FROM THE
IDEALIZED CASE IN FIG. 11.09-1(o)

7,?

SThis,

estimated decrement value is

an

•

20
-

S~73.5

2

*

0.272

Table 11.09-4 summarizes the parameters of an n

*

3 matching-network

design for this load.
Table 11.09-4
IMPEDANCE-MATCHING NETWIRK DESIGN 5 FOIR TH LOAD IN FIG. 11.09-8
The impedance-matching network is of the form in Fig. 11.09-2
Design paramters: vw 0.40. RA = 20 ohms, 1
S 0.272; and for
n - 3 Sac. 4.09 gives go , 1.00, si " 3.70, g2 - 0.48, 93
2.35,
94 * 0.36.

5

a
m

1, (Ld)a u ' 1.4 db, and (LA)i. = 1.07 db.

d

R'

1

(ohms
1
100

(esism
Y223

2Y3

os)
0.06281

hos)
0.01342

(mkos)
0.01498

Figure 11.09-9 shows the computed transducer attenuation for the
matching-network Design 5 in Table 11.09-4, used with the load in
Fig. 11.09-8.
The solid curve is for the original matching network
with the stubs a quarter-wave-length long at frequency f0. The
dashed curve for Design 5 was computed with the Y2 and Y, stubs
lengthened by 2.5 percent in an effort to correct the skewedness of
the response curve.

As can be seen,

this achieved the desired result

but with a small loss in bandwidth.
Note that the pass-band ripple
maxims and minima are reasonably consistent with the (Ld).. a 1.4 db
and (LA)d..

- 1.07 db values predicted

for 8 - 0.272 using Figs. 4.09-2

and 4.09-3.
Figure 11.09-9 also shows the attenuation characteristic
when no matching network is used but the generator resistance is
chosen so as to give a match at resonance.

Note that on this basis

the attenuation is 5.9 db at the lower band edge and about 6.85 db at
the upper band edge.
The above examples show that though the procedures for matchingnetwork design based on the methods of Chapter 10 are approximate,

they

can give good results in close agreement with the theory.
Also, the
techniques described in this section are seen to be useful even if the
load characteristics deviate appreciably from the idealized, symmetrical
characteristics in Fig. 11.09-1.
If the load impedance characteristics
708
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FIG. 11.09.9 TRANSDUCER ATTENUATION INTO THE LOAD IN FIG. 11.09-8
WITH AND WITHOUT MATCHING-NETWORK DESIGýI 5
The parameters 02, 023, and 03 given are the electrical lengths of
the lines Y2 , Y2 3, and Y 3 of the matching network at frequency fo

are skewed, this can often be compensated for by minor tuning adjustments
on the load or on the resonant elements of the matching network.
In this section design data for only two specific types of wideband
matching networks have been given.
Though most of the other structures
in Chapter 10 could also be used,

the ones given in this section were

chosen as particularly useful examples.

If

desired, data for other

forms of matching networks can be obtained by the methods of Chapter 10
along with a modified low-psas prototype such as that in Fig.

11.09-3.

Other forms of networks may be desirable in special situations where
they might give more practical dimensions for the impedance levels and
space limitations involved.
SEC.

11.10, DESIGN OF WIDE-BAND COUPLING STRUCTURES
FOR NEGATIVE-RESISTANCE AMPLIFIERS

The same procedures as discussed in the preceding two sections
can also be used for the design of coupling networks for negative.
resistance devices.
Consider, for example, the negative-resistance

709

amplifier shown in Fig.

The required negative resistance is

11.10-1.

assumed to have been achieved by use of a device such as a tunnel diode
which has parasitic reactive elements in its equivalent circuit an well
as a negative resistance.

A broad-banding network is

then desirable in

order to compensate for the effects of these reactive elements so as
to give as good performance as possible over the required operating band.

IINUT
-a

" " _,

IUNIES-119SONA1'g.
S IS TAN ¢ C
ATIVI[- Ka
NEGf

TI .

,\

UT U
tE
IOUTPUT

DEVICE

FIG. 1.1.10-1

In Sec.

1.04 it

EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF A FILTER STRUCTURE
FOR BROAD-BANDING A NEGATIVE-RESISTANCE
AMPLIFIER
The negative-resIstance is assumed to have been
achieved using a device such as a tunnel diode which
has parasitic equivalent reactances as well as negative
resistance

was explained that a negative resistance amplifier

with a prescribed response characteristic can be obtained by first
designing a related filter having the specified negative resistance
replaced by a positive resistance of the same magnitude.
circulator

Then when a

is pla'ed at one end of the filter and the specified negative

resistance at the other, the desired gain characateristic can be obtained.
Section 4.11 along with Sec. 4.10 explained how to obtain element values
for a low-pass prototype so as to achieve a given gain characteristic
in a negative-resistance

amplifier.

The fo~lowing procedure is suggested
networks for negative-resistance
(1)

for the design of coupling

amplifiers of this sort:

The negative-resistance device should be mounted as it will be
in the finished amplifier including any voltage bias leads,
etc.
The negative-resistance device should be brought to
resonance at the desired midband frequency f0 by adding an
additional reactive element.
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(2)

If the device is resonated in series, the impedance characteristic of the device should be determined.
If the device was
resonated in shunt, its admittance characteristic should be
determined.

(3)

The real part of the impedance or admittance characteristic will
be negative.
The real and imaginary part of the characteristic
aho'ild be plotted, but with the sign of the real part changed
to positive.
(This corresponds to changing the negative
resistance in the equivalent circuit of the device to a positive
resistance. )

(4)

The decrement 8 of the plotted load characteristic for the
desired operating bandwidth should be determined as indicated
in Fig. 11.09-1 and tihe examples of Sec. 11.09.
The parameter
R or GA should also be obtained.

(5)

The low-pass prototype for the coupling network is determined
as described in Sec. 4.11."

(6)

Using the specified RA (or G.) parameter of the load along
with the low-pass prototype parameters and the specified
resistance R.
8 (or conductance G.) looking into the circulator,
the coupling network is designed in the same manner as the
matching networks discussed in Secs. 11.08 and 11.09.

T'rie resonated negative-resistance device in the example in Fig. 1 1.10-1
has the same equivalent circuit as the load in Fig.
for the negative

11.09-8,

except

Plotting -ReZL and JEZL for the resonated

resistor.

negative-resistance device in Fig.

11.10-1 would give a characteristic

of the same general form as that in Fig. 11.09-8, and the determination
of the decrement b would be done in the same manner as was described
with respect to that figure.

'ite

design of the coupling network would

follow the same procedures as that for Design 5 which was summarized
in Table 11.09-4,

except for that the factors controlling the choice

of the low-pass prototype
Design 5 of Sec. 11.09 it

would be somewhat different.
In the case of
was assumed desirable to minimize (LA)..,, hence

the prototype element values were obtained from Fig. 4.09-7 which gives
element values which are optimized for that requirement.
htowever, in
the case of a negative-resistance
may be a dominant requirement,

amplifier,

a fiat gain characteristic

and using the procedures of

Secs.

4. 10

and 4.11 a somewhat different prototype might be chosen.

Note in

See.

4.11 that

fur reasons of circuit

the prototype elements go
resonated

and g, (rather

negative-remiatanmce

stability

than gn and #n,

device.
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aa well asto obtain maximum bandwidth.
) must be associated with

the

i..is interesting to note what the gain of the circuit in Fig. 11.10-1
would be if the plots in Fig. 11.09-8 were its -ReZL and' iZL load
characteristics and if the matching network Desigis 5 of Table 11.09-4
were used as the coupling network.
Referring to the slightly retuned
response for Design 5 in Fig. 11.09-9, by use of the graph in
4.11-1, we see that the peak transducer gain in the pass band would

Fig.

be about 7 db (correspooding to (L A).i of about I db], while the
minimum gain in the pass band would be about 6 db [corresponding to
(LA)... of about 1.45 db].

device,

if

tolerance,

For this specified negative-resistance

more gain were desired with the same pass-band-gain-variation
it

would be necessary to go to a narrower bandwidth.

Additional discussions of negative-resistance
found in Ref. 8,
amplifiers is

and in numerous other references.

similar in some respects,

amplifiers will be
The case of parametric

but is complicated by the manner

in which the impedance seen at the idler frequency is

reflected through

the time-varying capacitance of the diode as an added impedance
component seen at the input frequency.)
SEC.

11. 11, BAND-PASS TIME-DELAY FILTERS
Although all of the information required for the design of band-pass

time-delay filters has been presented previously, it appears desirable
to review some of the band-pass delay-filter design procedures.
Some
general concepts related to time-delay
Sec.

1.05;

filters were discussed

element values and related data were given i-nSec.

low-pass prototype filters having maximally flat time delay,
Sec.

in
4.07 for
and in

4.08 the time-delay characteristics of filters with Tchebyscheff

and maximally flat attenuation characteristics were compared with those
of maximally flat time-delay networks.

It

was noted in Sec.

4.08 that

for many cases a Tchebyscheff filter having small pass-band ripple
(say 0.1 db or less) may make a more desirable type of time-delay
network than will a maximally flat time-delay network.
This is because
although the maximally flat time-delay network has a more nearly
constant time-delay characteristic,
over the range of interest.

Thus,

its attenuation may vary considerably
in cases where both the attenuation

and delay characteristics are important, Tchebyscheff filters
with small pass-band ripple may make an excellent compromise.
Let us suppose that a band-pass time-delay filter is desired to give
0.016 microsecond delay in an operating band from 1000 to 1100 Mc, and
712

that from the discussion in Sec. 4.08 it is decided to use a Tchebyscheff
low-pass prototype for the delay filter having 0.01-db pass-band ripple.
By Eq.

(4.08-4) the midband time delay t

do

where (a and w

)

-

*

0

for the band-pass filter is

seconds

t•O

(11.11-1)

are the radian band-edge frequencies of the band-pass

filter corresponding to the band-edge frequency w, of the low-pass
prototype,

and t;, is the time delay in seconds of the low-pass prototype

as w'- 0.

For the problem at hand,

t

(
(,

21

"

) tdo

seconds

(11.11-2)

(0.016 x 10-6)

6.28(1100-1000)106
2(1)
=

where wI

-

1 is

5.02 seconds,

assumed for the low-pass prototype.

t

where by Fig. 4.13-2,
and a band-edge
while for n - 8,

-,o
=

C

(4.08-2),

(11.11-3)

for a Tchebyscheff

filter with 0.01-db ripple,

frequency of w, - I radian/sec,
C6 = 5.7 seconds.

By Eq.

Letting n

for n - 7, C7 - 4.7 seconds,
*

8 so tdU Ca

5 7 seconds,

the desired delay can be obtained by enlarging the bandwidth slightly
so that

"-

j

(11. 11-4)

22coIt
0
do ',
2(1)5.7
2(1)5.7

7.14 x 106 rad/sec.

0.016( 10-6)

f2

" fl

7.14 x 108
6.28

113 Mc/sec.
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Thus, a band-pass filter designed from a 0.01-db-ripple, n - 8
Tchebybcheff prototype

(whose element values are tabulated in
Table 4.05-2(a)] so as to give a 113-Mc pass-band centered at 1050 Mc
should have the desired midband time delay.'
When using Eq. (ll.ll-l),
it should be realized that it is based on
the assumption that the low-pass prototype phase characteristic maps
linearly into the band-pass filter phase characteristic, so that the
frequency mapping
COW,

where
W

and,

-W

U2

C,)O

+ WI

2

E.q. (11.11-5) is generally accarate for narrowfor designs with fractional bandwidtlhs of, say,
around w - 0.05 or less), avd depending on the type of filter it may
have satisfactory accuracy to quite large bandwidths.
Ikiwever, it
should be reulized that to the degree that the band-pass filter pass-ha,,d
is

valid.

The mapping

band designs (i.e.,

characteristics

vs. frequency are not a linear mapping of the low-pass
filter pass-band characteristics, the shapes of the low-pass and band-

pass time-delay characteristics will differ since time delay is the
derivative of the phase with respect to frequency.
Another factor that can alter the time-delay characteristic

of the

band-pass filter

from that of its prototype is the dissipation losis.
the dissipation loss in a filter tends to cause the natural
frequencies of vibration of a circuit to move toward the left side of
the complex frequency plane away from the )(A axis (see Seca. 2.02 to
In general,

2.04).

This will cause the phase and time-delay characteristics to he
somewhat different thin they would be if the filter circuit had no
dissipation tos, For cases where the attenuation due to dissipation
is not large (say a few tenths of a db or less),
This asues
that the time delay due to the physical
neglected, as is usually true.
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the alteration of the

length of the microwave

filter cam be

¶time-delay
S~part

characteristic

due to this cause is probably small.

The

of the response where attenuation will be most evident will be
near the band edge#, and there it should tend to smooth the tim-dea

characteristic,

which should not be harmful.
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CHAPTER 12

"BAMD-STOP FILT1PS

SEC.

12.01,

!NTBODUCTION

In most microwave systems the signal frequency has to be transmitted
and guided from one place to another with a minimum of attenuation, while
unwanted frequencies are strongly attenuated by band-pass filters which
pass the signal frequency with low attenuation.
The common types of bandpass filter provide adequate protection for most applications.
However,
should some interfering frequency be particularly strong, special measures
may have to be taken to suppress it; or when a limited number of frequencies are generated in a trequency generator system, high attenuation
may be needed only at certain frequencies.
In such cases, a band-pass
filter, which discriminates against wide ranges of frequencies outside
the pass band,

will not be as efficient as one or more band-stop filters
which discriminate against specific unwanted frequencies.
Figure 12.01-1 shows two types of band-stop filters to be discussed
in this chapter.
Both of these filters are useful for situations where
relatively narrow stop bands are desired.
The structure in Fig. 12.01-1(a)
is most suitable for designs having stop-band widths of, say, around
20 percent or less, while the same statement would also apply for the
structure in Fig. 12.01-1(b) if reciprocal guide wavelength (i.e., 1/k
is used as the frequency variable.
The structure in Fig. 12.01-1(a) can
be fabricated

in either strip line or coaxial line, and it uses capaciband-stop resonator stubs which are spaced a quarter
wavelength apart at the stop-band center frequency.
The waveguide filter
tively coupled,

structure in Fig.

12.01-1(b)

is similar in principle,

but uses hand-stop

resonator cavities which are coupled to the main waveguide by inductive
irises.
In order to avoid interaction between the fringing fields at the
various resonator irises, the resonators are spaced three quarter guide
wavelengths apart.
Figure 12.01-2 shows another type of band-stop filter discussed in
this chapter.

The structure shown is of strip-line form, though the
stubs are often most conveniently made from wire rods.
This type of
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Nb)

SWUMIHEa

FIG. 12.01.1

Q•umnerlY Repor 3. ComaUsct DA 36-039 SC-87S98, SRil
repaimod in IRE DTams. PGfrlT (..o Re. I by Yeems.
Meotihoi. cud ,.ones)

STRIP-LINE AND WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES FOR BAND-STOP
FILTERS WITH NARROW STOP BANDS
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II
WIN R00N

FIG. 12.01-2 A BAND-STOP, STRIP-LINE FILTER STRUCTURE
HAVING A BROAD STOP BAND

filter can be designed to give quite wide stop bands, with well controlled
Tchebyscheff or maximally flat pass bands, or pass bands of other shapes
between the stop bands.

The stop bands are centered at frequencies where

the open-circuited stubs are a quarter-wavelength
of a quarter-wavelength

long.

long or an odd multiple

The structure in Fig.

12.01-2 could in

principle also be used for filters having narrow stop bands; however, as
the stop-band width becomes narrower, the stub impedance required may
In order to avoid unreasonable impedances, the strucbecome very high.
tures in Fig. 12.01-1 become preferable for narrow.stop.banta or relatively
narrow-stop-band cases.

SEC.

12.02,

LUMPED-ELEMENT BAND-STOP FILTERS FROM
LOW-PASS PROTOTYPES

A low-pass filter prototype such as those discussed in Sec.

4.05 can

be transformed by suitable frequency transformations into either a bandpass, a high-pass, or a band-stop filter. The transition from low-pass
to band-stop characteristic can be effected by the transformation
I

1

(12.02-1)
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where co'

standa for the radian irequency of the low-pass prototype filter

quantities in
of the
band-atop
fiiter.
Theandremaining
and
for that are
Eq. co(12.02-1)
defined
in Figs.
12.02-1
12.02-2.
It

can be seen from Eq. (12.02-1)

the prototype-

and band-stop-filter

,..

c'.-§

"'or
=

and Figs. 12.02-1 and 12.02-2 that

frequencies in'Table 12.02-1 correspond.

t..0

-01Z1
0000I

Ce)

Ib)

IM

C32
SOUN(Ci

FIG. 12.02.1

1411

Quareriy Report 3. Convrect DA 36-OS3 SC-uI739a.SMa
rep.rimed la IRS Tmra PGM1'r (see NO!. I by Young,
Mmttboi. andJom.e)

LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE FILTER: (a) AND (b), FOUR BASIC CIRCUIT TYPES,
DEFINING THE PARAMETERS go, g 1, ... , g9.,1 ; (c) AND (d), MAXIMALLY FLAT
AND EQUI-RIPPLE CHARACTERISTICS, DEFINING THE BAND-FDGE ,.)
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a
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w
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SOURCE,

FIG. 12.02-2

1

9

Quarterly Report 3, Contract DA 36-039 SC-87398, SRI;
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGMTT (see Ref. I by Young,
Mettheei. and Jones)

BAND.STOP FILTER: (a) AND (b), FOUR BASIC CIRCUIT TYPES DERIVABLE
FROM THEIR FOUR LOW-PASS COUNTERPARTS IN FIG. 12.02.1; (c) AND (d),
MAXIMALLY FLAT AND EQUI-RIPPLE CHARACTERISTICS DEFINING CENTER
FREQUENCY CAo' AND FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH w
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Table 12.02-1

To obtain the L,

RELATION BETWEEN VARIOUS FIE(UJ94CIES
IN THE PROTOITPE- ANDBAND-rTOP
FILTER RES•PONSES
_

0

_

_

_

='

-

12.02-2 in terms of the g, in
12.02-1, it is simpler (but not eas-

aential) to derive Fig. 12.02-2(a)
from
Fig.

_

and Fig. 12.02-2(b),

12.02-1(a)

from Fig. 12.02-1(b) so that series impedances, go over to other aeries imped-

0 or *
.

0 *

_

Fig.
Fig.

and Ci in

and shunt admittances to other
a
shunt admittances. Multiplying both

O2nces,

2 ,

0

aides of Eq. (12.02-1) by l/g,, one obFor
teins the desired relation.
shunt branches, equating reactances,

whn W
<< 1
'W)'

o

1

00)

i

s'jC

ACI 1

i

'0

(12.02-2)

which reduces to

woL~

For series branches,

I

1

*

1

-~~

(12.02-3)

-~l

equating susceptances,

.

.
SwLj

,
vwca

.

.
gaw'

.

Ca 0-

•

(12.02-4)
(-

which reduces to

woC,

L

(12.02-5)

u

The reactance slope parameter a of a resonator reactance X - wL
/'IX

-

is
d
dX

*"
.
020
0
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0

1
0C

(12.02-6)

slope parameter ( of a resonator susceptance

and similarly the susceptance
B

-

*

1/i.L

is

.o dB

Now Eq.

(12.02-3)

•

(12.02-5)

(12.02-7)

I
-(12.02-8)

for a series branch becomes
*

The circuits shown in Fig.
prototypes in Fig.

1

for a shunt branch becomes
a. . *

and Eq.

C

(12.02-9)

1

12.02-2 have the same impedance levels as the

12.02-1.

To change to another impedance level,

every

R and every L should be multiplied by the impedance scale factor while
every G and every C should be divided by it.

SEC.

12.03, THE EFFECTS OF DISSIPATION LOSS ON BAND-STOP
FILTER PERFORMANCE
The discussion in this section will he phrased in terms of the

lumped-element band-stop filters in Sec.

12.02; however,

this discussion

also applies to the microwavefilter structures such as those
in Figs. 12.01-1 and 12.02-2.

Go
WITHOU

The solid lines in
Fig. 12.03-I show the attenua-

DISSIPATION
11

4

wIT.

D

OISSIPATION

tion characteristic of a typical
band-stop filter of the forms in
Fig.

12.02-2 for the situation

where the resonators have no

0

However, in
dissipation loss.
practical filters there will inevitably be dissipation

loss, and

the dashed lines in Fig.

12.03-1

W, 51o

W2
A-.S-Wo

FIG. 12.03.1

THE EFFECTS OF DISSIPATION

LOSS IN A BAND-STOP FILTER
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I
illustrate its effects on filter performance.
Note that the attenuation
no longer goes to infin'ty at &jo, but instead levels off at some finite
value.

Also note that near the edges of the pass bands of the filter
there is an appreciable increase in the pass-band attenuation as a result
of the dissipation.
However, this increase in pass-band attenuation due
to dissipation decreases rapidly as the frequency moves away from the
stop band.
Figure 12.03-2 shows a filter of the type in Fig. 12.02-2 with resistors added to account for the dissipation loss of the resonators.
If

E

(1)

•n+I

V

ATTENUATION AT'•CO
0
(L

20 4= 1 Iogo (g,,,)

+10

1.g*

d.

where 0,
(2) RtETUlJR
LOSS AT f,0:
10 lo g,0

(3) D)ISSIPATI(ON

b

,,

LOSS AT

Bt86
8.

,[.0

+#/so

L'. 37
O !•

•I AN)

+

d
I

2

:

/

3046/

11"•'2
+ T.-,-

or

'"

#'"8-°

db
ma-$It,-

2355

SOURCEs Quaterly Report 3. Commuci DA S6-039 SC-75908, SRI;
reprimed in IRS "rons. PGMTT (see Ret. I by Tom@,

ettkoUit. OAdJone)

FIG. 12.03-2

A BAND-STOP FILTER WITH DISSIPATION, AND
FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING THE EFFECTS OF
THE DISSIPATION
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the unloaded Q's of the resonators are Q,1,Q. 2 ,
shunt branches of the circuit

....

etc.,

then for the

•-

(12.03-1)

*

where %, ia the reactance slope parameter of the resonator,

while for the

series branches of the circuit
Q~b
6-

Rh

where 4

is

(12.03-2)

the susceptance slope parameter of the resonator.

Figure 12.03-2 also presents a formula for computing the attenuation
of the filter aL the peak attenuation point w,. This formula was derived
from the low-pass prototype circuit as discussed in Sec. 4.15.
A formula
is also given in Fig. 12.03-2 for the return loss at frequency W.. This
is of interest if
(or open-circuit)

a band-stop filter is required to provide a short-circuit
to an adjacent circuit at frequency &a0. A formula is

also given for estimsting the increase in attenuation due to dissipation
at the pass-band edge frequencies w1 and w 2 .

This latter

formula is based

on several rather rough approximations which were discussed in Sec.
Though it is not highly accurate,

mating the order of the disipation loss at the pass-band edges.
should give the ALA in db at wi and
SEC.

12.04,

4.15.

this formula should be helpful in esti(It

w2within a factor of 2 or less.)

AN APPROXIMATE DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR

MICROWAVE FILTERS WITH VERY NARROW STOP BANDS
In this section a design approach for microwave filters with very
narrow stop bands will be outlined.

This approach is

very simple and

general in its application.
However, in Sec. 12.09 will be found another
approach which will give superior accuracy, especially if the stop-band
width is

appreciable.
However, the design data there leads to designs
which are somewhat more difficult to build because of transmission-line
steps (which are not required when using the procedure of this section).
Both design approaches are included for completeness.
To realize a band-stop filter in transmission line,
venient to use only shunt branches,

it

or only series branches.
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is more conThe circuit

I
of Fig. 12.02-2(a) can be converted into a circuit with only seriesresonant shunt branches by means of impedance anverters (Sec. 4.12)
which here are approximated by 90-degree line lengths,

Fig. 12.04-1.

as shown in

The reactance slope parameters of this circuit in terms

of the low-pass prototype parameters g0,g 1,

....

J, 1 . and (, are also

given in Fig. 12.04-1.
These formulas can be deduced with the help of
Figs. 12.02-1 and 12.02-2, and the impedance-inverting property of
quarter-wave lines.
In the circuit of Fig.

12.04-1(a).

the output impedance and the

input impedance have both been set equal to Z..

In the case of maxi-

mally flat filters, or Tchebyacheff filters with n odd, the whole
sequence of impedance inverters can be uniform, with the 90-degree lines
all having impedances Z, a Z..

However,

for Tchebyscheff

filters with

n even, the low-pass prototype is not symmetrical, and the simplest way
to obtain a symmetrical band-a-top filter of the type shown in
Fig.

12.0V-l(a) is to set the impedances of all the 90-degree lines
equal to Z 1 , which ceases to be equal to Z., and is given by

zi

as stated in Fig.
If

(12.04-1)

12.04-1(a).

the slope parameters determined by Fig.

12.04-1(a)

are either

too small or too large to realize conveniently, they may be adjusted up
or down by controlling the impedances of the 90-degree lines.
The forThey reduce to
mulas for the general case are given in Fig. 12.04-1(b).
the case of Fig. 12.04-1(a) when Z a 2
..
Z,,..
It should be
noted that if the Z, are chosen to be very unequal, then greater reflections will usually result somewhere in the pass band than would occur
with a uniform impedance level Z, a Z0.

This is because the 90-degree

line sections between resonators are frequency-sensitive and approximate
idealized inverters only over a limited frequency range.
sections in Fig.

If

the line

12.04-1 were replaced by ideal inverters (Sec.

then the responses of the circuits in Fig.

12.04-1 would be identical

to those of corresponding circuits of the form in Fig.
frequencies.
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Quarterly Report 3, Contract DA 36-039 SC-87398, SRI;
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGUtTT (see Ref. I by Young,
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FIG. 12.04-1

BAND-STOP FILTER WITH SHUNT BRANCHES
AND QUARTER-WAVE COUPLINGS:
(a) EQUAL INVERTER IMPEDANCES, Zj;
(b) GENERAL CASE OF UNEQUAL INVERTER
IMPEDANCES
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FIG. 12.04-2 BAND-STOP FILTER WITH SERIES BRANCHES AND
QUARTER-WAVE COUPLINGS: (a) EQUAL INVERTER
ADMITTANCES, Y1 -bW GENERAL CASE OF UNEQUAL
INVERT ER ADMýITTANCES
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Figure 12.04-2 shows dual circuits to those in Fig.
circuits in Fig.

12.04-1.

The

12.04-2 use series-connected resonators which exhibit

The transmission properties of the filters
high reactance at resonance.
in Fig. 12.04-2 are identical to those of Fig. 12.04-1.
realization of resonstors for

We shall now consider the practical
microwave filters of the forms in Figs.
SEC.

12.05.

12.04-1 and 12.04-2.

PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF BAND-STOP RESONATORS
FOR NARROW-STOP-BAND FILTERS

The aesign procedures in Secs.
slope parameters %

12.04 and 12.09 give the reactance-

or susceptance-slope parameters

I,

of the resonators

of a narrow-stop-band filter and the impedances or admittances of the
The practical design of microwave band-stop resonators
so as to have prescribed slope parameters will now be considered.
connecting lines.

In strip transmission line or coaxial line,

the circuit of

Fig.

12."4-1 may be realized by using non-contacting stubs,

Fig.

12.01-1(a),

as shown in

with the gaps between the stubs and the main line

forming the capacitances required in Fig.

12.04-1,

and the stubs ap-

The stubs may be short-circuited and just

proximating the inductances.

under 90 degrees long, as shown in Fig. 12.01-1(a) and indicated in
Fig. 12.05-1(a); or they may be open-circuited and just under 180 degrees
long, as indicated in Fig.

12.05-1(b).

the corresponding dual cases.

Figures 12.05-1(c)

and (d)

show

The inductively coupled resonator in

12.05-1(d) which is slightly less than a half wavelength long at
resonance, is the type of resonator used in the waveguide band-stop
The case of Fig. 12.05-1(a) will now be
filter in Fig. 12.01-1(b).
Fig.

treated specifically,
(d)

and then the cases of Figs.

12.05-1(b),

(c),

and

can be treated by extension of this first case.

(If
The transmission lines will be supposed to be non-dispersive.
waveguide or other dispersive line is used, replace normalized frequency
w/wc0 by normalized reciprocal 'guide wavelength A.50/X,, where X. and X40
are the guide wavelengths at frequencies c and w 0 , respectively.)
0 reForcing the resonator reactance to be zero when w - w0 and 4
quires that
0-0

Zb tan
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REALIZATION OF RESONANT CIRCUITS IN TRANSMISSION LINE: (o) AND
(b), SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT, SUITABLE FOR STRIP OR COAXIAL
LINE; (c) AND (d), SHUNT RESONANT CIRCUIT, SUITABLE FOR WAVEGUIDE
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Since 0 is proportional to w,

and the reactance slope parameter is

2 dq

2

•

tan

d

~(12.05-3)

-•

Z6
2

where the function F(O)

Zb
aec
e0 2 P0 + tan (0)

(

-2

F(°)

(12.05-4)

is defined by

F((P)

4P sec2 t + tan (P

(12.05-5)

This function can be determined numerically from Table 12.05-1.
To determine the three parameters Ct,

Zb,

be selected arbitrarily,

for instance Zi,

is determined from Fig.

12.04-1 or 12.04-2,

the circuit of Fig.

12.05-1(a),

for Z, by use of Eq. (12.05-4)
Eq.

(12.05-I)

yields Cb,

4

given

The slope parameter
or from Sec.

12.09.

w.or
For

(P0 is determined from the assumed value
and Table 12.05-1,

and finally

These formulas and the ones corresponding to

all four cases are summarized in Fig.
For

and <'A, one of them may

12.05-1.

00 and Z, or Y., the slope parameter of the near-180-

degree line is almost twite as greatAs the slope parameter o~f the
near-90-degree line.
More precisely, for the near-ISO-degree lines
(Cases (b)

and (d)

in Fig.

12.05-1] one has to substitute

2+-0)

G(10)

sec2'p + tan

0

(12.05-6)

(4b in radians) for F(O), which was used with the near-90-degree lines
(Cases (a) and (c) in Fig. 12.05-1].
This can be written more conveniently an
G(O)

-

2F('P) + 28

731

sin 28

(12.05-7)

I~

12.05-1

Table
TABLEOF F(O)

4P
89.80
89.60
89.40
89.20
89.00

FUd'

'b

128907.01 83.80
32227.14 83.60
14324.32 83.40
8057.53 83.20
A157.05
83.00

-

0, sec2

+,tan

F(O~)

OP

F0

134.59
126.34
118.82
111.96
105.68

77.80 35.03
77.60 33.92
77.40 32.86
77.20 31.85
77.00 30.88

71.80
71.60
71.40
71.20
71.00

15.88
15.54
15,22
14.90
t.9SQ

6S.80
6S.60
65.40
65.20
65.00

9.05
8.91
8.77
8.63
8.49

S9.00
58.00
57.00
56.00
55.00

5.54
5.20
4.89
4.60
4.34

f0)

e

1W$)

OP

P

88.80
88.60
88.40
88.20
88.0G

3581.46
2631.38
2014.78
1592.03
1289.64

82.80
82.60
82.40
82.20
82.00

99.91
94.60
89.71
85.14
81.00

76.80 29.96
76.60 29.09
-6.40 28.24
76.20 27.44
76.00 26.67

70.80
70.60
70.40
70.20
70.00

14,29
14.00
13.72
13.45
13.19

64.80
64.60
64.40
64.20
64.00

8.36
8.23
8.10
7.98
7.86

S4.60
53.00
52.00
S5.00
50.00

4.10
3.88
3.67
3.48
3.30

87.80
87.60
87.40
87.20
87.00

1065.91
8A,.73
763.30
658.21
573.44

81.80
81.60
81.40
81.20
81.00

77.11
73.50
70.14
67.01
64.08

75.80
75.60
75.40
75.20
75.00

25 93
25.22
24.5S
23.89
23.27

69.80
69.60
69.40
69.20
69.00

12.93
12.68
12.44
12.?1
11.98

63.80
63.60
63.40
63.20
63.00

7.74
7.62
7.51
7.40
7.29

49.00
48.00
47.00
46.00
45.00

3.13
2.98
2.83
2.69
2.57

86.80
86.60
86.40
86.20
86.00

504.05
446.55
398.36
357.58
322.76

80.80
80.60
80.40
80.20
80.00

61.34
58,77
56.36
54.10
51.97

74.80 22.67
74.60 22.09
74.40 21.53
74.20 21.00
74.00 20.48

68.80
68.60
68.40
68.20
68.00

11.76
11.54
11.33
11.13
10.93

62.80
62.60
62.40
62.20
62.00

7.19
7.08
6.98
6.88
6.79

44.00
43.00
42.00
41.00
40.00

2.44
2.33
2.22
2.12
2.02

85.80
85.60
P5.40
85.20
85.00

292.79
266.82
244.16
224.27
206.73

79.80
79.60
79.40
79.20
79.00

49,97
48.08
46.29
44.61
43.01

73.80
73.60
73.40
73.20
73.00

19.99 67.80
19.51 67.60
19.0. 67.40
18.60 67.20
18.17 67.00

10.73
10.55
10.36
10.18
10.01

61.80
61.60
61.40
61.20
61.00

6.69
6.60
6.51
6.42
6.33

39.00
38.00
37.00
36.00
35.00

1.93
1.84
1.76
1.68
1.61

84.80
84.60
84.40
84.20
84.00

191.16
177.29
164.89
IS3.74
143.69

78.80
78.60
78.40
78.20
78.00

41.50
40.07
38.71
37.42
36.19

72.80
72.60
72.40
72.20
72.00

17.76
17.36
16.97
16.59
16.23

9.84
9.68
9.51
9.36
9.20

60.80
60.60
60.40
60.20
60.00

6.24
6.16
6.08
6.00
5.92

34.00
33.00
32.00
31.00
30.00

1.53
1.46
1.40
1.33
1.27

66.80
66.60
66.40
66.20
66.00

Mote:
ft) SOtISI(E:

(1/2)C(o)
QuurLerly Report 3, (.ontract DA 3 6 - 03 q SC-87398.
PGMTT (see Hef. I by Young, Matthaei. and Jones)
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where
8

(12.05-8)

7-Y•

2
is

the amount by which the line length falls short of 7Y/2 or w radians,
The last term in Eq.

respectively.

is usually very small,
instance,

when

this term in Eq.

(12.05-7).

so that G(0) is very nearly twice F(46).

- 7Y/3 - 60 degrees,
(12.05-7)

the error in G(k)

Table 12.05-1 to solve for

One may therefore still

0., looking up F(O) -

For

due to neglecting

while for4 •r/4

is less than % percent,

the error is 3.4 percent.

45 degrees,

namely (28 - sin 2 8 )/w,

use

(0/2)G(0), and subse

quently making a small correction if 0 0 is smaller than about 60 degrees.
SEC. 12,06,

EXPERIMENTAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE COUPLINGS
AND TUNING OF BAND-STOP RESONATORS

In constructing resonators of the forms in Fig. 12.05, usually the
coupling capacitances C, are realized by capacitive gaps, while the
coupling inductances L, usually apply to waveguide

filters where the

coupling inductance is achieved by an inductive iris.

Since it

is often

difficult to compute the appropriate gap or iris size with as much accuracy as is desired, it is frequently convenient to experimentally
This is done moat easily
adjust these couplings to their proper value.
by testing one resonator at a time with the other resonators removed
(in

the case of a strip-line filter with capacitive gaps),

or with the

coupling irises of the other resonators covered with alaminum tape (in
the case of a waveguide filter).

Using this procedure the measured

3-db bandwidth for each resonator can be compared with a computed value,
and the coupling altered until the computed value of 3-db bandwidth is
obtained.

Since in many cases the filter will be symmetrical,

it

will

usually be only necessary to make this test on half of the resonators.
Once the proper coupling Saps or iris sizes have been determined, they
are simply duplicated for the other half of the filter.
The 3-db fractional

bandwidths of the four types of resonators in

Case (a) in Fig. 12.06-1 may,
12.05-1 are given in Fig. 12.06-1.
for instance, be derived by noting that the insertion loss of a reactance X in shunt with two resistances R - Ri is 3 db when the reactance
Fig.

has the value X • (l/2)R1 .

By Eq.

(12.05-4)
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THREE-db FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTHS
OF THE RESONATORS IN FIG. 12.05-1
PLACED ACROSS THE JUNCTION OF
TWO TRANSMISSION LINES
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i
Zb

W0 dX

F(OO)

-

=

2

I

o
2 dwL.

Since we are only considering small bandwiglths,
the 3-db bandwidth,

u,

and dX by (1/2)B 1 .

U

(12.06-1)

we may replace 2dw/wo by

Then

It I
I
= Z6 F F(O0)

(12.06-2,

This equation would apply to the case of a resonator of the form in
Fig. 12.05-1(a)

connected across a uniform transmission line of charac-

teristic impedance equal to Z0 =oH0
in

its characteristic

terminated at both ends

impedance.

The equations in Fig.

l12.06-1(a)

similar but more general fashion.
unequal

It which is

and 12.06-1(b) were derived in a

Note that these equations provide for

loading at the left and right sides of the resonators.

of interest

This is

for cases where the main transmission line may have impedance

steps in it.

In narrow-stop-band

filters the loading resistances R0 and

R! can be estimated by computing the impedances seen looking left and
right from the resonator

in question with all other resonators removed.

These impedances will be purely real at w., but,

of course,

vary with frequency if impedance steps are present.

IHowever,

they will
in the case

of narrow-stop-band filters, it should in most cases be permissible to
regard these impedances as constant resistances across the range of inThis is because the frequency band involved is smaI I, and in
terest.
practical situations any impedance steps involved will usually also be
small.

In many practical

cases the main-line impedances will all be

equal so that the factor h(r) in Fig.

is equal to one.

12.06-1

'rite discussion above also applies to the dual cases in Fig. 12.06-1(c)
and 12.06-1(d),

where the equations

of impedances.

We may note in passing that if

greater

than 3 + 2V2 - 5.8284 or

3-db bandwidth does not exist,

are in terms of admittances instead
r = Rl/110 or ( 1/G 0 is

less than 3 - 2v'7 -

0.1716,

then

the

since the intrinsic mismatch of the junc-

tion causes a 3-db reflection loss and any reactance at the junction can
only serve to increase

it.

A 10-db or similar bandwidth would then have

to be used for the experimental adjustment.

However,

such cases

are not

likely to arise in practice and will not be considered f'irther.
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I
In the case of filters with narrow stop bands,

the tuning of the

the response is to be as specified.

resonators must be quite precise if

Tuning is easily accomplished using tuning screws located in a highOne resonator should be tuned at a
voltage region of each resonator.
time while the other resonators are detuned or decoupled by adding
foreign bodies near the other resonators (in the case of a strip-line
filter) or by covering the coupling irises of the other resonators with
With the other resoaluminum tape (in the case of waveguide filters).
nators detuned or decoupled, a signal at the mid-stop-band frequency is
fed through the main line of the filter,

and then the resonator in ques-

tion in tuned to give maximum attenuation of the signal (around 30 or
The main advantage in incapacitating the
40 db in many practical cases).
other resonators while any given resonator is being tuned is that this
technique helps to keep the signd level sufficiently high so that a
If more
distinct minimum can be obae ed when each resonator is tuned.
than one resonator is resonant at a time the signal level may become so
low as to be undetectable.
SEC.

12.07,

NARROW-STOP-BAND

EXAMPLE OF A STRIP-LINE,
FILTER DESIGN

Let us suppose that a filter is desired with the following specifications:
Frequency of infinite attenuation,
Pass-band ripple:

f0:

4.0 Gc

0.5 db

Fractional stop-band bandwidth to equal-ripple
w - 0.05
(0.5-db) points:
Minimum attemiustion over 2-percent stop band:

20 db.

In order to estimate the number of resonators required, Eq.

(12.02-1)

is

used in the form
w -•
w0

(12.07-I)

a

(corresponding to the prescribed
From Fig. 4.03-7, which applies
" 2.5.
upper 20-db point) yields
find that for iw'/w.l - 2.5
ripple,we
0.5-db
with
to Tchebyscheff prototypes
which with w

-

0.05 and w/wo

1.01

Iw'/ji

73'

the attenuation is 12.5 db for n - 2 and 26 db for n a 3. Thus a design
with n - 3 resonators will be required.
Since the peak attenuation of
this filter will surely be much greater than 20 db, the calculation of
peak attenuation at w 0 (discussed in Sec. 12.03) need not be made in
order to fix the design.

The design equations in Sec. 12.04 will be
used in working out this example; however, the somewhat more accurate
equations in Sec. 12.09 could also be used.
From Table 4.05-2(a),

the low-pass prototype parameters for 0.5-db

ripple and n - 3 are

and w' -I.
Fig.

go

.

94

.

1.0

91

ý

93

-

1.5963

g2

-

1.0967

(12.07-2)

The filter takes the form shown in Fig.

12.04-1(a)

12.01-1(a).

From

with Z0 = ZI,

1

3

12.528

(12.07-3)

z0

=

-

18.232

The physical embodiment of the filter is shown in Fig.

12.07-1.

impedance of the main line, Z0 . was made 50ohms,

The characteristic

and the line consisted of a solid strip conductor 0.184 inch wide and
0.125 inch high, with a ground-plane spacing of 0.312 inch.
The branch
stubs were each made of square cross section, 0.125 inch by 0.125 inch,
which gave the impedances ZI
Therefore from Fig.

=

Zb2 ' Z6

3

2

59.4 ohms (by Fig.

5.04-2).

12.05-1(a),

F(,,Po )

=

F( 0 0 3 )

=

zo

-

-x 21.1

Z61

and

(12.07-4)

U(•° 2 )

=

2--.-U2
73b2
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A STRIP-LI

--

BAND-STOP FILTER

-. RESONATORS

WITH TH'

which can be solved by Table 12.05-1 to give

0 01

002
Again from Fig.

- 7 4 .2 0 -

. (P
03
"

77.00

-

1 .2 9 5

r a d ia ns

1.344

radian(

(12 .0 7 - 5 )

12.05-1(a) we obtain
w°Cb

wW0 Ct
()0Cb

2

-

0.004764

mho

-

0.003888

mho

1

(12.07-6)

which at 4.0 Gc yields
C

C

*

0.1893

pf

C

*

0.1546

pf

738

t

(12.07-7)

'I.125-by-0.125-inch stubs, such capacitances are obtained with a gap
of the order of 0.031 inch, which is a quite suitable value, being small
With

large enough to be achieved accurately

compared to a wavelength but still

in the gap,

without special measures such as using dielectric

which would

increase the dissipation loss.
The length of the stubs is determined by Eq.
length,

which is

2.950 inches at 4.0 Gc.

It

and the wave-

(12.07-5)

was at first assumed that

The
the reference plane was in the gap face opposite the main line.
attenuation
at
give
peak
adjusted
to
each
stub
was
capacitive gap of
4.0 Gc and the 3-db bandwidth of the stop band of stubs I and 2 were

u,

.

bandwidths u, are given

The 3-db fractional

then measured individually.
by Fig. 12.06-1(a):

Zo
Z6

u3

I
F(- 0)

0.040
(12.07-8)

zo
U2

I
=

=

0.0274

~2
At first,

the measured bandwidths were slightly too narrow,

coupling to be too loose.

showing the

The coupling gaps of the stubs were reduced

until the required 3-db bandwidths were obtained.

Then the lengths of

the stubs were corrected to give the desired 4-Gc resonant frequency.
outer stub lengths 0.605 inch, gaps 0.0305 inch;

The final dimensions were:

middle stub length 0.629 inch, gap 0.045 inch.
placed along the line as shown in Fig. 12.07-I.

The three stubs were then

degrees apart between reference planes at 4.0 Gc,
critical,
centers
It

They are nominally 90
but the spacing is not

and they were simply placed a quarter-wavelength apart between
(0.738 inch),

and not further adjusted.

is important that there should be no interaction,

or mutual cou-

with a ground-plane spacing of 0.312 inch, the
attenuation of the tE1 0 mode (electric vector parallel to the ground
planes) from stub to stub is more than 50 db at 4.0 Gc, which should be
pling,

between stubs:

adequate; it is also necessary to maintain proper centering so as not
to excite the parallel-plate mode.
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I
The response of this filter was computed on a digital computer and
is plotted in Fig. 12.07-2.
The points shown are the measured results
on the experimeittal filter. The circles represent the measured reflection loss of the filter, which may be compared with the computed curve,
while the solid dots represent the total measured attenuation, including
the effect of dissipation.
The computed reflection loss reaches a ripple
height of 0.7 db below,

and 0.8 dh above 4.0 Gc (instead of 0.5 db, which
was called for by the low-pass prototype).
The measured reflection loss
reaches a peak of 1.2 db below, and 0.7 db above 4.0 Gc.
The somewhat oversize pass-band ripples in this filter are due mainly
to the frequency sensitivity of the X0 /4

30

\/7//'

coupling lines between resonators.
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FIG. 12.07-2 COMPUTED AND MEASURED RESPONSE OF A STRIP-LINE BAND-STOP
FILTER WITH X 0 /4 SPACINGS BETWEEN RESONATORS
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If the design method described in Sec. 12.09 is used, selectivity of
the coupling lines can be taken into account in the design process so
Sthatnearly as prescribed. A posthe pass-band ripples should be very
sible drawback of the procedure in Sec.

12.09 is that it

necessarily

calls for steps in the impedance level of the main transmission line.
However,

in the case of a strip-line filter,

If
difficulty.
methods of Sec.

this should cause little

this same filter design were to be obtained by the
12.09, the main-line impedances and the resonator slope

parameters would be obtained by the equations of that section.
point on,

From that

the design procedure would be the same as described above.

The peak attenuation of the three-resonator filter was too great to
measure,

but the peak attenuation of each branch separately was measured.

This gave 32 db for each of the two outer branches,
middle branch alone.

12.03-2,

this

The theoretical unloaded Q of such

leads to unloaded Q values of 1000.
a pure all-copper

and 28 db for the

Working back from the data in Fig.

line at this frequency is 2600.

In this case the strip

conductors of the resonators were made of polished copper and the ground
Other losses were presumably introduced by the
planes were aluminum.
current concentrations caused by fringing fields at the gap,
short-circuit clamps.

The value of Q. - 1000 is

mental results generally obtained.

and by the

consistent with experi-

The peak attenuation of all three

branches together should by the first formula of Fig. 12.03-2 reach a
value of 104 db, which, however, was beyond the measurement range of the
available test equipment.

There are,

of course,

additional stop bands

at frequencies where the stubs are roughly an odd multiple of X 0 /4

long.

According to the formula for the dissipation loss ALA in Fig. 12.03-2,
the dissipation loss should he about 0.74 db at the equal-ripple band
edges wi and w 2 " The measurements indicated dissipation loss of roughly
that size at the pass-band edges.
The bandwidth of the stop band to the 0.5-db points, both measured
The attenuaand computed, is very nearly 5.0 percent, the design goal.
(Compare the
tion over a 2-percent hand exceeds 25.4 db by computation.
20-db design specification, and the 25.8 db predicted for a three-branch
filter.) The measured points in the stop band fall close to the computed
For frequencies moving away
curve, as can be seen from Fig. 12.07-2.
from the stop-band edges into the pass bands,
drop quite rapidly.
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the dissipation loss will

i

j

SEC.

12.08,

NARROW-STOP-BAND WAVEGUIDE FILTER DESIGN

CONSIDERATIONS, AND AN EXAMPLE
A waveguide band-stop filter is moat conveniently realized using
resonators connected in series and spaced an odd multiple of a quarter
wavelength apart along the waveguide.
The equivalent circuit of such

a filter is as shown in Fig.

12.04-2, while Fig. 12.01-1(b) shows a
sketch of a waveguide realization of such a filter.
It is seen that
the resonators in Fig.

12.01-1(b)

quarters of a guide wavelength.

are spaced at intervals of threeIt

is

believed that placing the reso-

nators at one-quarter guide-wavelength intervals is not practical,
because strong interaction results between the resonators by way of the
fields about the coupling apertures.
This interaction in an experimental
band-stop filter, with quarter-guide-wavelength-spaced resonators, caused
the stop-band response to have three peaks of high attenuation, with
relatively low attenuation valleys in between,

instead of the single

high attenuation peak that is desired.
The appropriate normalized frequency variable to use with dispersive
lines, as in a waveguide filter, is the normalized reciprocal guidewavelength, X5 *0/k.

Thus,

a waveguide filter and a strip-line filter,

designed from the same low-pass prototype,
if

can have identical

each

responses

the waveguide filter response is plotted on a K6 0 /16scale and the

strip-line filter responsm on a w/w0 scale.

On this basis,

the formula,

which for the strip-line filter was
W2 -

W1

(2
-

w
0

Co
-

0O

•0

where w0, WI, and w2 are as defined in Fig.
a waveguide filter by
1\8o
Xg 2

-

&so
-

(TEM mode)

12.02-2,

(waveguide)

(12.08-1)

is now replaced for

(12.08-2)

ha1

where k,., &,II and K.2 are analogously defined as the guide wavelengths
at mid-stop-band,

and at the lower and upper edges of the stop band, on

a reciprocal guide-wavelength scale.
frequency scale,

however,

If

both responses are plotted on a

the response of the waveguide filter derived
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from the same prototype will be considerably narrower.

band bandwidths,

For small stop-

the fractional width of the waveguide filter atop band

on a frequency scale will be approximately

)2 time& w), which is

(X0 /X

the fractional bandwidth on a reciprocal guide-wavelength scale given by
Eq.

(k0 is the free-apace wavelength at the center of the

(12.08-2).

Thus in designing for a frequency fractional bandwidth Y,
the bandwidth wA in the formulas is set to be equal to (A.O/X 0 )2w for
the narrow bendwidths considered here.

stop band.)

In the waveguide filter each resonator formed from a waveguide of
admittance Yb, which has a length slightly less than

characteristic

one-half guide wavelength,

is connected to the main waveguide of char-

acteristic admittance Y0 by means of a small elongated coupling iris.
1, which is less than one-half free-

-Each coupling iris has a length,
space wavelength,

and can be represented to a good approximation as an

The equivalent circuit
inductance in series with the main waveguide.
of the resonator and coupling it-is combination is shown in Fig. 12.05-1(d).
The susceptance,

B. of each coupling

iris can be determined approxi-

mately in terms of the magnetic polarizability,
Fig.

5.10-11 the expression is

From

•ub'
X

.

(12.08-3)

are as defined in Fig.

walls of infinitesimal

of the iris.

found to be

R-

where a and 6'

M',

thickness,

12.01-1(b).

For irises cut in

having a length I which is much

t,

less than one-half free-space wavelength, the magnetic polarizability
In the usual situation when t is
N' - M, is given in Fig. 5.10-4(a).
not infinitesimal and I is not much less than one-half free-space wavelength,

one must use the magnetic polarizability R,, which is related

to M! by the approximate empirical relation

H

10

A

1 0/

where ho is again the free-spare wavelength at center frequency
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(12.08-4)

a w
corresponding to ci..
for each resonator becomes

and X.

0

The resonant condition

X"*"

Ybab'
Woo tan

o

-

(12.08-5)

where

o.

2n

(12.08-6)

and L is the length of the resonator.
The susceptance slope parameter, 4. for each resonator as viewed
from t.hie main transmission line becomes

Yb
26 •

;

P(,)
(4)

(12.08-7)

2

and N

and G(O)

(12.05-5)

where F(O) is defined in Eq.

is defined inEq. (12.05-7).

ihs been, assumed to be frequency invariant.

Example of a Waveguide Filter Design--As an example of the use of
we consider here the design of a 3-resonator waveguide band-atop filter using the same low-pass prototype circuit used for
The filter has a design
the. strip-line filter described in Sec. 12.07.
the above technique,

center frcquency f. - 10 Ge and the resonators and main transmission line
Tfhe fractional bandwidth of the
are fabricated from WR-90 waveguide.
strip-line

filter was w - 0.05 on a frequency basis [Eq.

(12.08-1)].

Ilere, we use PA - 0.05 on a reciprocal guide-wavelength basis
The susceptance slope parameters for the two end reso[Eq. (12.08-2)].
iutors and the middle resonator can be determi.ed from Fig. 12.04-2(-')
with

V' Y0.

respectively,

They are,

...
19 ug I"A

Vo

=

12.528

0
(12.08-8)

go

2z

--

Y0

-

•

"•ig

4

744

18.232

which correspond exactly to those previously computed for the strip-line
filter.
to Y'.

The stub characteristic admittances Y6 were chosen to be equal
Therefore,
G(O0 )

G(PO3 )

-

=

25.056

0
(12.08-9)

2t
G(0 0 2 )

Referring to Table 12.05-1,

001 +

•

2
-

Y0

36.464

we find

900

I03 +

=

159.50

90°

(12.08-10)

At a frequency of 10 Ge, ý g
Therefore the lengths L

= L

163.00

=

002 +

n *IH-90 waveguide is

1.5631 inches.

of the two end resonators and length L2

of the middle resonator are
L3

=L

0.693

inch

L2

=

0.709

inch

(M;)

I

(12.08-11)

The magnetic polarizability,
cavities,

- (M')

3,

and the magnetic polarizability,

middle cavity can ;e determined from Eq.

(MI)

=
1

(MH)

-

of the irises in the end
(M,)

2

, of the iris in the

(12.08-5)

to be

0.0167

inch 3

0.0137

inch 3

3

(12.08-12)
(M'j) 2

.

2

It

was decided to use elongated irises with round ends,

curve from the top in Fig. 5.10-4(a).
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The

as for the second

iris sizes were determined by

I
first fixing the iris widthsa as
92 W•a
* 0.125 inch, and then computing successive approximations using Fig. 5.10-4(a) and Eq. (12.08-4).
Since it

was planned that the iris sizes would be checked experimentally
(12.08-4) was
assumed to be zero (which should cause the irises to come out slightly

as discussed in Sec. 12.06, the iris thickneas t in Eq.
undersize).
Eq.

A suggested way for making these calculations is to convert

(12.08-4)

to the form

to32t

(Ni

*

Then using Fig.

(M 6

[,

\/0/
21
(R.)~

2

(i)7~

.(12.08-13)

5.10-4(a) and the desired polarizabilities (NM) , pre&

liminary values of the iris lengths 1. are obtained.

Inserting these

preliminary values of 1k in Eq.

(12.08-13). compensated values (Md)for
&
the polarizabilities are obtained which are then used with Fig. 5.10-4(a)
to obtain compensated values for the iris lengths Ih. If desired, this
procedure can be repeated in order to converge to grefter mathematical
accuracy; however, since Eq. (12.08-13) is in itself a rather rough approximation,

the value of very high mathematical

accuracy is rather

doubtful.
By the above procedure,

initial iris dimensions of 11

13

X0.430

inch

and 12 a 0.415 inch for the iris lengths with w a w2 - U) u 0.125 inch
were obtained.
After teats made by measuring the 3-db bandwidth of
Resonators I and 2 separately (by the methods discussed in Sec.
final values of Il
I

12.06),

13 - 0.481 inch and 12 - 0.458 inch for the iris

lengths were obtained.

The first version of this filter had A0/4

spacings between resonators,

but this was found to be unsatisfactory

due to interaction between the fringing fields around the irises of the
various resonators (which resulted in considerable disruption of the
stop-band performance).
3X 0 /4

Thus a second version was constructed with

spacings between resonators,

and Fig.

12.08-1 shows the dimensions

of this filter.

The slot wtdLb • (Fig. S.10-4(a)] ia represented by the sea symbol w the frectional bhnd.
width.
This is the esel neration for both quantities.
Since the
slot calculetion is Oely
incidests| . this boatest, it usa felt to be lses confosing to retain the m for slot width.
thas to chea e tt.
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SECTION 9-9'
PIECISION X-&AND WAVEGUIOE

SOURCe:

Qusarterly Repoft 3, Contract DA 36-039 SC-87398. SRI;
reprinted in IRE Trans. PGMHT (see Ref. I I'yYoung,
Matthsei. and Jones)

FIG. 12.08-1

DIMENSIONS OF A WAVEGUIDE BAND-STOP FILTER

The filter was tuned using the technique discussed in Sec.

12.06.

Figure 12.08-2 shows points from the resulting measured response of the
filter as compared with the theoretical
as determined using a digital computer.
the agreement

response of this filter design
As can be seen from the figure,

is excellent.

Though the measured performance of this filter is
agreement with its computed performance,

in very good

it will be noted from Fig. 12.08-2

that the computed performance indicates pass-band ripples of about 1.2db
instead of 0.5 db as was called for by the lumped-element prototype.
These oversize ripples have been found to be due to the frequency sensitivity of the lines between resonators.

If the 3A 0 /4

coupling lines

between resonators were replaced by ideal impedance inverters the
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Tchebyscheff ripples would be exactly 0.5 db.
show that if X,/4 coupling lines are used,
approximately 0.7 db.
to the still

In Fig.

Computer calculations

the ripples should peak at

12.08-2 the 1.2-db ripple peaks are due

greater selectivity of the 3K./4 coupling lines used

in this design.
would make it

Use of the design procedure discussed in Sec.

12.09

posasible to take into account the selectivity of the cou-

pling lines so that the ripples should come out very closely as prescribed.*

However,

the price that must be paid for this is

30-

40

that the

*COUT~ED ATTIVIUAT1000
--COMPUTD ATTENUATION
*PASS-1A5ND REFLECT0N LOSS
.

S.

COMPUiO•FROM Was~so vSwn_

..... ....... ..... ...........-

......... ....... ............ ...
....

00

(10111
0-4

N000AuOIZD RECIPROCAL
;a

SOMIRCI

;4

;5

;5

.

1.04
.s

1.20

GUMIE-WAVELENGTH

1n0
FRCMQtNCY -G

162

1d4 10OS

Quarterly Repor S. Covuact DA 36.039 SC-5?S96. SRI;
reprlimad Is IRS /•sa,. PGNrT (man Rol. I by Towsg,
MaItthaei. ad jewee)

FIG. 12.08-2

COMPUTED AND MEASURED RESPONSE OF THE WAVEGUIDE
BAND-STOP FILTER IN FIG. 12.06-1

The design procedure described is Sec.
12.09 is exact
Reowver.
is the come of
trmesmislos linen end stubs.
is necessary
iepedances become unreasoeable so thbt it
resenators.
This substitutlon, of coarse,iutroduces
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if the filter is retmSied amiss only
narrow- top-baud fjlters the stub
to replice them uith reactively coupled
an approximation.

procedure in Sec.

12.09 necessarily requires that there be steps in

impedance along the main line of the filter.
added complication for manufacturing,

This introduces some

but the difficulties introduced

should not be great. Once the main line impedances and the resonator
slope parameters are determined from the data in Sec. 12.09, the design
process is the same as that described above.
SEC.

is

12.09,

A DESIGN PROCEDURE WHICH IS ACCURATE FOR
FILTERS WITH WIDE (AND NARROW) STOP-BAND WIDTHS*

In this section an exact design procedure will be discussed which
useful for the design of band-stop filters with either wide or narrow

stop bandr.

The design equations given apply to filters with X0/4 stubs
separated by connecting lines which are either X 0 /4 or 3K0/4 long, where
X 0 is the wavelength at the mid-stop-band frequency.
An example of this
type of filter is

shown in Fig.

12.01-2.

can have any stop-band width; however,
stubs becomes unreasonable if
that case it

In theory this type of filter
in practice the impedance of the

the stop-band width is very narrow.

In

would be desirable to replace the open-circuited stub reso-

nators in the filter in Fig.

12.01-2 with capacitively coupled shortcircuited stub resonators [as shown in Fig. 12.01-1(a)] having the same
resonator slope parameters

This introduces some approximation into

the design,

but permits priiiical impedances.

previously,

the main difference between a practi-al narrow-stop-band

As has been mentioned

filter design obtained by the methods of this section and one obtained
by the methods of Sec. 12.04 is that the method of this section calls
for steps in transmission line, while usually none are necessary by the
method of Sec.

12.04.

However,

the method of this section will give

higher design accuracy even for narrow-stop-band cases where the approximation mentioned above has been introduced.
The methods of this section permit exact design of filters of the
form in Fig. 12.09-1(a) or their duals (which consist of X 0 /4 shortFilters of these
circuited stubs in series with k0/4 connecting lines).
types which have been designed by the methods of this section have attenuation
characteristics which are related to the attenuation characteristics of
low-pass prototype

filters of the form in Figs.

12.02-1 by the mappingt

*

I%. equations in this section and the examples in Sac. 12.10 sere worked out by 0. M. schiffess.
it ca be shown that other mthods of desig2' can lead to circuits of the form in Pig. 12.09-1(a) whisk
have atteasuatio characteristics that are sot mappings of the attenuation characteristics of low-pase prototypes of the form in Pigs. 12.02-1(a), (b).
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•ODIUM
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(b)

FIG. 12.09-1

BANDSTOP FILTER: (a) n-STUB TRANSMISSION-LINE FILTER
DERIVED FROM n-ELEMENT LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE; (b) EQUIRIPPLE CHARACTERISTIC DEFINING CENTER FREQUENCY-0o
PARAMETER a, AND STOP BAND FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH w
( 71
)•)•12.09-1)

Witt! I. u

a

cot L

-=

U

anid w

are

that in Fig.

frequency
12.02-I(d)],

the corresponding
band-stop filter

points in

(12.09-3)

2

theI

low- pass fi ter response

and w, wo , w ,

band-stop response
response

in

Fig.

(12.09-2)

....

in

and u) are
Fig.

12.09 1(b)
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[sucd

12.09-1(b).

Note that the

has arithmetic symmetry,

-

as

frequency points in

I
and that the infinite attenuation point at sa0 is repeated at frequencies
which are odd multiples of wo" At these frequencies the stubs in the
filter in Fig. 12.09-1(a) are an odd multiple of K0/4 long, so that they
short out the main line and cause infinite attenuation (theoretically).
In the dual case which uses series-connected stubs, the stubs present
open-circuits to the main line at these frequencies.
Using the methods
of this section, if the low-pass prototype has, say, a Tchebyscheff response with 0.1-db ripple, then the band-stop filter response should have
exactly 0.I-db Tchebyscheff ripple, with the entire response exactly as
predicted by the mapping Eq6. (12.09-1) to (12.09-3).
(This statement,
of course, ignores problems such as junction effects which occur in the
practical construction of the filter.)
Table 12.09-1 presents design equations for filters of the form in
Fig. 12.09-l(a).
After the designer has selected a low-pass prototype
filter (which gives him the parameters go, gl ...

g.,1 , and cu); and

,

has specified £di, W2. and the source impedance ZA; he can then compute
all of the line impedances.
Table 12.09-1 treats filters of the form in
Fig.

12.09-I(a)

apply

having n = I up to n = 5 stubs..

to the dtiii

impedances
However,

tie

in

cases haring short-circuited

the. equations are
case for which

is

the case of waveguide

it

will usually

guide bdnd-stop
with

3,\ 0/4

Fig.

12.09-2(b)

filters.

spacings

series

stubs are of the most practical
filters,

between &0 /4,

12.09-2(a)

short-circuited,

case having X 0 /4,

Table 12.09-2 presents design equations

in

12.09-2(a)

filter

series stubs,

while

open-circuited,

shunt

for

filters

of the form

having n = 2 or n = 3 stubs.

As has ireviously

been mentioned,

the equations

in

and 12.09-2 are exact regardless of the stop-band width.
case of Table 12.09-1
the impedances Z

stubs for wave-

shows a band-stop

stubs.
Fig.

interest

and as was noted in Sec. 12.08,

to use 3P0/4 spacings between

Figure

shows tihe dual

all of the

replareed by corresponding admittances.

band-stop

be desirable

The same ejuations also
series stubs if

Tables 12.09-I

However,

and filter structures of the form in Fig.

in the

12.09-1(a),

of the shunt stubs become so high as to be impractical,

in the case of narrow-stop-band designs.

This difficulty can be gotten

around by replacing each open-circuited shunt stub, which has a resonator
reactance slope parameter of

"7I
•j

Z
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(12.09-4)

tS

Table 12.09-1
EXACT EQUATIONS FOR BAND-STOP FILTERS
WITH AO/4 SPACING BETWEEN STUBS

The filter structure is as shown in Fig.

12.09-1(s).

For the dual case

having ahort-circuited series stubs, replace all impedancesin the equationa below by corresponding admittances.
n ' number of stubs
ZA and Z8

.

terminating inpedances

z. (0al to a) -

impedances of open-circuited shunt stubs

,

connecting line impedances

Z

(J -2 to n)

-

values of the elements of the lew-pass prototype
network as defined in Fig. 12.02-1.

8)

A

w0n

W,

low-pass prototype cutoff frequency

where

and

a

"

bandaidth, parameter defined in Eq.

(12.09-2)

(In all cases the left terminating impedance Z. is arbitrary).

Case of n - 1:

ZA

7q

2

Case of n - 2:

?I . z,A1-

72

A
• 12
A82

- ;

Z12 ý Z, (I. Agog,)

;

Z
z0

Case of n 1 3:

zl, Z12 and Z2 -same formulas as case n = 2
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zZ093

!b

Table 12.09.1 concluded
LE=
-(I

23

A93 94 )

AgSSl4

94

Case of n

4:

1

Z 2I

S

8

z2

AI

A gog

Case of n - 5:

8go

cos+

Agog,)

gg

0

formula& as came ni 4

A94(l + 9802~)34

ZA 6 2l+ AI 5 8 )

g

9o9S

(Z
"

±....
I8
+ Ag5g6

2+

Agg)9

ZB

Z1 . Z12 1 21, Z2 3 1 Z 3 -asom

_I_(

go,

2l*

Aj4gS

8gog

2 A I+2

23 A(

02

+
I gg

Z5

+

O (I

-

z 34
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ZAg

4 +, 11*A65

gg

01+

4S

;z

(~A

L

t

2 As5e)
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(

rflv

1

), (Via

(Y2),

(v

(V.-)

(Ys)a

3

(a)

zA

(z12)1

(.z2)1

(Z,2)s

(Z2 3),

(Z,3)2

(z 23)S

\Z2\.

'

(b)

FIG. 12.09-2

BAND-STOP FILTERS WITH 3 X0 /4 SPACING BETWEEN X0 /4 STUBS

[see Fig.

5.08-I(d)),

resonator

as shown

parameter.

in Fig. 12.05-1(a), having the same resonator Slope
Then the design process becomes the same as that in the ex-

a.mple of Sec.
Fig.

by a capacitively coupled short-circuited stub

12.07-1,

12.07.
fhe filter might take the strip-line form in
except that in this case the main line of the filter would

have some steps in its dimensions since the connecting line impedances
are generally somewhut different from the terminating impedances.

zJ

The computed performance of a filter design of this type obtained using
the equations of this section is discussed in Sec.
As previously mentioned,

the case

in Fig.

12.10.

12.09-2(a)

is of interest

Since the useful bandwidth of
primarily for waveguide band-stop filters.
waveguides is itself rather limited, it is probable that band-stop filters
with narrow stop-bands will be of most interest for the waveguide case.
For narrow-stop-band designs the series-stub admittances Y) will become so
large as to make them difficult to construct (and especially difficult to
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Table 12.09-2
EXACT EQUATIONS FOR BAND-STOP FILTERS WIT 3U0/4 S•ACING
BETWEEN STUBS OR RESONATIO IRISES
Iht filter structure is of the form in Fig. 12.09-2(a). For
the dual case in Fig. 12.09-2(b), replace all admittances in
the equations below with corresponding impedances.
n a number of stubs

terminating admittances
I to a) a admittances of short-circuited
meries stubs
* admittance of kth (k - 1, 2 or 3) connecting 14ne from the left, between stubs
-1)
- I and j
g. * values of the elements of the low-pass prototype
network as defined in Fig. 12.02-1
A - ola where wl - low-pass cutoff frequeriy and
a a bandwidth parameter defirned in Eq. (12.09-2)
(In all cases the left terminating impedance is arbitrary)
'A' ¥"
(j
Q.

Case of n - 2:
YI

' YA (I

Y2

'

YA

Y2

U

YAR0O9
3 ;

1W4'
I 'U293)

Case of n
Ul

VA

;

Agg

Yt2ll

,

YA11 + Agog,)

I'12)2

"

AO3 (A0
,

(Y 1 2 )

U

3

YA 0t 3 (

3:
Y!*(Y~ll
•Y•
(

)

•Y•

::

213 ,

+

4 Wv0g1N

(V12 )l

YA'

(Y'2)2

-" VA

,,
+ Ag-091

go

"

A2 _2)3
2

U

(1'23) 1

YB

90

YA-

(Y2 3 ) 3
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'('

+ A9 0• 1 )

90
A -91
4 (A+A3•
3 4)

YA

,_0
(1
+2AgA÷8
g)
3 4

construct with good unloaded Q's).

Now the series stubs have a resonator

suaceptance slope parameter of

V

-

=

and for narrow-stop hand cases it

'

(12.09-5)

is convenient to realize these resonator

slope parameters using inductively coupled X,/2 short-circuited stub
resonators of the form in Fig.

12.05-1(d).

provess is

the example

the mame as that in

filter might look like that in Fig.

From this point on,
in

Sec.

12.08.

the design

The completed

12.08-I except that tlie design

equations of this section call f9r steps in the impedance along the main
waveguide of the filter.
11ertvatton oj the I)estgn Equattons
transmission
and of Jones4

have existed

are mathematically
have

found

nfl tits
Sectton-Exact methods for
design such as the m,'thods of Ozaki and lshii2.3

line filter

little

Hlowever.

for some time.

elegant,

these methods

they are computationally so tedious that they

application

in

actual

practice.

The case described

herein is

an exception

also very

simple to use for the design of practical

in

though

that

it

is

an exact method of design,

mental principle of this dlesign method was first
lshii i 3 whi le the design equalttons

ini

filters.

yet

is

The funda-

suggested by Ozaki and

Lhis sect ion were worked out by

IH. M. Sth ii foilan .s
The design procedure of this section hinges on Kuroda's identity. 2.3
This identity in transmission-line form is as shown in Fig.
Note that

this

identity says that a circuit

shunt stub and a connecting
an exact equivalent
with a connecting

liine,

the opposite

Figure 12.04-4 traces out
to relate

a band-stop

prototype

filter.

the case of n

which are both of the same length,

circuit consistine of a

line at

filter

in

of the type

which Kuroda's
in

Fig.

tan
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( -

of this filter

is

used

to a low-pass

prototype

Applying the mapping

to the shunt susceptances and series reactances

,=C'a

identity

12.00-I(a)

shows a low-pass

elements.

has

short-circuited series stull

side.

the way

Figure 12.09-4(a)
- 3 reactive

12.09-3.

consisting of an open-circuited

Eq.

filter
(12.09-1)
gives

(12.09-6)

for

/1T,

K'
Zo I

*

I

__

0Zo+

K---°-*

I"---* -- '

I

Z6,

+20v.

I

___t

Z 0.20O+Z1

2

Ib)

FIG. 12.09-3

KURODA'S IDENTITY IN TRANSMISSION LINE FORM
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LL ".

w

a .f
a.tan

2

(12.09-7)

-

Note that the right side of Eq. (12.09-6) corresponds to the sueceptance
of an open-circuited atub having a characteristic admittance
Yj

(12.09-8)

-,

the stub being X0/4 long at w0.

Similarly,

the right side of Eq.

(12.09-7)

corresponds to the reactance of a short-circuited stub of characteristic
impedance
Z

the stub being X0 /4

-Lw

(12.09-9)

,

long at frequency (.0.

Thus,

the shunt capacitors in

the low-pass prototype become open-circuited shunt stubs in the mapped
filter, while the series inductance in the prototype becomes a shortcircuited series stub in the mapped filter.
Note that in the mapped filter in Fig.

12.09-4(b),

the terminations

the
0 on the left and ion
seen by the reactive part of the filter are still
However, on the right, two additional line sections of impedance
right.

Z1 2 - Z 2 3

= R.

Since their characteristic

have been added.

matches that of the termination,
characteristic of the circuit,

impedance

they have no effect on the attenuation

their only effect on the response being

to give some added phase shift. The circuit in Fig. 12.09-4(b) then has
a response which is the desired exact mapping of the low-pass prototype
The only trouble with the filter in Fig. 12.09-4(b) is that i.
contains a series stub which is difficult to construct in a shielded
TEM-mode microwave structure.
re.sponse.

The series stub in Fig.
of Kuroda's identity (Fig.
Y3 and line Z

in Fig.

12.09-4(b)

12.09-3).

can be eliminated by application

Applying Kuroda's identity to stub

12.09-4(b) gives the circuit in Fig.

12.09-4(c).

Then applying Kuroda's identity simultaneously to stub Z2 and line Z
and to stub
and line Z
in Fig. 12.09-4(c) gives the circuit in
Fig.

12.09-4(d).

Note that the circuit in Fig.

2

,

12.09-4(d) has exactly

the same input impedance and over-all transmission properties as the
circuit in Fig. 12.09-4(b), while the circuit in Fig. 12.09-4(d) has no
series stubs.
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The equations in Tables 12.09-1 and 12.09-2 were derived by use of
repeated applications of the procedures described above.
For reasons of
convenience, the equations in the tables use a somewhat different notation
than does the example in Fig.

12.09-4; however,

the principles used are

the same.

The equations in the tables in this section also provide for a
shift in impedance level from that of the low-pass prototype.
SEC. 12. 10,

SOME EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING THE PERFORMANCE
OBTAINABLE USING THE EQUATIONS IN SEC. 12.09

In this section both a wide-stop-band filter example and a narrowstop-band filter example will be discussed,
methods of Sec.

12.09.

both being designed by the

In the case of the narrow-stop-band design,

the

high-impedance shunt stubs will be replaced by capacitively coupled stubs
of moderate impedance,

as was discussed in the preceding section.

A Wide-Stop-Band Example--Let us assume that a design is desired
having 0.l-db pass-band Tchebyscheff ripple with the band edges at
f, - 1.12 Gc and f2 - 2.08 Gc.
This puts the stop-band center at
f0 " (f) + f2)/2 = 1.60 Gc.
Let us further suppose that at least 30-db

I - 1.600 1 0.115 Gc. Now
fl/f0 - 1.12/1.60 - 0.70; while at the lower 30-db point,
f/fo - (1.600-0.115)/1.500 - 0.9283. By Eq. (12.09-2), a - 0.5095;

attenuation is required at the frequencies
Wl/wa

c

W/609"
and by Eq.

(12.09-1),

the low-pass prototype shnuld have at least 30"db

attenuation for

= 4.5.
-/'/
By Fig. 4.03-5 we find that an n - 3 prototype will have 34.S-db attenuation for w'/wl - 4.5, while an n - 2 design
will have only 15.5-db attenuation.
[hence, an n - 3 design must be used.

From Table 4.05-2(a)

the low-pass prototype parameters g. = 1,

91 - 1.0315, 92 - 1.1474, g 3 - 1.0315, g 4 - 1.0000, and w&
1 - I were obUsing Table 12.09-1 with ZA c 50 ohms, the line impedances were
tained.
then computed to be Z1 - Z 3 a 145.1 ohms, Z12 - Z 2 3 ' 76.3 ohms, Z 2 - 85.5
ohms, and Z0 - 50 ohms.
The filter was constructed in strip-line form,
and its dimensions are shown in Fig. 12.10-1.
Note that the Z 2 a 85.5-ohm
stub has been realized as two 176-ohm stubs in parallel.
This was done so
that narrower stubs could be used which should have less junction effect.*
As this cateriel In goln

to press saw evideceo bas beem obteined oe amother filter otreotarb,

which isdi-

cates that at least uader some circumstansce
it may be envies to replace a single stch bydoeioe *tcbh is
parallel,
Some esperimetal results suggest that there may be interaction between the two etabs im

paralela m0 that regardless of their tusing they will always give two separate reaemancea where they are
th espected to roaaeota at the same freqenecy.
Also. betweem the two resomnmnes the atteccatiem of the
poir of stabs may drop very low. 7is pomaible bohavior of double stubs sneed further study. and is
matiomed here to alert the reader of what could be a pitfall.
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A STRIP-LINE, WIDE-STOP-BAND FILTER

FIG. 12.10.1

The stubs in this case are realized using round wire supported by Polyfoam.
The dimensions of the round wires were determined by use of the approximate
formula

d

4b

(12.10-1)

-

r
-n antilog 10 \13-8

where d is

the rod diameter,

relatiyze dielectric constant,

b is the ground plane spacing,
and Z is

4E is the

the desired line impedance.

Figure 12.10-2 shows the measured and computed performance of the
filter in Fig. 12.10-1.
Note that Lhe computed performance is in perfect
agreement with the specifications, as it should be.
The measured performance of the filter is also in excellent agreement with the specificstions,

except that the filter is tuned slightly high.

This could have

been corrected by the addition of tuning screws.
A Narrow-Stop-Bond Filter Example-Figure

12.10-3(a)

shows another

3-stub band-stop filter design worked out using Table 12.09-1 and the same
low-pass prototype as was used for the design described above.

However,
in this case the pass-hand edges were defined so as to give a stop-band
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(04h

S

fractional bandwidth of w - 0.O0

as measured to the equal-ripple pass-

band edges.
An can be seen from the figure, in this case the line
impedances Z 12
Z33 are very nearly the same as the terminating impedances;

however,

the stub impedances are in exceqa of 1,000 ohms.

eliminate these impractical

stub impedances,

To

the open-circuited stub

resonators were replaced by capacitively coupled short-circuited stub
resonators as described in Sec.
trarily

set at 151.5 ohms,

been a better choice
unloaded Q's.

12.09.

The stub impedances were arbi-

but probably a

lower impedance would have

from the standpoint of obtaining maximum resonator
12.10-3(b) shows the design using capacitively

Figure

coupled resonators.
Figure

12.10-4 shows

Note that the exact design

the computed
[in Fig.

pass-band ripple as specified.
capacitively
it

coupled

responses of these two designs.

12.10-3(a)]

Though the approximate

stubs deviates

a little

as can

be seen

front Fig.

with enlarged scale over a larger
the response of

with

range,

at higher

Though either the method of Sec.

12.09 will

involve some error,

out by starting with the equations
more accurate

range shown.

frequencies
from that of

This is due to the variation of the coupling

frequency.

method of Sec.

frequency

frequency

which' shows the same responses

the approximate design deviates a good deal

the exact design.
lances

12.10-5,

design with

from the specifications,

comes very close to the response over the

However,

has the desired 0.1-db

in Sec.

results.
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CHAlPTER 13
TEM-MOIE,

SEC.

13.01,

COUPLED)-TRANSMISSION-LINE DIMMQN& C,
AND BRANCH-LINE DIRECTIONAL OORM

INTRODUCTION

Though there are many possible kinds of directional couplers,

the

discussion in this book will be confined to only two types.
They are
TEM-mode couplers consisting of parallel, coupled transmission linesal?
(Secs. 13.01 to 13.08), and branch-line couplers which may be of either
TEM-mode or waveguide formu'l (Secs. 13.09 to 13.14).
TFN-mode,
coupled-transmisqion-line couplers are included because they relate
very closely to some of the directional filters discussed in Chapter ii,
they are a very widely used form of coupler, and they are a type of
coupler of which 'he authors have special knowledge.
The branch-line
couplers are included because,

as isAdiscussed in Chapter IS,

useful as part of high-power filter systems,

they are

and because they also are

a form of coupler of which the authors happen to have special knowledge
in connection with high-power filter work.
No effort will be made to
treat the numerous other useful forms of-couplers which appear at this
time to be less closely related to the topics in this book.
Figure 13.01-1 illustrates schematically a quarter-wavelength
coupler and a three-quarter-wavelength
quency responses.

These couplers,
chapter, have end-to-end symmetry.

coupler,

together with their fre-

like all couplers analyzed in this
The coupled signal travels in the

direction opposite to that of the input signal and therefore these couplers
are often referred to as "backward couplers."
The electrical length, 0,
of each coupled section in the two couplers is 90 degrees at midband.
The variation of coupling with frequency in the single-section, quarterwavelength coupler is approximately sinusoidal.
The coupling variation
with frequency is much less in the 3-section coupler, which is
cascading three,

quarter-wavelength couplers.

It

formed by

can be made to be

maximally-flat or equal-ripple by adjusting the couplings of the three
individual couplers. Even griater bandwidths can be obtained by cascading more than three couplers.
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FIG. 13.01-1 SKETCH SHOWING TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSES FOR TEM-MODE, COUPLED-TRANSMISSION-LINE
DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS OF ONE AND THREE SECTIONS

A variety of physical configurations for the coupled TEM lines can
The conthese couplers, as is illustrated in Fig. 13.01-2.

be used in

figurations (a), (b) and (c) are most suitable for couplers having weak
The configurations (d), (e), (f),
coupling such as 20 db, 30 db, etc.
(g)

are most suitable for couplers having tight coupling such as
Intermediate values of coupling can usually most easily be obtained

and (h)

3 db.

with configurations
often useful.

(d),

(e),

(f),

Configuration (e)

lines are unsymmetrically

and (g),

although configuration (a)

is

has a disadvantage in that the individual

located with respect to the ground planes; hence

the connections at the ends tend to excite ground-plane modes.

This can

be prevented, however, if the structure is closed in at the sides so that
Configuration (f) avoids this
only the desired TEM modes can propagate.
difficulty by making one of the lines double, while the other line interIn this manner
leaves the double line in order to give tight coupling.
the structure is made to be electrically balanced with respect to the

7"8

b.

ground planes,

(h) usee

and ground-plane modes will not be excited.

Configuration

conductors A and B of circular cross section, surrounded by a

conductor C.

Ile electrical potential of C is

floating with respect to

the potentials of the ground planes D and of conductors A and R. The addition of the floating shield C has the effect of greatly increasing the
coupling between lines A and R.
The actual configuration to use in a particular application depends
on a number of factors.

However,

configuration (a) is most frequently

used for weak coupling while configuration (e)

is often used for tight

Both of these configurations can be fabricated by printedConfiguration (c), utilizing round conductors, is
circuit techniques.
coupli ig.

particularly good for weak-coupling,
figuration (e)

is

high-power applications.

When con-

fabricated using thick strips with rounded edges,

_IIE

40)
is))

0

0
(c)

WEAK COUPLING CONFIGURATIONS

(d)

N'

TIGHT COUPLING CONFIGURATIONS

FIG. 13.01-2 CROSS SECTIONS OF TYPICAL TEM-MOIDE,
COUPL ED-TRANSMISSION-LINES
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it

is

suitable for strong-coupling, high-power applications. Reference to the
detailed designs presented in Secs. 13.05 and 13.06 may also help the
reader decide on the moat appropriate configuration for his particular
application.
It is essential for uthe operation of these couplers that the cross
section be uniformly filled with air or some other low-loss dielectric
Configurations (c) and (g) have enough rigidity so that they
material.
can be air-filled.

With the other configurations it

to use a rigid, low-loss dielectric material
SEC.

13.02,

is usually necessary

for mechanical support.

DESIGN RELATIONS FOR TEM-MODE,

COUPLED-TRANSMISSION-

LINE DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS OF ONE SECTION
TEM-mode coupled-transmission-line directional couplers theoretically
are perfectly matched and have infinite directivity at all frequencies.
incident upon Port I of a quarter-

When a wave of voltage amplitude E is
wavelength coupler (Fig.

13.01-1),

the voltage at Port 2 is given by

Vf1' -Jc

K

(13.02-1)

&in

2jc

cos 0 +j

sin e

while the voltage at Port 4 is given by

E, •
E
where c is

Eqs.

-c

IF- i

the coupling factor,

(13.02-2)

coase + j sin 0
which is

the midband value of IE2/EI.

Since the phases of E, and E4 are usually of little
(13.02-1) and (13.02-2) can be reduced to

and

E

2

C
j -cS

coal
cSin0

interest,

(13.02-1a)

and

I!4

-

(13.02-2s)

.2

-

7?.

9u

For small values of c, Eq. (13.02-1) predicts that 1,/8 varies as &in 8.
For large values of c the coupling variation with frequency is as shown
in Fig. 13.02-1. The voltage at Port 3 itszero. (These results-are
proved in See. 13.07.)
The electrical length. 0. of the coupled lines is related to the
physical length I by means of the relation 0 w 2n1/h, where X is the v'avelength in the medium surrounding the coupled lines. The midhand voltage
coupling factor c is

zoozo

(13.02-3)

where Z., and O are the even- and odd-mode impedances discussed below.
In order that the coupler be perfectly matched to its terminating transmission line of characteristic impedance Z., it is necessary that
z

V

(13.02-4)

The even-mode impedance Z., is the characteristic impedance of a single
coupled line to ground when equal currents are flowing in the two lines,
while the add-mode impedance I... is the characteristic impedance of a
single line to ground when equal and opposite currents are flowing in the
two lines. Values of Z.,* and Z., for a number of cross sections are
presented in Sec. 5.05.
Equations (13.02-3) and (13.02-4) can be rearranged to give the convenient design relations

z

z*/ Ci

(13-02-5)

and
7.0

(13-02-6)'

The physical dimensions necessary to give the required even- and odd-mode
impedances Zoo and Z., can then be obtained from Sec. 5.05.
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SEC.

13.03,

DESIGN RELATIONS

FOR TEM-MODE,

COUPLED-TRANSMISSION-

LINE DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS OF THREE SECTIONS
The analysis of TEM-mode couplers of more than one section soon leads
The problem simplifies somewhat when

to long and complicated expressions.

analytica~ly similar to the

one recognizes that the TEN-mode coupler is
quarter-wave transformer.

That is

to say,

the even and odd modes of

operation are duals of each other (impedance in one corresponds to admittance in the other,

and vice versa),

and the mathematics of each mode then

reduces to the analysis of cascaded transmission-line sections,
which is one-quarter wavelength long at center frequency.

each of

There is,

how-

ever, one major difference between the desired performance of the TEMmode coupler and that of the quarter-wave transformer of Chapter 6:
the quarter-wave transformer is
operating band,
based is

Whereas

required to have low reflection in the

the "quarter-wave

filter"s

on which the TEM coupler is

required to have a sizeable specified and nearly constant reflec-

tion coefficient across
not apply

Thus the transducer loss

the band of operation.

functions are not the same,

and the numerical date in Chapter 6 then do

to TEM-mode directional couplers.

A new analysis has to be

undertaken for the quarter-wave filter prototype.

Figure 13.03-1(a)

shows

a three-section coupler and Fig. 13.03-1(b) shows a quarter-wave-filter
prototype from which it

can be designed.

The resulLs of an analysis of a symmetrical
(Fig.

13.03-1)

followed in Sec.
of any (odd)

three-section coupler

will be given without proof in this section.

It

will be

13.04 with a first-order formula for a symmetrical coupler

number of sections,

and some particular solutions for five-

section couplers.
Since this type of coupler has matched resistive impedances at all of
its ports,

IE/E 4 1 2 corresponds to the transducer loss ratio.

section couplers it
Sec.

is given by a polynomial in cos

2

For three-

t? (compare

with

6.02),
I4

-2 A

+ A

co0

2

6 + A2 cos

4

9 + A3 co3 6

a

(13.03-1)

The term"quarter.wave filter" is introduced to distinguish the resulting physically symmetrical
structures from quarter-wave impedance transformers with a monotone sequence of steps. as in Chapter 6.
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where A 0 , Al, Al, and A4 are functions of the endcoupling factors
.

I and c

A,

a

Lo(

A,

-

(L

A

2

(13.03-2)
-

0

+ LoL I L 2

L2

(13.03-3)

0)2 - L2 - LoLIL 2

a

S

and middle-section

The A's are given by

(L)'

-

2L 2 L2

-

1)

(13.03-4)

(13.03-5)
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in which
1 + C11

(

L2

-

L2

.

2clc 2

(13.33-6)

2 +

The coupling voltage E2 is

2

(

2(1 - clC2 )
- c) (1 - c,)

then found (from conservation of energy)

to be related to E and E4 by

Design Formulas-Since
is symmetrical,
pedances,

the three-section coupler shown in Fig. 13.03-1

one has to determine two even-mode and two odd-mode im-

so that its

physical dimensions can be determined from Sec.

The even- and odd-mode impedances (Z ,) ,

and (Z..)

are

and cI by

related to the coupling factors c

ci

1

-

(i

--

(

, (Z.)d,

(Z*)

5.05.

1 ,2 )

( 13 .0 3 - 8 )

1,2)

(13.03-9)

and

(Z0 .)

-

Z0

+

0

CCi

(i

-

Design formulas for c1 and c

will now be stated, and their deriva-

tion will be indicated afterwards,

The midband over-all coupling is de-

noted by c0,-which is
performance is

the value of IE,/EI

The coupler

usually specified by the midband coupling c 0 and one other

parameter which determines
quency,

at midband.

the shape of the coupling response against fre-

for instance whether it

is

to be maximally

775

flat or to have a

specified ripple.

This parameter is here denoted by Vi and is determined

from Figs. 13.03-2 and 13.03-3 as will be explained below.
The design
procedure for a three-section coupler (Fig. 13.03-1) is then as follows:
1.

Determine the midbsnd coupling, c.. For instance, for a threesection 3-db coupler with 0.3-db ripple, 10 log, 0 (c.) - 3.3 db.

2.

Then determine V1 MY from Fig. 13.03-2.
For a maximally flat
coupler, V, a Vl.3 r. For an equal-ripple coupler, determine
V. from Fig. 13.03-3.
Use the 10-db curve for all couplers
with coupling weaker than 10 db.
If the ripple is specified (for instance, if the coupling is to
lie between 2.7 and 3.3 db, the ripple is 0.3 db), then the lower
curves in Fig. 13.03-3 are used.
If the fractional bandwidth w
in specified, the upper curves in Fig. 13.03-3 are used.
(The
fractional bandwidth v is here defined, as usual, by

"*

"

22)

(13.03-10)

where f, and
are the band-elge frequencies of the equal-ripple
a2
pass band.
Either the ripple or the bandwidth may be specified,
and they are related as shown in Fig. 13.03-4.*
3.

Determine R from
S+co
R

-

(13.03-11)

where c.is
the coupling factor.
is 10 1og 10 (1d) db.1
4.

(The midband coupling in decibels

Determine V 2 from
V2

"

VIVT

(13.03-12)

S. Determine 7I and Z2 from
zI
6.

V1

,

Z2

V1V 2

-

Finally, determine ca and c, from

z,-

Z2-1
and

c1

Z2 + I
* There is a

(13.03-13)

tlitht iseoasistmey is the". Guafeo

104b serve re ere to 10 db at enter frequesepy

oi9

-

(13.03-14)

Z2 +l
osie

to a laok of mere complete musereial dats.

The

the i-bscrveevofers to 3-db averse. ever the head.
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d

i

The (Z:,) and (Z..) are then given by Eqs. (13.03-8) and (13.09-9)
and the physical dimensions can be obtained from Sec. 5.05, as already
pointed out.

3

__

-WEAK COUPt.5iS(4a.061

ATIT1LI11
00.5

.0
RIPPLE -

SOURT

L,4

db

Ptoc. lEE (see Ret. 24 by L. Youmi)

FIG. 13.03-4 FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH AS A
FUNCTION OF RIPPLE FOR
THREE-SECTION TEM-MODE
COUPLERS WITH 3-db, 10-db,
AND WEAK COUPLING FACTORS

Quarter-Wave Filter Parameters--The parameters V,, V2 1 Z1 1 Z26 and
R just introduced have meaning in terms of the quarter-wave filter prutotype circuit, which will be explained more fully in Sec. 13.08.
The essence
of this design concept

is that the backward-coupled wave of the TEM-mode

coupler (E 2 in Fig. 13.03-2) corresponds ahalytically to the reflected wave
One
of the quarter-wave filter, as indicated in Fig. 13.03-1(a) and (b).
therefore has to synthesize only a two-port (instead of a four-port),
making its reflected wave behave as one would want the coupling to be.
The Vi are the step-VSWR's, and the Z, are the normalized impedances
and (Z..) by means of
[Fig. 13.03-1(b)) which are turned into the (Z,.)

I F.qs.

(13.03-8)

through (13.03-14).

Equation (13.03-6) also simplifies to
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+

L

L

V +

L

(13.03-15)

LY Vl2 + 2 +m

The parameter 8 corresponds to the midband VSWn of the quarter-wave filter,
Furthermore, at midband its
and c0 is its midband reflection coefficient.
section lengths are 0 - n/2, and the reflected and transmitted powers are
then given by

"

13.03-16)

+

c0

and
(13.03-17)

-

(1 + 1)2

0E

A

Maximally Flat Coupling--To obtaitt a maximally flat response at
0

-/2,

we may specify
A,

in Eq.
V2Iv+

71P

(13.03-18)

0

Eliminating V2 leaves a quartic equation in V

(13.03-1).

Iy+ 1

-

2V

_+
41

2V

+-(+2

1V3)

vI+
I

1

1

1

-.

+ I)'

4R

(13.03-19)

The solution of this equation is graphed in Fig. 13.03-2 where V, - V IVF
Selecting Va-V .V
is plotted against the midband coupling in decibels.
from Fig. 13.03-2 or Eq.

(13.03-19)

will give a maximally flat response.

not equal to zero.
(It turns out that when AI is
To obtain a flatter response with both AI and A2 equal to zero, the coupler
or filter cannot be symmetrical between ends.)
thus made to vanish, A 2 is
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a.

When the midband coupling is maintained constant while Vi is increased above the curve in Fig. 13.03-2, the coupling-versus-frequency
The ripple
characteristic turns from maximally flat to equal-ripple.
region for VI is indicated in Fig. 13.03-2.
10-db coupler has the quarter-wave
V2 = Z 2 /ZI = 1.446 (so Z2 - 1.505),

JO-db Couplers-A maximally flat,

filter parameters VI = Zi

1.041,

=

As V1 is increased, the coupling reand hence c, a 0.0403, c 2 - 0.388.
sponse develops ripples, as can be seen from Fig. 13.03-5 which shows six
1.04, 1.06, 1.08, 1.10,
curves of coupling against frequency for V,
The coupling is symmetrical about the center frequency
in Fig. 13.03-5, and is therefore plotted only for frequencies above midThe midband coupling has been maintained at 10 db by satisfying
band.
(This R is obtained from Eq. (13.03-11)
Eq. (13.03-12) with R - 1.926.
1.12,

and 1.14.

with c0 = 0.3162,

For any given V1 ,

corresponding to 10-db.coupling.]

c1 and c 2 , and the even- and odd-mode impedances, (Z,.)
can be derived from Eqs. (13.03-8) thropgh (13.03-14).

the parametei.
and (Z..),

-£tI

i

3

14

ILS

NORMALIZED FREOUENCY, Ill

SOURCEI

(see Ro.
P•oc. IEEt

FIG. 13.03-5

I.G

1.?

1
.,,

24 by L. Younf)

COUPLING AS A FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCY FOR SIX THREESECTION TEM-MODE COUPLERS
HAVING 10-db MIDBAND COUPLING

3-db Couplersi' -Similar curves for 3-db couplers are reproduced in
Fig. 13.03-6, except. that here the average coupling is maintained constant
(In Fig. 13.03-5 the aidband coupling was maintained constant
at 3 db.
The five curves shown in Fig. 13.03-6 have coupling ripples of
at 1Q db.)
0.1,

0.2,

0.3,

0.4,

and 0.5 db,

respectively,

are given in Table 13.03-1.
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and their coupling factors

-3.0-

-50

-3.5

- 4.0
1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

I.A

1.5

NORMALIZED FAEOUENCV,

1.6

i.e

1.7

f/fa

SOURCIE: Final Report. Contract DA-36-039 SC-63232. SRI;
reprinted inIRK Trans. PGUTI' (see Ref. 5 by
j. K. Shimism and F. M. T. James)

FIG. 13.03.6 COUPLING AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY FOR
FIVE THREE-SECTION TEM-MODE COUPLERS
HAVING 3-db AVERAGE COUPLING
O-db Coupling-- it can be shown for
the maximally flat, thiree-mection coupler

Table 13. 03-1
DE.SIGN PARATMtES FOR

that in the limit as Rftends to infinity,
and as the coupling ratio therefore tends
to unity (0-db). I'
1 tends ultimately to
,"T2
(V2 tends to infinity.) Thus V I
for the maximally

fiat three-section
xced * . 2445
coupler nee
3T/2
or equivalently, c, never exceeds 0.2.
possible to ever
snot
(O
orei
Of
~5incorse
t
ustas i isRai.
attan 0db cuplng,
attain ~ ~
~
~
impossible to ever attain comiplete reflecnevr
eces

t ion in a a :epped -i lipedallc

SEC.

3-db,
COUPLERS

fIRFEl-SECMlN.

TE-C
db RIPPLE

C2

CI

0.15505 0.8273
t0.2 db
0.18367 0.8405
±0.3db
0.21104 0.85241
t±.4 db
0.23371 0.86119
±0.547.5
M db
0.25373 0.86838
t.1db

SOURCE:

final Report.
039 SC.63232.
IRE~ Trofna.
5 by J.

~0-bculn..uta
E

C0

0.04Q8
0.6918
0.6839
0.6760
0.6683

Contract DA.36SRI; reprinted
PGMTT (see
K. Shioizu sad

T. Jones)

filIte r. )

13. 04, IIELArI ONS F~OR 'rEN- MOI)E COUlPLI).,-TIlANSM ISSION - LINE
D)1IRECT'I ONAL (Otl11.EIIS OF~ MElv AND) MORE, SECTIONS

First-Order I)esign Theory-It is not. difficult to show that. for weak
couplings the umpliatude coupl13 ing ratio, c(0~), of an n-section coupler as

781

a function of 0, in

"11

c, sin n 0 + (c:

- c,)

ain

(n

-

2) 0

+ (C[(-41)1,] - C[(.

in

the notation of Fig.

tain maximally

13.04-1.

flat coupling,

If,

i)1

2]

) sin 0

for example,

then the c

it

(13.04-1)

is

must satisfy

required to oba set of (n

-

l)/2

linear equations

I

I

I

Jo=,,12

dO"

-J

-

(13.04-2)
for p = 2,

in addition to one equation,
The solut'onn

4,

6,

...

,

n -

I

I

determining the renter-frequency

if the SssLem of equations

coupling.

for n = 3 and n = 5

(13.04-2)

can be shown to be,
for n = 3,

c2

OUT

COUPLING

10 c.
1

co

c2 -

2c,

.

8c1

2HT
\

FACTORS:

C,

Ca

C 1

.

IN

\U

SOUNCEt Proc. IEE (see Bel. 24 by L. Young)

FIG. 13.04-1

TEM-MODE COUPLER OF n SECTIONS
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(13.04-3)

and for n = 5,
c3

c2

536

84

1

9

(13.04-4)
cc

C

3

2c

+ 2c,

2

386c,/9

=

It can also be shown that Eq. (13.03-19) for the maximally flat,
three-section coupler reduces in the first-order approximation to

V,

.,

(13.04-5)

8

Solutions for Five-Section Couplers- As was the case with the
three-section coupler in Sec. 13.03, the solution of the five-section
coupler is most easily expressed in terms of the normalized quarter-wave
filter impedances Z,, Z2,. and Z3, which are again related to the coupling
factors c, (Fig.

13.04-1)

by

1
c
1c

Z

7
or

,

,

1, 2,

(a corresponding to Eq.
the (Z.)
but with

(13.03-14)

=

Z2 +I

(13.04-6)

3)

(13.03-8)

and (Z.), are obtained as in Eqs.
i = 1,

2,

they can never exceed unity.

the similarly

Again

and (13.03-9),

3.

coupling must become less accurate

for appreciable

-1

for the three-section coupler.

The first-order solution in Eq.

couplings if

(13.04-4)

for maximally flat

as the c, approach unity,

Equation (13.04-4)
we substitute

transformers.]

to a good approximation,

783

Eq.

since

becomes more accurate

log Z, for c,.

expedient substitution used in

order theory of quarter-wave
couplers,

C

(6.06-11)

[Compare
in

the first-

Then for maximally flat

log Z 3

log Zo

log Z3

84

9

536
The Z 1 . Z 2 . and Z

are completely determined when the midband coupling
from the formula

factor c 0 is also specified,

log Z3 - 2 log Z, + 2 log Z!

-

log

(which is a special case of the more general
given later in Sec.

13.08).

1

(13.04-8)

c

formulas for n-section couplers
Eqs. (13.04-7) and

The first-order equations,

(13.04-8), for maximally flat coupling have been found to hold very well
for coupling as tight as 10-db (c2 - 0.1). The coupling becomes weaker as
The following fractional bandwidths
the frequency deviates from midband.
are obtained for various coupling dev'Itions from Lihe midband c0 (when c0
w - 0.82 for 0.1 db deviation;

corresponds to 10-db coupling or less):

- 1.13 for 0.5 db deviation; w - 1.32

w - 1.01 for 0.25 db deviation;
for 1.0 db deviation;

and i -

The first-order relation

I for 2.0 db deviation.

'

in Eqs.

(13.04-7)

and (13.04-8)

for

maximally flat coupling were even solved for a 3-db coupler (c, = 0.5)
The solution is easily found to be
with the following results.
zi

a

1.0207

22

*

1,2114

Z3

.

3.4004

]
(13.04-9)

As the frequency departs from midband, the coupling at first becomes
It
stronger, going from 3.01 db to 2.97 db, and then becomes weaker.
is 3.11 db at the edges of a 103-percent band (w
at the edges of a 124-percent band (v - 1.24).

-

1.03),

and 3.51 db

An exact solution for a particular 3-db coupler has been given by
Cohn end Koonta. 1 2

They found by trial-and-error that with
ZI

.

1.098

784

z2

=i

1.417

Z3

-

4.130

an equal-ripple characteristic (with three ripples) was obtained,
coupling being 3.01 f 0.163 db over a fractional bandwidth of w
t
(The midband coupling is

the
1.41.

2.847 db.)

In all cases the coupler is determined by the Z,, which give the
from Eq. (13.04-6), and the (Z..) and (ZQ.)
from Eqs. (13.03-8)
and (13.03-9), the physical dimensions then being obtained from

c

Sec.
SEC.

5.05.
13.05,

TYPICAL DESIGNS FOR TEM-MODE, COUPLED-TRANSMISSIONLINE DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS OF ONE SECTION WITH
APPROXIMATELY 3 db AVERAGE COUPLING

Figure 13.05-I shows what has proved to be a very popular method
of construction for a completely shielded quarter-wavelength coupler
having tight coupling.'
In this structure the individual lines are not
symmetrically located with respect to the upper and lower ground planes;
hence there is a tendency for the connections at the ends to excite
ground-plane modes.
However, if the structure is completely closed in
at the sides as shown in Fig. 13.05-1, such modes are cut off, and no
difficulty should be encountered.

The coupler illustrated was designed
to have 2.9 db midband coupling at Port 2. The actual measured coupling,
directivity and VS9W of the coupler is also shown in the figure.
The
excellent values shown were obtained without recourse to any special
matching techniques since the center frequency was only 225 Mc. For
operation' at frequencies on the order of 1000 Mc and higher it is usually
necessary to place capacitive tuning screws at either end of the coupled
lines.
These compensate the discontinuities there, and allow satisfactory
values of directivity and VSWB to be achieved.
The coupling response is
usually little
affected by these matching devices.
The procedure used to design this coupler which uses 0.002-inchthick copper strips supported by polystyrene dielectric having a relative
dielectric constant E,

=

2.9 db,

The terminating impedance Z 0 is

so c - 0.716.

and therefore Eqs.
r Z/ o

2.56 is as follows.

(13.02-5)

32.5 ohms.

and (13.02-6)

The midband coupling is
equal to 50 ohms,

yield v
Z., - 197 ohms and
The spacing between the strips was chosen to be
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FREQENC
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SOtjgCEi Sciemtific Report 1. Contract AF 19(604)-1571.
SRI (see Rot. 6 by J. K. Shimizu)

FIG. 13.05.1

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE
OF A PRINT ED-CIRCUIT, 3-db COUPLER

736

0.032 inch so that with b • 0.400 inc.h in Fig. 13.05-1, a/b - 0.08,
and s/b - 0.005. The value of m/b is then determined from either
Eq. (5.05-16) or Eq. (5.05-17), using the values of C
• 0.545 or
*I/
C;./e - 1.21 determined from Fig.

5.05-4.

In using Eq.

(5.05-16)

should use the value (a + 20)/b a 0.09 for s/b in that formula,

one

which

assumes s/b - 0, since it in the fields external to the strips that
are significant in determining Z.,.
One fin&d&'hat w/b - 0.373.
Using
Eq. (5.05-17) with s/b - 0.08, since the fields between the strips are
of most significance in determining Z.., one finds w/b - 0.337.

The

fact that different values of w/b are obtained using these two formulas
is

a reflection of the fact that they are only approximately correct.

The actual value of w/b used in this coupler was 0.352. which lies
between these two theoretical values.
It was computed by an approximate
technique before Eqs. (5.05-16) and (5.05-17) were available.
The
spacing (W - 0i)/2 between the edges of the strips and the side wells
of the metal case is great enough so that it does not have any appreciable
effect on the even- and odd-mode impedances of the strips.
Another useful type of printed-circuit configuration"
for tight
illustrated in Fig. 13.05-2.
The measured response of a

coupling is

coupler constructed with these dimensions is

shown in Fig.

13.05-3.

This coupler was designed to operate at a 50-ohm impedance level and
to have 2.8-db coupling at midband.'-However, the absorption in the
dielectric material having relative dielectric constant E - 2.77 was
sufficient to reduce the transmission by 0.2 db.
The dimensions of the strips are determined as follows.
Equations
and (13.02-6) multiplied by vf/ yield v•J Z.. - 205 ohms and

(13.02-5)

SZoo
Eq.

- 32.8 ohms.
A value of AC/
4.82 is then determined from
(5.05-20).
Next, a value of g/b - 0.096 was chosen and d/g - 0.445

read from Fig. 5.05-5.

Figure 5.05-6 and Fig.

5.05-7 then yield C:./I

Using these values and the value
0.55 and C 1 /e - 0.115, respectively.
of C,/c
- 1.81 determined from Eq. (5.05-21) one finds an initial value
of c/b - 0.108.

Figure 5.05-8 yields C./e -- 0.105, and Eq.

(5.05-22%)

Since the strip width c is narrow enough compared
yields a/b - 0.284.
to 6 so that the fringing fields at either edge interact and decrease
its total strip capacitance, it is necessary to increase the value of
c as given in Eq. (5.05-22c), yielding the final values of c/b a 1.42.
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The method of construction

ted in Figl.

13.05-2.

by the mitered corners

used for this coupler

at

in

a symmetric

fashion about

adding

the coupler

was

These screws were

the midplene of the coupler to

prevent unwanted excitation of the parallel-plate
of compensating

clearly indica-

each port of the coupler were compensated by

moans of the capacitive screws shown in the figure.
introduced

is

The series inductive discontinuities introduced

TEM mode.

Thia

found to be much more effective

capacitive tabs directly to the strips themselves.

method

than

A directional coupler having tight coupling can also be constructed
using thick strips 14 of the type illustrated in Fig.

13.05-4.

The strips

in this method of construction are thick
enough so that they have a substantial

w
I'-01
b

Hence,

amount of mechanical rigidity.

a-4

they may be supported at discrete points
by means of low-reflection dielectric

.t

f "

spacers, similar to those used to support
the center conductors of coaxial lines.
FIG. 13.05"4

NOTATION FOR 3.db
COUPLER USING
THICK COUPLED
STRIPS

litsome cases they may be simply held in
place by means of the connectors at each
of the four ports.
Capacitive tuning
screws are usually necessary at each port
of this type of coupler to compensate
the inevitable discontinuities.

As an example of the method of choosing the dimen•ions

of the

coupled strips for such a coupler the theoretical design of a quarterwavelength coupler having 2.7 db midband coupling and operating at a
50-ohm impedance level will now be considered.

(The coupling over an

octave bandwidth will then be 3.0 t 0.3 db.)
Reference to Eqs. (13.02-5)
and (13.02-6) shuw3 that Zo • 127.8 ohms and Z 0
19.6 ohms, and
Eq.

(5.05-20)

yields the value of A'/t

8.13.

The thickness of the

strips is then arbitrarily set so that t/b = 0.1.
yields the values of s/b

=

0.015 and C;./E - 0.578.

one finds c;/e - 1.2, and from Eq. (5.05-18),
Eq. (5.05-23), one finds w/b = 0.396.

C.o/e

In order to minimize discontinuity effects it
choose b < 0. 1X,

where X is

filling the cross section.

Figure 5.05-9 then

the wavelength in

From Fig.
=

2.95.

5.05-10(b)

Then, using

is usually best to

the dielectric material

The length of the coupled strips is of

course 0.25k at midband.
An interesting structure due to Cohn 7*which is suitable for strong coupling
was indicated in Fig. 13.01-2(h); a completely shielded version is
shown in Figs.

13.05-5 and 13.05-6.

are placed side-by-side.

Two coaxial transmission lines

Their inner conductors A and B are entirely

separate, but their outer conductors touch and become the conductor C
in Fig.

13.05-5.

The double-barreled conductor C is made one-quarter

wavelength long and its potential "floats"
aPaeted

applied icr.

between that of the two

conductors A and B, and that of the

a

metal case D. The conductor C is

JE

C*7

held in position by dielectric supports (not shown in the figures).

z
Z

The conductor A in Fig. 13.05-5
Ports 3 and
S.connects
4 in Fig. 13.05-6,
while conductor B connects Ports 1
and 2.
The characteristic impedance

S-3u-6o2
SOURCEs Rawe. Reot, Conract DA-36-239 SC-8735

of C within D is

(see Rof.7byS. h.CohaddS. L. Wohn)

(Fig.

mode, A and B are at equal and opposite potentials,
potential.

denoted by Z 0 1
and the two concen-

tric lines within C each have characteristic impedance Z 0 2 . The analysis
is again carried out in terms of an
even and an odd mode.
For the odd

RE-ENTRANT COUPLFD
CROSS SECTION

FIG. 13.05.5
-

13.05-5),

and C is at ground

Therefore

Zo
0

For the even mode,

Z02

each inner

(13.05-1)
TERMINATING LINE

5o0

coaxial line (A or B to C) is in

E-' NTRANT

series with half the outer line

(C to D),

because the floating

A

conductor C passes the currents
flowing from its inner surface onto
its outer surface which is therefore
in series with it.

This leads to7
(a)TOP VIEW, COVER REMOVED

702

+ ')z01

13052

The coupling is then determined as
before from Eqs. (13.02-4) through
(13.02-6).

VE
VIEW

A-A

,,

(b) LONGITUDINAL SECTION
SOURCE,

For example, it was shown above

Rant.c Report, Contract DA-36-239 SC-873S
(see Ref. 7by S. R. Cohn and S. L. Wehn)

that for a 2.7 db coupler with
FIG. 13.05.6

Z0 t 50 ohms,

one requires Z.,
127.8 ohms and Z.. - 19.6 ohms.

791

VIEWS OF THE RE-ENTRANT
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

Solving for Z., and Z02 from Fqs.

Z01

7

54.1 ohms

(13.05-1)

Z0 2

,

and (13.05-2),

=

14.6 ohms

In an experimental model 7 , two tubes of 0.250-inch outside diameter
were soldered together to form C, and the space between the tubes was
filled with solder.

The tube wall thickness was 0.022 inch,

an inner diameter of 0.20,

inch.

leaving

'Fite inner conductors A and B were of

diameter 0.149 inch to yield an impedance of Z 0 2 '

19.6 ohms.

The

impedance Z0

1 of the outer line was obtained from data such as that in
Fig. 5.04-2 for a rectangular inner conductor, by taking t - 0.250 inch;
the effective width v was determined by equating cross-sectional areas.

Then v = (I + 77/4)t - 1.786t.
From Fig.
spacing is then b = 0.746 inch.

5.04-2 the plate-to-plate

The impedanco. of the kour lines emerging from the coupler is to be
50 ohms.
(This applied to the region in which the inner conductors are
curved 90-degrees toward the four ports in Fig. 13.05-6.) The dimensions
for this "slab-line" region (circular inner conductor between ground
planes) were chosen to be:

diameter of inner conductor - 0.125 inch,
spacing b - 0.228 inch.
(This gives a 50-ohm line. 7 )
Since this plate-to-plate spacing (0.228 inch),is less than the height
plate-to-plate

of the double-barreled conductor C (0.250 inch),

a small gap has to be

allowed between the step in b from 0.746 inch to 0.228 inch and the
re-entrant section.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 13.05-6.
A gap of
0.050 inch was allowed.
Directivities better than 29 db over an octave bandwidth were
reported for two experimental couplers, one centered at 500 megacycles
and one at 1500 megacycles.

7

A three-section coupler was also built,
with only the middle section re-entrant, the two outer sections being
of the type shown in Fig.
SEC.
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13.01-2(a).7

TYPICAL DESIGNS FOR TEM-MODE, COUPLEDTRANSMISSION-LINE DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS
OF ONE SECTION AND WITH WEAK COUPLING

This section describes the theoretical design of TEN-mode couplers
operating at a 50-ohm impedance level and having 20-db coupling at
midband.
Each coupler has a length t - 0.25N at midband, where X is

792

the wavelength in the dielectric
surrounding the coupled lines.

I:t

w
----

order to minimize discontinuity
effects, the spacing b between

b

a

*-

w -w

-,

ground planes in these couplers
should be no more

than a tenth of

A-3s62-

st

a wavelength at the highest operatFIG. 13.06.1

ing frequency.
Figure 13.06-1 illustrates the
cross section of the first coupler
to be considered.

NOTATION FOR 20.db
COUPLER USING EDGECOUPLED FLAT STRIPS

'irecoupled strips

usually have a negligible thickness,
t, and are assumed to be supported by means of a dielectric of relative
dielectric constant t ; 2.56 completely filling the cross section.
Values of v".-

Z

= 88.5 ohms and v'-

Z

;- 72.3 ohms are obtained

using Eqs. (13.02-5) and (13.02-6).
Then using Fig. 5.05-3(a) tioe finds
sib - 0.32 and using Fig. 5.05-3(b) one finds ,/b = 0.715.

is

The cross section of the second type of coupler to be considered
13.06-2.
The thickness, t, of these coupled

illustrated in Fig.

strips will be assumed to be negligible as well as the thickness of ýhe
slot of width d.
The length of this slot is of course a quarter wavelength at midband.
The dielectric material supporLing these strips has
2.56.
Equations (13.02-5) and (13.02-6) yield V'tr Zo, = 88.5 ohms
and Ve' Zoo - 72.3 ohms.
'Cite value of /-7
tZ
is equal to v - Z., the
00

r

characteristic impedance of an uncoupled line,
of w/b = 0.86 can be obtained from Fig. 5.04-1.
Eqs.

(5.05-7)

through (5.05-10)

and therefore the value
Then by the use of

one finds d/b = 1.05.

The third type of coupler to be considered is
in Fig.

13.06-3.

In this type of coupler the conductors do not need

to be surrounded with dielectric for support.
conductors make this type of coupler ideal
Using Eqs.
45.2 ohms.
Eq.

shown in cross section

In addition,

the round

for high-power applications.

(13.02-5) and (13.02-6) we find Z ., = 5 S.3 ohms anti Z
Then from Eq. (5.05-11) one finds s/b
1.01 and from

(5.05-12) one finds d/b - 0.59.
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b

b~

-
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I-

b 0

0

-

FIG. 13.06.2
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I-____________

a-5927-331

NOTATION FOR 20.26'
COUPLER USING
SLOT-COUPLED
FLAT STRIPS

FIG. 13.06.3

NOTATION FOR 20.db
COUPLER USING
ROUND CONDUCTORS

DERIVATION OF DESIGN FORMULAS FOR TEM-MODE,
COUPLED-TRANSMISSION-LINE COUPLERS OF ONE
SECTION

'Flhe basic coupled-transmission-line directional coupler is shown
schematically at the top of Fig. 13.07-1 with resistance terminations
za at each port.

It

At tile bottom of Fig.

is

excited with a voltage 2E in

series with Port 1.

13.07-1 the same directional coupler' is shown in

two different states of excitation.
In the odd excitation, out-of-phase
voltages are applied in series with Ports 1 and 2 while the even
excitation applies in-phase voltages in series with these ports. Through
the principle of superposition it

may be seen that the behavior of tile
directional coupler with voltage 2C. applied in series with Port 1 can
be obtained from its behavior with even- and odd-voltage excitations.
Symmetry considerations show that a vertical electric wall may be
placed between the strips of tihe coupler when it
having odd symmetry,

is excited with voltages
and a vertical magnetic wall may be inserted between

tIhe strips when it is excited with voltages having even symmetr).
The
characteristic impedance of one of these strips in the presence of an
electric wall is Z,

while the characteristic

impedance of a strip in

presence of a magnetic wall is Zo.
In order for the directional coupler to be perfectly matched at
all frequencies it is necessary that the input impedance Z, be equal
to Z0 . Applying the principle of superposition, one sees that the input
impedance of the directional coupler terminated in Z. can be written as
794

I
I
I a .-

zo

000-'
0

4
4

t

ztI

GO)O
iozo

ELAECTRIC WALL

Z0

to 1-* 1

- -- - -Ib) ODD EXCgTATION

---

l30

(l) EVEN EXCITATION
A-loS?- IlE

FIG. 13.07.1

COUPLED-STRIP DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
WITH EVEN AND ODD EXCITATION
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ZIO

Z

EIo + EIt

Zo + ZIO

+1

Z0 + 2 I(

1

Z0

ZI,

+

1

Z 10a

(13.07-1)

Zo + Z I

where
Zo "+jZotan O
Z1.

=

Z

SZ.+

(13.07-2)

jZ° tan 0

and
jZo

ZO

ZI,

When Eq.
it

is

(13.07-2)

Zoo
jZ0 tan
tan 0 9
°"Z..+ jzo

=

and Eq.

found that Z,,

tan 6

(13.07-3)

(13.07-3)

are substituted into Eq.

(13.07-1)

I Z0 when

Z0

r

/zoo zo,

(13.07-4)

for all values of 6.
Under the condition that Z0 = /22T_,

the voltage appearing at

0Iso

Port 1 of the coupler is E, . E. The voltages E 2 , * El, and E3. = E4#
may be determined from the straightforward analysis of a transmission
line of length 0, and characteristic
end by an impedance ý/Z
mode voltages E2. '

0Z

impedance Z.. terminated at either

and fed by a voltage E.

-;Ko and E3.

"Likewise the normal-

_-4 . may be determined from a simi-

lar analysis of a transmission line of length L9 and characteristic
impedance Z., terminated by V'Z.,Zoo.
The results of this analysis show
that

sin 0I
E2

K 2.

K29

[

,

(4

T

00

2 cos 0 + j sin

796

•

jc sin O
CCs

/

E3

E4

E 40

=

(13.07-6)

0

E3@ - E3.

E40
E

(13.07-7)

2
2 cos 6 + j

_

i/

_

_(13.07-9)

--

C
C

cos

(

sin

Z

0 + J

sin

+

&

The maximum coupled voltage E 2 occurs when the coupler is
wavelength

long (

i.e.,

t) - 901).

Therefore,

from Eq.

maxi.mum coupling factor c may be defined as in
this substitution,
while

the voltage at Port 2 coos

the voltage

at Port 4 can be written

maximum coupling occurs
(Eq.

at center

Eq.

a quarter-

(13.07-5)

(13.02-3).

be written

as Eq.

frequency

3. 7 8

(V - n/2)

With

as Eq.

(13.02-2).

a

(13.02-1)
The

and is

given by

(13.02-3).
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QUAImI-'.-WAVE'

FILTERI

F'OR TEM- MUIE,

PItOTOTYPE

CIRCU ITlS

COUPLEIo- TITAN SM I SSI ON- LI NE

D)I liIEICONAIL COUPLE1S
A ningle-section,
in

Fig.

13.08-1.

It

quarter-wave

distance 0.

are normalized with respect

bl,

lines,

and a2 (Fig.

prototype circuit

consists of two impedance steps

separated by an electrical

terminating

filter

which are

13.08-1)

All

to the characteristic
taken as unity.

are defined

in

(one up

characteristic

is

shown

and one down),

impedances

impedances of the two

The wave amplitudes al,

terms of the power

flow, 16 i.e.
2
lal2 and It212 represent power carried forward, while 1b
11 represents
With the notation of Fig. 13.08-1 it can be shown16
reflected power.
that

_
a1

,'11
-1

-

e-BJ°

2-2-2)(

or equivalently,

797

(13.0 0-1)

JUNCTION
I[IFLECTIONi
COEFFICIENT:
JUNCTION

v11111:

r

-F

v

V

LINE
0DANC9[

I

I

'

v.j4
SOURCEs Pro*. WE (see Rot. 24 by L. You")

FIG. 13.06-1

6]

QUARTER-WAVE FILTER PROTOTYPE
FOR SINGLE-SECTION TEM-MODE
COUPLER

I

,2" j

-

+ r,2)

(13.08-2)

+ j sin 0

' cog
+t r2-

a2

and

sin V

-

al

l)e- (

2(

1

r

-

2

e-

2

(13.08-3)

10

C
):
+ j,sin

r2co

Equations (13.07-6)

and (13.07-9)

*.(13.08-4)

(13.08-2)

with Eqs.

and (13.08-4)

now

show

that
1/ia corresponds to E 2 /E, and a,/a, corresponds to E4 /E,
and that these equations are mathematically equivalent when we set

C

22

2r

+ 1-2

"798

1
Z2 + I

(13.08-5)

*1Conversely

when Z 1 is chosen greater than unity.

r
It

I•

follows that quarter-wave,

(13.08-6)

c

coupled TEM-mode directional couplers can

be solved an quarter-wave filters as discussed at the beginning of
Sec. 13.03. It can be shown that for the single-section coupler of
Fig. 13.01-1(a), [compare Eqs. (6.02-5) and (6.02-6)]

sin 2 0

1 +

11

(13.08-7)

where
- 12

B

--

is

the VSWH of the prototype filter (Fig.

(60 w/2).

(13.08-8)

c

13.08-1)

at cc;iter frequency

The over-all power coupling ratio is then
K2 124

EE

(R 4_
(/

S(t

1)2 sin 2

Table 13.08-1 summarizes the principal

-

c

(13.08-9)

1l2

sina

41

c 2 sin

1

-

_
-

2

2

0

cos02

formulas for TEM-mode couplers

(with and without end-to-end symmetry) in terms of the parameters of
the prototype quarter-wave filter.
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C.

Table 13.08-1
GENERAL FO(IULAS FIN ThE DESIGN OF 1Y7M-MaIF COUPLEOI-°IANSMISSI(INLINE DIHECTIONAL COUPLERS I1I~ TIDE QUARTER-WAVE FILTEH PITOlUIYPE
The midband VSWR A of the quarter-wave
coupling factor c0 of the coupler by

,

filter

or

is

related to the over-all

c

-

IC
0
The midband VSWII A of the quarter-wave

*

where the Z. are the normalized
sections.

filter

'"___
\Z Iz3Z 5.../\*

imaedinces

is

>1

of the quarter-wave

filter

prototype

The coupling factors c of the several coupler sections are related to the
normalized impedances Z of'the quarter-wave fi teao prototype sections by

I2 - c
l+Z2

,

Z2+

I

i

The even-mode and odd-mode impedances,
sections are given by

(Zoe),

F1
-.

and (Z,,)0,of

the coupler

I+c

(Z.).

=Z1 I-c

(Z..),

"

z0 ;

Certain aimpfificetiona result for counlers with end-to-end symetry.
is odd. and
ci

In that case n

acn+1a

Zi

-

a+1-1_

V

=

V.+2 -a

R

=

VSWH of ith step in prototype

and
(VIV3VS ...

V.)2

. ('2'V60...V-I)'

800

I

Figure 13.03-1 showed a
ymetrical TEM-mode coupler of three aections together with its quarter-wave filter prototype, and the associated
notation.
Notice that the filter has end-to-end symmetry, unlike the
This prototype filter is

transformers in Chapter 6.
center frequency,

not matched at

as zero reflection in the prototype corresponds to

zero coupling in the corresponding directional coupler.
coupled-transmission-line

The TEd-moda

directional coupler performs exactly as a

quarter-wave filter in which the forward and backward waves have been
separated and have become two traveling waves (in opposite directions)
on two parallel transmission

lines,

the over-all reflection coefficient

of the prototype becoming the over-all coupling factor of the coupler.
This is

indicated in Fig.

13.03-1.

No quarter-wave filter prototype solutions for couplers with seven
or more sections have been obtained to date.
The equal-ripple characteristics desired of three-, five-, and seven-section symmetrical
couplers (and

prototypes)

are summarized in Fig.

13.08-2.

for the three-section coupler were presented in Sec.
the five-section coupler in Sec. 13.04.

13.03,

Solutions
and for

Phase Relation Between Outputs--For a symmetrical coupler the two
outputs E 2 and E 4 (shown for a three-section coupler in Fig. 13.03-1)
are in quadrature at all frequencies (i.e., differ by 90 degrees when
measured at the extremities of the coupler).
This result follows at
once from the quarter-wave filter analogy,
dissipation-free 2-port,

since for any symmetrical

the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes

are orthogonal.!
SEC.

13.09, CONSIDERATIONS AND GENERAL FORMULAS FOR
BRANCH- LINE COUPLERS

Branch-line couplers are directional couplers consisting of two
parallel transmission lines coupled through a number of branch lines
(Fig.

The lengths of the branch lines and their spacings
are all one-quarter guide wavelength at center frequency, as shown in
Fig.

13.09-1).

13.09-1.

The characteristic

impedances of the two parallel main

lines may be changed from section to section, and the branch impedances
may be adjusted also to improve the electrical performance.
Figure 13.09-1 could represent the cross section of the inner
conductor of a coaxial

line,

or the printed center conductor of a strip

l01

2i

0o

SiMUK

a*?

,

001

2%,

ve

3

2fo

FKQUE."

I

FREQUENCY

SOURICE: Proc. MEE (see Rot. 24 by L.. Yoom)

FIG. 13.08-2

DESIRED COUPLING CHARACTERISTICS OF
THREE-, FIVE., AND SEVEN-SECTIOM
TEM-MODE SYMMETRICAL COUPLERS

02C

dbb

II
fELOW SPiT

SELOW SEPUT

~A-9414-.0

I

SOMIRCE Tech. Note 3. Coneust AF SO(W6)-23SS.
SRIl
(too Ref. 35 by L oe
Young)

FIG. 13.09-1

transmission line,

BRANCH-LINE COUPLER SCHEMATIC

or the E-plane cross section of a weveguide

(Sac.

13.14). The output at the in-line termination is denoted by PI db
(below the input), the coupling is P2 db, and the directivity is
D db (see Fig. 13.09-1).
The branches may be in shunt with the main line (as in coaxial and
strip transmission line) or in series with it (as in waveguide).
For
shunt junctions it is more conveniernt to use admittances, and for series
junctions it is more convenient to use impedances.
The term "immittance"
will be used to denote either (shunt) admittances or (series) impedances.
The notation giving the characteristic immittances is depicted in
Fig. 13.09-2. The coupler is supposed to have end-to-end symmetry, so
that H,+ 1 . Hit etc., and K1 .
K.
K,Kg -.. .,K
, etc. It will be convenient
K9

K,

b

Ki

---

K1.

9,

-,,..

*K.
K,%,.K%

A.-,,.,

to normalize with respect to the
terminating immittances K. K .i a 1 throughout this chapter.

All the junctions will be
assumed to be ideal shunt or
FIG. 13.09-2 BRANCH-LINE COUPLER
series junctions in the design
NOTATION
procedure, and each line length
between junctions will be assumed
to vary as a line one-quarter
guide wavelength along at the center frequency.
The effect of the
junction reference planes (Sec. 13.14) is included only in calculating
the final physical dimensions; the effect of junction discontinuity
SOURCE: IRE •ues. PGNMT (see Mel. I1 by Lee Young)
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reactances is often nut large,
using the data in Sec.

and in many cases can be compensated

5.07 and in Refs.

18,

19,

and 20,

as will be

discussed in an example in Sec. 13.14.
The appearance of branch-line
couplers (Sec. 13.11) in rectangular wave-guide frequently works out
(top and bottom of Fig.
However,

13.09-1)

have been shown as straight lines.

this result should not necessarily be assumed to hold in all

cases.

Even- and Odd-Mode Analysis-Branch-line couplers may be analyzed
in terms of an even mode (two in-phase inputs) and an odd mode (two outwhich are then superposed, adding at one port and

of-phase inputs)

cancelling at the other,
summarized in Fig.

thus yielding only one actual input.
This is
13.09-3.
For shunt-connected branches the two inputs

of the odd mode produce zero voltage across the center of all the
branches, and thus a short-circuit may be placed there; the two halves
may therefore be "separated", each half consisting of a transmission
line with 45-degree shorted stubs at 90-degree spacings.
Meanwhile
the even mode similarly yields 45-degree open-circuited stubs
(Fig. 13.09-3).
The 45-degree short-circuited stubs, and the 45-degree
open-circuited stubs produce equal and opposite phase shifts *0 at
center frequency in the even- and odd-mode inputs.
For a matched
coupler with perfoct directivity the two outputs are then coS 2 0 and
sin2 t in power, when the input power (sum of even and odd modes) is
unity.

For the case of series-connected stubs,

the same reasoning

applies, only the roles of the even and odd modes are reversed.
a fuller explanation, the'references should be consulted.81

For

Cascaded Matched Directional Couplers- When matched couplers are
cascaded, as shown in Fig. 13.09-4, they act as a single directional
coupler,

and the over-all couplings of the combination, PI... and P2,con
are readily calculated from the individual couplings P,,. db and
P 2 ., db by the following formula:

Phcm

'

20 loglo

cosx

Ydidb

104

(13.09-1)
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FIG. 13.09-3 SUMMARY OF EVEN- AND ODD-MODE
ANALYSIS
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FIG. 13.09-4 SEVERAL MATCHED DIRECTIONAL
COUPLERS IN CASCADE
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where

e,

coa-1

". sin

1

(20/]

[a

(13.09-3)

[antilol\

Lantilol

20i]

(13.09-4)

For instance, a phase shift of ( - 30 degrees yields a 6-db coupler,
and a phase shift of 0 - 90 degrees yields a 0-db coupler; therefore,
a cascade of three matched 6-db couplers results in a 0-db coupler.
Nidband Formulas--There are certain relations which ensure perfect
match and perfect diroctivity at center frequency.
Furthermore, at
center frequency-the ratio of the two output voltages E, o antilog
(-P

1

/20)

and E 2 oantilog (-P

in terms of the H,

2 /20)

and K1 in Fig.

can be written down fairly simply
13.09-2.

'fable 13.09-1 gives these

formulas for up to six branches.
Also given are simpler formulas which
determine the conditions for 3-db and 0-db coupling, together with
perfect match and perfect directivity,
SEC.

13.10,

at center frequency.

PERIODIC DRANCH-LINE COUPLERS

Additional restrictions may be placed on the immittancesof
symmetrical couplers (Fig.

Ki

M

13.09-2).

K0 ,

i

In particular when
1,•2,.

.. ,n

+ 1,
( 13. 10-1I)

Hi

•

H 2 , 2 < i<

n,

and further, when It,. H=+ is chosen to give a perfect input match
at center frequency, then such couplers will herein be called periodic.
Thus the through-lines are uniform, and all the interior branches are
the same.
Such couplers have been analyzed by fleed and Wheeler. "
Let
the power coupling ratio at center frequency be denoted by

807

CI

•

antilog

-1

(13.10-2)

where P2 is in decibels and was defined in Fig. 13.09-1.
(For example,
for a 6-db coupler, c: - 1/4.)
The solution of periodic couplers
involves the Tchebyscheff polynomials S.(x), which have been tabulated
numerically, 2 1 and which are defined by

j

So(X)

-

1

St(X)

-

z

S 2(W)

•

X2 -

S(S)

-

X3 - 2x

S4( )

-

X4 -

3x2 + 1

Ss()

•

X -

4X3 + 3

S 6W

-

X6 - Sx4 + 6x

S.(X)

• xS.,(X) - So-

1

(13.10-3)

-

1
(2 )

The immittances HI and /f2 of a periodic coupler then have to satisfy$

f

S3.-j(-HI)

or c0o

and

H1

Iv'l

-

-

S'.

1

HI

~when nhd
e-~

when n - even

(-11)!-IS "(-I,)JI
S.

(13.10-4)

(13.10-5)

i (-H2)

Table 13.10-19 gives solutions for some 0-db, 3-db,

and 10-db couplers.

The performances of four different 3-db periodic couplers given by
Table 13.10-1 are summarized in Tables 13.10-2 and 13.10-3. The maximum
VSIR over three specified fractional bandwidths
6,

(13.10-6)

2

00e

Table 13.10-1
AND 10odb PERIODIC COUPLERS

EXAMPLES OF 0-, 3-.
Re-ber

S-db

3-db

10-db

of

Coupler

Coeupler

Coupler

T

sectiona

) ll
1.000
0.500
0.618
0.309
0.445
0.2225
0.3473
0.1736
0.2846
0.1423
0.2410
0.1205

2
3
4
S
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13

SOUNCE:

-

-

13

1.000
1.000
0.618
0.618
0.445
0.445
0.3473
0.3473
0.2846
0.2846
0.2410
0.2410

IN Trans. PGONT

(ase

-

/N

It

//

uI

0.4141
0.2346
0.208
0.1464
0.1374
0.1064
0.10?
0.0837

0.7071
0.5412
0.3010
0.3179
0.2183
0.2257
0.1948
0.1752

0.162
0.0945
0.0.11
0.0592

0.3162
0.2265
0.1602
0.1312

0.0587

0.1210

Ref. 9 by J. Reed)

Table 13.10-2
VSWH OF'SEVERAL 3. db PERIODIC COUPLERS
OVER STATED BANDWIDTHS

MAXIMU

FRACTIONAL
HANOl DTH

1.02
1.08
1.32

0.16
0.28
0.48
SOURCES

COUPLE"
Fourhee
brach

Fivebreach

Sixbreach

rightbreech

1.05
1.10
1.12

1.02
1.05
1.15

1.01
1.04
1.07

Tech. Note 3. Contract AF30(602).2392.
SRI (see Ref. 22 by Leo YoRng)
Table 13.10-3

COUPLING UNBALANCE (db) OF SEVERAL 3-db PERIODIC
COUPLERS OVER STATED BANDWIID1HS
COUPLERS

FRACTIONAL
BNDWIfi1
6
0.16
0.28
0.48
SOURCES

Fourbraech

Five.
breach

Six
breach

Eightbreach

0.20
0.67
2.3

0.18
0.51
1.6

0.16
0.49
1.5

0.14
0.43
1.4

Tack. Note 3, Contract AF3o(602)-23920
SRI (see Ref. 22 by Leo Yoeng)
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is

shown in Table 13.10-2,

and k g2 is
tion.

where 4.1 is the longest guide wavelength,

the shortest guide wavelength over the band under considera-

The guide wavelength at band-center is given by

(13.10-7)

2,\gIX S2

=

The coupling P 2 becomes stranger, and the coupling PI becomes weaker,
than 3 db at Ebout the same rate, as the frequency changes from bandcenter.

The total variation IAP 1 J +

unbalance,"

is shown in Table

I111,

referred to 'as the "coupling

13.10-3 for the same 3-db couplers.

The performances of five different 0-db periodic couplers given by
Table 13.10-1 are summarized in Tables 13.10-4 and 13.10-5 over the same

Table 13.10-4
MAXIMIM VSWR OF SEVERAL 0-db PERIODIC COUPLERS
OVER STATED BANDWII•ilIS
COUPLERS
TeaTwelvebreach.
branch

FRACTIONAL
RANDWIDTH
m

Sinbreach

Eightbranch

0.16

1.10

'1.06

1.04

1.03

1.02

0.28

1.19

1.09

1.05

1.03

1.02

0.48

1.21

1.10

1.12

1.09

1.05

SOURCE:

Tack. Note 3.
SRI (a.. Ref.

Fourteenbreach

Contract AF3O(602).2392.
22 by Leo oueng)
Tablc

13.10-5

MAXIMUM INSERTION LOSS (db) OF SEVERAL O-db PERIODIC COUPLERS
OVER STATED BANDWIDTIIS

COUPLERS

FRACTIONAL
BANDIDTI

Three-

Four-

Six-

lisht-

breach

breach

breach

branch

Tenbranch

Twelve-

6

breanch

Fourteenbranch

0.16

0.7

0.1

0.02

0.01

0.006

0.004

0.003

0.28
0.48

2.0
3.1

0.7
1.9

0.11
0.33

0.04
0.22

0.02
0.19

0.013
0.15

0.011
0.113

SOURCE:

Teck. Note 3. Contract AF30(602)-2392,

SRI (see Ref. 22 by Leo YounI)

three specified fractional bandwidths.
More detailed characteristics
of some of these and other couplers are given in Rlefs. 9 and 22.
Only couplers with an even number of branches (n odd)

810

are given in

I
Tables 13.10-4 and 13.10-5; the performance of couplers with an odd
number of branches (n even)

is not as good.
This is probably due to
the fact that all the branches have the same immittances, including the
two end ones, when the number of branches is odd, and thus there is no
end-matching effect.

For instance,

a twelve-branch,

0-db periodic

coupler gives better electrical performance than a thirteen-branch 0-db
periodic coupler.32
SEC.

13. 11,

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE OF SYNHIRONOUS
BRANCH-LINE COUPLERS

The sync..ronous tuning condition as it

applies to transmission-line

filters was formally defined toward the end of Sec. 6.01. Now recall
that the even- and odd-mode analysis reduces a branch-guide coupler to
two transmission-line filters, as indicated in Fig. 13.09-3.
When the
through-line impedance is uniform, neither of these two filters is
synchronously tuned, since the reflections from any two finite reactances
spaced one-quarter wavelength apart are not phased for maximum cancella-tion.

They can be so phased,

however,

by adjusting the through-line

impedances,
(Fig.

and it turns out that both the even- and the odd-mode "filters"
13.09-3) then become synchronously-tuned with the same choice of

through-line impedances."

A quarter-wave transformer (Chapter 6)

can

then be used as a prototype circuit, resulting in a clearly marked pass
band, in which the VSWII and directivity are nearly optimized.
To meet
a specified electrical performance over a given bandwidth, fewer branches
will then be required with such optimized couplers than with periodic
couplers (Sec. 13.10); from numerical examples, it appears that generally
about half as many branches 22 will do.

On the other hand,

some of these

branches will be wider than any in the corresponding periodic design,
and so may depart more from ideal junction behavior.
Such factors should
be taken into account before deciding on the type of coupler.
The chief
advantages of synchronous couplers over periodic couplers are that they
are more compact (for a specified performance), since there are fewer
branches,

and that the performance can be predicted fairly accurately.

The first step in designing a synchronous coupler with a specified
center frequency coupling P 20 decibels and a specified fractional band-

v6 over which the performance is to be optimum, is to determine
the output-to-input impedance ratio R and the fractional bandwidth w

width

of the quarter-wave transformer prototype.
They are generally obtained
closely enough by the approximate relations

811

P2,0

20

db

gli(A+)

(13.11-1)

and
.

Equation (13.11-1)

0.6vw

(13.11-2)

in plotted in Fig.

13.11-1.

It

is exact for

couplers which are perfectly matched at center frequency (such as all
couplers with even n, and any maximally flat couplers).
It is accurate
enough for nearly all practical
cases, but overestimates the
-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

,

-

-

-

I

-

I

I IV

-

!

I

""

,j

-

-

(An exact formula, necessary

I

I

numerical value of P2* in proportion to the reflection lose.

-

I

i i-•..-oe

only when the center-frequency

SV is high, is given in
11). Notice that O-db

--

H oef.

-

coupling would require R
and can, tnerefore, not be

- ---- ---

1-

-

a

realized in a single synchro-

"nous design.

However, two
synchronous 3-db couplers, or

--

S-

-

synchronous 6-db couplers,
can be cascaded to give

-three

etc.,

a 0-db coupler.
Equation (13.11-2)
-

-

-

-,

-

less

accurate, the numerical, factor
generally lying between 0.5 and

-----

COOLING --

is

W
i0.7.

A more accurate determi-

Jj
SOUUCE:IR

a. PGOT (see Dlst. 11ky Lee Tomes)

FiG. 13.11-1

PLOT OF CENTER-FREQUENCY
COUPLING P
vs. MPEDANCERATIO PARAMETER R FOR A
MAT0HED BRANCH-LINE
COUPLER

nation can be made from
Fig. 13.11-2 after the number
of branches has been selected.
In this figure are plotted the
best estimates of the bandwidth
contraction factor
83 •

312

.•/w,

(13.11-3)

m.

TO~l

*

,16. FL,

* 409L ON 90% MOAMSW"St
a54~
an OU%
ekL
mll,4,lmO
*0%__
F 40.AT

-~~~~

10

0((O

SOUICRM

IRE Týwal. PGNTT (see Not. II by Lao Youms)

FIG. 13.11.2 BEST ESTIMATES FOR BANDWIDTH CONTRACTION FACTOR A
BASED ON 27 INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS

against R, or P.a.
and with n as a parameter, based on a large number
11
solutions
of numerical
Having determined B and wq from the specified coupling Puand the
coupler fractional bandwidth w., the only remaining independent parameter
is the number of sections, n, or number of branches, n + 1 (Fig. 13.09-2).
For a given ftand us, the ripple VSWR VY of the transformer decrease*
with increasing n, and is readily determined irom Sec. 6.02. The maximum
pass-band VSWR of the coupler, V..., and its minimum directivity D*.3 ,
may then be obtained to a good approximation by

Yun

.

1+ a

"13ntilog (P/20)

813

(13.11-4)

Dum.

-20

log,,

Lantilo

(P1 /20)j

-P

dh

(13.11-5)

(The directivity D is defined as the ratio of power out of the "decouExact
See Fig. 13.09-1.)
pled" arm topower out of the coupled arm.
formulae (necessary only for large V,) are given in Ref. 11. The
number of sections n must be made large enough to meet the desired
performance.
The frequency variation of the input VSWR V, the directivity 1) (db)
and the two couplings (the in-line coupling P, and the cross-over
coupling P2 , both in db), are plotted in Figs. 13.11-3, 4 and 5 for
couplers based on maximally flat quarter-wave transformer prototypes
for n - 1, 2, 4, and 8, and for R - 1.5, 3 and 6, corresponding to

4

>3

I

SOURCEs IRE r•ra.

I_I

_

PGrTr

(see Not. 1II by Leo YOu@)

FIG. 13.11-3 VSWR CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME
MAXIMALLY FLAT, BRANCH-LINE COUPLERS
Immitances of these couplers are given in
Tables 13.12-1 and 13.12.2

814

N"
%

SOJUICE.: IR[ T•ana.. PC,,TIT (.oo 11o1,11 by Lao Teams)

FIG. 13.11-4

DIRECTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS OP SOMtE
MIAXiIMALL.iY FLAT, BRAtNCH-LINE COUPLERS
hm~ittenc~s of timese couplets re, given in
Tobles 13.12-1 end 13.12-2

N.C

615

•kow~
SOURCE: IRE T'mu.

PGNT/ (see Ref. II by Lee bo..g)

FIG. 13.11-5 COUPLING CHARACTERISTICS OF
SOME MAXIMALLY FLAT, BRANCHLINE COUPLERS
Immittances of these couplers are
given in Tables 13.12.1 and 13.12-2
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couplings P 2,0of approximately 14, 6, and 3 db.. The graph& are plotted
against the quantity (X5 0/X6 ), where X, is the guide wavelength, and
X 0 is its value at band-center.
The response is symmetrical about
(se/k8)

- 1,

so that Figs.

13.11-3,

4,

and 5 actually cover the range

from 0.4 to 1.6, although only the portion from 1.0 to 1.6 is

shown.

For non-dispersive (TEM mode) lines, the guide wavelength X reduces
to the free-space wavelength X, and then X5 0/X1 reduces to Xo/, a
f/f0, where f is the frequency, and f0 is its value at band-center
(also called the center frequency).
It

can be seen from Fig. 13.11-5 that the coupling P, generally

becomes stronger (P 2 measured in decibels decreases) on either aide of
center frequency (the curves are symmetrical about
. 1), and
correspondingly P1 becomes weaker (PW measured in decibels increases).
The frequency variations of P 1 and P.

for couplers based on

Tchebyscheff transformer prototypes have been found to be very similar
to the curves shown in Fig. 13.11-5 for couplers based on maximally
flat transformer prototypes.
SEC.

13. 12. TABLES OF IMMITTANCES OF SYNCHRONOUS
BRANCH-LINE COUPLERS

It was shown in Sec. 13.11 how to determine the quarter-wave
transformer prototype parameters R, w., and the number of sections n
(corresponding to n t 1 branches).
immittances H,

and K, (Fig.

The computation of the coupler

13.09-2)

is

and will not be treated
The design process is simplified

quite tedious,
here.

Table 13.12-1
BRANCH-LINE COUPLER IMMITTANCES
SECTTION (TWO BRANCHFS)
FOR

by the use of a special chart,11 which

n-

can handle any transformer impedances.
In practice,

is

1.25
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

derived from such trensformers were
computed on a digital computers and are
tabulated in Tables 13.12- 1 to 13.12-8.

4.00
S.00
6.00

Most cases of practical interest can be
obtained from these tables by inter-

1l.O0

8.00
-

I

K1

likely that maximally
flat and Tchebyscheff transformers
(Chapter 6) will usually be taken for
prototypes; the immittancee H, and

iSpolation.
i

it

R

I

1.006
1.021
1.061
1.108
1.155
1.250
1.341
1.429
1.592
1.739

N
0
0.1119
0.2040
0.3535
0.4732
0.5775
0.7500
0.894
1.021
1.238
1.423
-

Not Tae.
11
Tr (see
11 sy L.. Toes|)

polaion.Ref.
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Table 13.12-2
IMMITTANCES OF MAXIMALLY FLAT BRANCH-LINE COUPLERS FOR
n
2 TO 8 SECTIONS (THREE TO NINE BRANCHES)

sI
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.0,,*
8.00
10.00

s1
2

13

N, I

114

1.0153
1.04ý9
1.0783
1.1124
1.1785
1.2399
1.296S
1.3978
1.4861

0.2062
0.3639
0.4983
0.618le
0.8333w
1. 049
1.2008
1.5196

0.5194

1.8070

0.0501
0.0840
0.1086
0.1274
0.1542
0.1732
0.1654
0.2029
0.2138

0.1539

".3

1.50 1.0089 1.0206
2.00 1.0258 1.0606
2.50 1.0446 1.1067
3.00
4.00 1.0634
1,.0988 1.1546
1.24"9
5.00 1
.130 13416
7
6.00 1 1.0594 1.4200
8.00 1.2087 1.5909
6.001.154
.2880.21854
1.7392
10.00 1.2501

N2

0.1010
0.1715
0.2251
0.2679
0.3333
0.3819
0.4202
0.4775

i'

54

s;

0.2694
0.3656
0.4498
0.5957
0.7220
0.8351
1.0344
0.831
1.2091

n.4

"1.50
2.00
2.50
3.000
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0047
1.0137
1.0235
1.0333
1.0514
1.0675

1.0176
1.0517
1.0907
1.1307
1.2093
1.2835

0.0249
0.0415
0.0533
0.0620
0.0740
0.0817

0.1017
0.1750
0.2331
0.2814
0.3596
0.4220

ý,.1548
0.2738
0.3758
0.4676
0.6326
0.7811

1.0816 1.3530

0.0870
0.0935
0.0971

0.4743
0.5589
0.6265

0.9185
1.1698
1.3986

0.0124
0.0206
0.0264
0.0306
0.0363
0.0398

0.0630
0.1069
0,1400
0.1662
0.2058
0.2348

0.1285
0.2259
0.3070
0.3804
0.5078
0.61%5

1.1057
1.1256

1.4795
1.5924

1.0024
1.0070
1.0121
1.0170
1.0262
1.0342

1.0124
1.0363
1.0630
1.0902
1.1421
1.18"9

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
1.1546
1.2499
E3416

8100 1.0532
10001030

1.3106
1.3769

1.5909
1.7392

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00

"5S

I
1

0.0450 0.2904
0.0464 0.3140

0.9019
1.0625

0.0062
0.0103
0.0131
0.0152
0.0180
0.0197
0.0208
0.0221
0.0228

0.0376
0.0631
0.0817
0.0959
0.1162
0.1301
0.1402
0.1539
0.1626

0.0957
0.1658
0.2225
0.2707
0.3509
0.4170
0.4738
0.5689
0.6477

0.1290
0.2284
0.3138
0.3908
0.5295
0.6549
0.7712
0.9846
1.17%6

0.0031
0.0051
0.0065
0.0076
0.0089
0.0098
0.0103
0.0110
0.0113

0.0218
0.0364
0.0468
0.0546
0.0653
0.0724
0.0772
0.0834
0.0869

."6

I.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0012
1.0035
1.0061
1.0086
1.0132
1.0172
1.0208
1.0268
1.0317

1.0079
1.0230
1.0397
1.0564
1.0878
1.1161
1.1414
1.1852
1.2220

1.0105
1.0544
1.0956
1.1.480
1.2216
1.3010
1.3758
1.5128
1.6361

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0006
1.0018
1.0030
1.0043
1.0066
1.0086
1.0104
1.0134
1.0159

1.0047
1.0137
1.0236
1.0334
1.0516
1.0678
1.0822
1.1067
1.1270

1.0143
1.0419
1.0731
1.1048
1.1662
1.2233
1.27S9
1.3629
1.4520

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
I1.1546
1.2499
1.3416
1.4280
1.5928
1.7392

0.0665
0.1135
0.1499
0.1795
0.2258
0.2612
0.2393
0.3339
0.3672

0.1126
0.1983
0.2709
0.3355
0.4497
0.5509
0.6438
0.6090
0.9574

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0003
1.0009
1.0015
1.0021
1.0033
1.0043
1.0052
1.0067
1.0060

1.0027
1.0079
1.0135
1.0191
1.0295
1.0386
1".0467
1.0603
1.0715

1.0101
1.0293
1.0508
1.0724
1.1134
1.1508
1.1846
1.2436
1.2940

1.0190 0.0015 0.0124 0.0440
1.0559 0.0025 0.0207 0.0743
1.0982 0.0032 0.0265 0.0%69
1.1419 0.0037 0.0300 0.1146
1.2282 0.0044 0.0366 0.1408
1.3104 0.0049 0.0402 0.1595
1.3881 0.0051 0.0427 0.1737
1.5308 0.0055 0.0457 0.1939
1.6598 0.0056 0.0474 0.2078

0.0895
0.1S58
0.2100
0.2567
0.3357
0.4021
0.4601
0.5591
0.6426

ouncs,

insIrre.s.

PoNT

(see not. It by Leo Yomoo)
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0.1129
0.2000
0.2748
0.3425
0.4644
0.5749
0.6775
0.8661
1.0388

I
Table 13.12-3
IIITTANCaS OF IMANCH-LINE COUPLERS FOlt n * 2, 3, AND 4 SECTIONS
(ThRFE, FOUR, ANf FIVE HWtANCJHS) WHEN v " 0.20
q

a

e2

vs

a2

1.SO
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

0.1022
0.1738
0.2282
0.2717
0.3385
0.3883
0.4276
0.4870
0.5307

1.0155
1.0453
1.0790
1.1135
1.1803
1.2425
1.3000
1.4029
1.4,929
a

0.2036
0.3594
0L 4922
0.6111
0.8229
1.0121
1.1859
1.5007
1.7845

3

1.50
2.00

1.0090
1.0262

1.0206
1.0606

0.0511
0.0856

0.1530
0.2678

2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1,0454
1.0645
1.1006
1.1331
1.1624
1.2129
1.2554

1.1067
1.1546
1.2499
1.3416
1.4288
1. 5909
1.7392

0.1108
0.1300
O.1574
0.1761
0.1897
0.2078
0.2193

0.3634
0.4473
0.5925
0.7182
0.8309
1.0295
1.2036

j

nt4

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

1.0048
1.0140
1.0241
1.0341

4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0527
1.0692
1.0837
1.1085
1.1290

SOURCEs

0.0256
0.0426
0.0547
0.0636
0.0760
0.0839
0.0894
0.0962
0.1000

1.0177
1.0519
1.0909
1.1311
1.2099
1.2844
1.3543
1.4814
1.5949

0.1017
0.1751
0.2332
0.2817
0.3602
0.4230
0.4756
0.5610
0.6293

Tech. Note 3. Contract AF30(602).2392,
SRI (ate Nef. 22 by Leo Young)

$19

0.1535
0.2715
0.3727
0.4638
0.6274
0.7747
0.9110
1.1603
1.3872

,

I
I
Table 13.12-4
!IMITTANCaS Or." WIANa4-LINE CVJPLr.'S FOR n - 2, 3. AND 4 SECTIONS
(THRIEE, FOUR, AND FIVE BRANCIES) WHEI
0.40

a

Isq

I.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00

.0159
1.0464
1.0811
1.1166
1.1857
1.2503

0.1061
0.1807
0.2376
0.2835
0.3543
0.4078

0.1958
0.3456
0.4733
O.5876
0.7913
0.9731

6.00
8.00
10.00

1.3102
1.4181

0.4506
O.5162
0.5655

1.1400
1. 424
1.7148

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
10. 00-

1.0095
1.0275
1.0477
1.0679
1.1061
1.1407
1.1719
1.2260
1.2718

0.0540
0.0907
0.1176
0.1381
0.1678
0.1882
0.2031
0.2235
0.2367

0.1500
0.2627
0.3567
0.4391
0.5821
0.7062
0.8174
1.0139
1.1862

1.5132
mu3

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
i.1546
1.2499
1.3416
1..4288
1.5909
1.7392
m

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
SOURCE:

1.0052
1,0150
1.0259
1.0367
1.0567
1.0745
1.0904
1.1173
1.1397

1.0178
1.0523
1.0917
1.1323
1.2119
1.2873
1.3580
1.4869
1.6023

4

0.0276
0.0459
0.0590
0.0688
0.0823
0.0911
0.0972
0.1048
0.1093

0.1016
0.1751
0.2335
0.2823
0.3617
0.4255
0.4791
0.5667
0.6373

Tech. Note 3. Contract AF30(602)-2392,
SRI (see Ref. 22 by Leo Young)
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0.1497
0.2647
0.3634
0.4522
0.6117
0.7554
0.8864
1.1315
1.3526

Table 13. i2-5
IMMITTANCFS OF BRANal-LINE COUPL.IS FORin - 2, 3,
(THREE. FOUR, AND FIVE BRANCHES) WHEN Y9

x2

'1
n

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

0.1128
0.1925
0.2539
0.3037
0.3818
0.4418
0.4906
0.5674
0.6271

1.0165
1.0483
1.0846
1.1218
1.1945
1.2630
1.3269
1.4430
1.5464

1.0103
1.0299
1.0518
1.0739
1.1159
1.1542
1.188q
1.2497
1.3018

T

#3

2

n

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

2

AND 4 SECTIGNS
0.60

0.1824
0.3220
0.4408
0.5471
0.7363
0.9051
1.0598
1.3398
1.5917

3

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
1.1546
1.2499
1.3416
1.4288
1.5909
1.7392

0.0594
0.1000
0.1299
0.1530
0.1867
0.2104
0.2281
0.2529
0.26%

0.1446
0.2535
0.3444
0.4243
0.5632
0.6839
0.7925
0.9845
1.1533

0.0313
0.0522
0.0672
0.0785
0.0942
0.1046
0.1119
0.1214
0.1271

0.1012
0.1746
0.2332
0.2824
0.3630
0.4283
0.4836
0.5746
0.6486

ft.4

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
SOURCE:

1.0058
1.0169
1.0292
1.0413
1.0642
1.0845
1.1027
1.1339
1. 1600

1.0181
1.0530
1.0930
1.1342
1.2152
1.2920
1.3641
1.4%0
1.6143

Tech, Note 3, Contract AF30(602)-2392,
SRI (see Wef. 22 by Leo Young)
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0.1432
0.2533
0.3476
0.4327
0.5853
0.7228
0.8500
1.0826
1.2944

Table 13.12-6
IMMITrANCES OF BKANCH-LINE CO'JPLFHS FOR a - 2,
(THREE. FOUR, AND FIVE BRANCHES) WHEN

3, AND 4 SECTIONS
0.80

nl2

1.50
2.0
2.5
3.00
4.00
5100
6.O0
8.00
10.00

1. 0173
1. 00.2097
1. 0891
1._1286
1..2062
1.2798
1.3491
1.4760
1.00905

0.1225

0. 1630

0.2875
0.2776

0.3933

0.A3333

0.4879
.6557
0.8049
0.9413
1.1872
1. 407

3.4221
0.4919
0. 542
0.6437
0.7192

0

nm3

2.SO
2.50
2.00
3.0O0

1.0114
1.0334
1.0580
1. 0830

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
1.1546

0.0679
0.1147
0.01495
0.1768

0. 1361
0.2388
0.23247
0.4004

4.00
5.00
6.00
8. O0

1.1309
1.1749
1.2123
1. 2870

1.2499
1.3416
1.4258
13909

0.2175
0,2478
0,2692
O0.3020

0.65324
0.6476
0.7513
0.9353

10.00

1.3491

1.57392

0. 3254

1.0975

1.0164

0,03"74

I.C147

0.1339

1.0540

0.10626
0..0808
0.,0947
0.1143
0.1276
0.1372
0.1501
0.1582

0.61724
0.2309
0.2803
0.3620
0.4288
0.4860
0.5813
10.6S98

,2368

in4

1.38

1. 0069

2.00
2.SO
3.00
4.0O0
5. O0
6.0O0
8.00
10.008

1.0199
1.0344
1. 0489
1. 0763
1. 1009
1.1230
1.1614
1.1939

soUKE t

C.o3251
1.0947

1.1368
1. 219%
1. 2983
1. 3725
1.5083
11.6306

Tech. Note 3. Contract Ar30(602)-2392,
Si (a** Ref. 22 by Leo Youeg)
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0.4045
O.5472
0.67S7
0.7946
1.0119
1.2097

Tab]* 13.12-7
IWUITANCF-S OF DAW4QI-LINE COUPULHS FOIR a = 2,
O•N), AND FIVE BRANCHES) WHEN
(THREE,

1

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

. 0183
1. 0537
1. 0944
1.1364
1. 2195
1. 2990
1.3742
1.5133
1.6397

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00

1.0131
1.0383
1.0668
1.0958
1.1521
1.2047
1.2534
1.3412

10.00

1.4189

,i

3, AND 4 SECTIONS
* 1.00

//3

I

- v1

0.1354
0.2326
0.3091
0.3728
0.4759
0.5590
0.6294
0.7463
0.8432

0.1373
0.2418
0.3303
0.4090
0. 5480
0.6708
0.7824
0.9821
1. 1595

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
1. 1546
1.2499
1.3416
1.4288
1.5909

0.0807
0.1369
0.1795
0.2134
0.26520.3039
0.3347
0.3817

0.1233
0.2165
0.2948
0.3639
0.4847
0.5904
0.6859
0.5S6

1.7392

0.4173

1.0057

1,

4m4

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
6. 00
8. 00
10.00
SOUPI:9-

1.0084
1.0246
1.0426
1.0607
1.0952
1. 1207
1. 1554
1. 2057
11.2490

1.0138
1.0552
1.0969
1.1400
1.2251
1.3062
1.3828
1.5237
1.6510

0.0472
0.0794
0.1030
0.1211
0.1476
0.1661
0.1799
0.1994
0.2127

0.0961
0.1667
0.2240
0.2728
0.3545
'0.4223
0. 5803
0.5802
0.6635

Tech. Note 3, Coatrect AF30(602).2392,
SRI (see fef. 22 by Leo Youmg)
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0.1214
0.2147
0.2946
0.3665
0.4956
0.6118
0.7191
0.9152
1.0935

Table 13,12-8
IMMITTANCES OF r•.0"" -LINE COUPERS FAIR n " 2,
(THREE, FOUl, AND FIVE HMANiC
ES) WHEN

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.50
.50
6.00

1.0192
1.0565
1. 099
1.141
1.02325
1.0780
1. 3982

8.00
10.00

1.5481
1.6852

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

1.0152
1. 040
1.0780
1.1125
1.1800
1.2439
1.3040
1.4140
1.51336

1.05419
14

3, AND 4 SECTIONS
9

.31513
0.2607
0.3479
0.4212
00.4160
0.66410
.
0.7263

0.1056
0.1855
0.2527
0.3121

1.20

0.5067
0.5884

0.8708

0.7331

1.49

0.9929

0.8601

1.0206
1.0606
1.1067
1.1546
1.02499
1.3416
1.1428
1.25909

0.0994
0.316%
0.2238
0.2680
0.03316
0.3918
0.14364
O. 582

0.1046
0.1838
0.2504
0.3092
0.4123
0.15025
0.25841
0.37291

0.25657

0.38572

0

1.7392

nn4

1.50

1. 0108

1'.0192

0.0631

0.0886

0.1047

2.00
2.50
3.0O0
4.0O0
5. O0
6.0O0

1.0315
1,0548
1. 0785
1.1243
1.1667
1. 2059

1.0566
1. 0994
1. 1438
1. 2316
1. 3156
1,3951

0.1066
0.1393
O.16S5
0.2037
0.2320
0.2541

0.1542
0.2080
0O. 2544
0.3331
0.3995
0.4578

0.1851
0.2539
0.3157
0.4263
0.5256
0.6171

8.00
10.00

1.2761
1.3381

1 5419
1.6753

0.2873
0.3119

0.5581
0.6437

0.7837
0.9345

SOURCE:

Tech. Note 3,
SRI (see Ref.

Contract AF30(602)-2392,
22 by Leo Young)
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The notation for the immittances H, and K. is shown in Fig. 13.09-2.
For a coupler with series T-junctions, H,

and K, are both characteristic

impedances (e.g. for E-plane junctions in waveguide); for a coupler with
shunt T-junctions, Hi and K, are both characteristic admittances (e.g.,
for coaxial or strip transmission lines).
SEC.

13.13,

EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING THE DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE OF SYNCHRONOUS BRANCHLINE COUPLERS

Example--A 3-db coupler is

to have an input VSWR of less than 1.10

and a directivity in excess of 20 db over a 24-percent fractional bandwidth.
From Fig.

13.11-1,

when P...

3 db,

then by Eq.

(13.11-1),

B - 5.R4,

Try a two-branch coupler first, corresponding to a single-section, quarterwave transformer prototype (n - 1).
From Fig. 13.11-2, / - 0.64 for
n a 1, so that the prototype fractional

bandwidth must be w/n

24/0.64 percent,

or nearly 40 percent by Eq. (13.11-3).
VSWR of a single-section quarter-wave transformer of 1 1

a

The maximum
6, and W. a

0.40, is 1.86, from Table 6.02-2.
It follows from Eq. (13.11-4) that
Vsmx of the coupler would then be considerably greater than the 1.10
apecified.
Try a three-branch coupler next,
quarter-wave transformer (n - 2).
n - 2,

corresponding to a two-section,

From Fig.

13.11-2, /- * 0.62 for

so that the prototype fractional bandwidth must be 24/0.62 percent,
Now the maximum VSWR of a two-section quarter-

or almost 40 percent.

wave transformer of It - 6,

wa . 0.40,

is

1.11 from Table 6.02-2.

3-db coupler, Eq. (13.11-4) yields Va.. . I + 0.11/1.414 - 1.08,
is below the 1.10 specilied. The directivity from Eq. (13.11-5)
better than -20

logl 0 (0.04) - P2

- 25 db,

For a
which
will be

which exceeds the 20 db

speci flied.
Thus the prototype quarter-wave transformer will in this case have
two sections (n - 2),

It- 5.84,

and bandwidth w9 - 0.40.

The corres-

ponding branch-guide coupler design can be obtained by interpolation from
Table 13. 12-4.
If we may use Fig. 13.11-5 as a guide, then over the 24-percent band
specified, this three-branch, 3-db coupler would be expected to chan6
each of its couplings,

PI

and P2'

by a little

825

under 0.3 db.

Thus if

the coupler were designed to have 3-db coupling at center frequency (correspondingtoR -S.84pickedbefore),
3.3db at the24-percentbandedges.

thenP. would goto 2.7 db and P1 to
lIfthe specification required both P1

and P. to be maintained to within ±0.15 db of 3 db over the 24-percent band,
or generally to optimize the balance over the band as a whole, then the coupler
would be designed with P 2 , 0 " 3.15 db, corresponding toR = 5.7, by
Fig.

K0

13.11-1 or Eq.
=

1

(13.11-1).

K1

With this choice, and from Table 13.12-4,

1.2902

=

= 0.4363

H,

,

H2

-

1.0844

The performance of this coupler was analyzed by computer and is reproduced
foundtoconform very closely tothe specifications.
inFig. 13.13-1.
Itis
(Again, this is
is

plotted only for one side of band-center, since the response

symmetrical as plotted.)

13.13-1, the analyzed performance

From Fig.

over the 24-percent bandwidth is:

maximum VSWH,

26 db (25 db was predicted),

minimum directivity,

1.07 (1.08 was predicted);
couplings Pi and P2

both within ±0.2 db of 3 db (±0.15 db was predicted).
Cocparison oj Synchronous and Periodic Couplers-The maximum VSWR
and the coupling unbalance of several 3-db periodic couplers was given in

\6/No

-- 3-0

---

5e

i4

L

I

-A ,

.-

..

I0MCE

IRSETrims. PGAIT

FIG. 13.13.1

0

-1---

,..

2

,.

(aee Neo. 11 by Uo Youa)

COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF A THREE-BRANCH (n

826

2) COUPLER

Tables 13.10-2 and 13. 10-3 for three particular
bandwidths v,, None of the periodic couplers could

Table 13.13-1
PERF}MANCESOF INME

be designed for any particular bandwidth-a-ni--t-re
performance of any one coupler simply degenerates

SYN(.flIAHONS

slowly as its operating bandwidth is increased.
(For instance, the VSWIH ripples keep getting
bigger. )

3-db

•MUPLEHS

OF FXOR WIAIMCHES
FITO
l

mr

0.16
0.28
0.48

1.01
1.02
1.07

ICASE eNIM

To improve the performance over any par

1
2
3

ticular bandwidth one can increase the number of
branches (but avoid an increase from an even to an

IN0

H3XUN
(dM)

0.19
0.57
1.9

soM: 1eba.Note 3.
SRI
Ceetract AF SO(602)-23.,
""(see
PA. 22by Lee Yoems)

odd number of branches).

By contrast, synchronous couplers have a clearly defined pass band over
which at least their VSWII an ! directivity is optimized.

Three different foor-

branch synchronous couplers were obtained :rom the tables in Sec. 13. 12.
has n = 3 and RW9 - 0.40 (Case
three
w6

1),

w, = 0.60 (Case 2),

and w. = 0.80

couplers give about optimum performance

= 0.16,

Each

5.5, and the,r several transformer prototype bandwidths are

w6 = 0.28 and w,

Z 0.48,

widths in Tables 13.10-2 amd 13. 10-3.

(Case 3).

These

over bandwidths of

respectively,

corresponding to the band-

The maximum VSWH and coupling unbalance

over their respective pass bands is shown in Table

13.13-1.

A comparison

with

Tables 13.10-2 and 13. 10-3 shr,ws thaL the VSWHof the four-branch synchronous
couplers is as good as (or better than) that of the eight-branch periodic coupler.
There is also a slight improvement in the coupling unbalance over the four-branch
periodic
SEC.

coupler.

13.14,

DESIGN OF AN FXPEIIMENTAL
COUPLER IN WAVEGUIDE

14HANCII-LINE

'file design of a 6-db coupler in waveguide will now be discussed.

A proto-

type transformer havingn = 4 (five branches), B =3 and vV .0.40 was selected.
At that time1 1

Table

the tables in Sec.

13.12 were not available and the following

were calculated by charts;1 1

immittances

the more exact

13,12-4 (not used in tile construction)

It

K0

=

1.0

K

z

K2

=

(1.0)

are

shown in

values from
parentheses:

fl,

0.070

(0.0688)

1.036 (1.0367)

H2

0.274

(0.2823)

1.127

H3

0.450

(0.4522)

(1.1323)

was verificd by analysis on a digital computer that the

from the tables (in

(13.14-1)

J
immittances

parentheses) would give a slightly improved coupler;

the

improvement was, however, not large enough to warrant the expense of building
anew

model.

'It

was also demonatrated11
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that the performance of

this

-Y

?

V

-

-

(A)

I'

2ý00

SOURCEs IRS Tran. PCMTT (see Rtaf. I I by

FIG. 13.14.1
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-
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a
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3000
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Aeo Veen)

PERFORMANCE OF FIVE-BRANCH (n =4) COUPLER
Lines are computed; points we, measured on einpeimental
mn.odels shown in Figs. 13.14-3, 13.14.4, and 13.14S

coupler could be predicted accurately. The detailas of the calculation are
similar to the example in Sec. 13.13, and are not reproduced here.
The computed performance of this coupler is shown inFig. 13. 14- 1. The experimental points are plotted inthe some figure, and will be explained below.
Construct ion and Experimental Perfornance-The coupler was to be constructed in S-band, with rectangular waveguide outputsaof 2.840 inchesaby
1.420 inches. Ilime center Ire~ency was to be 2975 Mc. (1herefore, X.0 . 5.54 inches.)
Since waveguide T-junctions are series junctions, the immittances
K, and H, are impedances; however, since waveguide T-junctions are not

128

perfect series junctions,
cuit such as is

shown in Fig.

Fig. 6.1-2 on p.
Ki-.

they can be represented by an equivalent cir13.14-2.

338 of fef. 20.)

At any T-junction of the coupler,

and K, are generally not equal,

so that K.,

in Fig.

(Ki-. 1 + K 1)/2:

although they differ only slightly,

13.14-2(a) was set equal to their arithmetic mean

Similarly the wave-guide height substituted into the
20 to obtain the T-junction properties was be, - (b,..

graphs of Hef.
b.)/2,

(This is the same circuit as

and the junction was treated as if

+

it were symmetrical (see

Fig. 13.14-2(a)].
The waveguide heights (their b-dimensions)
portional to the respective K or H values (Eq.

were first taken as

pro-

ý3.14-I); they were fixed

by the b-dimensions of the four ports, which were each equal to b0
1.420 inches.
This determined the b-dimensions in the through-guides
without further adjustments, but the b-dimensions of the branch guides
had to be further increased to allow for the transformer
by n 2 in lRef.

tion with the number of secThis factor was
tions, n).

N
2I

found from Table 6.1-10 on
p. 346 in l~ef. 20, and the

-. L--L
-

branch b-dimensions, were increased by a factor I/n2.

and more times if

,d.

..- L_.. -

K.,

RECTEO)

To T1

(o) SYMMETRICAL JUNCTION

Since this changed the junetion dimensions, the quantity

j--------

necessary

(usually this is not neces-

,

sary) until each product of

to the appropriate impedance

1

-

REACTACA
(b) UNSYMMETRICAL JUNCTION

bi-, bi

Bi.

K1.,,K1

xC.

-2T-2

Finally, the reference plane
positions, d and d', of each

j uncti on were determi ned"

K.

1-,

n8 and the branch guide
b-dimension was proportional

(Fig.

factor denoted

20 (no connec-

2
.A.54-0

SOURCE: Teck. Nesa 3, Contrct AF SO()1-2392. SRI;
(.ee Rol. n by Lee Youns)

13.14-2),
FIG. 13.14-2
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF
T-JUNCTIONS

The dimensions of this coupler were calculated, using the impedances

"of Eq. (13.14 1) and the T-junction equivalent circuits in Hef. 20.
(The series reactances were included in several of the earlier computations analyzing the coupler performance.
Their presence was found to
affect the performance only slightly, and has been ignored in all later
computations.)
The coupler E-plane cross section might be' expected to require
stepped top and bottom walls (Fig.
13.09-1) to obtain the changes in
impedance K. called for in Eq. (13.14-1).
However, the reference planes
(T in Fig. 13.14-2) move in such a manner that the branches have to be
shortened more where the impedances K are larger,

with the result that

the top and bottom walls (Fig. 13.09-1) come out almost straight. In
order to obtain straight top and bottom walls as shown in Fig. 13.09-1,
and yet maintain the correct impedances K, , Lianch lengths some of
which differ slightly from the lengths calculated" have to be accepted.
The dimensions so calculated are shown in Fig, 13.14-3. The coupler
was constructed in two halves as shown in Fig. 13.14-4. Three jig-plates
of aluminum were used to make a U-shaped channel, in which six-aluminum
blocks were placed and bolted down to form the waveguide channels. The
end blocks contain transformers from the waveguide height of 1.420 inches

J.

tmam

-- I----------

i~ 5-

W5-0

CHANEL ULMT L420

UOC11 Ing Im.

FIG.13.14-3

PGMNT(see Not. 11 by Le Yo

i)

DIMENSIONS OF FIRST S-BAND, FIVEBRANC., 6-A COUPLER

13e

SOURCIs IRE Trans. PGNT? (see Ref. II byLeo Young)

FIG. 13.14-4 EXPLODED VIEW OF S-BAND, EXPERIMENTAL FIVE-BRANCH, 6-db COUPLER
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to 1.340 inches, so that standard WR-284 waveguide test equipment coald
be connected. The depth of all the channels is half of 2.840 inches,
or 1.420 inches.
The two pieces shoam in Fig. 13.14-4 were finally
superimposed and bolted together to form the 6-db coupler.
The measured performance of the completed coupler is shown by the
light points in Fig. 13.14-1, which go with tht frequency scale (A) near
the bottom of Fig. 13.14-1. Plotted on a X,,/Xescale, the points
fit the computed curves very closely; however, the center frequency is
3125 Mc instead of the design value of 2975 Mc.
This discrepancy is
thought to result from the relatively large b-dimensions which, for
instance, make the length of an outline edge on the two center squares
in Fig. 13.14-3 only about one-seventh wavelength.
Thus, non-propagating
higher-order modes could be set up, giving rise to interaction effects
at such close spacings.
All branch lengths and spacings, nominally one-quarter wavelength,
were then scaled in the ratio of the guid2 wavelengths to reduce the
center frequency from 3125 to 2975 Mc, and the coupler was tested again.
Its center frequency moved down as expected, but the coupling there
became stronger, going from 6.1 to 5.8 db. Since the coupling becomes
stronger still at off-center frequencies, it was decided to reduce the
branch heights to weaken the coupling by 0.5 db at center frequency,
changing the 5.8 db to 6.3 db coupling. The new dimensions calculated
are shown in Fig. 13.14-5. The measured results are shown by the black
points in Fig. 13.14-1 which go with the frequency scale (B) at the
bottom of Fig. 13.14-1. It is seen that this coupler gives the desired
center frequency, and its performance closely follows the computed curves.
Power-Handling Capacity--All edges orthogonal to the electric field

of the TE1 0 mode were then rounded off to increase the power-handling
capacity. The edges of the eight rectangular blocks were rounded to a
radius of one-eighth inch; the edges of the four outside blocks, on the
faces defining the outside edges of the narrowest branches, were rounded
to a radius of one-sixteenth inch. These radii were estimated from
Fig. 15.02-5 to reduce the field strength at the edges to less than
double the field strength in the waveguides.2 1 Any further rounding
would have helped very little. The performance of the coupler with
rounded edges was measured, and found to reproduce the performance shown
in Fig. 13.14-1 to within experimental accuracy.
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FIG. 13.14.5 DIMENSIONS OF S-BAND, FIVE-BRANCH,
6-db COUPLER AFTER MODIFICATIONS

that this coupler should handle about 39-percenL
This is chiefly determined
of the peak power handled by the waveguide.
In Wf-284 waveguide, this
by the radii of the T-junction corners.
coupler was tested1 1 at high
The
corresponds roughly to 1.0 megawatt.
It

was estimated3

power using- a 3.8-microsecond pulse at 60 pps, at a frequency of 2857 Mc.
With air at atmospheric pressure, no arcing was observed with I megawatt
peak power.
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is typical of a multi-resonator directional

of Fig. 14.01-1(c)
filter.

The midband inseetion
pass frequency response,

loss,

between the ports having the band-

of an actual directional filter employing

resonators with a finite unloaded Q is

the same as that of a two-port

band-pass filter having the same frequency
resonators with the same unloaded Q.

response and utilizing

The midband insertion loss can

be computed by the methods given in Secs.

4.13 and 11.06.

Figure 14.01-2 gives an example of the use of directional
filters.
not used.

In the case of Filters a, b, and d,
However,

in the case of Filter c,

the isolated port is
it

is used to permit

If and f. to appear at a ccmmon' port.
is a reciprocal device,

Because the directional filter
Fig. 14.01-2 can also be used as an example of

a frequency combining device if all the arrows are reversed.
Countless other interconnections of directional filters are feasible to
meet specific requirements.

In

INPUT
t

fb

1c, fd

tff

t

(fof b c ,fd.f,)
&- 5S27-44•

SOURCE:

Final Report, Contract DA 36-039 SC-64625. SRI;
reprinte4 in Proc. IRE (see Ref. I by S. 3. Cobs
and F. S. Coals)

FIG. 14.01-2

EXAMPLE OF DIRECTIONAL-FILTER
APPLICATION TO CHANNEL
SEPARATION

A variety of directional filters have been devised,
a limited number have found wide application.

although only

The most useful types

are discussed in detail in this chapter and are illustrated in
Fig.

14.01-3.
The directional

filter shown in Fig.

14.01-3(a)

utilizes two

rectangular waveguides operating in the dominant TEl0 mode connected
by means of cylindrical direct-coupled cavity resonators operating in
the circularly polarized TE,1 mode.
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Any number of circularly polarized

-4

C)

2

(a)

-V V
lI-J

HAFHALF
WAVELENGTH

STRIPS

ONE
WAVELENGTH

WAVELENGTH:l

STRIP

STRIP
AVCNJ

2C-

I2

te)

(b)
43

IL

12

S- $81-r44,

SOUNRCE:

Final RIeport, Contract DA 36-03Q
SC-64625. SHli; reprinted in Proc. IRE
(see Hle|. I by S. It. Cohn and F. S. Coale)

FIG. 14.01-3

TYPES OF DIRECTIONAL FILTERS DISCUSSED
IN THIS CHAPTER

TEl 1resonators can be used in this directional filter to obtain increased
off-channel rejection.
The pass band of this type of filter is typically
only a fraction of one percent wide.

|However,

by using special coupling

apertures between the rectangular waveguides. bandwidths on the order of
3 percent can be obtained for single cavity filters and bandwidths of
about 2 percent can be obtained for multi-cavity filters.
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The high-Q

tavities used in this type of filter permit relatively low-loss performance
for a given pass-band width.
The two forms of strip-line directional
3

and - (c)

filters shown in Fig.

have essentially the same frequency response.

14.01-3(b)

The resonators in

these directional filters cannot be cascaded to obtain increased off-channel
rejection as could those in the previously described waveguide directional
filter. 3

Therefore,

this type of directional filter

tween Ports 1 and 4.

is suitable for use

frequency response is required be-

when only a single-resonator band-pass

Pass-band widths of several percent are easily ob-

tained with this type of directional
The strip-line directional

filter.

filter shown in Fig.

14.01-3(d)

utilizes

traveling-wave ring resonators which are typically one wavelength in mean
They are coupled to one another,

circumference at midband.
terminating strip lines,

As in the case of the wave-

couplers of the type discussed in Chapter 13.
guide directional

and to the

by means of quarter-wavelength directional

filter, any number of traveling-wave ring resonators
:ejection between Ports 1

can be utilized to obtain increased off-channel
and 4.

Pass-band widths on the order of 10 percent or more can in principle
filter because it

be obtained with this type of directional
tightly couple the traveling-wave
other.

However,

is possible to

rings to the terminating lines and to each

these devices are usually designed for more

in practice,

modest bandwidths up to only a few percent.

Strip-line construction for

directional filters, of course, has an advantage of ease of manufacture.
However, the resonator Q's are lower so that the losses will be greater for
a given pass-band width than if

cavities are used.

This latter type of directional

filter could also be realized in wave-

guides using any of a variety of waveguide couplers to connect a waveguide
ring to the external waveguide,
has not been used in practice.

appears that this form of filter
A closely related form of waveguide
but

it

traveling-wave ring structure which has been used extensively as a power
multiplier is shown in Fig.

14.01-4.

This structure

single-resonator traveling-wave ring directional

When the ring, which typically has a length of

waveguide has been removed.
several guide wavelengths,

is formed from a

filter in which the output

is

resonant,

most of the power entering Port 1

is delivered to the large amplitude traveling wave within the ring, while
the remainder is delivered to the load'.

The average power level of the

wave circulating within the ring can be made quite high.
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As an example of

DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER

LOAD
PORT I

*

***s

e

A-=527-44S

FIG. 14.01-4

WAVEGUIDE TRAVELING-WAVE-RING
POWER MULTIPLIER

the power Multiplication that can be obtained it is found that if the atteniuation of a wave traveting once around the ring is 0.2 db and tie directional
coupler hasa coupling of -16 di), tLe average power level of the wave circulating
witiiin tile ring is 20 tiaies the input power. 'llius, microwave devices such as
waveguide windows which absorb !ittlepower but must be able to operate with high
power passing through them, can be tested by insert ing them in the ring circuit-

while the ring circuit

itself is excited by a relatively

Another circuit which operates as a directional
.Sec. 16. 02.

SEC.

tion

14.02,

filter

type of operation.

WAVEGUIII)E i)IiEICTIONAI,
F I [T EIiS

4

Cnn

This section

presents design

informa-

and mleacsured

perlorcance

the

of waveguide directional

for

type

Ca.,,

..

.

filter illustrated

14.02-1.
This filter tit
rectia ng.ula r wvegi•' ,i Ies o-p acting
in

filter is discussed in

This circuit uses two hyhrid junctions and two conventional

to obLain a directiom,al

filters

low-power source.

Fig.

D

lizes two
iii

t.h

-C

e

2

2

mTtitode connected
direct-coupled

in

by means of cylindrical,

cavity

r,.sonators

the ciircularly polarized

Coupling

between

coupling

be'tween

t. rnal waveguide

is

apIertla rres,

obtained

of the Cirol, icr apeatrnres

oither

types

aear

tuvras

*1

t

wh i Ie

cither

iteas

of

•z

'z

.

obtainciled

the cavities and the ex
is

e

1E:l mode.

the cavities

hy means of ci rcu Iar

operating

C,2

-

byF

slhown or by

describi-d

later
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FIG. 14.02-1

Co

2
A-3$.?- 44,

A WAVEGUlDE
DIRECTIOA
DIRECTIONAL
FILTER HAVING
n RESONATORS

At the midband frequency a signal incident on Port I excites circularly
polarized TE'll

modes in the- various cavities.

wave in the nth cavity Lhen excites aTEfr
traveling toward Port 4.

0

The circularly

polarized

mode in the external

waveguide

No power is transmitted to Port 3.

The frequency

response at Port 4 is equivalent to that of a band-pass filter, while the
response at Port 2 is complementary and equivalenitto that of a band-reject filter.
The shape of the attenuation response for transmission between Port I
and Port 4 is governed by the number of resonant cavities in the directional
filter.

in fact, any shape of band-pass frequency

shown at the right in Fig.

14.02-2,

response,

such as those

that can be obtained with an n-cavity

band-pass waveguide filter (Sec.

8.06) can also be obtained with this type

of n-cavity directional filter.

Ihe width of the pass-band response at
However, as explained later

Port 4 is typically only a fraction of a percent.

the width of the pass band can be increased to several percent by using specially
shaped coupling apertures between the rectangular waveguides and the cylindrical cavities.
Table 14.02-1 is a design chart for the waveguide directional filter
shown in Fig. 14.02-1.
li this chart the design parameters for waveguide
PROTOTYPE

RESPONSE

SAND-PASS

FILTER RESPONSE

0
W

LAJh

I-

MAXIMALLY

(o)

PROTOTYPE

I-

RESPONSE

FLAT RESPONSES

BAND-PASS

L~r
LA

FILTER RESPONSE

*I

WO
a0 0

L,

LAO

(a)

FIG. 14.02-2

LA

LA

0,)

LAO

TACHEAYCHEFF RESPONSES

SOME LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE RESPONSES AND CORRESPONDING BAND-PASS FILTER RESPONSES
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Table 14.02-1
nIESIGN EQUATIONS FOR CIIRULAR-WAVEGUIDr

DIRECTIONAL FILrERS

....
S.i ore as defined in Sec. 4.04, while
sand w2 are as defined in Fig. 14.02-2.

The parameters go,

o,

,

(Q,)A

I k
0 i1

_
t o .i

couplinf
coefficient

,

w(ere =

(111

exteinal Q

=

"-|01O

_ln____

external

-

)

(2)

(3)

where

w

0

cot l/

and

ca0

(4)

L.A(O)t

(5

~0
c a cdl

x

to

il

)2

i( + (i

)

6

2

where (ci, +) 2 is the power coupling factor, end where p is the
number of half-wavelengths in the resonators.
To determine aperture sizes first compute the polarizatilities (the
equations given are most accurate for very smell apertures):

N
"",.4.
-o osd

~ 1, 0 1)
,
3 a3b2\1
ý 32W• o Cos' ai)re

3c
, 0j.1

841

D2 '1
\0

(9)

Table 14.02-I

concluded

where a, b, and D are defined in Fig. 14.02-1. and
cot-I 2a

*

A50

distance of a small aperture

guide wavelength in cylindrical wave uide of
diameter D at !reqdency w0

A,,
A0

.

2

A0

I

tiler wavegui de of width a at (12)
requency w.

-fl
O-1_

(11)

guide wavelength in rectan-

0A
so

(10)

from aide of waveguide

2

wavelength of a planewave at frequency w0

For smill circular apertures, the required hole diamter& are
approm.mte ly
I

3

ilO to a

(13)

inF+

Approzimte corrections for aperture thickness t and size can be
obtained by computing compensated polarizabilities

•'.+•

-a
(

and then recomputing the dal

+,~
" ,-~
~

(14)

7(Y

+

N,,+, )'

n
Oi'TI

2+
d
1.
1.6
x.'+
"
ý7
1,

using Fq. (13)

and the (Ni, O)C.

n-| !!ý +tn-I !ýdýn
Xii

tn2

+Ot

Zn

radians

t
I electrical distance between irises

(15

where
X.
ge

16M
. 0.9SSDIZA
= normalized shunt reactance of iris

A suggested low-pass to bend-pass mapping (Sac.

2(16)

342

8.04) is

directional filters are specified in terms of the bdnd-pass frequency response atPort 4. This band-pass response is related in turn to the coupling
coefficients k, .,t

andexternal Q's, (Q.)A and (Q.)M,

filter having anidentical

frequency response.

of atwo-port band-pass

It isalso related to the re-

sponse ofa low-pass prototype filter having element values g.. g 1 , g 2.
9,,+.- As discussed inSecs. 4.13 andll.06, the increase in midband attenuation (ALA)s at Port 4 due to dissipation in the circuit can be computed
from the prototype element values and the Q's of the resonators.
The quantity c in this chart is the square root of a power coupling
factor.
It is related to the square of the magnitude of a scattering
coefficient (Sec. 2.12) as defined in Figs. 5.10-7 and 5.10-10.
For
) 2 between the cavities i and
i + I be extended in length and

example, the power coupling factor (c,,,,
i + I is defined as follows.
Let cavity
a matched load* inserted inside.
to iris

i,

i +1

Let cavity i be cut in two and power fed

from a linearly orcircularly polarized matchedgenerator.

Then the ratio of the power delivered to the load to that available from
the generator

(c

im

.,,

which

)2,

The power coupling factors (c
similar way.
a matched

in-the circularly

s 1 4 12 +

and (c

5.10-7.

in a

Likewise, smatched load* isplaced atPort 2
I.

31s3 12,

from the generator

where

rhe ratio of the total power

is

(c01 )2,

the cylindrical

which inFig.

5.10-10

for thP case of circular polarization

practically

all cases,
X

the length of the cavities
0

/2,

.mtmidband.

principle be designed to be approximately
guide-wavelengths

long.

which is

the chart,

given

degrees because

in

is

reduced

it

is

as given in Table

14.02-1.

number p of half
of the cavities,

from the value

of 180 p

the coupling apertures.
in

the

waveguides,

to offset

x from the side of the rectangular

In this case a perfectly circularly

* "Matched"an used here refers to matching the guide impedance.
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--

when using circular coupling aper-

and the rectangular

the axis of the cavities a distance

approximately

polarized wave be induced

necessary,

tures between the end cavities

in

is

the cavities can in

length 4),

somewhat

of the stored magnetic energy

cavities,

However,

an integral

The exact electricil

order that a pure circularly

cylindrical

guide

Fig.

are defined

polarized wave delivered to the load in

one-half guide wavelength,

In

.. +,)2

in

s1 3 1.

Is
1 141=
In

)

2

same as Is1212

generator* isplaced atlPort

guide to that available
is

01

the

Again we assume that cavity number 1 is extended and a

matched load$ inserted inside.

"-and

is

,larized wave is

induced only at the design center frequency, although
0 wave is nearly circularly polarized over the range of pass-band fre.,ncies. A type of coupling arrangement using three slots that produces
essentially circularly polarized wave in the cavities@ over a much
ier frequency interval is shown in Fig. 14.02-3.
In this arrangement
'.axis of the cylindrical cavities coincides with the axis of the
tangular guides.
Waveguide directional

filters having larger bandwidths can be ob-

ined by using large coupling apertures of the typea shown in Fig. 14.02-4.
e dimensions of these apertures are too large to be computed very ac!rately using the small-aperture coupling data presented in Chapter S.
)wever, in the case of the two-slot configuration in Fig. 14.02-4(b)
*othe's theory can be used to obtain a first approximation for the coupling
lots, and then corrections can be made after experimental tests.
If MI
is the magnetic polarizability of the transverse slot in the transverse
direction while M2 is the magnetic polarizability of the longitudinal slot
in the

longitudinal direction,

then according to Bethe's small aperture

theory
3a3 bk'

Bek, r2

M2

(14.02-1)
i T 2 sin ---

Jlkcr2)

dnd

M 2X

2a cos

1

/7T1 2

sin

a,)

J1 (k~r2 )
k r2

J(krl)

J(k

where
XI

=

guide wavelength

in rectangular guide

Xi

a

guide wavelength

in circular guide

a

-

width of rectangular guide

b

-

height of rectangular guide

r

, r2,

Xt ,

and X2
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1

S~A-3527-451
Assuming small apertures,

time condition for circular polarization

4x2a.l((Xz ) con (360z,/
,•Z~0lR2)
s 1
si
1

M,

"I

is

2/a)

M,

=magnetic polarizability of each transverse slot
[Fig. 5.10-4(.)I

M2

=

magnetic polarizability of the longitudinal slot
LFig. 5.10-4(a)]

&10

=

guide wavelength in rectangular guide at midband
frequency

a

=

270/.

=

tolerance

7051)

factor:
ahen
in the circular guide is

1.02 the axial ratio
less than 1.02 from

N

8.82zI to 6.28z1.
The design center value
A AN. in this case is 7.30z1.

Under this condition
c2

0
SOURCE:

2

12R-2,•i 0 AP2sin

(l80x2/a)[Jl(x
X
32

2

)]

2

wavelength in circularly polarized cavity
guide
at
midbsnd
Proc. IRE (see Re.

8 by S. 8. Cohn)

FIG. 14.02-3 APPROXIMATE DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR A BROADBAND,
CIRCULAR-POLARIZATION COUPLER
The axial ratio is the ratio of the field strengths Ex and Ez
at right angles to each other
845
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(cM

HOLE COUPLER

CIRCULAR

FIG. 14.02.4 APERTURE CONFIGURATIONS HAVING LARGE COUPLING
FACTORS
are distances as indicated in Fig.

14.02-4(b),

l..84/R, and c is the

k,

square root of thc power ('oupling factor anti is equal to c 01 or c..,+
The trial dimensions
obtained from Eq. (5) or E-1. (7) of Table 14.02-1.
o,f the slots can be obtained hrom Fig. 5.10-4(m) along with the thickness
Cut and try refinement of the
and size correction given by lq. (5.10-6).
slot dimensions can then be achieved using experimental techniques
described later in this section.

'Fable 14.02-2 shows the final dimensions anti measured performance
for several

aperture designs of the types in

Fig.

14.02-4.

These designs

all have relatively tight coupling, but that of the two-slot configurations
is

decidedly the tightest.

T'he axial

ratio

the ratio of field strengths at right
perpendicular
polarization

the axial

ratio is

one.

configuration whose dimensions are given in

84a

these data is

For perfect

a plane
circular

Figure 14.02-5 shows the measured

ratio as a function of

Table 14.02-2.

to in

angles to each other in

to the axis of the circular guide.

power coupling and axial

in

referred

frequency

for the two-slot

the column on the

far right

Table 14,02-2
TYPICAL COUPLING PRiOPE~RTIES OF LA~RGE APERTUJRES FR
WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL FILTERS AT I - 9780 Me
CIRCULAR ROLE
(Fe. 1.024(e]
d

RZLCTANOULAR
A 4 .0-14
1

TWO-SLOT COUJPLER TWO-SLOT COUPLER
[~~]
Fig. 14.02.4(b)] [Fig. 14.02-4(b))
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FIG. 14.02.5 POWER COUPLING AND AXIAL RATIO OF A PAIR
OF SLOTS HAVING LARGE COUPLING FACTORS
The slot dimensions are shown in the column at the
far right in Table 14.02-2
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PONT 3

p

A single-cavity X-band wave-

PONT 4

guide directional

filter of the

type in Fig. 14.02-6 is photographed
in assembled and disassembled
14.02-7.

in Fig.
.4

V

/

cavity (which was made
of brass) wns split along its mid-

PORT 2

plane--a position of minimum longitudinal wall current-so that the
unloaded Q of the cavity was not

£-)I21-,s,

FIG. 14.02-6

In this filter the

colcylindrical

/
PORTI

form

SINGLE-CAVITY WAVEGUIDE
DIRECTIONAL FILTER

appreciably degraded by the joint.
The two halves of the experimental
filter were held together by a
C-clamp;

be easily soldered together.

however,

they could also

The capacitive tuning hcrews shown in the

picture were adjusted so that the two spacially orthogonal TE1 1 modes
that can exist in the cavity resonated at the same frequency.

The neces-

sity for this tuning procedure can be made plausible if one remembers
that the circularly polarized mode induced in the cavity can be resolved
into spacially orthogonal TEI1 modes excited in time quadrature.
In this filter the terminating guides have inside dimensions
a - 0.900 inch and b - 0.400 inch while the coupling apertures have a
thickness t a 0.020 inch.

The cavity diameter D - 1.114 inch,

the coupling

hole diameters d - 0.414 inch and the cavity height h - 0.716 inch.

The

axis of the cylindrical cavities was offset a distance z - 0.207 inch from
the sidewall of the rectangular waveguides.
The measured performance of
this single cavity waveguide directional

filter is shown in Fig.

14.02-8.

The measured loaded Q, QL, of this cavity loaded at both ends was 249 and
the midband attenuation (LU)0
0.72 db or (IP,,i,/P,t) = 1.19.
Using the
relation

-

-

which applies for single-cavity directional

-

filters as well as single-

cavity two-port filters, we fiind that the external Q,

a48

(14.02-3)

Q,, of the cavity

t

FIG. 14.02.7

VIEWS OF THE SINGLE.CAVITY WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL FILTER
ASSEMBLED AND DISASSEMBLED
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loaded at both ends i's 271.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE
SINGLE-CAVITY WAVEGUIDE
DIRECTIONAL FILTER

the external Q, Q,, of the cavity

Therefore,

loaded at one end as given in Table 14.02-1
relation that

is 542.

Again using the
...

1I

L

1
a -- r +

-

1
(14.02-4)

0

.

the unloaded Q, Q,, of the cavity is 3030. This value would be approximately doubled if the cavity had been made of copper or if it were silverplated.

650

The value of the coupling fector (c 01 )2 computed from the measured
value Q,= (Q,)A - 542, using Fq. (5) in Table 14.02-1, is (c 0 1 )2 =0.0195,
db.

or -17.1

Using do,

= 0.414 inch and solving for (c

0

t)2 using Eqs.

(13)

and (8) of Table 14.02-1 gives (c 0o) 2 - -16.6 db, which is in unexpectedly
good agreement with the value obtained from (Q(), considering that the hole
Technically, both a largeis quite large anad is close to the side wall.
(14)

aperture correction and a thickness correction as in Eq.

of

Table 14.02-1 should also be applied, but these corrections are very rough
approximations and are in this case made to be quite uncertain due to the
In such cases, experimental checking
close proximity of the side wall.
(This was done in the case of this design

of the apertures is desirable.

by experimentally determining Qe.)
filter of' the type illustrated in

A two-cavity waveguide directional

Fig. 14.02-9 was also constructed by modifying the siaigle-cavity filter
'lie modification was accomplished by inserting a length
described above.
of cylindrical guide containing a coupling
midplane,

iris

between

at

PORT 4

PORT 3

its

the two

halves of the original

A

filter.

L

The diameter dt, of the central iris in this filter was
02

progressively enlarged to oij-

tain first at,, undercoupled
-_

response, then a critically
coupled response and finally
an overcoupled response.

[lhie

PORT 2

PORT I

measured response of these
filters when critically

FIG. 14.02-9

coupled, and overcoupled is
shown in Figs. 14.02-10(a) and
14.02-10(b),

respectively.

tabular sunmmary of the

A TWO-CAVITY WAVEGUIDE
DIRECTIONAL FILTER

A

filter

dimensions

antd performance

is

presented

in

Table 14.02-3.
The experimentally determined cenLral-iris diameter, (is - 0.190 inch,
for critical coupling agreed reasonaibly well with the da2 = 0.178 inch
value computed using the formulas in fable 14.02-1 anid the correction in
Eq.

(5.

10-6).

The measured midband attenuation

in the two-cavity directional

(AiA)O

due to dissipation

filter also agreed well with that calculated
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF A
CRITICALLY COUPLED TWO-

CAVITY WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL
FILTER

from Eq.

(4.13-11).

For example,

consider the critically coupled or

maximally flat case having the low-pass prototype elements g. . 1'
S, " gg - 1.414, g3 " 1, and 3-db point co, - 1, w - 0.00317, and the
measured unloaded Q, Q. - 3030, as determined from measurements on the
single-cavity filter, then the dissipation factor (Sec. 4.13) is
d -w

- 0.0104.
*/•.

Equation (4.13-11)

yields a value of (ALA)0-

1.28 db as compared with the measured midband loss of 1.25 db.
Nearly
all of this loss was due to dissipation since the midband VSWR was
very low.
Four tuning .crews were used in each of the cavities for tuning
purposes.
The technique used to adjust these tuning screws is described
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FIG. 14.02-10(b) MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF A
SLIGHTLY OVER-COUPLED TWOCAVITY WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL
FILTER
below.

l'uning of waveguide single-cavity directional

accomplished in a straightforward manner.

filters can be

The proper procedure is

to

place matched detectors at Port 4 and Port 2, a matched load at Port 3
and a generator at Port 1. Then one adjusts the four equally spaced
tuning screws for maximum signal at Port 4 and minimum signal at Port 2.
In multiple-cavity
apply and it

filters this simple technique is difficult to
One such technique con-

is better to use another technique.

sists of tuning each cavity separately using the apparatus illustrated in
In this apparatus a linearly polarized signal is fed into
14.02-Il.
the cylindrical cavity through a rectangular- to cylindrical-waveguide
Fig.

153

Table 14.02-3
UIMFNSIONS AND SIMMARY OF THE MEASURED PERFORMANCE
'OFA TWO-CAVITY WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL FILTER
UNDER-

COUPLED

CRITICALLY

OVER-

COUPLED'

COUPLEDt

Resonant frequency, f0
Fractional 3 db bandwidth

9775 Mc
0.00256

9774 Mc
0.00317

9774 Me
0.00338

Insertion loss (at f0

0.90

1.25

0.95
1.04
1.17
0.196
0.025
0.414
0.023
1.114
0.770

VSR satf

db

Maximum VSWI(off resonance)
Diameter d 12 of central iris
Thickness 912 of central iris
Diameter do= d23 of end irises
Thickness t01 = t23 of end irises
Inside diameter of each cavity, D
Height of each cavity, h
Diaplcment of cylindrical guide
3ais from side well of the
rectangular guide
Height of rectangular guide
Width of rectangalar guide

-"

0.179
0.025
0.414
0.023
1.114
0.770

db

1.10

--

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

0.207 in.
0.400 in.
0,900 in.

1.14
0.190
0,025
0.414
0.023
1.114
0.770

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

3.207 in.
0.400 in.
0.900 in.

The inside surfsaes of the Cavitioe were machined brass.
Oy
polishing sad plating the inside surfaces it is believed that

nidbasd insertion lasses of 0.S db could easily be obtained.
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FIG. 14.02-11 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SETUP
FOR PRETUNING CAVITIES OF
THE TWO-CAVITY DIRECTIONAL
FILTER
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FROM SIGNAL
GENERATOR

db

transition, past a rotating joint.
A resistance card within the transition serves the purpose of damping out any cross-polarized wave that
might be reflected from the cavity.

When the electric field in the

exciting guide is oriented as shown,

the two tuning screws parallel to

the electric field are adjusted for maximum signal in the detector.
Next the exciting guide is rotated by 90 degrees and the other pair of
screws is

adjusted for maximum signal in the detector.

Since the pairs

of tuning screws do not furnish completely independent adjustment,
process is

repeated until the signal at the detector

the polarizationorientation
ance shown in Fig.
this fashion,

of the exciting wave.

this

is independent of
The measured perform-

14.02-10 was obtained by pretuning the cavities in

and without further adjustment of the assembled filter.

Another technique for tuning a multicavity filter

of this sort is

to use the setup in Fig. 14.02-11 to feed a linearly polarized signal
through all the cavities simultaneously.
In this case a slotted line is
inserted in the rectangular guide at the top and the cavities may be
tuned for each of the two orthogonal linear polarizations by observing
the quarter-wavelength shift of the voltage minimum in Lhe input waveguide as successive cavit-ies are brought to resonance.

DETECTOR

This procedure is

PAO

the same as that described
in Sec. 11.05 for tuning

TUN

direct-coupled cavity fil-

0

Alternatively, if
ters.
one has a swtup signal
it may
be possible to tune the

RECTAN

RSTN

CIRULAR

source available,

wavEGmo(

ROTATING "MY

G_

cavities by simply maxi-

-IN

mizing the signal at the"

A

detector in the rectangular waveguide for the two
orthogonal linear polarizations.

FIG. 14.02-12 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SETUP FOR
MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF
APERTURES HAVING LARGE
COUPLING FACTORS

The technique for
measuring the coupling and axial ratio of the wave excited by the large
apertures of Fig. 14.02-4 is illustrated in Fig. 14.02-12.
fhe power
coupling factor c2 is equal to the sum of the power received by the

a5S

is rotated

detector in the position shown and that received when it

The

divided by the available power from the qenerator.

90 degrees,

axial ratio is the square rcot of the ratio of the maximum to the minimum
power received by the detector as it is rotated.

SEC.

14.03,

STRIP TiRANSMISSION LINE DIRECTIONAL FILTEHS
USING HALF- OH FULL-WAVELENGTH STRIPS

A form of strip-transmission-line

directional

filter that has proved

illustrated in Fig 14.03-1 together with pertinent
It might seem that the resonators in this type of

to be very useful is
design information.

filter could be cascaded as shown in Fig. 14.03-2 to obtain a directional
filter having a multiple resonator response, but this is not the case.3
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I
Therefore, this type of directional filter is suitable to use only when
a single resonator band-pasa frequency response is desired between Port 1

and Port 4.
The action of the filters in Fig. 14.03-1 can be understood by
invoking the principle of superposition. Excitation of Port 1 with a
wave of amplitude V is equivalent to excitation of Port 1 and Port 4 at
the reference planes T1 and T4 with waves both of amplitude ÷V/2 (evenmode case), and excitation of Ports 1
and 4 at the same reference planes
with waves of amplitude +V/2 and -V/2,
Evenrespectively (odd-mode case).

T4

mode excitation of Ports l and 4 at

-•

the center frequency causes only the
right-hand strip to resonate,

hand,

•

.4 1.

On the other

the left-hand strip to resonate,

T, vt

re-

flecting waves having amplitude -V/2

at Port 1 and +V/2 at Port 4. rTherefore, at the resonant frequency of the
strips the amplitude of the reflected
wave at Port 4 is V while that at
Or,

f

,.-

odd-mode excitation causes only

Port 1 is zero.

U

which

reflects waves having amplitude +V/2
at Port I and Port 4.

-

-

FIG. 14.03-2

EXAMPLE OFA

"MULTI-RESONATOR
STRUCTURE THAT
DOES NOT HAVE
DIRECTIONAL FILTER
PROPERTIES

in other words,

at the center frequency a signal incident on Port I is ideally completely transferred to Port 4. 4t frequencies off resonance a signal incident at Port I passes through unattenuated to Port 2.

"1he reason

multiple-strip-resonator structures of the type shown in

Fig. 14.03-2 cannot be used as directional filters can also be qualitaIt can be
tively understood by applying the principle of superposition.
seen that when either odd-mode waves or even-mode waves are incident on
Ports I and 4, some of the resonators in both the left- and right-hand
string of resonators will be excited. Therefore, the necessary destructive interference between the even- and odd-mode reflected waves at
Port 1 and the necessary constructive interference between even- and oddmode reflected waves at Port 4 is not obtained and directional filter
On the other hand, Wanselow and Tuttle9 have
action does not reeult.

857

reported that marginal directional-filter performance is obtained using
multiple-resonator structures of the type shown in Fig. 14.03-2. The
explanation of this apparent paradox appears to be that Wanhelow and
presumably at reference plane

Tuttle placed a short-circuit at Port 3,

Under these conditions
TV thus reducing it to a three-port device.
when a signal is incident at Port 1 the right-hand chain of resonators
would reflect a relatively high shunt impedance at Port 1 while the shortcircuit at reference plane T, would reflect a shunt open-circuit at
the transmission characteristic

reference plane TV. Therefore,

between

Port I and Port 4 roughly approximates that of the multi-resonator chain
at the left of the structure in Fig. 14.03-2.
The dimensions of the TEM lines having the characteristic impedances
14.03-1 can be determined from Figs. 5.04-1 or

Z and Z. shownm in Fig.

5.04-2. The gap spacing at the ends of time resonators necessary to
realize the coupling capacitances C can be determined approximately from
Fig.

5.05-9 by making use of the relation that C is approximately equal
to AC times the width of the resonator strip.

COPPER TUNING
SCREW

In order to tune the two
resonators in the directional
END-ON VIEW
OF STRIP
""r--'--Z•'•f

filter to the same frequency,
copper tuning screws or dielectric

GROUND

PLANES

tuning slugs of the types shown in
cross section in Fig.
COPPER TUNING

be employed.

SCREW

14.03-3 may

For maximum effective-

ness these tuners should be used
near either end of a resonator
where the electric field is high.

(a)

In addition, if copper tuning
screws are used they should be

DIELECTRIC
TUNING SLUG

inserted symmetrically from either

ground plane so that the parallel
plate TEM mode is not excited.

(b)
A-seal

FIG. 14.03-3

-04

The measured response of a
typical strip-line directional
filter of this type is shown in
Fig. 14.03-4.

METHODS OF TUNING A
STRIP-LINE DIRECTIONAL
FILTER
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an

,A

RESPONSE OF STRIP-LINE HALFWAVELENGTH-RESONATOR
DIRECTIONAL FILTER

THAVELING-WAVE-LUJOP I)IRIECTIONAL FILTER

A type of strip-transmisaion-line directional filter that can be
made with multiple resonators to obtain increased off-channel rejection
is illustrated in Fig.

14.04-1.
The resonators in this directional
filter are traveling-wave loops whose mean circumference is a multiple
of 360 degrees at the midband frequency.
Coupling between the loops is
obtained by the use of quarter-wavelength directional couplers of the
type described in Chapter 13.
At the midband frequency a signal incident
on Port I excites clockwise traveling waves in each of the loops.
The
traveling wave in the nth loop excites a signal at Port 4. At frequencies
well removed from the resonant frequency of the loopsa signal incident on
Port I is

transferred to Port 2.

The design chart in Table 14.04-1 -lummarizeb the design of travelingwave-loop filters from low-pass prototypes so as to give a desired bandpass response between Ports I and 4.

The voltage coupling factors c,
,4l
are the midband voltage couplings of the strip-line directional couplers
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ALL NON-PAMALLEL-COUPLED LINE SECTIONS
AM or CHARACTEIISTIC IMPEDANCE Z,
PARALLEL-COUPLED REGIONS AR[
CHARACTERIZED BY O00- AND EVEN-MOOE
MPI[DANCES (Zoo),,, 1 AND IZo),,1 +,

4

ho

"2ZA
FIG. 14.04-1

ZB'ZA

A TRAVELING-WAVE.LOOP DIRECTIONAL
FILTER HAVING n RESONATORS

are
while the coupling coefficients k.,,I
be
also
It would
the resonator coupling coefficient.- in Fig. 8.02-3.
filter in
directional
truveling-wave-loop
of
type
this
build
to
possible
as defined in Eq.

(13.02-2),

In this case the design parameters illTable 14.04-1 must
2
be modified by inclusion nf the factor (Xk',/XO) in exactly the same
waveguide form.

fashion as is done in Table 14.02-1.
filters, one of which is
tuned to 1024 Mc and the other of which is tuned to 1083 Mc, is shown in
The measured performance of the device is shown in
Fig. 14.04-2.
The filter having a center frequency of 1024 Mc was deFig. 14.04-3.
2
(c 0 1 ) 2 . (c 1 ) =
signed to have a 3 db bandwidth of 8.2 Mc [Q. - 250 and
0.0251] while the other filter was designed to have a 3 db bandwidth of
The layout of two,

single-loop, directional

6.9 Mc [Q. - 314 and (c .)2
0

(c 1 2 ) 2 - 0.020).

The length of the ring resonaturs ulong the coupled transmission
lines was made to be a quarter wavelength measured in the dielectric at
The leiigth of each of the Cther two
the midband frequeency in each case.
sides of the resonator plus the e~juivalent length of the two matched,
mitered corners, was also made approximately a quarter wavelength,
I)ata on the equivaient length of
measured in the dielectric at midband.
matched mitered corners is presented in Fig. 5.07-4, although the design
under discussion was made before these data were available.
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I
Table 14.04-1
DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR TIRAVELING WAVE-LOOP DIRECTIONAL
FILTERS AS SHOWN IN FIG. 14.04-1
The parameters g.,
*1
l
and Ca

on+, are as defined in Sec. 4.04,

.....

, o, 1 end wo
2 are as defined in Fig. 14.02-2.

external Q

(Q=)A

hscsI

(1)

(2)

o

(3)

exteraal Q

(=')•
where
"

wUP

and

w0i.

(4)

col
Coi
¢g~t+l

ll

enn'+1

(5)

•

=

(6)1+

to M-1

(7)

l"T

A

are voltage coupling factors, and a is the
number of full wavelengths in the resonator loops stresonance.
where the ci.,+l

The odd- and even-mode impedances of the directional-coupler
sections are

*

'Z

),

:

R+I
I '.0
( ZOO) .,•+ 11 0 0to s a

0 Al FT+c..
ZO1 - C1 ,÷

to 1
"0 ý

(8)

(9)

i,+
+ i~

The directional-coupler sections are a quarter-wavelength
long at w0 .
A suggested low-pass to band-pass sapping (Sec.

-

SL81
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FIG. 14.04-2 LAYOUT OF A DUAL-LOOP DIRECTIONAL FILTER CIRCUIT
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"The region of each loop that is coupled to the terminating lines is
designed according to the formulas in Chapter 13 as a matched, So-ohm
The necesiary
directional coupler having the coupling specified above.
and odd-mode impedances Z.. and Z.. are determined from
The
Eqs. (13.02-5) and (13.02-6) or Eqs. (8) and (9) of Table 14.04-1.
widths of the strips necessary to realize these impedances are determined
even-

from Fig. 5.05-3 in the case of typical printed-circuit construction.
The width of the strips forming the remainder of the loops is a value
appropriate for a 50-ohm transmission line as determined fromFig. 5.04-1
or 5.04-2.

Thus theoretically,

a 50-ohm impedance level is preserved

throughout the complete circumference ol the loop.
is found to be difficult to design the loops accurately enough so that there are no reflections on the loops and some sort
of tuning is required if a single traveling-wave is to be established on
Ever a quite small discontinuity in any loop will generate
each loop.
In practice,

it

a wave of substantial magnitude traveling in a direction opposite to that
of the desired wave since it is repeatedly excited by the wave traveling
One method of tuning the loops that has been
in the desired direction.
found to be appropriate when large quantities of directional filters are
required consists of emspirically adjusting the width of the loops and the
width of the corners on a prototype model, and then mass-producing this
design.

Another effective Lechnique

for tuaing each loop is to use four

14.03-3(a), placed at
pairs of tuning screws,
quarter-wavelength intervals around the perimeter as shown in Fig. 14.04-4.
of the tyjpe shown in Fig.

3

o

TUNING SCREWS

0

0

FIG. 14.04-4 SKETCH ILLUSTRATING THE
PLACEMENT OF TUNING SCREWS
IN A TRAVELING-WAVE-LOOP
-..
DIRECTIONAL FILTER
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In practice it has been found that, for the filters shown in Fig. 14.04-2,
size 4-40 screws can be used to tune the loops over I- 6'-p-ercent frequency band.
Proper adjustment of tile tuning screws for a single- resonator travelingwave-loop directional

filter can be accomplished by observing the responsie

of imatched detectors at Pulrt 2 and Port 4 when a matched load is placed at

Port 3 and a signal source is placed at Port I .If
is available to feed Port

a sweeping signal source

I this same proceduite call be used to tune two- and

three-resonator traveling-wave-luop directional filters.
14.05, TRAVELINGl-WAVE BING RIESONATORI

SEC.

The traveling-wave
which

is

closely
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found wide acceptance

testing Components
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high power.
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wi thini

the
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riing.
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the ring

filters has
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14.05-1
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device, for use in

Tihis device which

of ass being

iumpedance matching transforimuer

traveling wave cairn
is

to thle traveling-wave

ill

from. a sin~gle- loop wavegismide direct, on,l it ii ter.

travelIing-wave

test

of thme type

as a passive power multiplyting

in wavegulde

coupler

and variable

ring resonlator

under

Most of the power delivered by the generator ifused to set up a highamplitude traveling wave withiax the ring and only a smmall amount of it is
delivered to the load.

The expreasion for the multiplication or power

gain, of the wave within the loop is given by

Power Gain

[

~

C'

(14.05-1)

where
c

- voltage coupling factor of the directional coupler

at

=

one-way attenuation around the ring measured in db.

Equation (14.05-1) has been plotted in two different ways in Figs. 14. 05-2(a),
(b) to facilitate the determination of the p~ower gain in the traveling-wave
i0

0.

-

*4

is ININC

0.02

-20 1oq 1 0c- COUPLING FACtOR SOURCE

III

IRE Trans. PGHTT (sea Hof. 4 by K. romiyssu)

FIG. 14.05-2(c) RESONANT RING CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER GAIN AS A PARAMETER
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RESONANT RING POWER GAIN WITH COUPLING
FACTOR IN db AS A PARAMETER

seen thet substantial power gains can be obtained even for

larger values of the one-way

14.06,

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS

a.

ring attenuation,

FOlR WAVEGUII)E

DIRECTIONAL FI LTEHS
The detailed performance of the waveguide directional
scribed in Sec.
described

in Sec.

14.02,

the travelinM-wave

14.04,

alnd the truvelins-wdve

most easily understood by considerinfb
reflected waves within the resonators.
analysis

for the waveguide directional

cavity waveguide directional
assume that

the

loop directional

filter

filters

de-

filters

ring resonator

can be

the behavior of the multiplyThis section presents such an
lilter.

Consider

of the type shown in

first
Fig.

the single14.02-6 and

following conditions are satisfied:

(1)

'Fite coupling apertures excite a pure circularly polarized
T'Ell wave in the circular waveguide and introduce no reflection in the rectangular waveguide.

(2)

The cavity is perfectly symmetrical about its
axis,
that the two orthogonal linearly polarized nodes in
cavity resonate at the same frequency.

866

so
the

I
(3)

Each port of the filter is terminated in its characteristic impedance.

The reference plane, P,

is chosen to be perpendicular to the axes

of the rectangular waveguides at the center points of the coupling apertures.
With a wave of unit ampliLude incident on Port 1, the amplitudes
in the four ports of the filter at the instant just after the wave coupled
into the cavity has been reflected for the first time by the upper end
wall are as follows:

1

Port I

E

=

Port 2

E2

=vlc

Port 3

E3

=

Port4

E4

=

0
(14.06-1)
2

where (c01 )2, which will be replaced here by cl, is the power coupling
factor (as defined in Table 14.02-1) of the lower aperture, and c2 ý (C

)2

is that of the upper aperture, Ihis the axial height of the cavity, a is
the attenuation constant in nepers per unit length iiithe circular waveguide,

and &iis

the electrical

length its radians of the cavity plus the

phase shifts introduced by the apertures.
In the neighborhood of resonance,

p0A --

and in

the case of narrow ban.lwidth,

- 71

(14.06-2)

where
XA'
p

is

the value of

A'

at resonance,

and

is the number of half-wave field variations along
the axis of the cavity.

Because of multiple reflections between the end walls of the cavity, the
steady-state wave amplitude in Port 4 is composed of an infinite summation
of components,
•4

as follows:

c c2 e-(a"+j,)

+ c~c,

- c2)

+ cIc 2 (1

(

-

cf)4(1 - c2)5l,•oe-3'(ehj)

c))

0p•-'e" 2''')(cAj9

+)

+.
(14.06-3)
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where ps is the factor by which the reflected wave amplitude at an end
pa is approxiwall ia reduced because of dissipation losa on that wall.
mately equal to the magnitude of the voltage reflection coefficient of
the end wall in Lhe absence of the aperture.

p0

Therefore,

+jf.Jin
+Poz.1 Z "- - Ji.R +

"

Z-1(14.06-4)
+ z1

where
Z.

is the surface impedance of the end wall in ohms
per square,

R.

is the surface resistivity of the end wall in ohms
per square, and

z0

. 377A'/A is the wave impedance of the circular
wavegui e in ohms per square.
pO may lieapproximatmed by

Since R, << ZO,

PO

-

I

0

(14.06-5)

'

A

The amplitude E4 may be expressed in closed form,
-

- c1)%(I - C2

(14.06-6)

a formula for E2 may be obtained:

In a similar manner,

S(1

C C2 .- (ah+l)0

-

I

E4

as follows:

-

c• (

-

c•(I - c2)3 / (1

-

-

c2)(l -

C2)%

-2e'(" +)

c•)pe-(dA'e)

-

-

-

c.0

-

1

-

(I

-

a6.

c•)'(l

-

c2)'Ap

-

(14.06-7)

or

*s
-

1~(

I

At resonance 6 • (p

-

1)w,

so that
(14.06-9)

-U*-Ia

e-11 th*•j)
Alas,

.1 (i4.06-8)

I

in the usual case of light coupling,

c2p(p

-

1) <<< P.

Therefore,

the condition for a perfect null on Port 2 at resonance is

(1

4".

-

€t

.

-

(14.06-10)
0(1- C2)

p

In the usual design problem cavity losses are sufficiently low that
In that
cl and c. determined from Eq. (14.06-9) will be almost equal.
reimperfect,
although
a
deep,
equal,
case if one makes the couplings
jection on Port 2 will generally be obtained.
Qo

A formula for the loaded

will now be derived for

Q1, of the cavity loaded at both ends,

C1, - C2, -U
QL is defined as f6/2(f0 - fl) where f, is the frequency at which
the transmitted power has fallen to one half of the value it has at the center frequency, fe. It is necessary, therefore, to find the angle 6, corresponding to the frequency fl.

The first step is

Ji ~I';2

I

(-1

-

c)p 1',-"

to form

28,
,(coo

-

j sin 281)1'
(14.06-11)

This yields
[1

cos 28,

-

-

(1

-

lp'Jft

(14.06-12)

1 - U
2(1
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-ct)p~oe-2&

I

l)n and therefnre, in Lhe case of narrow
coo 2611 may be replaced by coo 2(88)1, where (88), a a - &

At resonance,

bandwidth,
and hence

d-

" (P -

cos 20,

[2(00)1]

1

-

-

(14.06-13)

+ ....

2
Thus
I

-

(I -

C)24

(•e)
2(1- •2)½ps"•(14.06-14)

and (8f), " f0 - f, is
Next a relationship between (0),
the aid of the well-known
quency,

needed.

formula for guide wavelength in

With

terms of fre-

we obtain

--

.

A,;

f-n

(14;06--•)

Now we make use of the definition of Q• given above to obtain
2•;

p'n(l -C2)%Poe''Gh

(14.06-16)

(AL)

pn(l -

1

c 2 )P 2--244

This is the complete doubly loaded Q of the cavity'including the effects
If internal losses are negligible
of internal losses and external loading.
compared to'external loading,

Q)jbecomes equal to the doubly loaded external

Q, Q; as follows

Q

"

P'

.

c2)%(2

(I)

P1.

(

-

(14.06-17)

However, in most cases one can replace the numerator factor (1 - c2)% by
If c, and c, are slightly unequal, the formulas for Q will hold
unity.
The external Q, Q., of the end
sufficiently closely with c 2 • cIc 2 .
resonator of a multiple cavity directional filter which is
loaded at only one end as defined in Table 14.02-1 is
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2Q;.

externally

I
Since B1 a 1, the relative power transmitted out of Port 4 at resonance is simply Itil -1 with & - 0. Therefore
-t2
I-CSOel-,G

It
S
Cl1

i

or,

if

C1

C,

C3

itis
The attenuation in db is

LA

•

"

(1 -

10 log,,

20 log,,

(l

cc(14.06-19)

)p20'26612

(1/Itl'),

[I

l

P

or

db

.

(14.06-20)

If Eq. (14.06-17) is combined with Eqs. (14.06-14) and (14.06-15) we
obtain Q -• QL/(pOIt).
However, p. is of the order of 0.9999, and hence

we may relate the external Q and complete loaded Q by the following
simple expression:

Q;

.

(14.06-21)

QL'

It may also be shown that, in the case of high Q and narrow bandwidth,
the above equations reduce to the following relationship between Qj, QO,
and the unloaded Q, Q., of the cavity:
I

I

+

1

(14.06-22)

This is the same well-known expression that applies to a simple two-port
filter consisting of a single resonator. 'lle formula for unloaded Q in
terms of the waveguide,-cavity parameters is
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(

aQuL
w• 30n Ip

(14.06-23)

.

X

The value of the power coupling factors (c@ 1 )0 and (c*
)2 for the
end apertures in Fig. 14.02-1 in terms of the low-pass prototype elements
are obtained by combining Eq. (14.06-17) with either Eq. (6) or Eq. (7)
in Fig.

8.02-3,

using the approximation Y'i - (c,7)T/c2 - (1/c 1 ) - 1/2.

For multiple-resonator directional

filters the values c,

,. for the
internal apertures in Fig. 14.02-1 in terms of the low-pass prototype
elements are obtained by using the relation

2Y;
291-

in conjunction with Eqs.
coupling ki, i1
SEC. 14.07,

is

(2) and (4)

in Fig.

(14.06-24)

8.06-1.

then obtained by the use of Eq.

The coefficient of
(8)

in Fig.

8.02-3.

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR TRAVELING-WAVE LOOP
DIRECTIONAL FILTERS AND THE THAVELING-WAVE
RING RESONATOR

An analysis similar to that presented in Sec.
through for traveling-wave loop directional

14.06 can be carried

filters.

By particularising

the analysis the power gsai for the traveling-wave ring resonator can
also be obtained.
This analysis is restricted to the case of rEM-mode
propagation on the loop,

although the results can be modified to apply

to the case where the loop is a dispersive transmission line as explai-ned
below and in Sec.
It

is

14.04.

further assumed in this analysis that:

(1)

all transmission

lines have the same characteristic impedance, ZA, (2) ail directional
couplers are designed to be perfectly matched if terminated in ZA, and
they have infinite directivity,

and (3)

no points of reflection exist in

the loop and therefore a pure traveling wave exists. A schematic diagram
of the filter is given in Fig. 14.07-1.
The phases of the voltages shown
at the terminals of the directional couplers are, for convenience, referred to the midplanes of the directional couplers.

872

The amplitudes

shown,

however,

apply at the terminals

of the couplers.

The Lotal length of

the loop at resonance, including the

40ATIA

lengths of the coupling regions, is
I aUK. where a is an integer and K 0
is

the plane-wave wavelength at the

resonant frequency.
it

I-n Fig.

14.07-1

is seen that the following voltages

CTX

.-

are excited during the first traversal
El

of the loop by the traveling wave.
For simplicity, we will again replace
Co 1 by c1 and c12 by c,:
1

Lo

PLANE
£-ISC1-41e

SOURCEt FinIu Report, CoMract DA 36-039
SC-6462
,SRI;
reprin.d i. IRE
Tran. PGMTT (see Not. 2 by
F. S. Coas.)

(14.07-1)
L (14.07-2)

E4

E

"

1

-

c 1 (l

2

L/0

(14.07-4)

(14.07-5)

,+90
-

C~c~GI('

L90

(14.07-6)

are the voltage coupling factors of the directional
a,

where cl and
couplers,

cOc2e

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
OF TRAVELING-WAVELOOP DIRECTIONAL
FILTER

(14.07-3)

0

83

FIG. 14.07-1

and a is

the attenuation in nepers per unit length of the loop

transmission line.
For the mth traversal of the loop,
terms of EI

the voltages may be written in

as follows:
2E

Es

.

(1

a

0

-

C2%-

)gas

Lo

(14.07-?)
(14.07-8)
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IC

(14.07-9)

12 0o

-( 1c:2)%

B4

eai

(1 S

Z)½
/+90

B3

(14.07-10)

c

where

1(

+I (l

,-(I - c+)4e-'

El(l

c)JA(1

-

-

c2)Pe-)a'd

Z+90
(14.07-11)

Letting a

('

and summing this expression in closed form, we obtain

Z+90

")
1

(1

(14.07-12)

cC)2(l
N

-

The condition for perfect rejection between Ports I and 2 may be
obtained by setting E, - 0, which yields

e

For perfect rejection,

C2

.

Eq.

(14.07-13)

--

l=

1

(14.07-13)

-

requires

c

2

'<

C1 if a ;? 0.

The doubly loaded Q of the filter may be calculated assuming c,
c.
At resonanee tile output voltage is

=

c2e

E4

1

-

(1

-

)ea

(14.07-14)

At a different frequency which corresponds to an electrical
around the loop equal to 217m + 0, the output voltage is
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length

If
K

C4 8-

Defining

QL - fL/ 2 (fo - fl)

half-power point,

(14.07-15)

0

1 - (I-

0 2)*"(aI*Je)

where fl and 01 4re values at the

" mn/61,,

and (14.07-15),

(14.07-14)

we have from Eqs.

C2a
c e r•

C1l
54

I -(1-

)

I)(J91

"2[1

(1

-

-

(14.07-16)

c')e'']

Taking absolute magnitudes of each side and simplifying,

we may solve

for 60 in terms of c and el:

coso 19(

".I

2(1
If

a1 is

small,

(14.07-17)

(1 -

-

-

we may replace cos 8, by 1

which yields

-8/2

62 "

(14.07-18)

(-L-

The doubly loaded Q of this filter* is

Q

mtrI 1 - (1

C')
-

)e

(14.07-19)

a' .
l

should be noted that this expression gives the true loaded Q of the
resonator as it would be measured, and takes account of the external

It

loading due to both couplers combined with the losses in the transmission

line of the loop.
The attenuation at resonance is given by 20 log10

8,/84, and since

11 - 1 we have

When I WAVoeeide loop is Good is the filt, r.
where A
by (A /A)o
Equatloo (14.07-20)

Q

as gives

Is Sq.

(14.07-19)

met be mltiplied

Wevoelsotk.
is the guide avelength eand A Li the free-spaee
Isttmeeutio applies Witheut hooeugto the Weveguide sea..
for

175

LA

20 1110

-

(14.07-20)
¢

2

(14.07-19) and (14.07-20) were derived assuming equal
impedances of the transmission lines and assuming c to

Equationa
characteristic

be the voltage coupling,

but they apply correctly to unequal impedances

of the ring and input and output Ports if c' is defined as the power
coupling factor of the directional couplers.
The design equations in Table 14.04-1 are derived from the above
analysis in exactly time same manner as the design equations in
Table 14.02-I for the waveguide directional
analysis in Sec. 14.06.
The traveling-wave

IEA1I

2 when c
2

obtained when
SEC.

14.08,

filter were derived from the

ring resonator power gain is numerically equal to

- 0.
The value of power gain given in Eq. (14.05-1)
L, (14.07-10) is evaluated for this condition.

is

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR STRIP-TRANSMISSIONLINE DIRECTIONAL FILTERS USING HALF-WAVELENGTH
AND ONE-WAVELENGTH STRIPS

The strip transmission line directional filters using half-wavelength
and one-wavelength strips are most easily analyzed by considering the evenand odd-mode excitation of Ports 1 and 4 as described in Sec. 14.03.
The
present analysis will assume that the electrical spacing between resonators
is constant over the pass band of the filter, which is essentially correct
for the usual narrow-band directional
Referring to Fig.

14.03-I,

filters.

when an even mode wave is

incident on

Ports I and 4 at the reference planes T, and T4 shown in the figure, the
wave will pass by the left-hand resonator but will be reflected at reference planes T3 and Tp, since it
resonant mode.
and 4,

it

Similarly,

excites only the right-hand strip in a

when an odd mode wave is incident on Ports 1

will be refl.ected at reference planes TI and T4 , since it

only the left-hand strip in a resonant mode.

excites

The voltage reflection coef-

ficient I'in each case at the appropriate reference planes will be the
same and can be written as
1
(14.08-1)

F2X

1 +j 87Jz

a?'

V

I
In this equation Z is

the characteristic impedance of the main transmission

Xines and X is the shunt reactance introduced by a half-wavelength strip
resonator with its midpoint grounded, or a full-wavelength resonator with
its

midpoint open-circuited.

The shunt reactance presented by the half-

wavelength strip in

1
+ Z

X

"WC
where C is

tan 0

(14.08-2)

the capacitance of the gal) at either end of the half-wavelength

strip and 29 is its electrical

length.

The shunt reactance presented by

the one-wavelength strip is
1

XI

-

1

Zo cot 4)

(14.08-3)

CI/

where CI is

the capacitance at either end of the one-wavelength strip and

201 is

its electrical length.
In order that the half-wavelength and the
one-wavelength resonators have the same frequency response it is necessary
that X

IX

over the pass band:

or stated another way,

parameter z must be the same for the two resonators.
be shown that this condition obtains when C1

the reactance slope
Since (0,-

20 it

can

v"2 C.

Because the even- and odd-mode reflected waves add at Port 4, and
cancel at Port 1, the attenuation LA, between Port I and Port 4, can be
written either as

LA

-

10 logi 0

"

-

10 log
1

0

+ 4

o-tan

)

db
(14.08-0)

using the parameters

LA

a

10

for the half-wavelength strip or as

log

L

0

+ 4 (Cot

!/

db

(14.08-5)

using the parameters for the one-wavelength strip.
Equation (14.08-4)
shows that the electrical length (P. of the half-wavelength strip at midband
is given by

877

1
tan 4).

Similarly,

the electrical

(14.08-6)

length 4)o,

of the one-wavelength strip at mid-

band is given by
cot 0o!

1

(14.08-7)

=

The bandwidth of either directional filter will now be computed using the
parameters of the half-wavelength strip.
Inspection of Eq. (14.08-4)
shows that the attenuation increases to 3 db when
Zo

Z

I
tan
L
V

I
(14.08-8)

-

-

CC

2

For narrow bandwidth and infinite unloaded Q, the doubly loaded external
Q, Q; is determined from Eq. (14.08-5), using Taylor series expansion
techniques similar to those used in deriving Eqs.

(14.06-17)

and (14.07-19),

to be
0

0

2 Z

(Af)3db
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CHAPTER 15

IGI-POWER FILTERS

SEC.

15.01,

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

High-power microwave radar transmitters radiate an appreciable amount
of spurious output power- that is, frequency components other than the
13
At the
carrier frequency and the normal sideband modulation components.
is necesbary to use high-power filters,
that will pass the carrier frequency and normal modulation components but
will suppress the spurious emissions, and thus keep them from causing
uutputs of these transmitters it

interference

in neighboring equipments.

Another application of high-power filters is to systems in which two
(or more) transmitters operating at different frequencies are required to
This is analogous to the more common
be connected to a single antenna.
diplexing (or multiplexing) with several receivers connected to a single
with the additional requirement of high power-handling capacity
(either high pulse power, or high average power, or both).
antenna,

This section presents the design considerations for high-power filters
and illustrates the manner in which various types of filters can be utiLater sections in the chapter
lized to achieve specified objectives.
present more detailed information on the most common types of high-power
filters.
Transaitter Spurious Emissions-Common types of high-power microwave
transmitters in use at the present time are the magnetron oscillator, the
Each of these
klystron amplifier and the traveling-wave-tube amplifier.
tubes produces an appreciable amount of power at frequencies which are
In addition, the magnetron often
harmonics of the fundamental frequency.
emits so-called moding frequencies near the carrier frequency as is illustrated in Fig. 15.01-1, which are produced when the magnetron oscillates
Figure 15.01-1 shows that
weakly in modes other than the desired mode.
the spurious harmonic power from the magnetron decreases as the harmonic
frequency increases but that the power at even harmonics tends to be lower
than that from adjacent odd harmonics.
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The spurious harmonic power from
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FIG. 15.01.1

TYPICAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF SIGNALS GENERATED
BY A MAGNETRON OSCILLATOR
Note: Fine structure representing the cross modulation product for
each of the above lines is not shown.

klystron and traveling-wave

tube amplifiers usually decreases monotonically
as the order of the harmonic increases.
The harmonic power output from a
klystron transmitter is shown in Fig. 15.01-2.
These particular datae were
taken on a CW klystron amplifier, but appear to be representative of pulsed
tubes also.

Here the klystron was first set up without regard to harmonic
(as it would be no'mally) and the harmonic output was measured
(Lines A, Fig. 15.01-2).
Then various electrode voltages were adjusted and

output

the drive power reduced by 3 db to minimize the second harmonic, without
changing the fundamental power output, and the harmonic output was measured
again (Lines B, Fig. 15.01-2).
There is a considerable improvement (at
least 13 db,

and up to 24 db),

showing that much "filtering" can be performed by appropriate adjustments on the transmitter alone.
The relative harmonic power levels from a high-power traveling-wave
tube may be as much as 20 db greater than those from a klystron.
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other types of spurious emissions from high-power tubes can occur and
they have been summarized by Tomiyasu.2
Filters for Suppressing the Spurious Eaissions--Filters for this
purpose should ideally have a low-attenuation pass band just wide enough
to pass the carrier frequency and its modulation components, and they
should have a stop band that extends upward over many octaves to suppress
the harmonic frequencies.

Furthermore,

it is always desirable and often
mandatory to preclude the possibility of having resonances at the spurious
frequencies occur in the transmission line between the high-power source
and the filter. The prevention of such resonances is important if breakdown problems are to be minimized and optimum operation of the tube is
be assured.

It

to

is usually impossible to obtain all these characteristics

simultaneously with a single filter, and therefore various combinations of
filters and auxiliary structures of the type described below are required.
Figure 15.01-3 is a schematic diagram of the most common filter combinations for high-power applications.
Filter combination (a) utilizes
two reflective band-pass filters and two 3-db hybrids.
In the pass band,
power is transferred unattenuated
stop band,

from input to output.

power is reflected from the filters.

However in the

Over the operating fre-

quency band of the hybrids, most of this reflected power is dissipated in
the load on the left and a good match is presented to the transmitter.
(The termination at the upper right would ideally receive no power; it
included to absorb any stray power due to mismatch of the output load,
etc.)

At frequencies outside the operating band of the hybrids,

is

an appre-

ciable mismatch may exist at the transmitter.
Filter combination

(b)

uses a reflective low-pass filter, a 3-db

hybrid and resistively terminated tapered waveguides which function as
high-pass filters. 22 The pass band of this combination occurs when the
low-pass filter is operating in its pass band and the high-pass filters
are operating in their stop band and reflect all the power incident on
them.
As frequency is increased, the attenuation of the combination increases because the high-pass filters begin to propagate and most of the
power incident on them is dissipated in the matched loads.
all of the unwanted power is so absorbed,

However,

not

since some modes which propagate

in the regular waveguide will be cutoff in the tapered guides.

Any re-

flected power in the stop band is also attenuated by the low-pass filter.
A relatively good match is obtained over the operating band of the 3-db
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hybrids, even though outside their operating band an appreciable mismatch
Branch-guide directional couplers of the type described in
may exist.
Chapter 13 are quite suitable for use in the circuits shown in
Fig. 15.01.3(a) and 15.01-3(b), as are short-slot hybridsa in which the
coupling aperture is in the side wall.
The filter combinatiun in Fig.

15.01-3(c)

employs a non-reciprocal

broadband high-power isolator• in conjunction with a reflective band-pass
filter. The bandwidth of the isolator would be ideally much greater than
the pass-band width of the reflective filter.

Thus,

a good match would

be presented to the transmitter over the operating bandwidth of the
The operating bandwidth of presently available isolators is
isolator.
not great enough for applications where higher harmonics must be absorbed,
although isolators can be used to absorb the spurious emissions near the
fundamental

frequency.

The filter combination in Fig.

15.01-3(d) cascades a low-pass re-

flective filter and a low-pass dissipative filter (i.e., a filter that
attenuates by absorbing power incident upon it and which is typically
In the
quite well matched both in its pass band and in its stop band).
The dissipative
pass band, both of these filters have low attenuation.
the second and
at
attenuation
high
relatively
have
typically
will
filter
frequencies and less attenuation at the lower frequencies.
If the reflective filter is of the waffle-iron type described in Sec. 15.05,
its high-attenuation stop band may extend from the second harmonic up
third harmonic

In this case,
through the tenth harmonic of the fundamental frequency.
the combination shown would be designed so that the waffle-iron filter
provides most of the attenuation and the dissipative filter acts primarily
as a pad, thus presenting a good match to the transmitter at the harmonic
For applications where large attenuation at harmonics above
frequencies.
the third is not required, the reflective filter shown in Fig. 15.01-3(d)
may be omitted and the length of the dissipative filter may be increased
to provide the necessary attenuation at the second and third harmonic
frequencies.
The filter combination
pative filter in Fig.

in Fig.

15.01-3(e) replaces the low-pass dissiin the fundamental

15.01-3(d) by a coupler which,

is directional with 0-db coupling, and whose geometry is such that
power at the second harmonic and higher frequencies goes mostly straight
through into the dummy load, instead of to the reflective filter at the
band,
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output. Tranavar couprers, branch-guide couplers*ts (Chapter 13), and
side-wall and top-wall short-alot hybrids have been tried in the circuit
of Fig.

15.01-3(e).

Branch-guide couplers have the advantage that

filters can be built into the branches to improve the separation between
the fundamental and the harmonic frequencies.
Experiments indicate that
two 3-db side-wall short-slot couplers cascaded to form a 0-db coupler
give relatively good performance in the circuit in Fig.
sides being cotipact and relatively inexpensive.2

15.01-3(e),

be-

A dissipative filter may also be placed between the transmitter and
the filLer combinations

in Figs.

15.01-3(s)

and 15.01-3(b) to improve the

match presented to the tranasitter at frequencies outside the operating
band of the hybrids.
Placement of Filter-A filter to suppress harmonic frequencies
should be placed near the output of the system past the last nonlinear
circuit element.

For instance there is

some evidence that Th-switchea

generate substantial amounts of harmonica, so that it is preferable to
put the sparioua-frequency-suppression filter between the duplexer and
the antenna, rather than immediately after the transmitter and before the
duplexer.

SEC. 15. 02, POWER-HANDLING CAPACITY OF VARIOUS
TRANSMISSION-LINES
The power-handling capacity of transmission

lines propagating pulsed

signals having short duration (less than about 5 microseconds)
a low average power level,

but a high pulse.power level,

is

and having

usually

limited by breakdown due to ionization of the gas that fill% the guide.
Under these conditions there is no appreciable heating of the waveguide.
The voltage gradient at which such a breakdown occurs in air is

approxi-

mately 2Q ky/cm per atmosphere when the distance between electrodes
is much greater than the oscillation distance of free electrons,
turn is much greater than the mean free path of the electrons.

which in
These con-

ditions are satisfied for the common air-filled waveguides and coaxial
lines operating over the frequency range from I to 100 Gc and at pressures
from 0.1 to 10 atmospheres.

The breakdown which occurs under these cir-

cumstances is an electrode-less discharge,

since most of the free electrons
execute many cycles of oscillation before reaching an electrode.
Gould 2
and others
have made extensive studies of gaseous breakdown phenomena and
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the interested reader should consult their publications for more detailed
3
information.
hiart, et al.,
mhave also measured the pulse-power capacity
of a variety of waveguide components.
The other condition that is necessary for the initiation of discharge
ia the presence of a free electron.
Such an electron will always be supplied eventually by cosmic ray bombardment or natural radioactivity.
However,

it is usually found expedient when making voltage breakdown
measurements to supply electrons from a radioactive source such as
cobalt-60.
curies (i.e.,

Such a source might typically have a strength of 100 milliemit 3.7 X 109 electrons per second).

A minimum value of the breakdown field strength occurs at a pressure
where the radio frequency is equal to the gas collision frequency.
For
air at microwave frequencies, this pressure varies linearly from a pressure
of approximately I mm of mercury at I Gn to approximately 10 mm of mercury
at 10 Gc.
rapidly..

At lower pressures,

the breakdown

field strength increases

At pressures on the order of 10-6 mm of mercury. corresponding
breakdown is no longer due to ionization of the remaining

to a good vacuum,

gas molecules, but to other mechanisms.
The exact mechanism of breakdown
at high vacuum is not completely understood; however, it seems likely that
the most important process that occurs is field emiasion whereby electrons
are pulled loose from metal surfaces by electric fields having strengths
of megavolts per cm.30 Such field strengths can arise from minute irregularities on the surface even when the average field strength over the
surface is much lower.
Thus, it is very important in evacuated' high-power
filters and transmission lines that the inside surfaces be quite smooth.
For smooth surfaces a breakdown dc-field strength of 350 kv/cm is often
used as a design value in high-power tubes and it

seems that this is a
reasonable value to use for microwave breakdown field strengths in a high
vacuum until more data on this subject become available.
Another phenomenon,

which under ordinary circumstances will not ap-

preciably reduce the power transmitted through an evacuated high-power
transmission line or filter, is called multipactor.
This is a resonant
secondary-emission phenomenon which occurs when an electron under the action
of an electric field has a transit time between opposite electrodes e~qual
It typically occurs at RF voltages
to one-half the period of an RF cycle.
of the order of 1000 volts.
This phenomenon has recently been utilized to
make TR-switches.2

ga$

Ii
Figure 15.02-1 gives the pulse-power capacity

of a variety of

standard rectangular waveguides over their normal frequency bands when
filled with air at atmospheric pressure, which can be computed from
Eq. (5.06-14)
domn is

on the assumption that the peak electric field for breakThe various waveguides are given their RETMA or ETA

29 kv/cm.

designation (which is the width of the waveguide,

to three significant
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e

digits, measured in inches and multiplied by 100).
Also shown is the
line
[which
can be computed
pulse-power capacity of a 44-ohm coaxial
for the case of a line having a mean circumference

(5.03-7)],

from Eq.

of one wavelength (outer diameter of 0.430 wavelength and inner diameter
This is the coaxial

of 0.206 wavelength).
3

line with maximum pulse-power

when only the dominant TEM mode is to be allowed to propagate.

capacity

The highest line on the chart is

computed for a hypothetical parallel-

strip waveguide propagating a TEM mode having a width and height equal
This is the largest size guide that will support

to one-half wavelength.

the TEM mode to the exclusion of higher modes.
The chart in Fig.

15.02-2 (which

looks like a nomogram but is not)

gives a series of power-adjusting factors3s for waveguides and coaxial
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lines in the frequency range of 1-100 Gc.

These factors are plotted on

the same logarithmic scale as that used in Fig. 15.02-1.
Therefore, the
scale reading on the chart of Fig. 15.02-1 can be adj~usted by the distance from the center on one or more of the scales in Fig.
manner similar to multiplication on a slide rule.
tion for each scale is noted at the-center.
air,

20*C, one atmosphere (zero altitude),

VSWR or O-db VSWR),

straight,

15.02-2,

in a

The reference condi-

The standard conditions are
pure traveling wave (unity

smooth waveguide

(no hend,

no bump).

As an example of the use of these charts, we will determine the
amount of power that can be delivered to a load through a WHQO waveguide
We assume that the waveguide
at 10 Gc for a specified set of conditions.
is filled with air at 20*C,

and is

VSWR of 3 db exists on the liii,,
other conditions are normal.

operating at 5,000 feet altitude.

the factor of safety is two,

From Fig. 15 02-1,

0.7,

the power ratio for the 3 db VSWR is 0.7 and the power

ratio for the specified factor of safety is 0.5.
power capacity becomes

Cohn

5

and all

we find that the pulse

the power ratio for operation at

power capacity of the guide is I Mw,
5,000 feet is

A

Therefore,

the pulse-

I Mw x 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.5 = 0.25 Mw.

has computed the static electric field for two-dimensional

rounded-corner geometries.

These results may be applied to actual filter

structures with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes if
ing two conditions are satisfied:

(1)

the rounded-corner

the follow-

geometry of the

high-power filter may be considered to be composed of infinite cylindrical surfaces, and (2) the essential portions of the rounded corners
are small in terms of wavelength so that the field distributions in these
regions approximate the static field distributions.
Cohn's resultss are presented in terms of E...1/E., where EK..
maximum electric field at a rounded corner and EK is

is the

the reference elec-

tric field at some position well removed from the rounded corner.

Since

the pulse-power capacity of the filter is proportional to the square of
the electric

field, the adjusting factor for filters with rounded corners

is (E,/EOG, )2. Two types of two-dimensional
sidered:

(1)

curved boundaries are con-

the optimum boundary shape which yields constant electric

field over the curved surface, and (2) an approximately circular crossA
section shape which would be used in most practical filter structures.
curve for a three-dimensional spherical-corner geometry will be given in
Sec. 15.05.
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One type of curved boundary that arises in high-power filters is
illustrated in Fig.

15.02-3;

it consists of an array of 180-degree corners.

The shapes of these corners are adjusted for constant electric

field

Curves giving the shapes of these
strength along their curved portions.
The constant
corners in more detail are presented in Fig. 15.02-4.
electric-field strength E... along the curved boundaries turns out to be
very simply related to the uniform field E. well below the array as follows:

7(15.02-1)

E0

On the straight vertical boundaries the electric field drops off very
rapidly.
Another type of rounded corner configuration often encountered is the
The ratio Em../E0 for this type of

rounded corner near an electric wall.

corner is shown in Fig. 15.02-5 both for the optimum- or uniform-fieldAlso shown is the
strength corner and the approximately circular corner.
defining radius for the uniform-field-strength corner.

It

is seen that

for the approximately circular boundary is not very much
,aE/O
Since the uniformgreater than for the uniform-field-strength boundary.
field-strength boundary is much harder to machine, the circular boundary
the E

would probably be used in most applications.
An abrupt change in height of a waveguide (case of radius r - 0), or
in diameter of a coaxial line (cases of r - 0), has an equivaient circuit
at reference
consisting simply of a shunt capacitive susceptance BGraphical data for such a
.planes corresponding with the step itself.
waveguide discontinuity are given in Fig. 5.07-11, while the equivalent
A
discontinuity capacitance in a coaxial line is given in Fig. 5.07-2.
rounded corner of the type shown in Fig. 15.02-5 will have the shunt susThe value of AM for
ceptance of a sharp corner reduced by the amount AB.
Thus, the total
15.02-6.
Fig.
in
plotted
is
waveguide
in
a rounded corner
ausceptance B of the rounded corner is
B

*

Br,.

0

+ AB

(15.02-2)

Rounding the corner also results in
Note thatAB is a negative number.
This may be taken into account by
an increase in stored magnetic energy.
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FIG. 15.02-3

ARRAYS OF ROUNDED 180-DEGREE CORNERS SHAPED FOR CONSTANT
ELECTRIC FIELD
The shapes of the curved surfaces are given in Fig. 15.02-4
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FIG. 15.02-6 CAPACITIVE SUSCEPTANCE CORRECTION AND EQUIVALENT
CIRCUITS FOR ROUNDED STEP IN WAVEGUIDE

adding a aeries-inductive element in the equivalent circuit at the
reference plane of the step, or by a shift of one of the reference
planes and modification of B.

Theae alternative equivalent circuits

Values of ABahown are accurate for
are shown in Fig. 15.02-6.
r < (bl.- bt)/4, and for X/1Z, < 0.3, where Z., - I/Yag. The final type
of rounded-corner geometry considered is the rounded corner near a
magnetic wall.

A graph giving the field strength& and defining radii

for the uniform field strength boundary is given in Fig. 15.02-7.
paring this figure with Fig. 15.02-5, it is seen that the field

8'

Com-

I
strengths near the magnetic wall are slightly higher than those near
the electric wall.
The average power rating of transmission lines is determined by
the permissible temperature

rise in their walls. 3 '"

Curves giving tile

average power rating for copper waveguide for various conductor temper15.02-8.

ature rises are given in Fig.

In deriving these curves,

it

was

assumed that the heat is transferred from the waveguide only by thermal
convection and thermal

radiation,

and that the emissivity of the wave-

Ani additional assumption is that the dissipation of

guide walls is 0.3.

When the
power per unit area in the walls is uniform for all walls.
ambient temperature is different from the assumed reference of 40 0C the
factor F

15.02-9 can be used to determine the correction

curves of Fig.

for the average power rating.
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Standing waves in

the waveguide

reduce the average

power rating of

wayeguides for a given permissible temperature rise because they produce
local hot spots along the wall.
The heat conductivity of the copper waveguides

is sufficiently

great that an appreciable amount of heat flows axially from these hot
spots,

thus reducing their temperature.

The derating factor that must

be applied to waveguide for various values of VSWR is shown in
Fig. 15.02-10 and Fig. 15.02-li for both a copper waveguide and a hypothetical waveguide in which there is
in Fig.

no axial heat transfer.

The curves

15.02-10 apply to the case where the amount of power delivered

to the load is a constant while those in Fig.

15.02-1l. apply when the

amount of power incident on the waveguide is constant.
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INirect ional Couplers--I)irect ional
the circuits in
capacity
coupler

15.01-3.

Fig.

Not much

of short-slot couplers.

3-db top-wall

coupler

is.

less well-suited

power-handling capacity

ratios.

known about

Estimates* for

will break down at about one-quartar

independent

is

I'rom full Iline power down to

range

The

couplers are shown in

full

it

is

the 3-db side-wall

olne-third

line power.

rhe

for handling high power and
line power.

of branch-line

determined

couplers

largely by

and can be estimated

is

approximately

can readily be made etlual

as in

in Sec.

13.14,

15.03,

15.02-5.

The power-

to 40 percent of line power

and could probably

70 percent by doubling the corner

impedance

tile radii of the corners

from Fig.

handling capacity
the example

of

the power-handling

of the coupling ratio and the branch-to-through-guide

In waveguide

at the T-junctions,

SEC.

several

radius used in

be

increased to 60 or

that example.

THlEORIETICAIL PULSE-POWER CAPACITY
COIIIUIPEI)
,
IESONATOlR F I ITEIRS

OF DIRECT-

This se-Lion will discuss tile pulse-power capacity of band-pass
filters

of

the type shown

in Fig.

such as the band-pass response
will

be presented

ment

values g, of tile low-pass

15.03-1(a)

in

prototype

the filter

lines having any cross-sectional
the same,

The pulse-power

coupling apertures
in

filter

midband.

shown in

Fig.

15.03-1(c).

fabricated from transmission
transmission

in

inductive

the peak electric

fields

but rather within the cavities themselves

Fig.

as

15.03-1(a).

at Midband of Narrow-Band Filters--Power han-

a severe problem in

narrow-band

designs are based on a low-pass

to narrow-band

An exact general

at the po-

When the usual

are used between the cavities,

the apertures

ourselves

information

terms of the ele-

and the terminating

said they are usually well-matched at midband.
restrict

in

field within the filter.

Pulse-Power Capacity

band

The design

limited by voltage breakdown

capacity is

indicated schematically

dling may become

filter

can be

shape,

filters

response

or a different cross section.

sitions of high electric

do not occur

15.03-1(b).

primarily for narrow-band

The cavities constituting

lines can have

Fig.

having a frequency

filters

formula will

filters.

Most narrow-

prototype circuit
We shall

(Chapter 4),

therefore

which are reflectionless
be given

later

[Eq.

first
at

(15.03-4)].

Private communication from II. J. Hiblet to I.. Young (July 9, 1962).
(Note added in proof: A recent
measrament. by SRI, in a direct comparison with uniform waveguide, given about 70-percent of line
power for the aide-wall coupler, and about 40-percent for the top-wall coupler.)
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We will define P
as the pulse power (i.e., the power level during
a short pulse) that could be transmitted through an n-cavity filter at
the onset of voltage breakdown in Cavity k.
Then it will be shown at
the end of this section (an independent proof is also given in Ref. 38)
that at the midband frequency f0,

(Pq)k
'~j'O

where P'

is

P, irs.
gh
q
gkWl

X

o8(\
K0 /

2

(15.03-1)

the pulse-power capacity of a matched waveguide having the

same cross section as the cavity,

(Pek)0 is P., for f U

X0'\8
0 is the

guide wavelength in the cavity at

fo0 X0 is the free-space wavelength at
f0, a is the length of the cavity measured in half guide wavelengths,
the fractional bandwidth is v - (w2 - wd)/w 0 , and gk is the corresponding
element in the equivalent low-pass prototype circuit, having element
values normalized so that go - 1. Because the values of g, are not
necessarily the same for each element in the low-pass prototype, the
pulse-power capacity of the over-all filter is limited by voltage breakdown in the cavity associated with the largest value of 9,. When all the
elements in the low-pass prototype are equal, the midband pulse-power
capacity of the filter is maximized for a given off-channel selectivity.
Use of the equal-element low-pass prototype also results in approximately
the minimum midband dissipation loss (ALA),, for given resonator Q's and
off-channel

rejection,

as discussed in Sec.

11.07 and Sec.

6.14.

Table 15.03-1 gives formulas for the pulse-power ratings P 9 of some
common transmission lines.
The midband pulse-power ratings (Pq)0of the
cavity resonators constructed from them as computed from Eq. (15.03-1)
are also presented.
As is pointed out later in this section, the power
capacity near band edge is less than that at midband.
Table 15.03-1
gives all dimensions in centimeters, frequencies in gigacycles and powers
in megawatts.
The components are assumed to be filled with air at atmospheric pressure so that the peak voltage gradient is taken as 29 ky/cm.
The factor Xa/(•[l - (X/\X)']) which occurs in the right-hand column of
Table 15.03-1 is a dimensionless function of the wavtiength-to-cutoff
wavelength ratio,

and will generally lie between 3 and 4.

The midband pulse-power capacity (Pqd) of the air-filled cavities
operating at atmospheric pressure is

904

also plotted for convenience in

i

Table 15.03-1

PULSE-POWER RATING OF SOME COMMON TRANSMISSION LINES AND)
CAVITY RESONATORS CONSTRUcivr
FROM THEM
(Based on a Peek Voltage Gradient of 29 kv/cm)

Note:

Diensaiosn and wivelngiths are in cm.

v = frnctional

Frequencies J. and f, are in ig-is•tl-e.s---"2
P and (Pq )O are im megawatts.

- ')/-0

2

= (

f"l)/O
in resonators.

a = number of helf-wnvalengtha
Ih

I

I,

bandwidth = (

cutoff frequency of guide.

s.

n:ada,' ar* defined in Fig. 15.03-1.
where tie0k
are assumed to be norma i snd

no that so = 1.

p

EIIIIII
0

PUl SF-POWER CAPACITY
OF A MATCHED LINE
,
A

Ac.

CUTOFF WAVEI ENGTH

(Pq,)O, MIDBAND PULSE.POWER
CAPACITY OF AN n-SECTION
FIlTER AT THE ONSET OF
BREAKDOWN IN CAVITY k
abeA

b

2
k~
A2"

0.14

TE1 0 mode
0.144

xA

~~3.415a

a

Ak

hm

i.

None

,7,1

\mod

2. 03

mode

ge"i

1.74

None

50 ohms
0.055 A2
c

Z0~= 44.4 els

cutoff wavelength A of

first higher order
TE mode

2
A,

,imom pulse-power
rating when operating at

SOUJ"':

f

A

1.105 62
mode
'FF14
0

_

886
86

a1.64a

'It

A I

A

1.29 62

o

l
j

--.

"II
r
T

-T Ac

TiE01mTde

TEM
N

x2

a' e

204

2

mode

0.625

A1I

-f
ag198
ar2 2
aA

C

,(a + 6)

77.8

-

1.87

(Cutoff wavelength of

first higher order
'E mode)

Technical Note 2, (ontract AF 30(602)-1998,
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.iII

(See lief. 38 by E. M. T. Jones)

I
Fig. 15.0342.

In this figure frequencies are in gigacycles and powers

in megawatts.

If

the cavities are filled with some other gas, or are
operated at a different pressure the power adjusting factors in
Fig.

15.02-2 may be employed in conjjnuctie--w-it-h Fig-.-

5.-03-2 to determine

the midband power c-apaci7y of the filter.
Pulse-Power Capacity of Narrow-Band Filters as a Function of
Frequency--The peak electric fields in the various cavities of a bandpass filter vary with frequency.
A particularly simple way to calculate
this variation in narrow-band filters is to make use of the fact that the
peak electric fields in the cavities are proportional to the voltages
across the capacitances and the currents through the inductances in the
low-pass prototype. 3
Figure 15.03-3 is a plot of the square of the normalized peak electric
fields in the cavities of a three-cavity
has element values g., 9 1, g 2, g,,

filter, whose low-pass prototype

and g. all equal to unity.

The curves

are plotted against the angular frequency variable w' of the low-pass
prototype.

Also included for reference

istic of the low-pass prototype.

is the insertion-loss character-

The analytic expressions for the square

of the normalized peak electric fields in the tltrec cavities are

4

1- 'j 0

+ c'1

'

I

,

E3

E2

povaii/Post

3

S

1 +

J

is given by
w,'(l

- (012)2(1.3)
(15.03-3)

4

Post

Reference to Fig.

(15.03-2)

i/p+ oi

The transducer loss ratio P avi/Poet
P.,,,1 1

I

15.03-3 shows that the square of the normalized peak

electric field in Cavity 2 for w' - 1.24 rises to 2.25 times the midband
value. .Therefore, the pulse-power capacity of this filter is only
0.445 times the rAidband value of P
determined from Fig. 15.03-2.
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Filters of Arbitrary Bandwidth-It

is possible to determine exactly

the peak electric fields in transmission-line

resonators of band-pass

filters having arbitrary bandwidth, both at midband and at any other
frequency.40 One computes the internal voltage standing-wave iatios S.
(Sec. 6.14) seen looking toward the load in each cavity. Then one computes the ratio P' •/Pqk in each cavity from the relation
P,
qk
--

(15.03-4)

-

9k

where P'6is again the power rating of a matched waveguide with the same
cross section as cavity resonator k.

The equivalent power ratio (E.P.R.)

is defined as the ratio of P'

to the maximum incident (or available)
9k
power which can be handled without breakdown,
p.

-

E.P.h.

...

(I 1
-

,[)
I 2

*S•(l

p/012 )

-

(15.03-5)

qh

since the power,
(I -

ipoI

Pg., transmitted to the

load,

is

the incident power times

2 ), P. being the input reflection coefficient.

The midband values of the internal VSWi's S. are easily determined
for synchronous

filters as in Sec.

6.14,

and the same S, then give the

pulse-power handling capacity directly from Eq.

(15.03-4)

or (15.03-5).

Figure 15.03-4 shows the equivalent power ratio (EPH.)
from Eq.

(15.03-5)

for a six-cavity shunt-inductively-coupled

capacitively-coupled)

filter (such as that in Fig. 8.06-1)

calculated
(or series-

in which thle

transmission lines terminating tile filter have the same cross section as
the cavities.

This filter was designed in Sec.

fractional bandwidth,

9.04 to have a 10-percent

measured on a reciprocal guide wavelength basis,

with a 0.01-di, attenuation ripple in tile pass band.

In this filter,

Cavity 1 is nearest tile generator whlile Cavity 6 is nearest the
Connection witha Group I)elay and ILSsif'aatOlo
curves,

Figs.

load.

Loss--The universal delay

6.15-1 through 6.15-10 may be ,used to obtail ilt, estimate of

tihe frequency variation of tile power-handling capacity of filters satisfying Eq.
bandwidth.

(6.09-1),
It

which includes most

filters up to about 20-percent

is supposed that the midlmund power-handling capacity has
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EQUIVALENT POWER RATIO IN THE SIX CAVITIES OF THE FILTER
DESIGNED IN SECTION 9.04 TO HAVE A 10 PERCENT BANDWIDTH
WITH 0.01.db PASS-BAND RIPPLE
The cavities and terminating wavaguides all have the some cross section
and Cavity 1 is nearest he generator

first been calculated,

as from Eq.

(15.03-1)

or (15.03-4).

power ratio is proportional to the stored energy,
to the group delay,

over the pass-band region (Sec.

The equivalent

and so is proportional
6.15).

The dissipation loss and the group delay both increase with the
average increase

in stored energy,

throughout the pass band.

Thus,

so that they are closely proportional

only the average increase in stored

energy over the pass-band region may be deduced from the universal curves,
Figs. 6.15-1 through 6.15-10.
capacity is

On the other hand,

the power-handling

linked with the greatest increase in stored energy in any

section or resonator.

The universal curves

indicate in a general way how

the equivalent power rises toward the band edges,
which the maximum occurs (which is

and the frequency at

almost the same frequency for each

The cavity nearest the load does not have a maximum near the
band edge (Figs. 15.03-3 and 15.03-4), while the greatest increase in
equivalent power relative to midband occurs generally in the cavity
cavity).

It is probably safe to assume that the ratio of
nearest the generator.
the maximum-to-the-midband-equivalent-power-ratio is never more than twice
For example in
the ratio of the maximum-to-the-midband-group-delay.
15.03-3 the equivalent power peaks at 2.25 times its value at midband

Fig.

in the second cavity, whereas the group delay rises by-a factor of
0.6/0.38 -

1.6 (Fig.

6.15-2)

from its midband value to its maximum value.

A similar comparison for the filter in Fig.
group delay curves

(Fig.

111-19, Ref,

910

15.03-4 with the corresponding

43) gives factors of 4.1 and 2.25.

I
6.15-1

It seems reasonable to assume then that the group delay curves Figs.
to 6.15-10 can be .sed
band-edges,

to predict the equivalent power rise toward the

provided that a safety factor is used to allow for the greater

rise in the cavities nearer the generator;
always less than 2.

this safety factor is

probably

(Compare 2.25/1.6 - 1.4 and 4.1/2.25 - 1.8 in the

above two examples.)
Connection with External V of a Single Cavity,
single-cavity resonator is shown in Fig.

15.03-5.

Q--A symmetrical
The quantity c

is the

power coupling coefficient defined by

2
=

7(15.03-6)

4

(15.03-7)

(s + 1),

__40.

aa

o

zo P

SOUMCEs Technical Note 2. Conract AF 30(602)-1998. SRI
(So. Not. 38 by E. M. T. Jones)

FIG. 15.03-5

where S is the internal VSWR,
this case (Chapter 6).

SINGLE-CAVITY FILTER

equal to the discontinuity.VSWB V, . V 2 in

Defining Q as the ratio of 217-times-the-energy-

stored to the energy-dissipated-per-cycle,4 1'a

the external V due to

loading by only one coupling aperture can be shown to be

Q., =T

_(S+
2-\a
_1)'2

2S

(x1 '
( 1\

911

2n=\•(ý_82
0

( 15.o03-0--

where Koo is the midband guide wavelength of the cavity mode and ke is
the free-space wavelength. The number a is again the length of the
cavity measured in half guide wavelengths; a is an integer for steppedimpedance filters (Chapter 6). and Eq. (15.03-8) is th3n exact; a is
close to an integer for narrow-band, reactance-coupled filters, and
Eq. (15.03-8) is then a close approximation.
Note that Q. is defined for a singly loaded cavity. The doubly
loaded external Q, Q',.of the cavity shown in Fig. 15.03-5 is just half
as much:
Q,

0

(15.03-9)

2

Equation (15.03-A)

can be solved for S in terms of Q., and the resulting expression substituted into Eq. (15.03-4) then yields P,/P." A
particularly simple formula results for narrow-band filters (S >> 1,
c << 1), and then
- 2Q ((15.03-10)
P,

a

so)t

Proof of Eq. (15.03-1)--It can be seen from Eqs. (6.09-2) and
(6.14-10), which hold for narrow-band filters that when go - 1
4

,

&--

g

(15.03-11)

.-

717

For narrow-band filters of fractional bandwidth w, whose line-resonators
are a half-wavelengths long,

w

Substituting Eqs. (15.03-1l)
Eq. (15.03-1).

(15.03-12)

.

and (15.03-12)

912

into Eq.

(15.03-4) yields

SEC.

15.04,

A HIGH-POWER TUNABLE NAHHOW-BAND TE 0 11 -MODE

FILTER

This section discusses the design and performance ofa narrow-band,
high-power filter that uses cylindrical TE1,I mode resonators.*

This

type of filter can be designed to have a narrow pass band together with
a very low midband insertion loss.
reference to Fig.

15.03-2,

it

Furthermore,

as can be seen by

has a considerably higher midband pulse-

power capacity than filters constructed from other types of resonators.
Hence, it is ideal for use with high-power transmittera in suppressing
spurious emissions that have frequencies close to the center frequency.
Its main disadvantage is

that it

has spurious pass bands at frequencies

relatively close to the main pass band; these spurious pass bands occur
when the cavities resonate in other modes.
However, by using the techniques described below,

the insertion loss of these spurious pa.

can be kept quite high over an appreciable

'-ands

frequency band.

Figure 15.04-1 shows the measured insertion loss of the experimental
three-cavity TE.1 1 mode filter which was constructed from aluminum and is
tunable from 1250 to 1350 Mc.
The coupling apertures in the filter were
adjusted so that the product of the external Q of the end cavities and
the coupling coefficieut between cavities was approximately equal to
unity.
Thus the frequency response of the filter is approximately equal
r.o that of a filter designed from an equal-element low-pass prototype.
In air at atmospheric pressure,

the theoretical midband pulse-power

capacity of the filter is limited by voltage breakdown within the cavities and can be determined from Fig. 15.03-2 to be about 2.25 Mw.
power capacity at the edges of the pass band is
the reasons discussed in Sec.
is

shown in Fig.

15.03.

The pulse-

reduced to about I Mw for

A dimensioned drawing of the filter

15.04-2.

The measured midband attenuation of the filter as a function of tuning
frequency is shown in Fig.

15.04-3.

These values of attenuation were

measured by the substitution method with the filter terminated at either
end with pads whose VSWH was about 1.10.

Hence it

is believed that the

mismatch loss would introduce a maximum error of 0.04 db in the measurements.

The theoretical unloaded

Q for the cavities, assuming a conduc-

tivity for the aluminum of 40 percent of that of annealed copper,
from 53,000 at 1250 Mc to 47,000 at 1350 Mc.

ranges

The measured values of Q.

as determined from the midband attenuation and the 3-db bandwidth of the
filter using Eqn.

(4.13-11)

and (4.13-3) are 27,300, 55,700 and 28,400 at
913
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FIG. 15.04-3 MEASURED MIDBAND ATTENUATION VERSUS
TUNING FREQUENCY

1250, 1300, and 1350 Mc, respectively. The variation in the measured
value of Qu may be due to measurement inaccuracies or to unsuspected
losses in the absorbing material mounted behind the tuning plungers as
described later on in this section.
Design Technique for TE011 Node Filters-The method used in designing
this type of filter involves a combination of theoretical and experimental
techniques. The low-pass prototype of the filter is shown in Fig. 15.03-1(c);
a schematic diagram of the filter is shown in Fig.. 15.04-4; and finally,
These
the narrow-band design equations are presented in Table 15.04-1.
design relations were derived using Bethe's small-aperture coupling theory
by a procedure similar to that outlined in Sees. 8.07 and 8.14 for the
design of narrow-band rectangular-cavity filters. In the present filter,
the apertures used are rectangular in shape and have a length 1b.&+l
measured in a direction parallel to the unperturbed magnetic field at the
aperture, a height h11 , 1 , measured in a direction perpendicular to the
unperturbed magnetic field at the aperture, and a thickness $i~i÷1
The theoretical static magnetic polarisabilities (MI),.
1 ,, of the
various apertures, assuming zero thickness end no large-aperture effects.
were determined by extrapolating the values for the rectangular aperture
The extrapolated value was taken as
given in Fig. 5.10-4(a).
(NI)

hi~~

1 1 ,1I

0

0.061 + 0.197
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--

(15.04-1)

The estimated actual magnetic polarisability (MN)b~h
l taking into account
both the thickness and frequency corrections were then determined from
Eq. (5.10-6), which in the present instance takes the form

(M

(2-

A

1)]

(15.04-2)
Because the apertures are cut in cylindrical walls, they are thicker st
the edges than in the center.
A thickness tSkill, which is an average of
these two values,

is used in Eq. (15.04-2).

The accuracy of the values of magnetic polarizability computed from
(15.04-2) were found to be quite high.
This can be seen from an inspection of Fig. 15.04-5 which shows the measured external Q of the caviEq.

ties compared with the theoretical values computed by solving Eq. (5)
in Table 15.04-1 for (Q.)A'
It is also P'een from an inspection of
Fig.

15.04-6 which shows the measured coupling coefficient k between the
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MLATION TO LGU-PABS POTOrYPtS
AND T1 3IR
1 +1 ore as defimed is
Fig. IS.03-1(e) (or See. 4.04). while Owl#me, 61. and WS are so
defined is Fig. IS.03-I(b). Figore 11.04-4 deflieo the filter
diemelemon.
The prototype parsaeters go, 91 .....
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. external Q
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-

coupling coefficient

.

external

(2)

Q

(3)

where
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(4)
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or alternatively, in terms of normaJiied impedance inverter
Parameters
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FIG. 15.04-5 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF
EXTERNAL Q, Q.
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EXPERIMENTA

Table 15.04.2
MEASURED VALUES OF
k AMl #

cavities compared with the theoretical value
computed by solving Eq. (6) in Table 15.04-1
for k,.i,+.
The values of external Q were

f(A)

Q,

A
k

0,

determined from impedance measurements made

1250
1300
1350

677
562
594

0.00137
0.00176
0.00180

0.93
0.99
1.07

on one of the end cavities operating as a
singly-loaded resonator using the prescrip-

tions in Sec. 11.02.
After the apertures in
the end cavities were adjusted to give the desired value of external Q
the two end cavities were coupled together by means of a small iris.
Measurements made on the frequency response of this pair of resonators
then yielded the values of the coupling coefficient k using the prescriptions in Sec. 11.04.
The final measured values of Q, and k for the
apertures whose dimensions are shown in Fig.

15.04-2 are listed in

Table 15,04-2.
r:Qiev fnr Sunpressing Spurious Modes--The diameter of the
cavities was chooen in that,

as the length, of the cavities were varied

to tune them from 1250 to 1.50 Mc, the resonanL freque-

,2s of the other

cavity modes were as far removed fr.,

enode
m*1 as possible.

.,_. -J

he

The injide diameter selected was 13 inches, which fixes the length of tOe
unperturbed cavities at 10.23 inches when they are resonant at 1250 Me,
and 7.n4 4.:,ches when they are resonant at 1350 Me.
The actual measured
lengths of the cavities were found to differ significantly from these
values, indicating that the coupling apertures had an appreciable perturbuing effect on the resonant

frequency.

Figure 15.047 shows a mode

chart for an unperturbed cylindrical resonator showing all the possible
modes that casa exist from 1050 Mc to 1725 Mc.
The terminating waveguides are oriented to couple strongly to those
TE modes within the cavity that have components of magnetic field parallel
to the cavity axes.

TM modes,

which have no components of magnetic field

parallel to the cavity axes are only weakly excited from the terminating
waveguides.

It

is noted,

however,

in Fig.

15.04-2 that the length I of

the internal coupling apertures along the circumference of the cavity is
greater than the aperture height parallel to the cavity axes.

Therefore,

TM modes inadvertently excited in the end cavities are very atronbly
coupled together through the internal coupling apertures.
internal coupling of the TM modes,

To reduce the

and thereby reduce the spurious trans-

missions through the filter via these modes,

922

a metal bar 0.25 inch wide

I
and 0.020 inch thick with rounded edges is placed across each internal
coupling aperture parallel to the cavity axes as shown.

This bar has

negligible effect on the coupling of the apertures to TF modes.
Several techniques are used to minimize coupling through the filter
at frequencies other than the design frequency via the many TE modes
One technique consists of posi-

which may be coupled by the apertures.

tioning the coupling apertures so that they lie midway between the top

I?O0

1600

7O5?.
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6,5

9.0
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,nobes
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(See Re(. 38 by E. Ii.r. Jones)

FIG. 15.04-7

MODE CHART FOR UNPERTURBED. CYLINDRICAL
•F~SONA TO R
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10.5

and bottom of the cavitiea when they are tuned to 1250 Mc. This procedure
minimizes the coupling to the TE31 1 mode from the external waveguides, and
also minimizes the coupling of this mode between cavities.
In order to
reduce the coupling of the TE31 1 mode between cavities, the coupling slots
in each cavity are oriented at right angles to one another,
the positioning of the cavities shown in Fig. 15.04-2.
In addition,

resulting in

radial transmission lines of different lengths are

formed on the tuning plungers of edch of the cavities as shown in
Fig. 15.04-2.
The radial transmission lines are formed by attaching
undercut aluminum disks to the brasscontacting tuning plungers.
In the
two tuning plungers having the deepest chokes, two disks of resistive
paper 0.0035 inch thick and having a resistance of 2000 ohms per square
are placed between the braseacontacting tuning plungers and the undercut
aluminum disks.
In these cavities nylon screws are used to hold the two
parts of the tuning plungers together.
The resistive sheets lowered the
unloaded Q of the undesired modes in these two cavities, without appreciably affecting the unloaded Q of the desired TE.1* mode.
The resistive
paper was not placed in the tuning plunger nsving the shallowest radial
line because in that case the Faper lowered the unloaded

Q of the TEa1 1

mode also.
These radial transmission lines shift by different amounts the regonant frequencies of the undesired modes in each cavity, and, as explained
above, lower the unloaded Q of unwanted modes in two of the cavities.
Hence, the transmission via these higher-order modes is greatly reduced.
The shift in resonant frequency in an end cavity, produced by the two
deepest radial line chokes on some of the modes that are near in frequency
to the TEe 1 , mode is illustrated in Fig. 15.04-8.
It is seen that these
chokes do not cause the tuning curves of any of the unwanted modes to
cross that of the TE0 11 mode.

The chokes in the tuning plungers also have
the advantage that they slightly shift the resonant frequency of the TM1 1
mode which, in an unperturbed cylindrical resonator, is always degenerate
with the TE0 1 1 mode.
The grooves at the outer edge of the bottom plates
of the cavities have a depth of 0.125 inch and a width of 0.500 inch and
are also for the purpose of shifting the frequency of the TMiM mode.
The usual technique for suppressing the effects of spurious modes on
echo boxes or frequency meters operating in the TE, 1 * mode' is to place
absorbing material in the cavities in such a position that it

924

couples

I
strongly to all modes except the TE0,1 modes44 and therefore greatly
Hence, such a dissipatively loaded cavity
H).
reduces their unloaded Q,
has a very low transmission for ali
device
when used as a trannmission
modes except the TE0 1 5 modes, or when used as a reaction device produ(ces
only a negligible reaction in the feeding line except at the resonant
One place where the lossy material is o.,,en
frequency of the TE,*` mode.
The -*alls
put is behind the tuning plunger which is made non-contacting.
of the cavity can also fie made in the form of a helix with lossy material
This lossy material, particularly when placed btijind
between the turns.
I
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I
assumed sinusoidal electric field distribution (in
aperture) along its

the plane of the

given by

length,

El con

(15.04-3)

where El is the peak electric field in the plane of the aperture.
The
exact expression for the amplitude E, the peak electric field excited in
the rectangular guide,

is

0_000ýý

ý

41h cs
n

E

-

2a
2

(15.04-4)

El

The peak electric field in the plane of such an aperture can also
be calculated approximately from another formula which has more utility
in the calculation of electric fields in the internal apertures.
expression in mks units is

E

-

2hl

volts/meter

The

(15.04-5)

where, ca. is the angular frequency, M* - 1.257 x 10"6 henries/meter, M1
is the magnetic polarizability of the aperture and 4VH is the difference between the magnetic fields on either side of the aperture.
The magnetic
field ff on the cavity side of an external aperture is much greater then
the magnitude of the i-field of the external waveguide.
the external apertures,

Therefore,

for

e -HIa.

The peak electric field E,.k*I in the plane of an internal window
of polarizability M,.i,1 connecting Cavities & and k + 1. is given by

E*iI216.1A

where I,.,1

and

6I
.

(15.04-6)

AN','
h#1ii•

are the length and height of the rectangular
a

coupling aperture between Cavity k and Cavity k + 1.

M71

It

is tedious and

II

difiiLtlt to evaluateAH,0,+
1

exactly,

since its value depends on both

ipe magnitude and phase of the magnetic field on either side of the
A conservative design estimate is to assume thatAH6,4+
1

aperture.

is

equal to the difference between the magnetic field in the two cavities
when they are in phase opposition.
In order that the fringing fields perpendicular to the plane of the
aperture and at its edges do not become excessive,
thick coupling apertures,
shown in Fig. 15.04-2, it
,in Fig.

it

is necessary to use

As
and to round the edges of the apertures.
u
axis
is the aperture edges parallel to the

15.04-9) that must be rounded.

The aperture edges parallel to

the v axis need not be rounded. The magnetic polarizability of the
aoertu'reE is quite insensitive to the rounding of the corners.
For an infinitesimally thin aperture with dimensions of I - 2.75

"iitches ard

h - 3.25 inches, exciting a rectangular waveguide with dimensions of a - 6.5 inches and b - 3.25 inches, Eq. (15.04-4) predicts a
peak electric field El in the plane of the aperture equal to 1.94 E. The
actual th~ick aperture in the experimental filter had the same I and h
the inner edge of each aperture was rounded
Reference to Fig. 15.02-5
wi-,h a 0 325-inch radius along the I dimensions.
shws thaft the maximum electric field E' neast the rounded corners is
l.:5 EV. (Note that E, is the peak field in the plane of the aperture,
dimensiorns and,

in addition,

w~ile E; is the peak field regardless of direction.)

Therefore,

the maxi-

mum elec~ric field E' near theeexternal coupling apertures when exciting
The pulsea wtve oi amplitude E in the external guide is E; - 3.59 E.
pow,ýr cascity of the external coupling aperture is thus only 0.0776 times
Using a relation taken from Table 15.03-1
Lthi of the external guide.
(thit the pulse-power capacity P' of the external guide is 76.4 X/X 6 megawattm for air at standard temperature and pressure) it is found that the
peak pulse-power capacity of the external coupling apertures at midband,
where the filter is matched, is 4.06, 4.24, and 4.37 megawatts at frequenies of 1250, 1300, and 1350 Mc, respectively, which is greater then
that of the resonators.
The ratio of the peak electric field in infinitesimally thin internal
coupling apertures (i.e., apertures between resonators) to that in infinitesimally thin external coupling apertures (i.e., apertures between end
resonators and the terminating guides) carn be calculated fromEq. (15.04-6).
Since the edges of the actual apertures in the 'ilter were all rounded by

923

I

the same amount, this ratio should also apply approximately for the
The result is, using the final values of I = 2.75
actual apertures.
and h - 3.25 for the external

apertures and i - 2.00 and h

3.25 for

the internal apertures,
E~ta

Mis

•~m

1.375

-

In this expression V., and K

(15.04-7)

are the peak electric fields at the

internal and external apertures, while (AH)i)t and (1II)..t are the
differences between the I-fields on oppoi'te sides of the internal
apertures and on opposite sides of the external apertures.
lent approximation,

(AH)ot . H,,t where HB.t is

center of the external apertures. In FA.
external

(15.04-7) M.1 t is the polarizability of the

aperture which has calculated values of 4.60,

frequencies of 1250,

To an excel-

the peak H-field in the

1300, arid 1350 Mc,

respectively.

4.67,

and 5.17 at

The polarizability

lofthe internal apertures has calculated values of 1.275,

H.t

1.288,

and

Making
W47 at frequencies of 1250, 1300, and 1350 Mc, respectively.
the coit.tervative assumption that (AH)it is equal to 2H.st, one finds
that the pulse-power capacity of the internal apertures is 7.0,

7.35,

and

Reference to
8.53 megawatts at 1250, 1300, and 1350 Mc, respectively.
Fig. 15.03-3 shows that the fields in the second and third cavity rise to
1.4 times their midband values,

about

for co' of 1.4.

Therefore at this

frequency (AH)i 3 t increases to about 1.4 times its assumed midband value.
Consequently the pulse-power capacities of the internal apertures would
be reduced to about one half their midbaAd value,

which still

is higher

than the pulse-power capacity of the filter cavities themselves.
SEC. 15.05,

HlIGH-POT'ER

WAFFLE-IRON FILTERS

This section describes the design and measured performance of two
In the one developed
L-band model waffle-iron filters (Sec. 7.05).
first, 4 the principal requirement was for a very wide stop band, to stop
all harmonics from the second to the tenth,
consisted of three waffle-iron
bands.

inclusive.

This structure

filters in cascade with overlapping stop

In the iecond modela the emphaais was on power handling and passThis was achieved by changing from square to circular teeth,

band width.

changing the end sections,

and paralleling

four identical filters.

increased the power handling capacity more than five times.

929

This

There is

no

reason why the best features of both models could not be combined to
produce a filter with a wide stop band (second to tenth harmonic), wide
peass and (VSWR < 1.2 over almost all of L-band), and a pulse-power
capacity of approximately Almegawatts
but such a model

has not

in air at atmospheric pressure,

yet been built.

The two separate models will

now be described.
eafle-Iron Filter

with Stop Band up to Tenth Haormonick-

structure th&eee different
are connected

in

waffle-iron

filters

propagating modes.

tenth harmonic
pass band,

This

of frequencies

the waffle-iron

using quarter-wavelength

pressure

with overiapping stop bands

in

radioactive

is

60 db or greater

stop band

is

matched

(Chapter 6).

1.4 megawatts

using pul.-es 2 microseconds

the

The pulse-

was measured in the presence

to be

In

to a WH650 waveguide

stepped transformers

source

for all

includes the secobd through

the pass band of 1.25-1.35 Gc.

filter

power capacity without breakdown
cobalt-60

this

series to give a combined stop band which extends from

2.2 Gc to 13.7 Gc where the attenuation
possible

In

in

of a

air at atmospheric

long and a repetition

rate of

60 pulses per second.
Figure 15.0.5-1
condition

is

showing the quarter-wavelength

various waffle-iron
the waffle-iron

Fig.

sections together.

filter

The theireticsl
in

a photograph of the filter

tran.sformers

used to connect the

The transformers used to connect

image stop bands of the filters-are

The design of Waiffle-Iron

scribed as the first

the disassembled

to the WR650 guide are not shown.
staggered

15.05-2.

in

example in

Using Cohn's Corrugated Filter

Sec.

7.05 under the heading:

Data."

It

shown

A has been previously de"Design

was made ten sections

long in

order to achieve a theoretical stop-band attenuation of about 80 db.
Waffle-Iron
described in
Equivalent
long in

B and Waffle-Iron C were designed using the technique

Sec.

7.05 under

Circuit

the heading:

of Narcuvttz."

"Design

Using the T-Junction

Waffle-Iron R was made seven sections

order to achieve a theoretical

stop-band attenuation of more then

60 db above 5.75 Gc while Waffle-Iron C was made nine sections
order to achieve a theoretical
above 9.25 Gc.
filter

section

while Table

long in

stop-band attenuation of more than 60 db

Figure 15.05-3 ahows a typical high-power waffle-iron
illustrating

15.05-1

the notation used to specify the dimensions,

shows the dimensions of each of the three waffle-iron

filters.
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is

Table

15.05.1

DIMENSIONS OF WAFFLE-IRON FILTERS
DIMENSIONS
(looks*)

~AFFI
IRNe
FILTBR

-

-T

-

NUMBE or
IICTIONSRAISo
-

-

-

~ Is

b'
I

A

0.280

0.210
0.210
~.
0 2 S80 0.210

e .2o

SOURCE:

1.61
0.986
0.700

0.510
0.231
0.150

0.790
0.360

j0.256

Technical Note2, ContractAr30(602).2392.

FIG 15053
TPICL

(T'32

.BADWSECT

T

-

width

Lo!'Itb

5
11
16

10
7
9

Ma.
SKI (See

IRON

LawnO
flek*

ROUfhDE

CONNOR
(inches)

13.0
4.137
3.654

4S by E. D.sharp)

FITRCRSAECIN

0.063
0.063
0.045

!I

The corners of the bosses in each of the filters were rounded to
reduce Lhe electric field at these positions.
used in each case is

shown in the table.

Iron B which have b" < 1, it

is

The radius of curvature

For Waffle-Iron A and Waffle-

appropriate to use Fig.

termine the field strength at the rounded corners.

15.02-5 to de-

Reference to this

figure shows that the maximum electric field at the rounded corners is
only 1.4 times its value at the center of the tooth.
For Waffle-Iron C,
I < b"

nnd it

is more appropriate to use Fig.

15.02-7 to determine the

field strength.
Reference to this figure shows that the maximum electric
field at the corners is 1.58 times its value at the center of the boss.
The height of the waveguides necessary to present an image match to
each waffle-iron section was computed using the procedures outlined its
Sec. 7.05
In addition, measurements of the image impedance of each
filter were made using Dawir's method,

which is described

The results of these measurements are prenented in Fig.

in Sec.

3.09.

15.05-4 in terms

of the height of the terminating guide necessary to achieve an image match.
The height of the qnarter-wave transformers necessary to match the waffleiron sections to each other and to the terminating waveguides over a 1250to 1350-Mc band were determined
transformer tables of Sec.

from these data and the quarter-wave-

6.04.

The height of the single-section

quarter-wave transformer between Waffle-Iron B and Waffle-Iron C is
0.341 inch.
The dimensions of the two-section quarter-wave transformer
between Waffle-Iron A and Waffle-Iron B are shown in Fig.

15.05-5,

while

the dimensions of the transformers at either end of the filter are shown
in Fig.

15.05-6.

The measured VSWR of the assembly is
stop-band insertion loss is shown in Fig.

shown in Fig.

15.05-7,

while the

1&.05-8.

The performance of a single section S-band waffle-iron operating in
both the evacuated and pressurized condition has also been described by
46
Guthart and Jones.
Waffle-Iron Filter with Increased Pass-Band Width and Increased
Power-HandLing Capactty.--The principle of the waffle-iron filter with
wide pass-band width (and wide stop-band width) was explained at the end
of Sec.

7.05.

A photograph of this filter was shown in Fig.

its dimensions were given in Sec.

7jjOS.

power-handling capacity of the round (as opposed to square)
be explained.

933

7.05-10,

and

Theprinciple behind the increased
teeth will now
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FIG. 15.05-7

VSWR OF WAFFLE-IRON FILTER ASSEMBLY
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FIG. 15.05-8 ATTENUATION OF WAFFLE-IRON FILTER ASSEMBLY

The filter shown in Fig.
arcing occurred.

It

15.05-1 was tested at high power until
strong burn marks

was then opened and examined:

were found on the four corners of the teeth in the center three longitudinal rows.
the side wall.)

(There were no burn marks on the two rows of teeth along
Rounding the edges alone would leave a ridge at the

four corners, which had therefore been rounded off into approximately
remained the weakest part of the filter
spherical corners; but this still
To spread the field more
from the standpoint of power-handling capacity.
evenly, it was argued that a circular tooth should be better than a

937

square tooth,

since it

has only one edge and no corners.

the following reasoning was used.

a quantitative comparison,
Cohn

5

To arrive at

has analyzed the fields near two.dimensional rounded corners.

With the dimensions of both the round and square teeth, his results
should 3till hold closely for the fields near the line-edges of the
One curve in Fig. 15.05-9 is taken from Fig. 15.02-5,
teeth.
the maximum field near a rounded edge with circular boundary.

and sho.Vs
It is

shown as a function of the ratio 2R/b"., where R is the radius of the
To
rounded edge and bV is the spacing between teeth (Fig. 15.05-3).
calculate the maximum field near the spherically rounded corners of the
square teeth, we proceed as follows.4
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I
The plane of symmetry between teeth may be regarded as being at
ground potential.
The field intensity well inside the region between
teeth is denoted by P0 .

Then the potential V of a tooth is
V

-

tF o bm/2

(15.05-1)

The field F... on the surface of an isolated sphere of radiuas 8and at a potential V above ground is

F "ma

R

F0

2/

2..
.
2H

(15.05-2)

Therefore,

approximately,

(15.05-3)

for the three-dimensional corners on the square teeth,

when the corners have spherical contours.
Equation (15.05-3) is also
plotted against 2R/b" in Fig. 15.05-9 and is a rectangular hyperbola.
For the filters under consideration
28
S-0.

and Fig.

0.126
0.210

15.05-9 shows tha.t F./E0

1.667 for the spherical corner.

=

is

0.6

,

(15.05-4)

1.415 for the circular edge,

Therefore,

and

the waffle-iron filter with

circular teeth should handle about
(1667)2

1.39

(15.05-5)

\1.415)

times as much power as the waffle-iron filter with square teeth.
four waffle-iron filters in parallel and circular teeth, as in
Fig. 15.05-10,

With

the filter should handle about 4 x 1.39 - 5.56 times the

power of the single filter in Fig. 7.05-10, corresponding t'o about 15 percent of the power handled by WBH650 I-band rectangular waveguide.

,939
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FIG. 15.05-10

HIGH-POWER WAFFLE-IRON FILTER USING ROUND TEETH
AND FOUR FILTERS IN PARALLEL
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filter was tested in the presence of a cobalt-60
radioactive source in air at atmospheric pres-ure, using pulses 2.5 microAt 6.3 megaseconds long with a repetition rate of 200 pulses per second.
This four-waffle-iron

watts pulse power (the maximum power available) there was still

no sign of

Based on the above calculation and 1.4 megawatts for the singlearcing.
waffle-iron square-toothed filter of Fig. 15.05-1, the filter in
Fig.

15.05-10 should handle 5.56 x 1.4 - 7.8 megawatts urnder the same

conditions.
It

was pointed out at the beginning of Sec.

15.02 that the pulse-

The reader should use caution
power capacity referred to short pulses.
Both the square-toothed
when applying these results to longer pulses.
and tLie round-toothed waffle-iron
110 microseconds long,

filters were subjected to pulses

at a rate of 30 pulses per second.

The pulse-

power capacity with the 110-microsecond pulses was only about one-third
Furthermore, it appeared that
of that ',-h the 2-microsecond pulses.
arcing

arted about 50 microseconds after the beginning of the pulse.
dimensions of the power dividers for the high-power waffle-iron

Each of the four
filter in Fig. 15.05-10 are given in Fig. 15.05-11.
in Sec. 7.05 for
were
given
as
same
dimensions
parallel filters has the
the single filter shown in Vig.
The VSWB of the filter

7.05-10.

shown in

Fig.

15.05-10 is shown in Fig. 15.05-12,

including both power dividers in the measurements.

The solid line is

for the original filter in which the three one-eighth-inch plates supporting the round teeth (Fig. 15.05-10) were solid plates from end to end.
Later these plates were modified by cutting large circular holes between
teeth, as shown in Fig. 15.05-13, which also shows the shelf-like construction of the filter in more detail.

The reason for the holes was to

allow coupling between the four parallel filter units, so that propagation
through the various waffle iron filters could not get out of phase, and
thus to forestall any possible trapped resonance around a plate due to
(No such resonance was ever
poor tolerances or other imperfections.
The VSWH of the filter
actually observed with or without coupling holes.)
with coupling
is

holes is

better titan

coupling boles,

shown1 by the dotted line in

1.2 over almost the whole of L-band,

Fig.

5.05-12.

The VSWR

with or without

and better than 1.1 over two considerable portions of it.

The stop-band performance is shown in Fig. 15.05-14 together with
t'hat of Waffle- Iron Filter A (which hals square teeth, Ihas ten sections,
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FIG. 15.05.12

VSWR OF FILTERS IN FIGS. 15.05-10 AND 15.05-13
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FIG. 15.05-13 SHELF-LIKE CONSTRUCTION OF FILTER IN FIG. 15.05-10
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FIG. 15.05-14

ATTENUATION OF TWO WAFFLE-IRON FILTERS

and begins with half-teeth),

After allowance is made for the fact that one is

a five-section and one is a ten-section filter, titere is no noticeab)e difference in the stop-band performance. However, some difficulty was experienced
as a result of imperfect contact at the coupling flange. Since TE 01 and other
TE.. modes can propagate through the waffle-iron filter in the'higher part of
the stop band, one must make sure that l'E 0 and other TEOh modes are not excited
where the waffle-iron sections begin.

Normally these modes are not excited be-

cause of the symmetry of the structure, and they are cut off in the low-height
waveguide matching sections so that none can reach the filter proper.
However
if the waffle-iron filter and the low-height waveguide matching sections are
made in separate pieces and then connected, imperfect contact at the flanges may
set up the unwanted modes.

Then any conversion from propagating TE.0 modes in

the exterior waveguide to propagating TE*O modes in the filter proper, and subsequent re-conversion at the output, will cause spurious pass bands.

A few very

sharp and narrow spurious responses were observed, and were found to improve
with better flange fitting. To avoid the need for excessive care in mating
flanges, six one-eighth- inchl-diameter rods were passed across the filter, ns
shown in Fig. 15.05-15, which completely eliminated all spurious responses in
the stop band.
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FIG. 15.05-15 WAFFLE-IRON FILTER WITH THIN RODS TO SUPPRESS TE 0 ! MODE EXCITED
BY IMPERFECT CONTACT OR MISALIGNMENT OF FLANGES

SEC.

15.06,

DISSIPA'IIVE WAVEGUII)E FILTfEiS

Dissipative low-pass waveguide filters are extensively used to
suppress the spurious lhjarmonic radiation from high-power transmitters
because they are well matched is both the pass and stop bands and hence
preclude resonances between the transmitter and the filter that might be
damaging to the transmitting tube.C48' Ihey usually have maximum attenuation at the second and third harmonic frequencies with lesser attenuations
at higher frequencies.

Most designs can handle essentially the full

waveguide pulse-power without recourse to pressurization.
It is also
relatively easy to pressurize them if necessary in order to make them
compatible with other components in a system.
Figure 15.06-1 is a sketch of a portion of a typical dissipative
waveguide filter.
It is saeen to consist of a central waveguide that is
aperture coupled to sa array of secondary waveguides,

which stand on all

four sides of the central waveguide, and each of which is terminated in
a matched load.
The width a2 of the secondary waveguides is small enough

944

I
i

so that they are below cutoff in the pass band of the filter and hence
at these frequencies power can propagate down the central waveguide with
an attenuation that is ordinarily less than 0.1 db.
this low,

In order to achieve

pass-band attenuation the tips of che spear-shaped loads in the

secondary waveguides are placed approximately a distance a2 (equal

to

one-half of the TE 1 0 -mode cutoff wavelength in the secondary waveguide)
from the apertures so that the fringing fields at the apertures do not
interact with the
above

loads.

the pass band,

In

the stop band,

the side waveguides

which exists at frequencies

can propagate

and harmonic power

WAVEGUWOES
TERMINATEO

FIG. 15.06.1

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION OF A DISSIPATIVE WAVEGUIDE FILTER
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I
propagating down the central waveguide is coupled into the side waveguides
where it

is dissipated in the matched terminations.

The coupling apertures for the secondary waveguides are usually lung
and maximum attenuation in the central wave-

and narrow slots as shown,

guide occurs at the frequency at which the aperture lengths I are about
The center-to-center spacing of the
one-half a free-space wavelength.
apertures,

along the length of the waveguide,

is

usually made less than

half a free-space wavelength at the highest frequency of operation of the
filter in order to avoid multiple reflections from the apertures which
The coupling apertures cannot couple
would raise t'he stop-band VSWR.
equally well to all possible modes in the central waveguide,

which can

propagate a rapidly increasing number of modes as the frequency is inWhen slots are used, as shown in Fig. 15.06-1, the slots attenuate
most strongly those modes with currents trying to cross the slots (i.e.,
creased.

having transverse magnetic fields in the case of Fig.

15.06-1);

the

secondary waveguides are then effectively in series with the central waveFurthermore, the attenuation is greatest when the centers of the
guide.
coupling apertures

are located at the positions of maximum transverse

magnetic field (maximum longitudinal wall current).

The attenuation of a

mode measured in db at a particular frequency is also approximately inversely proportional to its impedance in the central ws .... :de (which for
TE modes and a given a/b ratio is proportional to the
Therefore, a !
wavelength to free-space wavelength).

af guide
rder mode

having the coupling apertures of the secondary waveguidcs arranged so that
be less strongly atthe mode will suffer maximum attenuation may still
Greater
impedance.
guide
tenuated than a lower-order mode having a lower
attenuation by the secondary waveguides along the broad wall of the central
guide is obtained when the impedance of the guide is reduced by reducing
its height,

b.4

However,

this procedure also reduces the pulse-power

capacity of the filter since the pulse-power capacity is directly proportional to b.
In the filter shown in Fig. 15.06-1 the secondary waveguides along
the broad wall of the central waveguide would couple strongly to the
They also couple just
second-harmonic power propagating in the TE2 0 mode.
about as strongly to the second-harmonic power propagating in the TE1 0
The waveguides along the narrow wall of the central waveguide couple
mode.
most strongly to second-harmonic power propagating in the TE01 mode.
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If the double array of aide waveguides along each broad wall of
the central waveguide in Fig. 15.06-1 are replaced by triple arrays, the
filter would be moat effective in suppressing power propagating at the
third harmonic frequency.
For this -reason some dissipative filters have
a double aria) of waveguides along a portion of time broad wall and a
triple array along time rest of tire wall.
In order to provide a good match between the dissipative filter and
the terminating waveguides it.is custoimary to linearly taper the lengths
of the coupling apertures at each end of tire filter. When about a dozen
apertures are tapered

at each end of

tire filter

the resulting pass-band

VSWII is usually less than 1.20.
An S-Rand Disstpative b'tlter -A

filter which is typical of dissipative

filters inkgeneral, ihas beea developed by

V. Price,

et al.*

The configu-

ration oif the side waveguides in this fi.'ter is as shown in Fig. 15.06-1;
however, a cylIindriscal pressure vessel surrounds the filter so that it
can be operated at a pressure of 30 psig (p)ounds per square inich, gauge).
Trie

filter, wh-ich is made of aluminum, is fabricated in thre following

f ashirion.

guide.

Fi rst,

time ('oujp

i migapertures are mii
I led in the central wave-

Then a number of aluminum stampinigs are made which, when assembled

in the fashmion of anmt'gj-crrrte,

form tire side wavegnmides.

Time side wave-

guides and time cenrtral wav~eguides art! thmen clamped together and permanently

j oinied to

eachr othmer by

immersioni

tions for such a filter are givenm inmTable 15.06-1,
chararncteristics are shown

imnFigs.

Tire spec ifics-

in a dlip brazinmg tank.

and its attenuation

15.06-2, 3 andi 4.

Table 15.06-1
SP'EC I FICATIOfNS OF AN S-HAN) D)1SSI PATI VEF. .1IXR FXAMPLF.
flows of slots on each broad wall
Rtows
of slots on each narrow wallI
RB'ndjer
oitfull- length alots on lhnth broad walls
Nusiber of full-length slots on botih
narrow walls
Number of linearl tapiered matching slots at
ea,'ll
endlof each row of slots
62. h~eight uf side waveguides
a2, widtrh of side woveguides
12. liegt~h of siarrnw wall aide waveguides
12, leng~thn of bjroadl wall side waveguides
1, Iengthl (if coupling apertures
Y, widtihl
of couplIing apertures
Over-all filter length including flanges
Outside dhiameter of pressurre vessel surrounding filter
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2
I
272
136

0.26
1.39
2.6
2.4
1.30
0.19
36
9.25

16
inch
inches

inches
inches
inches
inch
inches
inches
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FIG. 15.06.2 TE10 -MODE ATTENUATION AND VSWR OF S-BAND DISSIPATIVE
FILTER WHOSE DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN eN TABLE 15.06-1
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FIG. 15.06-3 TE2o-MODE ATTENUATION AND VSWR OF DISSIPATIVE FILTER
WHOSE DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 15.06-1
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FIG. 15.06-4

TEoi-MODE ATTENUATION AND VSWR OF
DISSIPATIVE FILTER WHOSE DIMENSIONS
ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 15.06-1

Other types of harmonic-absorbing waveguide filters with secondary
waveguides have also been built.

One of the more promising variations

on this theme has been the use of circular instead of rectangular
secondary waveguides, open-ended into the rectangular central waveguide.
The secondary guides may or may not be loaded with dielectric material,
but in any case musL be cutoff in the pass band, and have to start propagating at some frequency below the second harmonic.
SEC. 15.07,

DISSIPATIVE COAXIAL-LINE

FILTERS

Dissipative low.-pass filters can also be constructed in coaxial line
Their
to suppress the spurious power from high-power transmitters.
principle of operation is essentially the same as that of the waveguide
dissipative filters discussed in Sec.

15.06.

The stop-band attenuation

per unit of length of the TEM mode in a typical coaxial dissipative
filter is greater than that of the lowest mode in a typical waveguide
dissipative filter because the characteristic
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imp'edance of the central

transmission line is lower.

I

i•

Sline

for a coaxial
is

filter

However,

the pulse-power capacity

because the pulse-power

less than that of standard waveguide

IExperimental

if isS

capacity of the best couxi'll
in

the same frequency

rung,'..

models of coaxial dissipative filters have been built
by E. G. Cristal. 30

One model has a pass-band cutoff frequency of 1.7 Gc

and a characteristic impedance of SO ohms.
The inside diameter of the
outer conductor is 1.527 inches while the diameter of the inner conductor
is 0.664 inch.
Twenty-one rectangular-slot pairs were cut in the
0.049-inch-thick coaxial line wall and were spaced 0.400 inch apart
center to center. The width of each slot was 0.25 inch, and each slot
subtended an angle of 150 degrees at the axis.
In addition, ten smaller
slots were cut in the coaxial line in the regions ahead of and behind
the twenty-one main slots; the added slots were arranged to form a tapered
sequence so as to improve the impedance match in the pass band.
The secondary waveguides were 0.375 inch high and 3.5 inches wide,
corresponding to a cutoff frequency of 1.7 Gc.
waveguides is about 12 inches,

The length of the secondary

but this length could be reduced.

Each of

the secotdary waveguides was terminated with resistive Teledeltos* paper.
(Each loud was found to be able to dishipate at least three watts average
power without cooling.)
Figure 15.07-1 shows a sketch of the filter
(without the tapered slots).
Its measured attenuation to the dominant
TEM mode is shown in Fig.

15.07-2,

for several values of the coaxial

a
S•()l

Note 4. (:ontract Al.' 30"(q421-23Q2, SRI
Tel
'rchnical
(See he(. 50 by IF. G. Crialtl)

FIG. 15.07-1

Obtataible from Micro Circuit

Co.,

COAXIAL LEAKY-WAVE FILTER

Noewbuffalo. Michigan.
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ATTENUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL COAXIAL LEAKY-WAVE
FILTER TO A TEM WAVE FOR VARIOUS LINE IMPEDANCES

from 50 ohms to 20 ohms.

The impedance was adjusted by

changing the diameter of the inner conductor from 0.664 inch (for 50 ohms)
on up.
mode is
ances,

It can be seen from Fig. 15.07-2 that the attenuation to the TEM
substantial over a very wide frequency band, for all line impedand that the attenuation increases as the impedance decreases.

The TE 1 1 mode propagates above 3.5 Gc.

A TEl 1

mode launcher was

constructed and the attenuation of the coaxial leaky-wave filter was

9Si

measured to two polarizations of the TEII mode: in one polarization the
currents try to cross the slots and are attenuated strongly, the over-all
In the other
attenuation being about equal to that for the TEM mode.
polarization, the slots do not perturb the current flow so much, and the
coupling through the slots is much weaker; the measured attenuation in db
was about one-fifth of that for the orthogonal TE11 polarization and the
One way to ensure high attenuation for the TEI, mode in all
TEM mode.
polarizations is to use two filters in cascade, hut arranged with their
transverse geometry orthogonal.
bilities are still

At the time of this writing,

other possi-

under consideration.

The shape and size of single slots were varied experimentally in
order to determine the configuration for maximum coupling in the stop
For example, dumbbell slots can be made to resonate at lower freband.
quencies than plain rectangular slots, and thus give slightly stronger
coupling near the cutoff frequency,

but it

is doubtful whether the small

improvement is worth the mechanical complication for most applications.
A numerical analysis for some idealized cases was also undertaken to discover the dependence of the stop-band attenuation on the various parameters
Doubling the
involved.
The slots were closely spaced in every case.
number of slots and secondary waveguides per unit length did not appreciably increase the attenuation, when the slot widths and waveguide heights
had to be halved to allow for twice as many slots. Tie greatest attenuatibli and the flattest frequency response resulted from the widest slots
(slot width equal to waveguide height).
The VSWR of the 50-ohm filter in the nominal pass band of 1.2 to
1.4 Gc was found to be less than 1.09.

In the stop band,

the VSWR for

the TEM mode was less than 1.5 from the second to the fifth harmonic,
inclusive.
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CHAPTER 16

MILTIPLEXER DESIGN

SEC.

16.01,

INTRODUCTION

As was discussed in Sec. 1.02, filters connected in parallel or
in series are often needed in order to split a single channel carrying
many frequencies into a number of separate channels carrying narrower
bands of frequencies.
Similar filter groups are often required also
for the inverse process of summing a number of channels carrying
different bands of frequencies
no that all of the frequencies
2.0- a
can be put in a single broadband channel without loss of
energy (which would otherwise

CANML I

occur due to leakage of energy
from any one of the input
channels into the other input

CHWL2

2.6-3.3 •

2.0-4.0 GO

channel s).

CHANNEL 3

Figure 16.01-1 shows a
three-channel multiplexer which
would use three separate band-

3.s-4.o0e

a-S,27-,,

pass filters, one to providethe

2.0- to 2.6-Gc channel, a secFIG. 16.01-1 A THREE-CHANNEL
ond to provide the 2.6- to
MULTIPLEXING
FILTERGROUP
3.3-Gc channel, and a third to
provide the 3.3- to 4.0-Gc
channel.
It might at first
appear that the design of this multiplexer could easily be accomplished
by designing the filters using any of the band-pass filter design procedures previously discussed in this book, and then connecting the
filters in parallel.
IHowever, though the procedures previously discussed are useful for multiplexer design, they should be used along
with special techniques in order to avoid undesirable interaction
between the filters, which could result in very poor performance.
95?

I
Moat of the discussions in this chapter relate to the problem of design
so as to eliminate such undesirable interaction effects. However, the
constant-resistance-filter approach discussed in the next section avoids
this problem entirely by uising directional-filter units which have
matched, constant-resistance input impedances at all frequencies so that
in theory no interaction effects should occur.
SEC. 16.02,

MULTIPLEXEIIS USING DIRECTIONAL

FIITIIS

The ,|ir .,onal filters discussed in Chapter 14 have a constantresistaoros i' Lt impedance provided that their output ports are termi-

nated in tueir proper resistance terminations.
when all designed for the same terminating
as shown in Fig.

'i cers of this sort,

resistance,

can be cascaded

16.02-1 to form a multiplexer which in theory com-

pletely avoids the filter interaction problem mentioned in Sec.

fa

fb

Ic

16.01.

fd

INPUT

SIGNALS
0|0.-1b.

fe
|€, 1j, re)

FIG 16.02-1

EXAMPLE OF DIRECTIONAL FILTERS USED
FOR MULTIPLEXING

Each filter provides the proper terminntion for its neighbcr,

so that

to the extent that there are no residual VSWI•'s due to design and
In Fig. 16.02-1,
manufacturing imperfections, the system is reflectionless.
Filter a removes all of the energy at frequency f.,
energy at all other frequencies.
frequency fb and so on.
The use of directional

but passes on the

Filter b removes the energy at

filters for multiplexing is

a conceptually

In many
simple and elegant way of solving the multiplexer problem.
cases it is also a very practical way of dealing with multiplexing
Each filter
problems, though by no means always the most practical way.
will generally have some parasitic VSWH,

which will

significantly if many filtersaare to be cascaded.

95S

affect the system
However, probably

tIOe greatest practical drawback of directional

filters is that each

resonator of each filter has two different orthogonal

modes,

and if

more than one or two resonators are required per filter, the tuning of
the filters may be difficult.
Although an effort is made to tune the
two modes of each resonator independently with separate sets of tuning
screws, the tuning screws for one mode generally have some effect on
the other mode, so that some iteration in the tuning process is generally
required.
Thus, if there are more than, say, two resonators per filter,
the fact that the two modes in each resonator must be tuned separately,
along with unavoidable

interaction effects in the tuning mechanism,
make the tuning process quite tiaue consuming.
Figure 16.02-2 shows another form of directional
has the constant-resistance

can

filter which also

input properties exhibited by the filters

in Chapter 14.1.2,3 In this circuit two hybrid junctions aro used, such
as the 3-db couplers in Sec. 13.03, the 3-db branch-guide couplers
treated in Secs. 13.12 and 13.13, short-slot hybrids, or Magic-T's.
In
the case of the Magic-T, an extra quarter-wavelength of line is required
on one of the side ports of the hybrid in order to give the desired

90-degree phase difference between the outputs of the side ports of the
hybrid.

In Fig.

16.02-2,

the required phase relations for transmission

between the various ports is

indicated by arrows and numbers.
fo

1

4
SlA-ANO-

PAAS

AN-PASS

III

A- $597-69I?

FIG. 16.02-2 A TYPE OF DIRECTIONAL FILTER FORMED FROM TWO BAND-PASS
FILTERS AND TWO HYBRIDS
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Besides the hybrid junctions, the circuit in Fig. 16.02-2 also
uses two identical band-pass filters which are designed to pass some
frequency f., which the circuit is to separate from other frequencies.
Thus, if four frequencies f.,
f,, and fd are introduced at Port 1,
the energy at frequency f. is divided equally between the two side arms of the
hybrid on the left,

it

passes through the two band-pass filters,

and on

into the side arms of the hybrid on the right.
Because of the phase
relations of the two components, the signal cancels to zero at Port 3,
end all of the energy at frequency f.

emerges from Port 4.

Meanwhile

f,# and f, are reflected by the band-pass
filters and they re-enter the side arms of the hybrid on the left.

the other frequencies f.,

Because of the phase relatiok,

the components cancel at Port 1 and all

of the energy at these frequencies emerges from Port 2.
The over-all
performance of this circuit is just like that of the directional filters
in Chapter 14,

and filter circuits of this type may also be cascaded as

indicated in Fig.

16.02-1.

The circuit in Fig. 16.02-2 will usually be much easier to adjust
than the directional filters in ChapLer 14, if there are very many
resonators per filter. The two identical band-pass filters can be tuned
separately, and the performance of the hybrid junctions is not particularly
critical.
For example, .if the power split of the hybrid junction is not
equal,

and, say,

is

so bad that twice as much power comes out one side

arm as comes out the other,

the net result if both hybrids are identical
will be to introduce only 0.5 db of attenuation in the transmission from
Port I to Port 4? The circuit in Fig. 16.02-2 has the drawback, however,
of being physically quite complicated and in many cases quite bulky.
In summary,

directional

filters with their constant-resistance

input properties provide attractive possibilities for use in multiplexers.
However, they also have appreciable practical drawbacks.
In any given
design situation their merits and drawbacks should be weighed against
those of other possible multiplexer techniques.
SEC.

16.03,

MULTIPLEXERS USING REFLECTING NARROW-BAND
FILTERS, WITH GUARD BANDS BETWEEN CHANNELS

If

the channels of a multiplexer are quite narrow (say, of the
order of 1 percent bandwidth or less) and if the channels are separated
by guard bands which are several times the pass-band width of the
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individual

filters (or more),

then various relatively simple decoupling

techniques should work quite well for preventing harmful interaction
between filters.
One method is

shown in Fig.

16.03-1.114 In this figure a three-

channel waveguide multiplexer is shown; the individual filters are of
the iris-coupled type discussed in Secs.. 8.06 and 8.07.
At frequency
f., the filter on the right Eas a pass band while the other two filters
are in their stop bands.

Since the filters are of relatively narrow

bandwidth, the first resonator of both the upper and the lowe.r filter
is relatively loosely coupled to the main wnveguide, hence the input
coupling irises of these two filt,-s

introduce only small reactive

discontinuities in the main waveguide.

These discontinuities will

disturb the response of the filter on the right a little,

and if

this

is objectionable, it can be compensated for by small corrections in
the tuning and input coupling of the first resonator of the filter on
the right.

WIDE DIMENSION

1

b

OF RECTANGULAR

-

WAVEGUIDE

4

fcI

FIG. 16.03-1

I

I

44
-

A MULTIPLEXER WITH NARROW-BAND WAVEGUIDE
FILTERS MOUNTED SO AS TO ELIMINATE FILTER
INTERACTION
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At frequency f, the upper filter in Fig. 16.03-1 has a pass band
while the other filters have atop bands and reflect small reactances to
the main quide.

If

guide-wavelength

(at frequency

the upper filter is placed approximately one-quarter

f,) from the input iris of the filter on

the right,

the filter on the right will reflect an open circuit to the
plane of the coupling iris.
(AcLually, because of the residual reactances,
somewhat less than a quarter wavelength should be best.)
Thus, the
filter on the right will be completely decoupled, and the energy at
frequency f, will flow relatively undisturbed out through the upper
filter. There will usually be some residual junction effects to disturb
the performance of the upper filter a little.
Again, these effects can
be compensated for by small corrections in the input coupling iris size
and in the tuning of the first resonator of the upper filter.
The lower filter is coupled to the main waveguide in a similar
manner.
If it is desired to add more channels, they can be mounted on
the main waveguide at additional points corresponding to various odd
multiples of X /4
X

is

from the filter on the right in Fig.

16.03-1 (where

in each case the guide wavelength at the midband frequency of the

filter in question).
Figure 16.03-2 shows another decoupling technique, which has been
proposed by J. F. Cline. 6 Although the circuits have been drawn in
lumped-element

form,

they can be realized in a variety of more or less

equivalent microwave forms.

In this case the filters are again assumed

to be narrow band, with guard bands between channels.
However, in this
case decoupling between filters is achieved by a decoupling resonator
adjacent to each filter.
Since the filters are narrow band, their
coupling to the main transmission line is quite loose, and the coupling
between the decoupling resonator and the main line is also quite loose.
Each decoupling resonator is tuned to the pass-band center frequency of
its adjacent filter. Because of their loose couplings the filters and
the decoupling resonators have very little
effect on transmission when
they are off resonance.
the circuit.
with very little

It

Suppose that a signal of frequency

will puss the f, filter and the

f 2 enters

f, decoupling resonator

reflection and go on to the f2 filter and decoupling res-

onator.
The decoupling resonator is a band-stop resonator and in the
upper circuit of Fig. 16.03-2 the f2 decoupling resonator circuit will short-circuit
the entire circuit to the right, while in the case of the lower circuit
of Fig.

16.03-2 the decoupling resonator open-circuits the entire circuit
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FIG. 16.03-2 MULTIPLEXERS USING DECOUPLING RESONATORS
In the upper structure filters with inductively coupled resonators are
used, while the decoupling resonators are capecitively coupled. In
the lower circuit the reverse is true.

"%3

to the right.

In this manner the energy is channelled to the desired

filter with a minimum of interaction effects.

Note that in this case

the spacing between filters is not critical, so that this multiplexing
technique is particularly useful where it must be possible Lo tune the
various filters over a range of frequencies.
In the figure the spacing
OX, between each filter and its decoupling resonator is assumed to be
made as small as possible in order to avoid undesirable transmissionline effects.

Residual reflections in the system calk be largely compen-

sated for by small adjustments of the tuning of the first resonator of
each filter, and of the coupling between the transmissioni line and the
input of each filter.
A possible way for utilizing thc principle in Fig.
wavegkiide filters is suggested

in Fig.

16.03-3.

16.03-2 for

The band-pass filter

shown is of the iris-coupled type discussed in Secs.

8.06 and 8.07.

The

decoupling resonator is of the waveguide band stop type discussed in
Chapter 12.

The band-stop

reactance when it

resonator presents a very large series

is resonant,

but this resonator is

located a quarter-

guide-wavelength

from the band-pass filter so that when looking right
from the band-pass filter a very large shunt susceptance will be seen

when the filter and band-stop resonator
series-connecte'

will

are resonant.

The filter, being

then receive all of the energy at frequency f.,

and any circuits to the right will be completely decoupled.
Just outside
of the pass band of the band-pass filter, the first resonator of the
band-pass filter will

present reactances

to the main waveguide which

are similar in nature to those presented by the band-stop resonator.
Thus at frequencies off f., the structure functions almost exactly like
a two-resonator band-stop filter of the form in Fig. 12.08-1, operating
in its pass band.
It should be possible to design the band-stop resonator using the band-stop filter techniques discussed in Chapter 12.
(The band-pass filter is replaced mathematically by a band-stop resonator
having a similar off-resonance reactance characteristic, and the decoupling
resonator represents the second band-stop resonator.)
Using this approach
the band-pass filter and band-stop resonator combination could present a
well-controlled low VSWR at frequencies off f., just as occurs in properly designed two-resonator band-stop filters.
The approach suggested in Fig. 16.03-2 and 16.03-3 looks especially
attractive if very many channels are to be multiplexed, because using
this approach the individual band-pass filter and decoupling resonator
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FIG. 16.03-3 A POSSIBLE METHOD FOR REALIZING DECOUPLING
RESONATORS IN A WAVEGUIDE MULTIPLEXER

units can be developed and tested separately, and then connected
together more or less as is convenient.
semi-lumped-element
SEC.

16.04,

Strip-line,

coaxial-line,

and

forms of these structures are also poasible.

MULTIPLEXERS WITI'

CONTIGUOUS PASS BANDS*

The multiplexers discussed in the preceding section were assumed
to have guard bands separating the various operating channel bands.
The design equations end trial designs in this section were worked out by E. G. Crietel.
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The multiplexers to be discussed in this section,

however,

are assumed

to have contiguous channels so that channels which are adjacent have
attenuation characteristics which typically cross over at their 3 db
points. Most diplexera are simply two-channel versions of multiplexers,
However, some additional comments
so the same principles apply to them.
with respect to diplexer design will be found in-Sec. 16.05.
Figure 16.04-1 shows a schematic drawing which consists of N
The channels
channels composed of specially designed band-pass filters.
are connected in parallel, and a susceptmnce-annulling network is added
in shunt to help provide a nearly constant total input admittance Yrm
which approximates the generator conductance G., across the operating
band of the multiplexer.

Figure 16.04-2 shows the analogous case of a
Since the series case is

series-connected multiplexer.
of the shunt case,

the exact dual

so that the same principles apply to both, our attention

However, it should be underwill be confined largely to the shunt case.
sLood that the same remarks apply to series-connected multiplexers simply
by replacing admittances by impedances, parallel connections by series
connections, and the filters and annulling networks used for parallel
connections by their duals.
The singly terminated low-pass filter Tchebyscheff prototypes
discussed and tabulated in Sec.

4.06 are very useful for use in the design

of band-pass filters for multiplexers of this type.

Consider the singly

terminated low-pass filter circuit in Fig. 16.04-3, which is driven by
a zero-impedance generator at the right end and which has a resistor
As was discussed in Sec.

termination only at the left end.

4.06, the

power delivered to the load on the left in this circuit is given by
P
where Y' is

-

E

2

lHe Y,

seen from the generator.
the admittance
&Q

(16.04-1)
Thus if

the filter

has a Tchebyscheff transmission characteristic, Re Y, must also have a
Figure 16.04-4 shows typical Re Y, characterTchebyscheff characteristic.
istics for Tchebyscheff filters designed to be driven by zero-impedance
Notice that in the figure a low-pass prototype filter
generators.
This parameter will be referred to later
parameter g 4+I is defined.
However, it should
with regard to the details of multiplexer design.
be noted at this point that either g+,1

or its reciprocal

corresponds

to the geometric mean between the value of Re Y" at the top of the
9%6
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S
t

ripples and Be

aY
t the bottom of the ripples.

This admittance level

for the low-pass prototype is analogous to the terminating admittance
G in Fig. 16.04-1, for the actual multiplexer with band-pass filters.
That is,

by the methods of this section the multiplexer is to be
designed to have a Tchebyscheff Re VT characteristic with G8 equal to
the mean valtee of the ripples.
The principles of this design procedure are most easily understood
in terms of an example.
Consider the comb-line filter in Fig. 16.04-5
(which can be designed by a modified version of the comb-line filter
design techniques discussed in Secs. 8.13 and 8.14).
In this figure
the filter has been designed to include a fine-wire high-impedance line
at the right end, for coupling to the common junction of the multiplexer.
This type of coupling to the main junction has the advantage of relieving
possible crowding of the filters at the common junction.
methods,

such as series,

However,

it

capacitive-gap coupling,

Other coupling

could also be used.

should be noted that although numerous types of filter
structures and structures for coupling to the common junction are possible,

these structures must be of the sort which tends to give a small susceptance in the stop bands, if the filters are to be connected in parallel.
If

the filters were of the type to present large susceptances in their
stop bands, they would tend to short-circuit the other filters.
A four-resonator, 10-percent-bandwidth filter design was worked out
for a comb-line filter as shown in Fig. 16.04-5 using an n - 4 singly
Y0

LINE

VAA 6 4

FIG. 16.04.5

T.

0

Ga

A POSSIBLE COMB-LINE FILTER CONFIGURATION
FOR USE IN MULTIPLEXERS
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FIG. 16.04-6

,

Ths f

h

INQEC.ww

NOMLIE

COMPUTED INPUT ADMITTANCE CFHARACTERISTIC OF A

COMB-LINE MULTIPLEXER FILTER AS SHOWN IN FIG. 16.04-5
This filter has four resonators

terminated prototype havingl 1-db ripple.

(The prototype element values

This filter design was expressed in
were obtained from Table 4.06-2).
an approximate form similar to that in Figl. 8. 14-1, and its input

admittance Y, was computed using a digital computer.
shown in Fig. 16.04-6, normalized with respect to GA.
Re Y6 /GA

is very nearly perfectly Tchebyacheff,

the slope of In Ybk/GA is negative on the average.
half of the dashed curve is for negative values.)

The results are

Note that

while in the pass band

(Note that the right

If band-pass filters with input admittance characteristics such
as that in Fig. 16.04-6 are designed to cover contiguous bands, and if
they are designed so that the Re Yb/GA characteristics of adjacent
970

filters overlap at approximately their Re Y/

A

below,

Y1I + Y12 + Y3 '"

then their tota!

they are paralleled,
part

input admittance Y,

characteristic.

This was done in

comb-line filters

filters

have

except

in

frequency.

Note that

the

[n YV/GA

on the right side of the
is

negative

is
its

always positive,
average

priate

In

this case

the soisceptance

characteristic

1.02,

where the

in

= 3.8502,
right.

16.04-I)

,AHe )' /(;A,
is

the total

Fig.

altered somewhat

16.04-7(b) is

the normal-

16.04-7(a)

with the

and 16.04-P.

pure conductance

To

across tihe

act as a resistive voltage

terminals A - A'

will be con-

Under these conditiotins the response of the indi-

(as

if

they were driven by

they were designed to be driven).

a pure constant

from this

conductance,

zero-

However,

for the trial

a normalized value of (C./GA = 1.15,
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since

the performance will

idealized performance.

The driving generator conductance GB
design was given

in Fig.

1'N has not been completely

will

would be exactly tihe same as

Y.. only approximates

of a

the stub had a normalized

input admittance ),T

16.04-1

and the voltage developed across

impedance generators

susceptance

the susceptance slope of the

given by Figs.

V'0 approximates a constant,

filters

by adding an appro-

reduced.

(G, and YV
1 N in

vidual

16.04-7(b)with

Figure 16.04-8 shows

operating band,

stant with frequency.

Fig.

after tihe susceptance-annulling

the extent that

divider,

in

In "T 1(A curve

Note that although Ie

place

Since,

slope of a lossless network

susceptance

indicate that if

has been greatly

Since He V tN/(;

negative

length as to give resonance at the normal-

Estimates

I.T,/(;A (Fig.

annulling network

is

branch could consist

network has been added.
it

l.04-7(b)

a susceptance-annulling

network should be about

eliminated,

design.

largely cancelled

admittance of V' /GA

ized susceptance

16.04-6

shows the correspond-

a positive

-

approximately zero.

individual

branch (which will have

stub of such a

ized frequency

Fig.

Fig.

paral-

operating hand of the multiplexer.

negative slope can he

short-circuited

annulling

theorem,

in

three

and that on the average the slope of the

the opcrating-hand

lossless shunt

slope).

characteristic

figure,

throughout the

by Foster's reactance

as shown in

this three-channel

when

real-

16.04-7(a).

where'the

Figure 16.04-7(b)

for

Fig.

characteristic 'for

with contiguous pass bands,

ing In Y I/G.A characteristic

curve

the example in

real-part

input admittance characteristics

for a shift

+ Y,

will also have an hpproximateiy Tchebyscheff

This figure shows the computed
leled,

0.5 points or slightly

multiplexer
which makes the

be

I
I

ta
0.g

0I.

o.0

.1

1.0

kOAMALIEZD FiR.UI"NCY,

FIG. 16.04-7(a)
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Re YT/GA vs. FREQUENCY FOR THREE, PARALLELED,
COMB-LINE MULTIPLEXER FILTERS
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Im YTN/GA vs. FREQUENCY FOR MULTIPLEXER WITH COMB-LINE FILTERS

generator conductance
Fig.

16.04-7(a).

mulLiplexer,
response

in

equal

to the mean value of the ripples

Figure 16.04-9(a)

while Fig.

16.04-9(b)

enlarged scale.

designed

to have

generator,

shows the computed response of the

Note that the

1-db Tchebyscheff

the pass-band

completed multiplexer.

fie YTN"

internal
Also,

is

choosing GI

the

much less than

due largely

conductance G. tends

the operating band tends

attenuation characteristics

and that though

filters

were

ripple when driven by a zero-impedance

attenuation
This is

in

shows the details of the pass-band

cross over at about the 3-db points,

generator

1.4

a/wo

to the

that in

the

fact that adding the

to mask out the variations in

to bc equal to

the mean value of Re YrN in

to reduce the amount of mismatch that will occur.

Soae Practical Details--The discussion of the example above
laid out the principles
consideration.

of

the multiplexer design

Some steps will

now be retraced

in

has

technique under
order to treat design

detai I s.
When designing the band-pass channel
noted

prototype

filters

element values g., g 1,

such
... j

as
8

'

that

in

filters

Fig.

using singly termi-

16.04-3,

g,+, can be obtained
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the prototype
from the tables
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FIG. 16.04-9(b) DETAILS OF PASS-BAND COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF
COMB-LINE MULTIPLEXER
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1.4

in Sec.

Note then in this case g,*

4.06.

W

which corresponds to the

of a zero-impedance voltage generator

infinite-internal-conductance

(or

for the dual case, the impedance of an infinite-internal-impedance current
In the actual multiplexer the filters will be driven by a
generator).
finite-internal-impedance generator, so it
W by S"+1 defined in Fig. 16.04-4.
cussed,

+

(or its reciprocal)

is

is convenient to replace
As has been previodsly dis-

a prototype parameter corresponding

to the conductance G, (or the resistance P. for the dual series-connected
case) of the termination to be used at the common junction of the
multiplexer.
The band-pass filters for a multiplexer can be designed by the
methods of Chapter 8 or Chapter 10, using any of a variety of structures.
a lumped-element structure were desired it could be
designed directly from the prototype in Fig. 16.04-3 using the mapping
For example,

if

The resulting filter would be
procedure summarized in Fig. 8.02-2(b).
as shown in Fig. 16.04-10.
Note that this filter starts out with a
series resonator,

cause the input admittance Y, to be small

which will

in the stop band.

This is necessary for a filter to be used in a

The dual form of filter which has a
parallel-connected multiplexer.
shunt resonator at its input is appropriate for a series-connected
multiplexer.

In the cases of filters such as those in Fig.

8.02-4 in which the resonators are coupled by J-

8.02-3 or

or K-inverters (Secs. 4.12,

8.02 and 8.03), it is necessary that the inverters next to the common
junction of the multiplexer be of the J-inverter type (Fig. 8.03-2) if
the filters are to be connected in parallel,
K-inverter type (Fig.

nOW

FIG. 16.041.0

8.03-1)

if

and that they be of the

the filters are to be connected in series.

n EVEN

Yg

A LUMPED-ELEMENT BAND-PASS CHANNEL FILTER
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Most of the design data in Chapters 8 and 10 applies directly to
the design of multiplexers without any changes,

at least for the case

where the desired terminations of the multiplexer are all equal.
Some
exceptions are the design data in Figs. 8.09-1 and 8.13-1(b), and in
Tables 10.02-1 and 10.06-1.
These design procedures incorporate special
matching end sections which have an effect like referring the desired
Y, (or Z,) input characteristic through a length of transmission line,
which will cause the real part of the input admittance (or impedance)
to not have the desired shape.

This problem can be overcome by replacing

the matching section at the end of the filter which is to be connected
to the multiplexer junction by a semi-lumped-element inverter.
This
is what was done in the case of the comb-line filter in Fig. 16.04-5,
where a fine-wire coupling ia shown at the right end.
This point will
be discussed further,

later in this section.

After the low-pass prototype filter parameters have been specified
there is no choice in the ratio GA/Ga of the terminations if lumpedelement filter designs of the form in Fig. 16.04-10 are to be used.
Also, the ratio GA/GM is not unity for that case--a situation that could
be inconvenient.

However,

in the case of designs using impedance inverters

(as in the generalized cases in Figs.
can be specified as desired,

8.02-3 and 8.02-4) the terminations

and the J-

or K-invertera

-For example,

necessary impedance transformations.

will provide the

using the data in

Fig. 8.02-4, GCA G. and the resonator slope parameters b. can be chosen
arbitrarily, and the impedance-matching conditions will automatically
come out as is called for by the prototype parameters,

go, 810

92'

"'"

9.

and g:,,'
Determination of Fractional Bandwidths So As To Give Desired
Cross-Over Frequencies-Since it is usually desirable in the type of
multiplexer under discussion for adjacent filters to cross over at
their 3-db points, care must be taken in choosing the filter bandwidths
to provide for this condition.
By adapting Eq.. (4.03-4) and (4.03-5)
an explicit expression for Re Y; for the singly loaded low-pass prototype
filter can be obtained as a function of w'.

cosh

cosh-

1

Then for n even

o

(76

Y

-

)j

(16.04-2)

where

[filiogio(
1

-

(16.04-3)

1

LAr is the db Tchebyscheff

ripple of the prototype filter, R; is the
termination in Fig. 16.04-3, and He Y, and wI are as indicated in
Fig. 16.04-4. Having specified RA He Y; - 0.5, corresponding approximately
to the 3-db pmint,

then the deaigner can solve for the corresponding

normalized frequency

From this the required fractional bandwidth
can be obtained by using the low-pass to band-pass transformation approu'/o,.

priate for the filter structure to be used.
the desired cross-over points are f.
mapping function is

')

Fur example,

suppose that

and fb > J'. and satappropriate

2(1

.

(16.04-4)

where

f

f. +6lb
2

0

Then the required fractional bandwidth is

2
u ;f)/(~.)
*
(

'o

.(16.04-5)

where w' 1w1 is specified for the desired 3-db point by use of Eq.(16.04-2),
provided that n is even.
If n is odd, Eq. (16.04-2) becomes

cosh

I coh-e

-

(16.04-6)

Coupling to the Common Junction-Although other means of coupling

would have also been possible in the comb-line multiplexer example of
this section it was assumed that the filters were coupled to the center
junction by series inductances formed from high-impedance wire.

977

,I

Figure 16.04-11 shows a
high-impedance wire and its
equivalent circuit when used

Ys

as a J-inverter. The combline filtrer design equations
discussed in Secs. 8.13 and
8.14 were modified to use
this type of inverter at
one end of the filter.

J"',itI Y6 toue

The

susceptance B at one side
of the inverter in
Fig. 16.04-11(b) was compensated for by absorbing it
into Resonator n, while the

a.VsYt[,•n-ci

ausceptance B on the other
side of the inverter was
effectively absorbed into

.-. ,,-0,
FIG. 16.04-11

the susceptance-annul ling
network.
In this case tihe

USE OF A HIGH-IMPEDANCE WIRE
AS A J-INVERTER

high-impedance-wire type of
coupling was suggested
because it

would help prevent the common junction from being crowded.

However, it is desirable to keep the high-impedance wire quite short in
order to avoid unwanted resonances, while not having it so small in
diameter that it would increase the losses. Thus, in some narrow-band
cases, capacitive-gap couplings to approximate inverters as in
Fig. 8.03-2(b) will be preferable.
Table 16.04-1 summarizes the equations used in the design of the filters for the example of Figs.

16.04-5

to 16.04-9(b).
Figure 16.04-12 shows the general form of another type of multiplexer structure once built by one of the authors.
This multiplexer
split an octave band into three parts, and used capacitively coupled,
strip-line filters of the form in Fig. 8.05-4(a).

Although the filters

nsed series-capacitance
of the multiplexer,

couplings everywhere except at the common junction
high-impedance wire coupling (i.e., series-inductance

coupling) was used at the common junction, as indicated in Fig. 16.04-12.
(In this case the wire was bent into a rectangle as shown.)
The wire
plus a small section of the adjacent 50-ohm line were regarded as
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Table 16.04-1
DESIGN EQUATIONS

RM C•iB-LINE FILTERS WI T HIlGH-Z 0 WIRE COUPLING
AT ONE END AS SHOWN IN FIG. 16.04-5

Choose a low-pass prototype filter and values for GA
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FIG. 16.04-12

A SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF A THREE-CHANNEL
MULTIPLEXER USING FILTERS OF THE TYPE
IN SEC. 8.05
Capocitive coupling Is used except at the common
iunclon

comprising an inverter of the form in Fig. 8.03-2(c).
This type of
coupling and point of view was used because it eliminated the undesirably
small capacitive coupling gaps that would otherwise have been needed.

and because in this particular type of filter it provided a convenient
reference plane for paralleling the filters. In this case only a small
capacitive stub was found to be required for susceptance annulling.
This result was partly due to the large band covered by the multiplexer
and probably partly due to the rather sizeable junction effects present
in this particular design at the common junction. The multiplexer was
designed for 1 db or less transducer loss in the pass bands, and achieved
this performance quite well.
The input VSWR at the common junction was
2:1 or less across the entire octave operating band-of the multiplexer,
which indicated that the desired contiguous pass-bands had been achieved.
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Design of Annulling Networks-Solutior. of integral equations given
by Bodes shows that if the real part of an admittance has the rectangular
form defined by the equations
0 for 0 < L < W

Re Y

GA

=

then the minimum imaginary part is

for

< wob

0 for ci,< Wa<
given b.y

,

1 tis

Yr

In

(06.04-7)

-()

0.

W01

0

0

(16.04-8)

where

L0

and
-

La

w0

The imaginary part above is minimum in time sense that no shunt susceptance
could be removed from the network without making the network non-physical.,
When the filters for a parallel-connected multiplexer are designed by the
methods of this section,

after the filters are connected,

the real part of

the total input admittance can be approximated by Eq. (16.04-7), and to
the extent that there is no shunt susceptance in the couplings to the
common junction, the imaginary part can be approximated by Eq. (16.04-8).
For example, Fig. 16.04-13 shows computed curves of Re Yr and In Yv
for a four-channel, lumped-element filter multiplexer design (the solid
lines),

along with corresponding

approximations obtained using Eqs.

(16.04-7)

In the
Note that the degree of agreement is quite good.
and (16.04-8).
the
that
an
larger
are
He
Yr
in
ripples
the
case of Figs. 16.04-7(a),(b)
Also note from Fig. 16.04-7(b)
accuracy would be less good on that score.
that In YrT does not pass through zero near the middle of the operating

1.4

-

-

€~COSRKPONOS TO USING 0.201 TCMVSCHErEFF FILTERS
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FIG. 16.04-13 YT FOR A LUMPED-ELEMENT MULTIPLEXER COMPARED WITH YT
FROM EQS. (16.04-7) AND (16.04-8)

range,

as Eq.

(16.04-8)

for by the residual

indicates it

should.

This,

however,

is accounted

shunt susceptance B indicated in Fig. 16.04-11(b),

for the high-impedance wire coupling to the common junction.
In many practical cases it

may be desirable to design the susceptance-

annulling network after assembling the multiplexer and measuring the
admittance characteristic at the common junction (or the impedance
In this manner
characteristic if the multiplexer is series-connected).
all significant effects due to the physical size of the common junction
However, when such junction effects are relatively
can be accounted for.
small: Eq.

(16.04-8)

(plus a possible correction for an'y shunt suaceptance

known to be present across the inputs of the filters) should give a very
Having this
useful estimate of what the imaginary part of Y. will be.
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estimate,

the susceptance-annulling

network can then be designed.

The

required annulling network for a parallel-connected multiplexer is
generally a parallel-resonant circuit having zero susceptance

at the

frequency where In YT is zero.
In much of the above discussion the comments have been in terms of
admittances and parallel-connected multiplexera.

It

should be recalled

that the same remarks apply in an analogous way to impedances in a dual
series-connected multiplexer.
SEC.

16.05,

DIPLEXEIIS WITH CONTIGUOUS PASS BANDS

Diplexers are basically two-channel multiplexers,
designed by the same techniques discussed in Sec.

hence they can be

16.04.

llowever,

since

diplexers are frequently composed of low-pass and high-pass filters
rather than two band-pass filters,

this case will be given some special

attention.
Also, an alternate procedure
will be suggested.

for the design of diplexers

Figure 16.05-1 shows a diplexer consisting of a low-pass filter and
a high-pass filter.
loaded prototype

Using the design viewpoint of Sec.

from Sec.

16.04,

a singly

4.06 is used for designing the low-pass filter,

while the same prototype used with the mapping procedure in Fig.
can be used for design of the high-pass filter.

7.07-2

The proper equal-ripple

band-edge frequencies needed to cause the filters to cross over at their
3-db points can be determined with the aid of Eqs. (16.04-2).
(16.04-3),
Y,

Y,

Goa

T|

$ A 0

-

FIG. 16.05-1

A PARALLEL-CONNECTED DIPLEXER COMPOSED OF A
LOW-PASS AND A HIGH-PASS FILTER
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and (16.04-6), along with the low-pass to high-pass mapping in Sec. 7.07.
It can be shown that in this case the two filters will annul each others
suaceptancea about as well as can be done,
tance-annulling network.
maximally flat,

In fact,

if

without any additional suacep-

the filters were designed from

singly loaded prototypes,

the imaginary part of the

input admittance YT in Fig. 16.05-1 could be made to be exactly zero at
all frequencies (at least for the idealized lumped-element case).
The
actual

filters for a microwave diplexer such as this could in many cases

be designed using the methods of Secs.

7.03 to 7.07.

In some cases it will be convenient to use a wide-band band-pass
filter for the high-frequency channel, rather than a high-pass structure
of the form in Fig. 16.05-1.
In this case the susceptances of the two
filters will not annul each other as well.
Using Bode's integral
equations,a if

the two filters are designed so that the real part of

their input admittance after parallel
He YT "
-

connection is approximately

G. for 0

w

(1.0-,

for w,< W <

0

then the minimum imaginary part is given by

Im

GM

In Yr

In

W- Wb
-n

--

where the significance of the term "minimum"

I

(16.05-2)

is as discussed with

reference

to Eq. (16.04-8).
In this case the susceptance can be largely
annulled by a series-resonant shunt branch having a susceptance of the
form
-

1

B(w)

(16.05-3)
wL
L

where wc is slightly larger than w

and L is a constant (i.e.,

an

inductance for a lumped circuit).
An Alternative Point of View for Diplexer Design-We will nowconsider
an alternative approach to design of diplexera.
more guess work than is

This approach requires

required for the approach suggested above,

%141

however,

!
it has a possible advantage for some situations in that it can be used
to modify conventional doubly terminated filters for use in diplexers.
The approach about to be described is in many respects equivalent to
the "fractional

termination" method used for paralleling filters
9

designed on the image bdsis.

In the discussion to follow series con-

nection of the filters will be assumed, thotigh the same technique applies
analogously to the dual case of parallel-connected diplexers.
Figuee 16.05-2(a) shows a low-pass filter and a band-pass filter
with dotted lines indicating wires for connecting these filters in series.

ix,
R,.

LOW - PASS
FILTER

*

Zb

2.

0-PASS
FILTER

Is

Z*

Z.

(a)

FIG.

6.05-2

FILTERS CONNECTED IN SERIES

If each of these filters were designed to operate normally with pure
resistance terminations at both ends, the two filter's
performance would
be greatly disrupted by this connection.

This disruption would be due

to the fact that although each filter exhibits a nominally resistive
input impedance in its individual pass band,

each filter also exhibits

large reactive impedances in its stop band.

Thus if

in Fig.

the band-pass filter will

16.05(a)

have contiguous pass bands,
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the filters shown

introduce a large reactive component in the terminating impedance seen
by the low-pass filter in the pass band of the low-pass filter, while
the low-pass filter will introduce a large reactive component to the
terminating impedance seen by the band-pass filter in
the band-pass filter.

the pass band of

The large stop-band reactive components of the input impedances
Z. and Z' of the filters in Fig. 16.05-2(a) are due largely to the
series reactances X, and X' shown.
input impedances Z, and Z'

If

these are removed,

the remaining

have the same real part characteristics but

much smaller stop-band reactances.

Thus,

to form a diplexer,

jX

1

and

jX 1 are removed and the remaining circuits are connected as chown in
Fig. 16.05-2(b).

Next,

an additional

reactance jX" is introduced to

further adjust the imaginary part of Z, in order to cause
Z€

-

Z6 + Zi + WX"

to approximate a pure resistance equal to R

(16.05-4)
as nearly as possible."

I

In the pass band of the low-pass filter Z+
X" represents, under the
conditions described above, a reactance about equivalent to jX1 in that
band,

so that the low-pass filter will operate very nearly in its normal

fashion throughout its pass band.

Likewise,

in the pass band of the

band-pass filter, Z, + jX" represents a reactance about erivalent to
iX'
in

in that band,
its normal

so that the band-pass filter will operate very nearly

fashion throughout

its pass band.

However,

the removal

of the series branches jX| and jX' may result in some reduction in
stop-band attenuation of one or both filters.t

a

Figure 16.05-3 shows a diplexer that was designed by use of this
roach.
The low-pass channel was composed of the filter in Fig. 7.03-3(a)

cut off just to the right of the last capacitive disk on the right of the
filter.

This corresponded to removing jX 1 in Fig.

16.05-2(a).

The upper-

channel used a band-pass
and 10.05.

filter of the type discussed in Secs. 10.03
This filter was designed as though it were to have a series

stub at one end (making a series resonator).

This was accomplished by

designing that end of the filter using the equations in Table 10.03-1,
while the other half of the filter was designed using the equations in
This assume* that the normal terminating impedance next t. Z and Z' for the individual
filters is R
It
'. elso assumes that the frequency responses of thenfilters are scaled to
intersect close to the 3-db points.
tThe decrease in stop-band attenuation resulting from the removal of jX end jX. is largely
compensated for as a result of the input voltage reduction in the stop band ofleach filter
due to the series loading of the other filter.
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r

e, 1l 0

0

FIG. 16.05-3

3

4

0

000

1

6

PHOTOGRAPH OF A SERIES-CONNECTED DIPLEXER WITH THE
COVER PLATES REMOVED
This diplexer uses a low-pass and a band-pass filter

In the actual diplexer the series stub was not included,
Table 10.05-1.
which was analogous to removing the series resonator jX', in Fig. 16.05-2(a).
Then the impedances of the two filters connected in series (with reactances JX, and jX'1 removed) was computed, and the desired form of
It was found that a
reactance-annulling network jX" was determined.
desirable annulling network should have a reactance of the form
-

l

(16.05-5)

X"1

(16.05-5) is the dual of that in Eq. (16.05-3), which is
to be expected since the former case is for a parallel connection while
the later is for a series connection.

Note that Eq.
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Figure 16.05-4 shows how the series connection was achieved in the
The input line to the common junction passes
diplexer in Fig. 16.05-3.
within the end shunt stub of the band-pass

filter.

The center conductor

of the input line connects to the center conductor of the coaxial

low-

pass filter,

t:hile the outer conductor of the input line connects to
In this way a series connection is obtained.*
the band-pass filter.
The annulling reactance jX" is obtained by using a disk to form a radial
line in series with the low-pass filter.
series connection of the diplexer is

The common-junction for the

the region marked A in the figure.

Figure 16.05-5 shows the measured performance of the low-pass
channel

of this diplexer, while Fig.

the high-pass channel.

16.05-6 shows the performance of

As can be seen from the figures,

low pass-band

attenuation with a sharp cross-over was obtained.
Either of the two diplexer design methods described above can be
The method where the filters are designed
used with good results.
from singly loaded low-pass prototype filters has an advantage of
involving less guess work for precise designs, and it should be capable
of superior performance when very low pass-band attenuation and very
precise cross-over characteristics are required.

The alternative point

of view for diplexer design described above may not be capable of quite
as good results because the individual filters were originally designed
to be doubly terminated and were later modified.

As such,

the filters

do not ha,,e quite as favorable impedance properties for interconnection
However, the alternative method does
as do singly terminated filterr.
have the possible advantage that (,he individual
and tested first as convention.ii

filters can be constructed

doubly terminated filters.

This technique of fouding the multiplexer by 0 coaxial line within the shunt stub of the
band-pass filter wea suggested by S. a. Cohn.
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METAL DISKS WITH DIELECTRIC
RIMS TO FORM LOW-rPASS FILTER
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FIG. 16.05-4 A PARTIAL VIEW OF A SERI ES-CONNECT ED DIPLEXER CONSTRUCTION
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CHAPTER 17
MEMMIANICALLYAND MAGNETICALLY TUNABLEMICROWAVE FILTERS

SEC.

17.01.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will deal mainly with band-pass filtera such as might
be desired for use as receiver preselectora;

however-,

some discussion of

band-stop magnetically tunable filters will be included.

Although there

are a variety of simple means for shifting the resonant frequency of the
resonaLors of a filter,

if

it

is desired to maintain constant bandwidth

and response shape as the filter is tuned,
complex (Sec.

17.02).

primarily toward

the problem becomes fairly

The design data given in this chapter are slanted

designing filters with relatively constant response

shape and bandwidth as the filter is tuned.
Fortunately, in the case of
magnetically tunable filters, the resonators inherently tend to give constant bandwidth,

although there will be some change in response shape as

the filter is tuned.
Figure 17.01-1 shows the two types of mechanically tunable filters
that are specifically discussed in this chapter.
The filter shown at (a)
uses coaxial resonators that are tuned by sliding their inner conductors
out or in,

while the filter shown at (b)

one side of each resonator cavity.

is

tuned by a sliding wall on

The constancy of the bandwidth and

response shape for filters of these types is improved by proper choice
of the locations of the coupling apertures and loops,
Secs.

as is discussed in

17.03 and 17.04.

Certain materials that exhibit ferrimagnetic resonance have a high-Q
resonance and can be easily coupled in to and out of using strip-line,
coaxial.line,

or waveguide circuitry.

ferrimagnetic

resonators is

The resonant frequency of such

controlled by a DC biasing magnetic field.

Thus, it becomes possible to tunc such resonators electronically by placing the filter in the field of an electromagnet, and then controlling the
current in the electromagnet by electronic means.

Section 17.05 outlines

the general properties of ferrimagnetic resonators that are important to
their use in microwave filters.

Section 17.06 discusses means for deter-

mining the crystal axes of ferrimagnetic resonators--a problem of
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RAI

(b)
FIG. 17.01.1

COAXIAL AND WAVEGUIDE MECHANICALLY TUNABLE BAND-PASS FILTERS
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considerable practical importance since the resonant frequency of ferrimagnetic resonators is influenced by the orientation of the crystal axes
of the material,

with respect to the biasing DC magnetic field.

Figure 17.01-2 shows several of the magnetically tunable filter
structures discussed in Seca. 17.07 to 17.09.
The structure shown at (a)
utilizes input and output strip liaes that are completely separated by a
dividing wall except for a small coupling slot next to the short-circuited
ends of the strip lines.

There is

negligible coupling between the two

strip lines when they are without the ferrimagnetic resonators; however,
when ferrimagnetic resonators such as spheres of single-crystal yttriumiron-garnet (YIG) are added as shown in the figure, good transmission from
one strip line to the other occurs,

provided that the proper biasing mag-

rietic field H. is applied.
The filter shown at (a) will give a tworesonator response, while that shown at (b) will give a three-resonator
response.

A waveguide two-resonator filter is shown at (_).

A magnetically

tunable directional filter is

shown in Fig.

17.01-3.

This filter is

very similar in principle to the waveguide directional
filters discussed in Sec. 14.02, except that the fixed-tuned electromagnetic resonators used in the filters in Sec. 14.02 are-here replaced
by magnetically tunable ferrimagnetic resonators consisting of spheres of
YIG (or of some other suitable material).
Besides being magnetically
tunable,

the filter in Fig.

17.01-3 differs from those in Sec.

one other important way.

As a result of the non-reciprocal

ferrimagnetic resonators,

the filter in Fig.

14.02 in

properties of

17.01-3 has circulator action
at resonance as well as directional filter action.
For example, at resonance, energy entering Port I will go to Port 4, but energy entering at
Port 4 will go to Port 3.
property.)

(The filters in Fig.

17.01-2 do not have this

Directional filters of this type are discussed in Sec.

17.10.

Magnetically tunable band-stop filters are also of practical interest.
One possible form for such filters is the, strip-line filter structure shown
in Fig. 17.01-4.
This filter uses three YIG resonators placed between the
strip line and one of the ground planes.
This filter could be designed to
produce a narrow stop band that can be moved in frequency by controlling
the biasing magnetic field.
Band-stop magnetically tunable filters are
discussed in Sec.

17.11.
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FIG. 17.01.-

A MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE STRIP-LINE BAND-STOP FILTER

The tuning of microwave resonators by use of variable-capacitance
diodes or by use of ferroelectric materials might at first seem to be
attractive.

However, these possibilities are not considered in this

chapter because at the time of this writing the O's of available varactor
diodes and of ferroelectric materials are not sufficiently high at microwave frequencies to provide very satisfactory means for electronic tuning
of microwave-filter resonators.

"SEC17.02,

THEORY OF IDEAL, TUNABLE BANDI-PASS FILTERS

Although almost any kind of filter can be tuned by varying the lengths
of the resonatora, or by introducing variable capacitive or inductive
loading of some form in the resonators, there are considerations besides
limit the thpes of structures desirable for use as
Generally, it will be desired that the filter response

resonator tuning that
tunable filters.

shape will remain more or less constant as the filteor is tuned.

If steps

are not taken to assure constant response shape, it is possible that a
filter might have a goud Tchebysch.ff response at one end of the tuning
range, but at the other end have a response of considerably different'shape
and bandwidth (and possibly with a sizeable reflection loss in the pass
band). Thus, we shall now want to explore the factors that inpt be considered if constant responsi
shape (and also constant bandwidth) are to
be maintained as a filter is tuned.
Since tunable filters are
senerally
of narrow bandwidth, it will be convenient to nee the external Q's of the
end resonators and the coupling coeflicients between adjacent resonators
as the basic design parameters (Sec.

8.02).
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V

FIG. 17.02-1

A GENERALIZED FILTER CIRCUIT USING SERIES RESONATORS
AND IMPEDANCE INVERTERS

Figure 17.02-1 shown a generalized filter circuit with series
resonutors coupled by impedance inverters (Sec. 8.02). By Fig. R.02-3,
the external Q's of the end resonators of this circuit are
(17.02-1)
K• I/HA
4o

((/)a

=

j.2

(17.02-2)

w

____

..

/B

and the coupling coefficients between resonators are

(17.02-3)

.

kK
Jul to 0-1

9(;i÷

7gi

In Eqs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3), the K, 1 ,1 are impedance inverter
parameters, the vc.are resonator slope parameters defined by
dX(
-W)
2

(17.02-4)

dw

where X, is the reactance of resonator j, and w0 is the resonant frequency.
The parameters go, #, ... ', 9.+l' c0 are ,parameters of the low-pass prototype filter from which the bland-pass filter is designed, and w is the
fractional bandwidth of the band-pass filter as measured to the points W,
and w, on its response, corresponding to wl on the low-pass prototype
response (Sec.

8.02).

Examining Eqs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3) we see that for the type of
response to be preserved (i.e., for maximally flat, Tehebyscheff, or
some other response properties to be preserved) the external Q's must
very inversely with the fractional bandwidth a, while the coupling coefficients must be directly proportional to w.
that Lhe absolute bandwidth be kept constant.

Usually it
Thus,

is desired

if Af is the desired

fixed bandwidth in cycles per second, fo is any given tuning frequency of
the filter, and (f 0 ). is the mean tuning frequency (i.e., the center frequency of the tuning range),

is usually desired that

then it

. (f

Af
fo

w

).
(17.02-5)

fo

=

where
Af
f

a

is the mean fractional bandwidth.
Eqs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3) gives

().

(17.02-6)

Inserting Eq.

(17.02-5)

in

ogg 1 f 0
0(17.02-7)
9a'.(Jo).
0

( o)A

9.9.+if0).

(17.02-8)

and
k=

al1 t o n- i-

,a
l'f O'g ig ji+ !I

where all quantities on the right are constants except for f0.

(17.02-9)

From these

equations we see that in order to give a constant response shape and bandwidth as the filter is tuned,
tuning frequency f

0

the external Q's must vary directly with the

, while the coupling coefficients must vary inversely

with the tuning frequency.
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The most commonly used tunable

-x

-x

filters use inductive couplings, and
the impedance inverters may be regarded as being of the form in
Fig.

17.02-2.

narrow-band

0_

K'X

In the case of as

A,,-m

filter (tunable filters

are usually narrow band), 1ll of the
reactances in the inverter circuit
of Fig. 17.02-2 would be very small.

CORRESPONDING
C
TO
SHUNT-INDUCTIVE
COUPLINGS

The negative, series reactances are
therefore small compared with the
reactances that they are connected to,

and hence have little

effect in

the filter except to cause a slight shift in the resonant frequency of
the resonators.

Thus,

to a good approximation,

we may represent the

circuit in Fig. 17.02-1 by the circuit in Fig. 17.02-3 if the K-inverters
are of the form in Fig. 17.02-2 and if the bandwidth is reasonably narrow
(say,

of the order of a few percent or less).

Then by Fig,

17.02-2,

'0
K.,

X0o1,

3

X

*

.

(fA

)(17.02-10)

K33

t

X n-12,

n,,,,

FIG. 17.02-3 A FILTER CIRCUIT WITH SHUNT-INDUCTIVE COUPLINGS

where (X jji).

is

the reactance of the j,j

+ I coupling inductance at

the mean tuning frequency (f,)*.
Inserting Eq.
Eqs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3) gives

(

*,)A C

(Xo d fo0

lOO1

(17.02-10)

into

(17.02-11)

(f 0)
%RM

• !

,)', o

(X,.,
k

Comparing Eqs.
we see that,

I=l

(17.02-11)

=

j

(17.02-13)

0

a

j

to A,-1

17.02- 12 )

•(

B

((•.)

. I,(fo).

and (17.02-12)

with Eqs.

(17.02-7)and (17.02-8)

to maintain constant response shape and bandwidth,

the reso-

nator slope parameters a.1 and x. must vary as

X,[(f
x

0)3J

(17.02-14)

f

(0)

where (%Il) and (z.).are the slope parameter values at the mean tuning
frequency

(f,),.

Now,

comparing Eqs.

(17.02-9)

and (17.02-13),

we sae

that to maintain constant response shape and bandwidth

t=1 a

1)J

Note that
where the (z ) are again the slope parameter values at (f 0 )3.
Eqs. (17.02-14) and (17.02-15) appear to be contradictory since
Eq.

(17.02-14)

says thaL

and OL.must vary as (0)
a1

while Eq.

(17.02-15)

says they must vary as (f 0 ) 2 . These two requirements -are not-, however,
irreconcilable, since Eq. (17.02-14) refers to the slope parameters of
Resonators I and n as seen from the coupling reactances X0 1 and XA..+,
while Eq. (17.02-15) relates to the slope parameters of Resonators 1 and n
as seen from the between-resonator

reactances X12 and XIA.

will be evident from the discussions in Sec.

17.03 and 17,04,

Thus,
it

as

may be

possible to approximately satisfy both Eqs. (17.02-14) and (17.02-15) at
coupling reactances at the ends
the same time by making the X., and A
of the filter couple into Resonators I and n at points on the resonator
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!I

structures different from those of coiplings X2 and X l,.
t
manner the slope parameters seen by the end couplings will be different
from those seen by the couplings between regonators.
Perhaps the most familiar type of series resonator is
of an inductance

and capacitance

in series,

L j 002

I
X

By Eq.

A

c.
-

=

(17.02-16)

(17.02-4)

"W
-L
0

Xi

If

that consisting

which gives

(17.02-17)

the resonators are tuned by varying the C

while
thO L ) remains fixed,
]

thI)en

Uj

=

(j

(17.02-18)

).

which does not have the frequency variation of either Eq.
Eq.

(17.02-15).

filter is

It

is easily shown that if

tuned by varying the L.

=

(17,02-14)

or

C I is held fixed and the

then

(.)

(17.02-19)

-

which deviates even more from the desired type of frequency variation.
From the above discussion we see that a simple series I.--C resonator
cannot give the desired (f0)2 or (f0)

3

variation of the resonator slope

parameters unless the resonators are tuned by varying both the L
the C. at the same time.

However,

Fig.

and

17.02-4 shows a resonator circuit

that could approximate the desired frequency variations'while being tuned.
by varying only a series capacitance.
In this case a parallel resonant
circuit has been added, which adds a pole of reactance at frequency w0.
Thus,

as the resonator is tuned to higher frequencies,

parameter increases more rapidly than it
were not there.

1003

would if

the resonator slope

the pole of reactance

to)

x,

(b)

A-$•1

*o,

FIG. 17.02.4 A TUNABLE RESONATOR
"-AND ITS REACTANCE
CHARACTERISTIC

Although

the form of the resonator circuit

in

Fig.

17.02-4.is not

of much interest for microwave filters: the discussion illustrates the
types of considerations and possible solutions involved in the design
of tunable
cussion

filters

with constant

above has been

in

shunt inductive couplings;
8.02-4', 8.03-1,

8.03-2

terms

response shape
of filters

howevcr,

and 8.03-3,

by use of the data
the same

applied for the derivation of the required
numerous

other types of filters.

apply to all

filters

as

and bandwidth.

The dis-

with series resonators and

Of course,

in

Figs.

8.02-3,

type of reasoning can be
parameter
Eqs.

properties

(17.02-7)

to

for
(17.02-9)

long as constant response shape and bandwidth

are required.
Another factor to be considered
the choice of

low-pass prototype

in

filters

used are usually of narrow bandwidth,
types discussed in
cussed in

Sec.

Sec.

11.07,

give very nearly

to be used.

designed

the absolute minimum

1004

filters

Since tie

the equal-element

11.07 are often
filters

the design of tunable

is

filters

low-pass proto-

a desirable choice.
from equal-element
midband dissipation

As

is

dis-

prototypes can
loss for given

resonator unloaded Q's,

and for a given amount of attenuation required

at some frequency a specified frequency interval from the mid-pass-band
frequency.
For many narrow.band inductively coup!ed filters such as that in
Fig.

17.02-3,

a useful low-pass to band.pass mapping (Sec.

8.04) to use is

2
(17.02-20)

-

where
w

=

2

(17.02-21)

2w2 wi
+ =

(17.02-22)

c' and co are the frequency variables of the low.pass prototype and band.
pass filters,

respectively,

and wi and w2 are the band-pass filter band-

edge frequencies corresponding to (o, for the low-pass prototype.
SEC. 17.03,

MECHANICALLY

TUNABLE COAXIAL BAND-PASS FILTERS

Figure 17.03-1 shows a form of coaxial,

mechanically

tunable filter,

which has been used a good deal.' The resonators operate in the TEM mode
and are a quarter-wavelength long at resonance.
One end of each resonator is open-circuited while the other is

short-circuited,

and tuning is

accomplished by sliding the round center conductor back and forth through
the short-circuiting region at the lower end of each resonator.
axial

input and output

respectively,

lines are coupled to the first and last resonators,

by magnetic coupling loops,

to their neighbors by inductive irises.
resonators is approximately coaxial;
nators is

while the resonators are coupled
The cross-sectional shape of the

however,

the region between reso-

flattened so that the coupling irises will not be so thick.

The filter in Fig.

17.03-1

in generalized form in Fig.

is of the inductively coupled type shown

17.02-3 and analyzed in Sec.

discussed in connection with Eqs.
different

The co-

(17.02-14)

17.02.

and (17.02-15),

As was

a somewhat.

frequency variation of the resonator slope parameters is usually

10WS

I#
"COUPLING

IRISES

3
SECTIONAL SIDE VIEW

S2

4

SECTIONAL BOTTOM VIEW

FIG. 17.03-1

A FOUR-RESONATOR MECHANICALLY TUNABLE TEM-MODE FILTER

and (Q,). as compared with the frequency
desired in determining (.)A
variation of the resonator slope parameters desired for determining the
In the filter structure in Fig. 17.03-1
coupling coefficients k.,,I.
the desired difference is achieved in an approximate fashion by locating
0
the input and output coupling loops an electrical distance A from the
short-circuited ends of the resonators which is different from the
electrical distance H9which the inductive coupling irises are located

from the shorL-circuited
Figure 17.03-2(s)

(Q,)A,

In the

ends of the resonators.

shows an equivalent circuit used for calculating

figure

1

,

"A

-

tL

(17.03-1)

I
where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the resonator line.
resonator reactance slope parameter is then
Wo

dX

~ .. 2~A =

2 •0o

and by Eq.

(17.02-11)

Z

sec 2
O

(17.03-2)

A

the external V at end A is
Zolf

77

1-

'

(Q

The

=)A

(X0 1

)2

Cos2

(17.03-3)

( J

[

where Lhe subscript m indicates a quantity evaluated at the mid-tuning-range
frequency (f.

.

Of course,

"RA

an analogous equation applies for (Q,ý

ZOz

°

TT
Fizo

ZOo

XI-1-I

XI1.1+1

(b)

FIG. 17.03-2 RESONATOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS USED IN
COMPUTING (Qe)A AND ki'01

100?

Figure 17.03.2(b)

shows the resonator equivalent circuit used in

computing the coupling coefficients uetween resonators.
Using
Eq. (17.02-13), analogously to the derivation above we obtain

jj

-

4(X )j+÷), f. coal (()
Z 0(f)

Now ma indicated by Eqs.

1/ (f

(17.02-7)

.).
(17.03-4)

to (17.02-9),for

constant response

shape and bandwidth we desire that

ri
(

,

0
(17.03-5)

o

)]

[(

(f0)-

(17.03-6)

and

kj,+I
)

If

we equate Eqs.

f/(f9)."-1.3,
we equate Eqs.

(k,,

(17.03-5)

).

(17.03-7)

and (17.03-3)

for fo/(fo),

=

0.7 and for

and solve for (OA),'we find that' (VA). = 0.9675 radian.
If
(17.03-4) and (17.0327) at the same frequencies and solve

for (60).we then find that (0). - 0.8534 radian.
From Eqs.

(17.03-5)

and (17.03-7)

should ideally be directly proportional

we see that both (Q,),
to the frequency,

response shape and bandwidth are desired.

if

and Il/k jm
constant

Figure 17.03-3 presents

normalized curves for these quantities vs. f0/(f0). for the values of (OA). and
(O).given above.
We see that the external Q curve deviates most from the
desired linear variation, which means that the response shape will change
somewhat as the filter is tuned.
The quantity N/ki
follows the desired
linear variation more closely,
line.

but it also deviates some from the desired
Since the coupling coefficients between resonators have the domi-

nant effect on bandwidth, the deviation in the Nl/k).+ curve from the
desired line will cause some variation of the bandwidth.
Although the
deviations from ideal performance indicated in Fig. 17.03-3 are sizeable,
they are probably acceptable for most applications.
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Also,

the curves in

I

S(Is~~r0.97
O.

edlettrao~

0.4
0

--

0.1

0.

070

FIG. 17.03-3

Fig.

0.60

0.0

1.00
to / to)*,

110

1.0

130

NORMALIZED CURVES INDICATING THE FREQUENCY
VARIATION OF NORMALIZED (Qe)A1 (Q.)B, AND
1k..*I
FOR A FILTER OF THE FORM SHOWN IN
FiG."17.03-1

17.03-3 apply to a design with a tuning range of over an octave.

The deviations from ideal performance can,
smaller if

of course,

be kept much

smaller tuning ranges are sufficient.

Summary of Design Procedure--Let us now summarize how filteab of the
sort in Fig.

17.03-1 can be designed.

The design process is carried out at the mid-tuning-r.ange frequency
(f0).ý

In order to obtain nearly optimum resonator ('s,

should have a line impedance of approximately Z0
lie the values of (0,,).

and (0).

in Fig.

17.03-3,

the resonators

. 76 ohms (see Fig. 5.03-2).
or if

tighter control

the response is required and the required tuning range is

1109

on

smaller than an

|I

octave,

and (). as described above,

solve for values of (8A)

in order

to give a closer approximation over a smaller tuning range.
The coupling reactances can be computed by combining Eqs.
and (17.03-4) with Eqs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3) to obtain

(XA)"

I

4

C-8(V)

'---A

(17.03-8)

V 4gogl1•1

(X-14+1)nzo

(17.03-9)
4 coal

(X

(17.03-3)

(eg)

"1A)
. g. .

Co

.,

(17.03-10)

where w

is the fractional bandwidth Af/(fO)
to the pass-band edge points
corresponding to w, for the low-pass prototype.
As a rough guide in the design of the loop couplings at each end of
the filter,

the following reasoning can be used.'
If I is the current in
Resonator 1 or n at an electrical distance (aA). from the short-circuit
end of the resonator, then the magnetic field at a radial distance r from
the center axis of the coaxial resonator is II- I/(2nr). This field will
excite a voltage of jApocII = jAuool/27nr in a loop of area A located at a
mean radius r from the axis of the coaxial line.
reactance of such a loop in a coaxial

2=r

where,

if

r is

Thus, the mutual

line is

(17.03-11)

in inches and A is in square inches, go - (0.0254)

47r10"

henries/inch.
This formula can serve as a guide for the initial design
of the coupling loop but in practice experimental adjustments as described
in Sec. 11.02 will probably be desirable.t Reference I points out that in
order to reduce the self reactance of the coupling loops (excess reactance
can cause the tuning of the end resonators to track differently than that
of the interior resonators), it is desirable for the coupling loop to be
faired

into the side wall as much as possible, as is suggested in

IO10

Fig.

17.03-1;

under auch conditions Eq. (17.03-11)

may be a poor

approximation.
Using Bothe's small-aperture theory the apertures between the
resonators should have magnetic polarizabilities of approximately

M.,j l

where a is

(17.03-12)

1

the nominal radius of the inside of the outer conductor of

the resonators and X
(f*)*.

X602
(
60

is

the wavelength at the mean tuning frequency

The sizes of the apertures can then be determined from the M,

polarizability data in Fig.

5.10-4(m),

(the M, rather than the M, data

is

used since the lengths of the coupling irises are to be in the circumferential direction).
Approximate correct;ons for the size and
thickness t of the apertures can be made by obtaining trial aperture
lengths t jusing Eq. (17.03-12) and Fig. 5.10-4(a), and then computing
compensated polarizabilities

M..

Ea

(j+

Y)

10

(17.03-13)

from which improved aperture lengths are obtained using Fig. 5.10-4(a).
For greatest accuracy the experimental procedures described in Sec. 11.02
to 11.04 should be used to check the aperture sizes.
One possible source of trouble in the practical operation, of filters
of the type under discussion lies in the fact that the resonator rods
maintaining a good short-circuit at one end.
must slide freely while still
Sliding contact fingers can be used to help ensure a good short-circuit
connection,
Fig.

but the non-contacting short-circuit connections in

17.03-4 are found to be preferable.'

uses a very low impedance section,
frequency (f0)*.

The design in Fig.

17.03-4(a)

which is a quarter-wavelength

In this design the resonator rod is

electric bearing surface at the left.

The low-impedance

effectively open-circuited at its left end and,

long at

supported by a diline section is

as a result,

tends to

The design in
reflect a very large susceptance at its right end.
Fig. 17.03-4(b) is similar, but it uses an additional high-impedance
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FIG. 17.03-4

TWO POSSIBLE DESIGNS FOR THE SHORT-CIRCUIT AND BEARING PORTION
OF MECHANICALLY TUNABLE COAXIAL RESONATORS

section to reflect a very high impedance to the open-circuited end of
the low-impedance line section.

In this type of design the resonator

rod can be supported by a metal bearing.

Although this type of choke

joint design is frequency sensitive to some extent, it can be made to
work very well over as much as a five-to-one tuning range.[
SEC. 17.04,

WAVEGUIDE MECHANICALLY TUNABLE BAND-PASS FILTERS

Figure 17.04-1 shows a wav,:guide mechanically

tunable filter which

is in many respects analogous to the coaxial type of filter discussed in
Sec. 17.03.
This filter consists of rectangular cavity resonators that
are tuned by moving one of the side walls.

The resonators are coupled

by apertures which are located so as to come as close as possible to
giving the desired frequency variations of the external Q's and the*coupling coefficients.
As in the filter of Sec. 17.03, the coupling
apertures between resonators are positioned differently

from the apertures

coupling to the input and output guides.
The analysis of the filter in Fig. 17.04-1 proceeds similarly to that
discussed in Sec.

17.03.

In this case the resonator slope parameters are

given by

*

--z

1012

!)

(17.04-1)

when the analysis is carried out on a frequency beaai. (See Sec. 8.14
for a discussion of the differences between waveguide filter design on
a frequency basis vs. design on a reciprocal-guide-wavelength basis.)
In Eq. (17.04-1) Z0 is the guide impedance and X9and X are the guide
and free-space wavelengths at resonance. The coupling reactances and
the effects of different guide dinensions for the terminating guide& as
compared to the dimensions of the cavity resonators can all be obtained
from Fig. 5.10-6. Thus, using Eqs. (17.04-1) and (17.02-10) to (17.02-13),
along with the data in Fig. 5.10-6 gives
aba Ab AKAu

77A

AQ)

2

O4ivA

3

(17.04-2)

2

sin
01

a

AtX 2 sin 2

k

(17.04-3)

abu
jIto 4-1

aaA6A A SA u3n
4w,00'

si

2 .-

RESONATOR DIMENSIONS - a WIDE. v LONG. 6 NIGH
TERMINATION GUIDE$ - IIAWIDE. baHIGH
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(17.04-4)

I
where the A .i÷! are the horizontally directed magnetic polari abilities
of the coupling apertures,

X is the free-space wavelength at the resonant

frequency f.,

XgA

=

X

~l-(17.04-5)

is the wavelength in the terminating guide&,

are dimensions defined in Fig. 17.04-1,

aA'

6

A'

a,

U,

9A'

and x

and where

U

a

b,

(17.04-6)

is required in order to give resonance at the tuning frequency f0
corresponding to the free-apace wavelength X.
As for the filter in Sec. 17.03,

for constant response shape and

bandwidth we desire the external Q's and coupling coefficients to vary
with frequency as in Eqs. (17.03-5) to (17.03-7).
Forcing Eqs. (17.03-5)
to (17.03-7)
(O)I

to agree with Eqs.

(17.04-2)

to (17.04-4)

at two frequencies

and (f0)2 leads to equations of the form

to'(101

(f0) I

((17.04-7)
(f.)o.(1••

for the external V's,

and of the form

k ). )+, I/o/100 )

for the coupling coefficients.

(

0fo)2

(17.04-8)

These can be solved to obtain xA

and x

just as OA and ( were solved for in the case of the fiiter in Sec. 17.03.
Ifowever, in the present case there are other degrees of freedom available,
which result from the fact that there is a choice in the proportions of

1014

I
the cavities and of the terminating guides. 2
If,

however,

we specify (fo)l/(fo).,

(fo)2/
and the wavelength A. at the
mean tuning frequency (f o )5 , then the required
(rf)a,

aA'

u

XA and x values can be computed.
Table 17.04-1

shows normalized

(17.04-8) FY)R (17.04-7) A

At the right

A.

,A

0.6

0.198

.

AND

0.76_X,

4A

values

(fo). = 0.90 and (fo) 2 /(fo)" - 1.10.
The
choice of cavity length u is controlled by
parameter at the left.

PARAMETEMSWHILCH CAUSE
(17.04-2) TO (17.04-4)
EQS. TO
ATIFY
•S.(17.04-7) AND

0.90. (fo)2/(fO)l.1.
=A 0.76Xh

for xA and x which will cause Eqs. (17.04-7)
and (17.04-8) to be satisfied for (f0)l7/

the A,/u

Table 17.04-1

a/u FOR
to = (I 0),

.0.160

0.314

0.9 0.315 0.262
1.2 0.463 0.403
1.5 0.694 0.635

0.504
0.750
1.134

is shown the corresponding ratio a/e for the filter when tuned to tile
mean tuning range fre.luency

(f,))..

Figure "17.04-2 sl•uiws plots of normalized external Q vs. fO/(fO).
for
the various cases listed in Table 17.0t-1.
Notice that the curves approach
the desired linear variation most closely when Am/u is made small.

.0,0
IS

o090

1O

II

fo/|Io) m
FIG. 17.04-2

CURVES OF NORMALIZED EXTERNAL Q vs. fo (fo),,
FOR PARAMETER VALUES IN TABLE 17.04.1
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.M.

.
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go

090

Io/Uloi

FIG. 17.04-3

A-a-

CURVES OF NORMALIZED RECIPROCAL COUPLING
COEFFICIENT vs. 0/11(f0 ). FOR RESONATOR
PARAMETER VALUES IN TABLE 17.04-1

Figure 17.04-3 shows a corresponding plot of normalized reciprocal coupling
Here again the desired linear variation is apcoefficient vs. fo/(fo)..
However, Fig. 17.04-4 shows a
proximated most closely if A./i is small.
plot of the corresponding values of a/u vs. f0/(f0). where it should be
recalled that u is constant while the cavity width a is varied to achieve
the desired tuning frequency.

Note that the small values of X./u, which

gave the most desirable results in Figs.

17.04-2 and 17.04-3,

correspond

to tuning characteristics that have very large chaanges in resonant freThus, as has been
quency f0 for very small changes in cavity width a.
2
in designing a tunable filter of this type one should
discussed by Sleven,
not insist on any greater uniformnity of bandwidth and response shape than
is really necessary, since this uniformity is bought at the price of
criticalness in the tuning adjustment of the resonators.
Summary of Design Procedure--•The first step in the design of a filter
of the type in Fig. 17.04-1 is to select a value for k./u usingFigs. 17.04-2
to 17.04-4 while keeping the above points in mind.
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Some idea of the

I
variations in bandwidth that will result from the deviations of the resonator coupling coefficients can be gained from the fact that the k1 ,,1
are directly proportional to the fractional bandwidth of the filter.

The

choice of the external Q's of a multi-resonator filter affects the shape
of the pass band of a filter much more than it
With a two-resonator filter,
Q's tends to result in a
hump in the middle.

affects the bandwidth.

steadily increasing the size of the external

clchebyscheff response with an increasingly large

Steadily decreasing the external Q's of such a filter

decreases and finally eliminates the hump in the middle of the response
and eventually leads to an "undercoupled"

response

(called undercoupled

because the coupling between resonators is quite loose as compared to the
coupling between the terminations and the resonators).
Analogous effects
occur in filters with more resonators.
The above points should be of some
help in assessing the effects of deviations from tbe ideal external Q and
coupling characteristics vs. frequency.
More exact pictures of these
effects can be obtained by working back from the external Q and coupling
coefficient values at various frequencies by solving for the corresponding
sets of low-pass prototype element values g., g1 ,

....

g,,+1 using

3.0

2.0

s/u
ZiqL •1.5

0.9
06

8.G
FIG. 17.04-4

0,I

0.o0

IO0Io2

100
to/(0o)

1.0

1120

avu Vs. f0 (fo0 )m FOR RESONATOR PARAMETER VALUES
IN TABLE 17.04-1
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Eq&. (17.02-1)

to (17.02-3)

and then comparing these values with the

various tabulated designs in Sec.
responses corresponding

4.05,

or by actually computing the

to these sets of element values.

Having arrived at a suitable compromise choice for X./u,

then xA/U

and x/u are obtained from Table 17.04-1 or by calculation as described
above.
Having specified a mean tuning frequency (f0)., the corresponding
free-apace wavelength X. can be computed along with u,

xA' and x.

The

desired external Q's and coupling coefficients are computed from the lowpass prototype parameters by use of Eqs. (17.02-7) to (M7.02-9).
Then
using Eqs. (17.04-2) to (17.04-6) with A = X
the magnetic polarizabilities

moil M12 .....

M,.,+l

are obtained.

After the designer has obtained the required polarizabilities,

the

dimensions of the apertures can be obtained from the data in Sec. 5.10.
If rectangular or elongated apertures are used, their length should be in
a direction parallel to the a dimension of the cavities in Fig.
Corrections for aperture length t ,-j+

17..04-1.,

and thickness t can be made as dis-

cussed at the end of Sec. 17.03 by use of Eq. (17.03-13).
If round apertures are used, the same procedure applies, except that the polarizability
is given by the approximate formula
3

d
M

(where d,

-

)Pj

(17.04-9)

j

is the diameter of tile aperture) and Eq.

(M .j +1)COOP
(N 1

~~

M].1*,
~~

(l~.7dit2

(17.03-13)

becomes

10
0(--t
(17.04-10)

If

high accuracy in the design is

desired,

the aperture sizes can be

qhecked using the experimental procedures described in Secs.
11.04.
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11.02 to

SEC.

17.05,

PROPERTIES OF FERRIMAGNETIC RESONATORS'

There are a number of single-crystal materials that have possible
use as ferrimagnetic resonators in magnetically

tunable microwave filters.

Some materials of interest at the time of this writing are
0(i Yttrium-iron-garnet

(YIG)

(2)

Gallium-substituted yttrium-iron-garnet

(3)

Lithium ferrite

(4)

Barium ferrite.

(GaYIG)

The YIG material listed above has proved the most useful to date and has
been successfully used in constructing a variety of magnetically tunable
4 6
microwave filters such as those described by Carter3. '.
In this book the detailed theory of ferrimagnetic resonance will not
be treated.

Such theory can be found in various references.7?.S-

However,

in this section a qualitative description of ferrimagnetic resonance will
be presented along with some basic formulas and concepts useful in the
design of magnetically

tunable filters.

Description of the Resonance Phenomenon-Let us suppose that a dc
Hl-field of strengthi H. is applied to a single-crystal YIG sphere in a
horizontal direction,

and then the direction of the Ho field is

switched to the vertical direction as shown in Fig.

17.05-1(a).

rapidly
The YIG

material contains unpaired electrons which yield magnetic moments as a
result of their spins.
When the dc Il-field is rapidly switched to the
vertical position,

these spin magnetic moments will precess about the

vertical H-field ll0 at a rate of roughly
(fe)M,

-

(if

2.8 I1o

HO is
Mc

in oersteds)
(17.05-1)

As time elapses the trajectory of the electron-spin magnetic morents will
spiral in toward

the direction of the 1l, field until the spins will ulti-

mately end up parallel

to the l1,field.

If

are sampled while this process is going on,

the fields around the sphere
a circularly polarized HF field

will be observed about the sphere like that which would be creattd if

To this Writer's knowledge the first
gas due to f. W. DeGrease (see ief.
band limiter.

the

microwave filter
structure asiag a ferrimagmetic resonator
20).
ilia device was primarily a fised-frequency narrow-
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sphere contained ar magnetic dipole
rotating at the resonance rate given
approximately by Eq. (17.05-1). This

We, OMNI

rotating dipole moment is pictured
by Fig.

17.0S-l(a).

The circular.y

polarized magnetic field seen to be
emanating from the sphere would die
out exponentially with time in the

(a)

same way that transient voltages and
currents die out in a resonant circuit having dissipation loss.
Let us'now consider another experiment.

the 110 -field is on and

If

a circularly polarized HF Il-field is
applied as indicated by the rotating
h+ vector in Fig. 17.05-1(1)), the

(bi

RIF field will have no effect on the
sphere unless the frequency
very near the ferrimagnetic
frequency,

is at or
resonance

which was given approxi-

mately by Eq.

(17.05-1).

When the

circularly polarized applied field is at
or very near the ferrimagnetic reso"nance frequency, circularly polarized

(c)
FIG. 17.05-1

A YIG SPHERE WITH A
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED
RF MAGNETIC MOMENT 1S
SHOWNLARTY PO(a)ERIZE

HIF I-fields will build up about the
sphere in much the same way as the
It-field will build up in the inductance of an L-C tuned circuit excited

RF MAGNETIC FIELDS ARE
SHOWN AT (b) AND (c)

at its resonant frequency.
If a circularly polarized field
with the circular polarization in the

opposite direction,
is applied,

as indicated by the rotating vector in Fig. 17.05-1(c),

the sphere will not respond even if

magnetic resonance frequency.

Thus it

is

the signal is at the ferri-

seen that the resonance phenomenon

is nonreciprocal.
If

a linearly polarized HF It-field is

direction perpendicular

applied to the sphere in a

to the biasing field I10'
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it

will be found that the

I
aphere will respond by emanating a circularly polarized RF H-field,

pro-

vided that the linearly polarized field is at or very near the ferrimagnetic resonance frequency.

The reason for this is

that any linearly

polarized field may be regarded as being the sum of two circularly
polarized fields of equal strength rotating in opposite directions.

Thus

one of the circularly polarized components of the linear field will excite
the sphere.
Because of this, depending on the manner in which ferrimagnetic
resonators are used,
either reciprocal

the transmission characteristics of the filter may be

or nonreciprocal.

Parameters of Ferrimagnetic Resonator Materials-Several

parameters

characterize the various types of materials that can be used to construct
ferrimagnetic resonators:
(1)

Saturation magnetization,

(2)

Line. width Aft, or unloaded

Q, Q.

(3)

Anisotropy

K,/M,

(4)

Curie temperature,

M.

field constant,
T,.

The saturation magnetization M, is a function of the number of electron spins in the material per unit volume.
The larger the V,, the easier
it is to couple from an exterior strip-life or waveguide circuit to a
ferrimagnetic resonator.
lime line width AH is defined in various ways, but it is basically the
width of the resonance in oersteds as the bignal frequency is held constant
and the applied dc field is varied.
For filter applications the line width

AH is usually defined as the difference between the two values of biasing
field (at each side of resonance)

for which tme imaginary part of the in-

trinsic susceptibility of the material equals the real part, while frequency is held constant.
Looking at the same resonance phenomenon from
the viewpoint of holding the biasing field constant and varying the frequency, we measure the unloaded Q of the resonator.
With NI defined as
above,

for a spherical

resonator
f0(lO-6)
2.8 Nl

where f'

is the resonant

width in oersteds.

in cycles per second and AN

frequency

The unloaded

Q

(17.05-2)

is

the line

of YIG will increase with frequency up

1021

9
to around 5 or 10 Gc, buL the curve of Q. us. frequency then levels out.
10
However, useful Qas appear to be possible up to at ieast 60 Gc,.

The line width (or unloaded

Q) that will be measured for a ferri-

magnetic resonator will depend upon both the material itself and the shape
and surface finish of the material.
In order for the line width to be
narrow (and

for the unloaded

Q to be high) the internal field within the

Assuming that the applied II0-field is uniform
material must be uniform.
before the material is inserted, in order for the resonator material to
have s uniform ii-field within itself after being inserted within the biasFurther, in
ing field, the resonator must be spheroidal or ellipsoidal.?'U'9
order to achieve the narrowest possible line width (and highest possible
unloaded

Q),

it

is-necessary that the surface of the resonator be very

highly polished.

Even when a ferrimagnetic

ellipsoidal and is highly polished,

resonator is

its line width may still

by the presence of metallic walls near the resonator.
degradation,

however,

spheroidal or
be degraded

Some of this

is unavoidable in most filter structures

The first-order anisotropy field constant Ks/M" is
of the lattice structure of single-crystal material.

important because

The lattice structure

makes the material easier to magnetize along soime crystal axes thant along
others.

Because of this,

the ferrimagnetic resonancc

frequency of a ferri-

magnetic resonator will be influenced to some extent by Lhe orientation of
the crystal sixes with respect to the biasing field 11..
As will be discussed
below,

the first-order anisotropy field constant KIM,

is used in computing

the resonant frequency for various orientations of the crystal lattice with
respect to the biasing field.
it

is

There is also a second-order constant,

so small as to be unimportant
The Curie temperature

but

for the applications herein.

T, is the temperaLure att which the saturation

magnetization drops to zero.*

Resonator operation at temperatures close

to or above T, is not possible.
Table 17.05-1 presents values for the parameters discussed above for
various materials.
Note that the saturation magnetization is given in
gaussian units and is

listed as 41•.Mgauss.

unit for saturation magnetization.

This is the most commonly used

These values could be converted to mks

'nits by use of the conversion
()0M,

For forriuasoutie

in webers/meter 2 )

me.erieIs this temperature

-

(4nM,

i'1 gauss)l0-4

is also knoWN do th,

1022

(17.0,53a)
2

Niel temperlture. 9

I
or
(M, in ampere-turna/meter)

-

79.5(4rM,

-

79.5(11

in gauss)

(17.05-3b)

.

Also recall that
(HO in aapere-turna/meter)

in oersteds).

(17.05-4)

Note that in Table 17.05-1 the AH - 0.22 oersted line width listed
(rhich is for a very high-quslity YIG resonator) corresponds to sn unloaded
Q of 6500 at 4 Gc.

This line width was measured in a waveguide with the
spherical resonator some distance from any metallic walls.
In practical
filters the YIG resonator& must be closer to metal walls, and the disturbing effects of the currents in the walls may reduce the unloaded Q to

2000 or less.
Table 17.05-1
PRDPEIIES OF SINGLE-('IiYSTAL FEWIIMAGNETIC 6 MATERIALS
FOR MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE FILTERS
(AT N
TIMPEDAIURI)

411

MATERIAL

Yttrimm-Iron-Gs~etl
(IG)
Gmllium-Substitutedw

Yttrium-lra-r

(GaYIG)

SO|IMS (AT ROOLM
i
(AT MOO rc
TEiPiRATURE)
TlWPBRATURI)

(gaues)

(oersteds)

(oerateds)

1750

-43

0.22 (4 Gc),
(11f. 3)

SO - 17SO

600

950 1 so

Lithium Ferrite

3550 t 40

"Planar" Ferrite
"AnlY" (B41 2 Zn 2 F01 20 22 )

2850
(I0ef. 12)

(Ref.

.8

-41.7
-

11)

4950
(1fif.
12)

0.7- 2.0 (at
4.4 tic)

(c)

292
lao
206

3§(5 Gc)
A16 (1-band),
.(Hof.
12)

--

These values of W were measured in cavities.
The line width may very
coneiderebly from semple to sample and will be larger whom measured in
* closeda-i
filter strscture.
These materieal were supplied by Wicrowave Chemicel L.eboretory, New Ynrk,
Private communication to P. S. Carter, Jr., from J. W. Nieiseo,
Division of Litton Industries. Morris Plaies, Now Jersey.

N.Y.

Airtrom

The value of AH may vary considerably from sample to sample of
a given type of material, depending on how perfect the cryaLal. structure
is.
ilowever, M,, Kl/Me, and T, are physical constants for a given type
of material,

and should vary only slightly from sample to sample.
will be discussed later, M, and K/M,
do vary with temperature,..
1
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As

Determinafion of the Resonant Frequency-Three factors may cause the
resonant frequency of a ferrimagnetic resonator to differ from the frequency indicated by Eq. (17.05-1):
(1) The shape of the resonator
(2)

Crystalline anisotropy

(3)

Interaction with currents in metallic walls close to
the ferrimagnetic resonator.

The shape of the resonator can affect the resonant frequency because
the shape affects the intensity of the demagnetizing field within tihe
resonator. 7'Assuming that the biasing field n0 is in the z direction, and
x and y are rectangular coordinates perpendicular to 110, then for any
ellipsoidal resonator the resonant frequency (neglecting anisotropy effects)
is

given by
S= 2.8 f110 -

where N., N,, and N
tions,

(N, - N,)(41M,)]

- N.) (4M, )][110 -

(N

are demagnetizing factors7.

no i& in oersteds said 4OM,

in the x,

y,

Mc
(17.05-5)
and z direc-

is in gauss.

For a sphere
N

and Eq.

(17.05-5)

= NY

'

=A3-

(17.05-6)

becomes

identical to P.A

(17.05-7)

Mc

2.8 Io

=

(f0)a,

which is

N

(17.05-1).

We may consider a long thin rod and a very thin disk as limiting cases
of ellipsoids. For an infinitely thin rod parallel to l10,

N

For an infinitely

N

Y

1
I
2

and

N,

=

0

(17.05-8)

Lhira disk in the plane of 11,and the y axis,
N

=

1,

and

NY

1024

=

N,

0

(17.05-9)

I
If

the disk lies in the plane of the x and y axis, then
N.

NY

=

= 0

and

N,

-

1

(17.05-10)

Thus, it can be seen that the shape of the resonator can have considerable
effect on the resonant frequency.
However, of the possible ellipsoidal
shapes that can be used, the sphere is generally the most practical since
it

is

the easiest to prepare with precision.

Materials such as YIG and GaYIG, which have cubic crystal structure,
have three types of principal crystal axes:
the [100], the [110], and the
13
[1111 axes.
Even though there are only three kinds of principal axes,
there are three (100]"axes, six [110] axes, and four [111] axes in each
single-crystal.
For a given applied biasing field H., the resenant frequency of a ferrimagnetic resonator will-be influenced by the direction
of these axes relative to the direction of the applied field.
The opposite
extremes of this effect occur when the [111] or the [100i axis is parallel
to the H1 field, when the [110] axis is parallel to H0 an intermediate
effect results.
For a sphere of cubic crystal material with a (111] axis
parallel to the Ho field, Eq. (17.05-7)

becomaes

=2.8 (O

while if

a [100] axis is

K-A)

Mc

-

Mc

,

(17.05-11)

parallel to /to

(fo) P.

=

2.8

Ito t 2

(17.05-12)

where H0 and K1 /M, are in oersteds.
For YIU or GaYIG, KI/M5 is negative
and Eq. (17.05-11) gives resonance for a lower field strength than does
Eq. (17.05-12).
As a result,
hive negative Ki/M,, the 1ll]
[100]

for materials such as YIG and GaYIG which
axes are known as easy axes while the

axes are known as hard axes.

If K 1 /M5 is positive,

these axes are reversed.
given by Eqs. (17.0-5-11)

the roles of

For YIG, the difference in resonant frequencies
and (17.05-12) is about 401 Mc, which is, of
course, a significant difference.
Figure 17.05-2 shows curves of the
resonant frequency vs. biasing field strength for the [100), (110], and
[111] axes parallel to the biasing field.
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axis parallel to H0 , and the field strength for resonance will

(111]

cover the largest, possible range as the resonator is rotated.
6
Figure 17.05-3 presents measured data, due to Y. Sato andP. S. Carter, Jr. ,
which show how the measured field strength for resonance at 3000 Mc varies

[il0] axis that is perpendicular to RIol

as a YIG sphere is rotated about an
As was mentioned above,
magnetic

the metallic boundary conditions Peen by ferri-

resonators can also alter their resonant frequencies.

the resonators see the same boundary conditions,

If

all of

this effect shotild cause

no trouble.
However, if one or more of the resonators see different boundary conditions (such as generally occurs in a filter with three or more YIG
resonators) then some means for compensating for the detuning effects of
the metallic boundaries is desirable.
A successful way of doing this has
been found:

spherical resonators are mounted in such a way that they can

be rotated about

[110] axes that are perpendicular to HIo. as was done in
making the measurements in Fitg. 17.05-3.
Using this technique, the resonators can be tuned by rotating their mounting shafts until angular positions relative to each other are obtained that will give synchronous tuning.
Minimum Tuning Frequency--As a ferrimagnetic
lower and lower frequencies,

,ao'

I'

,

'

I

resonator is

tuned to

the applied field Itoto give resonance gets
'

I
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FIG. 17.05-3
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FIELD STRENGTH TO GIVE RESONANCE AT 3000 Mc AS A YIG SPHERE
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FIG. 17.05-4

APPROXIMATE MINIMUM RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF
IFERRIMAGNETIC ELLIPSOIDS HAVING VARIOUS AXIS
RATIOS

smnaller anti smnaller.

approxi mately
nator will

equal

cease

When
t 0

thet

appli ed

or less t Iial

to function.

field becomes so low us

ILite dteiiia net~i~iig

hinlce

the

Mined by N4 andi the Iheiiagne i zinIg fact~ors

shape of the resonator),
At.

the minimum

anti thme resonator shape.

resonmant

freqluency

ellipsoidal shapes.
NmiInimum

reso~iaait

(Ili practice,
this. )
resonant

f"Om"

in

fori

sn

frequency too Id Ile

obtaining

the reso-

field is

deter-

a tusict ion of the

is determinied by

I-i go e 17.05-4 shows p loI~s of tile minimum
gigacycles

vs.

471~,1 in

which

a splei c alI

flat,

has

gauss for various

1750 gauss, tile

4-71M.

samnpIe is

app Fox imut~ely

1630 Mc.

t Ic hiighe r thian

di.sk- like ellipsoidal shiapes the minimum

reduced greatly.

shaped resonaLors do not appear
in

tire

frequency

the min inmum f requenicy i s found Lo lbe a lit

In theory,'~

difficulty

(which

resmIanlt.

Note that. for YIGi,

frequency

f ield,

eleiliagiet.i Zi Il-

to be

Hlowever,

to work very well,

in

practtice,

disk-

possibly because of tile

mhisk-like resonators that art' sufficiently perfect

ell ipso ids.
A more p'rac tic al way ofI
appears

obitainiang

to be to use spheroidal

lower min inimum re sonmant. frequent ics

resoiiators of single-crystal
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mmaterial

iI
o.
having a lower value of 47rM,.

At this time the gallium-substituted YIG

materials appear to bc the most promising in this respect.
For example,
the GaYIG material with 47iM, = 600 gauss listed in Table 17.05-1 should
give a minimum resonant frequency of around 700 Mc for a spherical sample.
The possible disaivantages of such materials are that the lower values of
M. will make coupling from the external circuit to the spheres more difficult, and the line widths of the material nasy not be as narrow as those
obtainable with ordinary ¥IG.
Temperature Effects-Temperature will affect the values of KI/M ,
M., and AH.
Of these effects probab!y the changes in KIM, are potentially
the most troublesome.
Figure 17.05-S shows some measured data due to
Dillon14 for -KI/N 8 vs. temperature in degrees Kelvin for Y1G. Note that
the anisotropy constant varies considerably with temperature.
By
Eq. (17.05-11), if the [111] axis is parallel to Ii0 the change in resonant frequency Af 0 due to a change
AlKIK/M.
in the mnisotropy field
constant is

MCI
.00

Mc

=3.73

while if the [100]
allel to HIo

axis is par-

) 5.6

-

'Le
(17.05-15)

AIK I /M.I is in oersteds.
F r o m F i g . 17 . 0 5 - 5 , f o r a c h a n g e

40

20o

where

from 100'F to

311 K to 466 0 K),
AIK 1/MI = 31 oersteds. Then the
changes in resonant frequency
(17.05-15),
respectively.

(17.05-14)

-

___

. .... . . . . .

0
I-

200°F (i.e.,

given by Eqs.

"a

-

.

Mc

in temperature

---

(17.05-14)

IL

f0).

-. ..

.4 .

..

..

..

a1

00

and

200

300

400

5W

6W

TEMPERATURE-*9

are 115 and 173 Mc,
Thus,

we see that

the shift in resonant frequency
can ie quite significant if the
change in temperature is

large.
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Sotl iCF:

Physical Review (mee Ref. 14 by J. F. Dillon, Jr.)

FIG. 17.05-5

MEASURED VARIATION OF
-K,/M vs. TEMPERATURE
MG
FO- Y

It

should be possible

to 'eliminate the effect of temperature

on the

resonant frequency by orienting the crystal axes in certain directions.
17.05-3 the resonant frequency in megacycles is given

Note that in Fig.

by 2.8 H0 when the sphere
points.

is oriented at the plus or minus 27 degree

With these orientations,

the anisotropy effects are cancelled
and the resonant frequency should be independent of temperature.

out,

Figure 17.05-6 shows some measured data of 4nAI 8 vs. temperature,
which was obtained from work of Kooi, Stinson, Moss, Bradley, and
FreibergY.'•
Note that the saturation magnetization decreases as the temperature
increases.
As will be seen from the discussion in Sec. 17.07, the external Q's of a filter will be proportional

to l/M,, while the coupling
coefficients between resonators are proportional to M.. As a result,
the handwi
Ihof the filter will be proportional to M. while the response
shape (i
.
its 'rchebyscheff character, for example) should remain unchanged s N, is varied.
Of course, if M, is decreased (and the bandwidth

2500

0

0

SUCo

100

200

300
TEMPERATURE-*K

L..
o..khed I. IDS2-i-Annual Report No. 8712 (se
., if. I. by
C. Kuoj, D.Stinson, .ft. W . s. . Bradley, mod
Fr..
.iber
)

Soo

..

FIG. 17.05.6 MEASURED VARIATION: OF SATLRATION MAGNETIZATION WITH
TEMPERATURE FOR YIG
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600

is decreased),

the pass-band dissipation loss will increase,

tile case when a filter's

bandwidth is

narrowed,

if

as is

always

the resonator unloaded

Q'a are held constant.
Data from Spencer, LeCraw, and Linares16 indicates that for very pure,
well-polished YIG, the line width should vary approximately proportionally
to the absolute temperature,

at least in the room temperature range.

Since

the line width controls the unloaded Q of the resonators, this will have
some influence on the dissipation loss of the filter.
However, unless the
temperature ranges covered are very large,

this effect should not be of

great importance in most practical situations.
Higher-Order Magnetostatic Modesresonant mode of ferrinmagnetic
cess with the same phase.

In the desired "free-precessional"

resonators,

However,

or the RF H-field is not uniform,

if

all of the electron spins pre-

either the applied biasing Il-field

higher-order modes can occur in which

the phases of the precessions in parts of the sphere will be different
from the phases in other parts.
'This causes the ferrimagnetic resonator
to have more than one resonant frequency
H-field.I?

for a given value of biasing

Because of the metallic material required near ferrimagnetic

resonators in order to couple to them, there are almost always some disturbing effects which will tend to excite higher-order magnetostatic modes.
However,

if

care is taken to keep the magnetic

fields as uniform as pos-

sible, it should in most cases be possible to keep spurious responses due
to higher-order modes at a level of 30 or more db below the level of the
main response.
Besides designing the structure so as to keep the fields as uniform
as possible, another important measure is to keep the ferrimagnetic resonator as small as possible.
factors are held equal,

Fletcher and Soltle have found that if

other

the coupling to higher-order magnetostatic modes

depends on the ratio D/A/ where D. is the diametter of tile sphere asld X
is the wavelength at the frequency in question.
The smaller D./X, the
less coupling there will be to higher-order modes.

Thus,

it

is desirable

to make ferrimagnetic resonators as small as. possible- consistent with
considerations of obtaining adequate coupling from the external circuit
to the desired resonance of the resonators.
Power Liaiting Effects--When the power passing through a ferrimagnetic
resonator becomes sufficiently large, the insertion loss of the resonator
will begin to increase greatly as a result of nonlinear effects.19
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Because

of this property of ferrimiagnetic resonators, ferrimagnetic resonance
filters also find application as limiters.

D~epending on the circuit

design, type of resonator material, and frequency range, the limiting level
3
'
may be much less than a milliwatt or up to around 10 watts.""-n'

inent of the

theory of' ferriinagnetic

A trLat-

limiiiting is, however, beyond tile scope

of this discussion.

SEC.

17.06,

l)E'IERMINA'FION 0OF THlE CIIYSTAL AXES OF' SPIIEIICAL
FEIIIIIMAGNETI C IIESUNA'lOhS

The crystal
X-ray
When

axes of ferrirnagnectic

techniques,
a spherical

but

iortuuiately

ferrimagnetic

resonators call be determined by

there ai-e simpler and easier methods.
is

resonator

pl aced wi thin

netic field, it will autominatically try to align itself
".easy" axes will be parallel to the applied feied. If
nators oh' a ferritougnetic-resonator
(sucI ats is

usually thle case in

two- resoisator

in

field,

thle resonator

the desi red Ipusi

(GaYIG),

it

-garnet

(YIGj)

ceincaited to a piaiall dielectric

ii,-

sulist i tased yt tri

to a di recti on whaerea

to make then

toni ng

to locate a [110]

sphere about a

ni sot ropy

of' the res4omiaor
axis,

special

size,

or

-garnet

lit some cases,
[110]

in order

axis in

to orient

thle

e ffects will be cance lied out,

indelienadellt of

temperature.

In

order

procedures aire rejuired.

A technique for determining
lass beeni desc rib~ed by M. Auer.

urn-i ron

Constants.

aniasotrolby

to rotate it resuontul'

order to obtain a tuning effect of' maaximauml
resonator

usually suf-

determined by use of' a

17.05, thle easy axis is thle 1l11] axis for

or ga~l

botha of whaichahave negative

may be desi rahbha

is

is

ion.

As was discussed in Sec.
ytt ri urn-.ron

ferrianagnetic fi hers) thena

axes by this miethod is

After thle Pasy axis of a resonitoi

strong magnetic
mount

all of thle reso-

filter see the same boundary conditions

al igninag thle rusonators onltheir easy
ficient.

a strong haag-

so that one of its

crystal

24

axes other than thle easy axes

Hiis procedure

involves geometric con-

struct ion to determine thle location of other axes after two easy axes3 have
beena determai ned.

P. S. Carter,

Jr.

method by devising ani al ignaing jig
very quickly and
liriefly,
is

and Y.

which accomplishes thle desi red results

simpijly.

the device of' Carter

und Suto59.2

pl aced onl a rotating mount as shown in

call lie oriented

Sato",28 have extended Auer' s

in

Fig.

any desi red direct ion with
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works as follows.
17.06-1

'rime magnet

so that the field

respect to thle jig that holds

A-3527-404

SO;O RC'Et

Quarterly ProgKress. II.. p.rt r, (:•,,trac.t 1DA1-I011Q)
o
SE(-879H, sill;
rep rinted in IRE I 'rien.. I'GAIIT ( ..e Hfef. 28z hV Y. ,•salo,0.1.
I'. S. (Carter, jr.)

FIG. 17.06.1

DEVICE FOR ORIENTING FERRIMAGNETIC CRYSTALS USING A
ROTATABLE ELECTROMAGNET AND ALIGNING JIG

the spherical crystal.

The crystal is first mounted so that it is free
to turn until an easy axis (of which there are four in a cubic crystal
with negative anisotropy) comes into coincidence with the direction of
the magnetic field.
After this first orientation is completed, the sphere
is attached(uaing some easily soluble glue, wax, etc.) to a wire which is
in line with the determined easy axis and which is placed in a radial hole
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P'. S. Carter, Jr.)

FIG. 17.06-2

ALIGNING JIG SHOWING YIG SPHERE ATTACHED TO WIRE ALONG
ONE EASY AXIS AND QUARTZ ROD ALONG [110] AXIS

in the side of the aligning jig as shown in Fig. 17.06-2.
This wire is
free to turn in the radial hole under the influeRce of the small torques
exerted on the ferrimnagnetic sample by an applied dc field.
lhis step
locates and retains one of the easy axes, and permits the sphere to
rotate about this axis.
The next step is to rotate the maignet by an amount that depends on
the crystal axis which one is trying to locate.
To determine the [110]
axis (the face diagonal) re4uires (as shown in Fig. 2 of Ie|'. 20) that
we locate a second easy axis displaced front the first by 70% degrees.
This second angle is accurately located by means of the milling head
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protractor.

The ferrimagnetic sphere rotates on che wire to which it

was

attached in the previoua step, so that the second easy axis is now placed
along the dc field.

The final step in to

rod along the (110] axis.

A radial hole is

-ttach the sphere to a dielectric
located in the side.of the

alignment jig along the bisector of the angle between the two easy axes.
The radial hole,
shown in Fig.

and the dielectric rod that it

17.06-2.

holds in position,

The sample is attached to the dielectric rod (or

other holder) with a drop of cement and the wire is
SEC. 17.07,

are

taken oLf.

DESIGN OF MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE BAND-PASS FILTIHS
WITH TEM-MODE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, AND A UISCUSSION
OF GENEBAL DESIGN PIRINCIPLES

Figure 17.07-1 shows a possible form of single-resonator magnetically
tunable filter.
This filter uses two coupling loops, oriented perpendicularly to each other to minimize the coupling between them.
within the other,

and a spherical

to be at the center of both loops.
have to be somewhat egg-shaped,

One loop is

ferrirnagnetic resonator is so placed as
(In

the picture shown,

the loops would

with the long dimension of the y loop in

the x direction and the long dimension of the x loop in the z direction,
in order that both loops will have equal coupling to the sphere and still

"a"LOOP

..

No

M,

i,

•

•

hy

l

•

SOIIRCFI

FERRITE SPHERE
my

"y*'LOOP

i

la-ilSa

-?I-ICERI

Final Repurt, (Contract DA 30-0-:IJ
3 SC-74H(n2, .SRI; reprinted
in IRE Tr.as. I';MTI (Mee fl,'f. 3 by i'. S. ('Carter, Jr.)

FIG. 17.07-1

A SINGLE-RESONATOR MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE FILTER
USING LOOP COUPLING
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not touch each other.)
both loops.

The biasing H0 -field

is parallel to the plane of

When a signal at the ferrimagnetic resonant frequency is ap-

plied to the z loop, resonance will be excited in the spherta causing
resulting HF' magnetic dipole moments in both the x and y lirections.
The
dipole mnment in the y direction will create a magnetic field, which will
couple to the y loop and result in transmission to the R
When the signal applied to the x loop is

termination.

not at the ferrimagnetic

reso-

.msi1ce fizquency, there will be no
coupling betwceen -•hc x and y loops ex-

No
.

cept for a snall unavoidable amount of
stray coupling.
CrEN[T[

S~CONOUCTIros

IREMMATO

Successful single-resonator filters
lhove been built in the form shown in
Fig. 17.07-1, but this type of structure
hlies
certain disadvantages.
One is that'
time stray coupling is

larger than in

some other possible structures, and the
other is that the |F magnetic fields
are not very uniform, which will tend

i TL_
- -be

"to excite

higher-order miagetostatic
modes.
hioth of these disadvantages can
combated by making the loops and the
sphere as small as is practically

*,-1,-4

FIG. 17.07-2

A SINGLE-RESONATOR
STRIP-LINEMAGNETiCALLY TUNABLE
FILTER

feasible.
Figure 17.07-2 shows a strip-line
single-resonator magnetically tunable
In this structure a
filter structure.
dividing wall separates the two strip-

lines and decreases the coupling between
Note that the lines are at right angles to each other, which will
further tend to reduce any stray coupling.
In this case the sphere is

them.

placed in a hole in the wall separating tLie two strip-lines, and at resonance the circularly polarized magnetic moment excited in the sphere will
cause coupling from one strip-line to the other.
This structure still
has a non-uniform HF field in the sphere as a result of being half on one
side of the dividing wall and half on the other.
For this reason, in
order to minimise difficulties with higher-order modes, the sphere should
lie quite small

(i.e.,

of the order of a fiftieth to a hundredth of a
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wavelength in diameter).
Kotzebue has constructed coaxial filters which
are very similar to the strip-line filter shown in Fig. 17.07-2.
Figure 17.07-3 shows a type of two-resonator strip-line structure
with which Carter has obtained very good results. 4

In this structure,

each sphere is mounted close to the short-circuited enmd of the input or
output strip-line structure.

Thus,

the large 11F H-field in the vicinity

of the short-circuits gives relatively good coupling between the strip
lines and the spheres.
Coupling between spheres is obtained by use of a
long slot having its long dimension parallel to the axis of the strip
lines.
This orientation of the slot causes minimum disturbance of the
currents and fields about the strip lines, while furnishing maximum isolation between the strip lines.

Thus, the coupling between strip lines
is extremely small when the spheres are not resonant.
However, when the
spheres become resonant,

the circularly polarized HF dipole moment in

Io

_

_RECTANGULAR

COPINBLOT

STPLINESJ

SECTION S-1'

TIG RESONATORS

SECTION A-A'
A-U.?6U

FIG. 17.07-3

A TWO-RESONATOR MAGNETICALLY
TUNABLE FILTER WITH COUPLING
THROUGH TOP AND BOTTOM WALLS
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J.

the spheres provides a component of HF H-field which will couple through
the elongated slot very easily,
spheres.

and good coupling in

obtained between

This structure has the advantage of providing relatively uniform

HF H-fields so that higher-order magnetostatic modea are not ao easily excited, and high off-resonance isolation is not difficult to o'btain. As
compared with the structures in Fig. 17.07-4, which are about to be discussed, the structure in Fig. 17.07-3 has the disadvantages of requiring
a larger magnet air gap and of not being quite aa suitable for the design
of filters with more than two resonators.
Figure 17.07-4 shows two side-wall coupled filter configurations which
are similar to that ir,Fig. 17.07-3 except that the spheres are coupled
through the side wall of the structure instead of through the top and
bottom wall.
One advantage of this structure is that the input and output
strip-lines can lie in the same plane, and as a result the magnet air gap
required can be minimized.
Another advantage of this structure is that
additional spheres can be added as shown in Fig. 17.07-4(b) to give a
filter with more than two resonators, while all of the resonators see very
nearly the same boundary conditions.

COUPLING SLOT

As can be seen from the discussion

DIVIDING WALL

H

No/
o
OUTLINE OF COUPLING StOT

sIDE

(a)
H0

H0

VIEW

TWO-RESONATOR CONFIGURATION

H0

.. .. .. .

S.

SIDE VIEW
(6) THREE RESONATOR CONFIGURATION

FIG. 17.07-4 TWO- AND THREE-RESONATOR MAGNETICALL,. TUNABLE FILTERS
WITH COUPLING THROUGH THE SIDE WALLS
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in See.

17.05, it

conditions,

is necessary for all spheres to see the same boundary

and for all spheres to have the same orientation of their

crystal axes with respect to ff. if

the spheres are all to have the same

resonant frequencies for any given H0

and given temperature.

Although

the structure in Fig. 17.07-4(b) gives relatively uniform boundary conditions for all spheres, some means for tuning the spheres is desirable
in order to correct the small tuning errors that may be present.

In

Fig. 17.07-4(b) provision for rotating the spheres about a [110] axis
(as discussed in Sec. 17.05) is suggested.
A disadvantage of the structure in Fig. 17.07-4(a) as compared to that in Fig. 17.07-3 is that in
the structure in Fig. 17.07-4(a) it may be necessary to place the spheres
toward the inner edges of the strip-lines in order to obtain adequate
coupling between spheres.
uniform OF H-field,

This puts the spheres ina region of less
which makes them more vulnerable to higher-order modes.

All of the filters in Figs. 17.07-1 to 17.07-4 are reciprocal, except
for a gyrator actions which is present in the circuits in Fig. 17.07-1 and
1 7 .07

-2A.6

For purposes of analysis the circuits in Figs.

17.07-1 to

17.07-4 may be thought of as operating like the filter with magnetically
coupled resonators shown in Fig. 17.07-5.
When the coupled coi'- are replaced by their T-equivalents,

the circuit in Fig.

17.07-5 becomes of the

form in Fig. 17.02-3, except for a small amount of residual self-inductancq
in series with the trorminations R and Rf. Fortunately, the properties of
ferrimagnetic resonators are such that they give nearly constant bandwidth
as the filter is tuned, without resorting to special measures such si were

"required in

the design of the filters in Secs.

be some change in response shape,

17.03 and 17.04.

There will

however.

As with most any kind of narrow-band, band-pass filter, the desired
response shape and bandwidth can be obtained by starting with a low-pass
prototype filter and a specified desired fractional bandwidth w, and then
computing the external Q's and coupling coefficients required for the bandpass filter, by use of EIs. (17.02-1) to (17.02-3).
The tabulated maximally
flat or Tchebyscheff low-pass prototypes in Sec. 4.05 can be used, but the
equal-element prototypes discussed in Sec.
terest for this application.

This causes 180 degrees more
tions of transmission.
This
Figs.
17.01.1 and 17.01-2 the
circularly polarized magnetic

11.07 should be of special in-

The rate of cutoff of the filter can be

phase shift
in one direction of tranamission
gyratur action results from the fact that in
input and output lines couple to orthogonal
moment within the sphere.
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then is other directhe circuits
is
components of the

C•
1 No

kA

C1 Mi kki, ,I

kn-,,n

FIG. 17.07.5

¢iol

€,n R

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A FILTER HAVING n
FERRIMAGNETIC RcSONATORS

estimated by use of.the mapping defined by hqs.
along with the charts in Sec.

4.03,

(17.02-20)

to (17.02-22)

or by use of the data in Sec.

11.07.

The midband dissipation loss to be expected can be estimated by use of
the methods of Seca. 11.06 or 11.07.
Once the filter design has beeit fixed in terms of determining the
required number of resonators, determining the refuired external Q's of
the end resonators,

and determining the coupling coefficients of the
between resonators, the designer can focus his attention on the
physical parameters of the circuit required to realize these coupling
properties.
Let us now consider the design of the structure after the
couplings

desired values for the external

Q's and coupling coefficients have been

determined.
Design for Prescribed External Q's-Carter 3 has derived approximate
expressions for the external Q of ferrimagnetic resonators in various
coupling structures.
For a loop of radius r meters having a sphere of
volume V. cubic meters at its center,

QL

°

the external Q is

1

(17.07-1)

where RA is the terminating resistance connected to the loop, L, is the
self-inductance of the loop in henries, A. = 1.256 x 10-6 henries/meter
is

the permeability of air, and
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*

-

M.

(17.07-2)

where y - 1.759 x 1011 (mks units) is the gyromagnetic ratio. The
quantity O.k*Nin webera/meter can be obtained from 4ivM, in gauss by
use of Eq. (17.05-3a).

For YIG, w.

is about 3.08 (1010).

A corresponding equation for a YIG sphere mounted near a shortcircuiting wall in a strip-line structure of impedance Z, is
Fig.

given in

17.07-6 along with curves that apply when Z; - 50 ohms and when the

'esonator

is made from YIG.

Note that the curves give Q. for a given

center conductor to ground-plane spacing d and sphere diameter D., both
If these curves are to be used for a resonator of some
given in inches.
material other than YIG, or with a uniform strip-line of some impedance
other than 50 ohms, the values obtained from the chart should be scaled
an indicated by the equation

Q'I.

(Ms)TIG

(17.07-3)

S0

where (Z;)...d is the actual line impedance used and

(M.)VlO/(M-)
8

.0d

'a

the ratio of the saturation magnetization of YIG to that of the material
actually used.

The equation in Fig.

17.07-6 (upon which the c.urves are

based) was computed assuming that the strip-line was bounded on each side
by a magnetic wall (which implies that there are no fringing fields), and
that the fields about the strip-line are perfectly uniform.
if

Of course,

the strip-line in so narrow that the sphere projects into fringing

fields,

this approximation will not be good.

Figure 17.07-7 shows computed and experimental data obtained by
Carters in order to check out the equation in Fig. 17.07-6.
These data
were taken at 3000 Mc using the structure shown.
Note that the sphere
for each test was.mounted about 0.125 inch from the short-circuit.

It

was found that moving the sphere too close to the short-ciWcuciting wall
would disrupt the sphere's performance, while putting the sphere too far
from the wall would introduce excess reactance that would decouple the
sphere.
Note in Fig. 17.07-7 that the agreement between theory and
measurement

is reasonably good.

Other experimental work due to Carter 4 showed that the presence of
an adjacent coupling slot such as that in the filter in Fig. 17.07-3 has
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a

decoupling effect on the iniput circuit which tends to raise the external

Q about 20 percent or somewhat more from its value when the slot in not
there.

Therefore, some allowance should be made for this effect when designing for the strip-line and sphere dimensions to realize a required

external Q.
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FIG. 17.07-7

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF Q0OF YIG RESONATOR
USING STRIP-TRANSMISSION-LINE

Note in
proportional

the equation in Fig. 17.07-6 that the external Q is inversely
to the line impedance Z0. This is because for a given sphere

size and ground-plane-to-center-conductor
line,

O.6o00
o

110
SP4HEE DIAMETER. 2r,- WcMve

the more concentrated

the

spacing d,

H-field

IF

is

the narrower the strip-

assumed to be in

the vicinity

(The presence of fringing fields disrupts this picture when
the strip becomes narrow, however.)
The equation and curves in Fig. 17.07-6
assume that the strip line is uniform and that it is terminated in its

of the sphere.

characteristic

impedance.

Ilowever,

if

a short length of line of impedance

Z; is used in the vicinity of the sphere, and this line is terminated in a
much lower reesistance B A' it should be possible to obtain lower values of
external

Q

than would be possible Otherwise.

Thus,

if

Q

is

the external

Q when the line is terminated in a resistance B = Z0, then the external Q
wh-.n termination is

changed to aA is approximately
RA
4(17.07-4)
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r
This, of course, assumes that the line section of impedance ZO (to
which the sphere is coupled) is short compared to a quarter wavelength,
so that there will not be excessive r.sctance effects due to the Z; line
section not being matched.
As seen by Eq. (17.07-4), the coupling can
be made tighter (i.e., the corrected value of Q. can be made lower) if RA
is made small.
This result will be seen to be in agreement with Eq. (17.07-1).
Thus, in cases where difficulty is being experienced in obtaining a sufficiently low value of Q,, decreasing the size of RA may be a satisfactory
way of obtaining the desired result.
If the external load impedance is not
suitable for this, a step transformer can be used to present the desired
RA value to the resonator.
The procedures described in Sec. 14.02 will be found to be convenient
for experimentally checking external Q values, as well as unloaded Q values.
Design for Prescribed Coupling Coefficients Between Resonators-The
calculation of the spacing of ferrimagnetic resonators and the dimensions
of intervening apertures in order to obtain specified coupling coefficients
is a relatively difficult problem and no such procedures are presently
available.
However, it is quite practical to experimentally determine the
proper sphere spacings and aperture sizes by use of the two-resonator test
procedures described in Sec. 11.04.
Some of the results shown in Sec. 17.08
should serve as a useful guide in estimating the approximate sphere spacings
and aperture sizes to be expected.
Besides the consideration of obtaining adequate coupling between spheres,
other considerations are the obtaining of sufficiently high isolation off
resonance, and the maintenance of sufficient separation between the spheres
so that the spheres will not cause each other to see non-uniform biasing
H-fields (which could help excite unwanted modes).

The experimental

results

obtained from the examples in Sec.

17.08 should be helpful guides with regard to botii of these points.
With regard to the spacing of the spheres,
spacing their centera'by about three times their diameters appears to be
satisfactory.

Effects of Scaling the .Filter Paraueters-It should be useful to know
the effect on the external Q's of the end resonators and on the coupling
coefficient between resonators of changing the dimensional scale of the
circuit,

the saturation magnetizatkon M,,

and the operating Ircquency range.

Such information should help the designer in relating infnrmation obtained
from a given filter design to other filter designs having somewhat different
parameters.
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the equivalent circuits in.

As previously discussed in this section,

Fig. 17.02-3 can be used in analyzing filters with ferrimagnetic resonators.
Hence, Eqs. (17.02-11) to (17.02-13) also apply and we may restate them
here in the form

(Q.)A

-

4 1(17.07-5)

(xO.)

k. ,

(17.07-6)

(R,)j*

(x., 1.)
where the X ,
parameters.

+,

are-mutual reactances and the x. are resonator slope

The mutual reactances canm be assumed to be of the form
X1.)+1

where we is

=

Wo/oON) -. +(17.07-8)

the radian frequency at resonance,

air in henries/unit

length,

dimensions of the circuit.
length.

(17.07-7)

2

Then by Eq.

and N .)+, is

the permeability of

a scale factor depending on the

The parameter W,.!

(17.07-5)

ýL
0 is

has the dimension of

and (17.07-8)

(Q,)

(17.07-9)

AC

A(W 0 1 )
02
Now CarterU has shown that in general,

2

a ferrimagnetic resonator is

if

coupled by way of a linearly polarized 11F magnetic field h,

Q,

A

then

(17.07-10)

•0v(u0,c),.
where V.is

the volume of the sphere,
Co

=

#oYM,
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(17.07-11)

I
y is

tihe gyromsgnetic

ratio, and

':

h

Vol

where h is
in

resonator due to current

the i0' field seen by the

the lead 1,A'

Equatinig Eqs.

''te

parameter

(17.07-10)

(17.07-12)

/A

U0,

I

is seen to have dimensjioas o1

and (17.07-9),

Ilowi nog
I/(vimgth).

kind solving for Lite resoi-tou

slope p-rameter '.a gives

(oo (wi, ) 2
v-(u.0 ) 2,.,

,a,I(17.07

Assuming

that x.
1

X1 , by E"qs.

13)

(17.07-8),

(17.07-6),

and (17.07-13)

we

obltaili

,, (1/0o
1) 2W .

IV.

k

. 0(W,
1 1 )9

1

Checking the dimensionality of Eq.

(17.07-14)

A-0,
k)

.4 is

we

find that

A/oA YM,

--

(17.07
0

where

(17.07-14)

.

I,

a dimension less

factor wliich

proportions of the various parLts of

15)

0

is

deteim ined otily by Limttrelative

thie circuit,

but whichIns

independent

of the dimensional scale of tihe circuit.
From a somewhat
the M

the coils in
X0 1

different

point of view,

would appear that changing

the circuit in

Fig.

17.07-5.

[li

thrt case the mutual reactance

for coupling to the load ought to be proportionai

mutual

reactances X ).14.

portional to (N,)'.

for coupling between

An analysis

(17.07-15),

to M,,

while the

resonators oughtt

to be pro-

from thmis point of view was worked out

a manner similar to tihat described
Eq.

it

of the resonators ought to be like changing the number of turns ill

above.

wlhich helps to verify
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its

''lais

analysis also led to

correctmess.

in

II

A number of useful conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis:
(1)

Scaling the circuit up or down in size will have no effect
on the coupling coefficients between resonators, although
by Eqs. (17.07-10) to (17.07-12) it can be seen that the
external Q's of the end resonators will be affected.
The
Q. will vary as l/(size).

(2)

The coupling coefficients between resonators will vary as
Ilw0 but the external Q's are independent of frequency.
Since the coupling coefficients predominate in determining
bandwidth, the bandwidth of a filter with ferrimagnetic
resonators will tend to remain constant as it is tuned (see
Sec. 17.02), but the response shape will change.
A filter
with moderate-sized Tchebyscheff ripples at the center of
the tuning range will tend to have larger ripples when
tuned at the lower edge of the tuning range, and may tend
toward a nearly maximally flat response when tuned at the
upper edge of the tuning range.

(3)

Tihe coupling coefficients are directly proportional to M
while the external Q's are inversely proportional to M,.
Thus as can be seen with the aid of Sec. 17.02, any change
in M. will alter the filter bandwidth in proportion to the
change in M, while thie response shape should remain unaffected.
One qualification to this statement needs to
be made withl regard to dissipation loss.
Since the dissipation loss effects are influencedf by bandwidth (see
Secs 11.06 and 11.07), there may be some change in response shape for this reason.

(4)

1Because the

externial Q varies as l/(sizc), as the circuit
is scaled in size, and because the coupling coefficients
vary as l/,
the obtaining of adequate coupling between
the end resonators and the external circuits, and the
obtaining of adeqouate coupling between adjacent resonators,
will become increasingly difficult as the operating frequency is increased.
Ferrimagnetic materials with
especially large values of M. should be helpful for use
in the higher microwave ranges.

At the time of this writing, the above conclusions have not been
systematically checked by experiments l means; however, they do appear to
be consistent with available experimental evidence.
In particular, the
measuredresponses of the filters worked on by Carter3i 4.S.6 bear out the
second of the above conclusions very well.
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SEC.

RESULTS OF SOME TRIAL MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE
BAND-PASS FILTER DESIGNS HAVING STRIP-LINE
INPUTS AND OUTPUTSt

17.08,

trial
SSeveral
magnetically tunable filter designs will now be deSince part of the design process involves cut and Lry (namely
the determination of the spacings of the resonators and the sizes of the
Sscribed.

coupling apertures), these designs should provide helpful guide lines
for additional designs..
A Trial Two-Resonator YJG Filter Design Using Top and Bottom Wall
Coupling--Figure 17.08-1 shows the cross section of the strip-lines which
were used in the design of a magnet-'
1.---

ically tunable filter of the form in
Fig,

17.07-3.

In this case, the

s•Lrip line was made unsymmetrical
,.

o."

an effort to obtain tighter cou-

4in

1-10.1. l-045

impedance.
GAA

SPHK

T.'

••"
|-di,

The smaller spacing d,
between the strip line and the bottom
wall should give a greeIter flux den-

.oo"

sity and tighter coupling to the
sphere for a given line impedance.

A.,V-,

FIG. 17.08-1

STRIP-LINE DIMENSIONS

Ilowever,

FOR AN EXPERIMENTAL

spaciub d2 increases the magnet air

using a larger upper wall

FILTER OF THE FORM
gap required, and other means for
obtaining a tight coupling to the
sphere appear at this time to be
(The use of a step transformer to lower the terminating im-

SHOWN IN FIG. 17.07-3

preferable.

pedance seen by the resonator is

recommended,

as discussed in Sec.

17.07.)

In this case the external Q's were computed using the formula
120 7W' (d 1/d2) (d,
O. "

+ d2 )
(17.08-1)

where

No

377
Z0

(d, +d d2)2)

These deasia. are due to P. s. Carter, Jr.

4 6

'
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(17.08-2)

in the effect ive width of the line if it had no fringing capacitance
and Z; is the impedance of the line. All other quantitiesn are as defined in Fig. 17.08-1, or as were defined in connection with Eq. (17.07-1),
(17.07-2), and Fig. 17.07-6. The actual strip width IFto give a Z
50-ohm line with fringing capacitance was estimated usiang the fringing
capacitance data in Sec. 5.05.
This trial filter design used 0.074-inch-diameter YIG spheres mounted
on 0.010-inch-tIgick dielectric plate&n, as indicated in Fig. 17.08-2. The
coupling &lot. between the spheres (aue Fig. 17.07-3) was 0.105 inch wide
and 0.320 inch long, while the metal wall separating the input and output
atrip line structures wasn 0.125 inch thick, as indicated in Fig. 17.08-2.
It wasn found desirable to uae a relatively thick dividing wall in order
to separate the spheres enough that they would not disturb the biasning H,
field seen by each other. Each sphere wasn mounted with its center 0.160 inch

NO -5970

3
0

M0.91O6

,

404

NO I099"

HO-126700

from the vertical

short-circuit wall terminating its strip line.

estimated external Q computed using Eqs.
105,

while measured values obtained

about 125.

As might be expected,

(17.08-1)

without

and (17.08-2)

The
was

the coupling slot averaged

cutting the coupling slot in the wall

between the two spheres tended to increase the external Q's so that the
measured values averaged around 170.

The size of the coupling slot was

determined by cut aSdttry increases in the coupling-slot %idth until a
Tchebyscheff response with small ripple was obtained.
Tests on one of the resonators gave a measured unloaded Q value which
ranged from about 550 at 2 Gc to 1255 at 3.90 Gc, when tested in time stripline structure before the coupling slot was cuL.
AILer the 0.105-inch by
0.302-inch slot was present, these values were, interestingly enough,
lisied to 710 and 1810, respectively.
This same resonator wihen tested in
4
waveguide had an unloaded Q of 3800 at 2.6 Gc, and 6,600 at 4.0 tic.
The considerably

lower Q's in the strip-line structure are due to the
deleterious effects of the relatively confining metallic boundaries seen
by the sphere.
The spheres were mounted so that they had a [111] axis (i.e.,
axis) parallel to Bo..

an easy

Figure 17.08-2 shows the measured attctumaLion

characteristics of the filter obtained

for four values of biasing field

Note that the off-resonance attenuation is quite high, although there
is a spurious response below the pass band in each case.
The higher the

H..

pass-band-frequency,

the lower the attenuation at the spurious response,

until when the filter is tuned around 4.5 Gc,
with the pass-band response.
2.8 db when tuned at 2.0 Gc,

the spurious response merges

The minimum attenuation of this filter was
1.3 db at 3.4 Gc, and

1.8 db at 2.6 Gc,

0.8 db at 3.9 Gc.
A Side-Wall Coupled Two-Resonator YIG Filter Design--Figure

17.08-3

shows the dimensions of an experimental filter of the sidewall-coupled
type in Fig. 17.07-4(a).
Note that the dividing wall with its aperture
was made easily removable,
sites could be tried.

so that various wall thicknesses and aperture

The YIG spheres were mounted on dielectric rods

so that they could be rotated about a [110] axis in order to achieve
synchronous tuning.
This type of tuning was provided mainly because it
was planned that this filter would later be converted to a three-resonator
filter, and it appeared desirable to include means for tuning the resonators with respect to each other.'
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FIG. 17.08-3 DETAILS OF A TWO-RESONATOR YIG FILTER
OF THE FORM SHOWN IN FIG. 17.07.4(o)

Note that the strip lines in Fig.
wall than to the outer walls.

17.08-3 are closer to the dividing

'This was done so that adequate iLupling

could be maintained between spheres while still
the strip lines.
ance of Z;

keeping the spheres under

The strip lines were designed to give a desired imped-

50 ohms by first computing Co/l,

capacitanlce per unit length,

by use of

Co
--

376.7
3.(17.08-3)
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the required normalized

where e, is the relative dielectric constant of the medium of propagation.
Then, referring to Fig. 17.08.4, desired values for t, b, S,/2 and S,/2

I

were selected, and the corresponding line width W required to give the
desired line impedance Z0 was computed using the formula

2

(17.08-4)

b

where (C 1 o/1) 1 and (Cfo/0) are normalized fringing capacitances obtained
from Fig. 5.05-10(a) using s/b = S/16 and s/b = S2 /b, respectively.
This trial* filter used 0.074-inchOIVI

diameter YIG spheres,

WI WALL

while the spacing

d between the at' i,-line and the adjacent ground
I nea was 0.110 inch.
these dimensions are

hy Fig. 17.07-

seen to yield a theoretical value of
external Q of about 150, which is

aa-eT-u,
FIG. 17.0S-4

Measured values
satisfactorily low.
ranged from
structure
of Q. in this
212 to 236.
These relatively high
,measured values are no doubt due'

DEFINITION OF THE
STRIP-LINE PARAMETERS
FOR THE FILTER SHOWN
IN FIG. 17.06-3

largely to the spheres being located
near the edLges of the strip lines in
stead of at their centers.
The size of the coupling aperture was held
constant while various thicknesses of the dividing wall in Fig. 17.08-3
were tried until a response with a small Tchebyscheff ripple was obtained
Table 17.08-1 along with

Table 17.06-1
MEASUIIEI) CHARA(CTERISTICS OF TWO-I.ESO,4NA'I
SIDE-WALL-CCOUPLEI) FILTER IN FIG. 17.08-3

Figs. 17.08-5 and 17.08-6 show
the measured performance of
this filter.

The data in

Q,

Fig, 17.08-6 were taken by
holding the frequency constant

0c
(Ge)

and varying the biasing magnetic field. As can be seen
from Fig. 17.08-6, the spurious

2.000
3.000
4.000

response below the pass band

sI

is

more severe than is the

(LA*)s
(db)

(minimum)
(aim~ess)

MUASUMt

(

sds)O3
(Mc)

(ocM
ratode)

d16c
(Mc)

IDTA)
4.0
1.2
1.0.

1.9
1.01
1.48

banduidths give

points below (LA).in,
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--

1500
2050

714.7
1070
1427

26
20
25

are measured to the 3-4b or 30-db

117
113
121

,

main spurious response in the case of the topfilter whose response is shown in Fig,
response in Fig;

The larger spurious

17.08-6 is believed to be due to having the spheres so

close to the edge of the strip-lines.
between strip lines,

it

uander the strip lines,
the off-resonance

and bottom-wall coupled

17.08-2.

is

By using a thinner dividing wall

possible to move the spheres further back

but a thinner dividing wall was found to reduce

isolation of the filter.

Note from Fig.

17.08-5 and

Table 17.08-1 that time 3-db and 30-db bandwidths of the filter are nearly
constant as tihe filter is tuned, while the response changes from an overcoupled response at the lower end of the tuning range to an under-coupled
response at tihe upper end of the tuning range.

These results are in agree-

ment with the conclusions listed at the end of Sec.
35 1 \ 1 !
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FIG. 17.0"6 STOP-BAND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO-RESONATOR FILTER
SHOWN IN FIG. 17.0M3

One decided advantage of side-weil coupled filters of this type is
that they make possible the use of a magnet air gap of minimum size. A
more refined version of the filter in Fig. 17.08-3 has been built which
requires a magnet air gap of only 0.260 inch.
This filter was constructed
to split in half horizontally in the plane of the strip-lines.

The upper

and lower half were machined from separate blocks of brass, and the dividing wall was machined integral with the rest of the structure.
Figure 17.08-7 shows this filter with half partially removed. The rectangular tabs protruding from both sides of the middle of the filter
were included for possible use in mounting the filter in a magnet,
A Trial Three-Resonator YIG Filter-The filter in Fig. 17.08-3 was
modified to make it into a three-resonator filter of the form in
1054

tt

Fig.

17.07-4(b).

This was dome by removing the original dividing wall

and inmerting the thicker wall shown in Fig.

17.08-8.

Note that this

wall contains an additional 0.074-inch-diameter YIG sphere, and there
is also provision for rotating the added sphere about a [110] axis.
The height of the aperture in this dividing wall is 0.110 inch, Lhe
same as the spacing d between the strip lines .,nd the adjacent ground
planes.
Thus, this third sphere will see boundary conditions very
similar to those seen by the spheres under the strip lines. The thicknes of the dividing wall was chosen so that the center-to-center spacings of the three spheres would be the same as the center-to-center
spacings of the spheres in the two-resonator version.
In order to
optimize the response shape, some adjustment of this spacing of the
spheres would be desirable, but the spacing used was found to give
reasonably good resulas.
Figure 17.08-9 shows the assembled trial
three-resonator filter without a magnet.

!-s

FIG. 17.08-7

.

A MORE REFINED VERSION OF THE FILTER SHOWN IN FIG. 17.08-3
WITH ITS UPPER HALF PARTIALLY REMOVED
This filter requires a mognet air gap of only 0.260 inch
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The two und resonators were first tuned to be in about the middle of
their tuning range, when the filter was operated as a two-resonator filter.
The tuning rods were then cemented,
tuned by rotating it

and a third resonator was added and

so as to give a symmetrical response.

In this type

would be desirable to adjust the resonators in such a way as

of filter it

to be close to the orientation which would cancel out the temperature
effects of anisotropy.

same orientations of the crystal
in temperature,

a&l of the spheres do not have the

if

Otherwise,

axes,

there ara sizeable changes

and if

the resonators may suffer appreciable mistuning with re-

spect to each other.
'fable 17.08-2 along with Figs.
performance of the filter.

17.08-10 and 17.08-11 ahow the measured

The data in these figures were again taken by

holding the frequency constant
and varying the magnetic field.

Table 17.08-2

This procedure is

in most, re-

MEASURED CHARAIBISTICS OF THE TIIEE-RESONATOR

spects equivalent

to holding

YIG FILTER SHOWN IN FIG. 17.08-9

7c

the field constant and varying the frequency, and the
use of this procedure per-

(Go)
2.0

(LAri.
(db)
3.5

2.5
3.0
4.0

mitted much more rapid testthat the stop-band attenustion level has been greatly
improved in this filter while
the pass-band attenuation has

413db"
(Mc)
32.-9

"130 db"
VSWl
(Mc)
(minimum)
91.4
2.50

1.7
1.7
1.4

34.2
33.6
30.9

90.1
90.6
87.2

1.23
1.10

967.1
990
1310

4.5

1.6

24.0

89.1

--

1586.8

7.0

1.6

29.6

•

n.

-8

......

liven

30-db point bhowe

N0

(oersteds)
610

a.essro

to the 3.dh or

(L 4 ).in.

been increased only a little.
One of the important things demonstrated by this trial three-resosator
filter is
H 0 -field

that the resonators can be kept in tune with each other as the
is varied.

successful

An earlier trial three-resonator

in this regard.

It

filter 4 was not so

is believed that the similar boundary con-

ditions seen by all three spheres in filters of the type in Fig.
are important

17.07-4(b)

for maintaining synchronous tuning.

The 30-db bandwidth of the filter stays quite constant over the tuning
range, just as for the two-resonator version.
The ratio of the 30-db bandwidth to the 3-db bandwidth runs around 2.8 for the three-resonator filter
design as compared to around 5 for the two-resonator filter design.

Al-

though the cutoff rate was considerably sharper for the three-resonator

"

+-"
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FILTER SHOWN IN FIG. 17.06-9
These curves were obtained using a recorder and a swept magnet
power supply.
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design,

the performance of this particular filter was probably not optimum

in this respect because of a small amount of mistuning and because no
effort was made to optimize the shape of the pass-band response for this
condition.
Filters designed to correspond to equal-element prototypes
(Sec. 11.07) would probably be desirable for moat tunable filter applications.
Such filters would result in very nearly minimum midband dissipation loss for a given specified 30-db (or .other specified level)
stop-bandwidth.

In the case of the two- and three-resonator filters

discussed herein,

the three-resonator design has a 30-db bandwidth which
is about 23 percent less than that for the two-resonator design, but with
somewhat larger midband attenuation.
Further optimization of the design
to correspond to an equal-element prototype at a given tuning frequency,
should make it possible to reduce the midband loss somewhat at least at
that tuning frequency.
SEC.

17.09,

MAGNETILALLY TUNABLE BAND-PASS FILTERS WITH
WAVEGUIDE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Figure 17.09-1 shows a two-resonator waveguide filter which is
analogous to the strip-line filter in Fig. 17.07-3.
Ferrimagnetic resonator spheres are placed near short-circuit walls in the waveguides so
that the spheres see strong magnetic fields.
The spheres are coupled
through on-elongated coupling slot with its length parallel to the waveguide axes.
With this orientation of the slot, there is very little
coupling between guides except when resonance in the spheres is excited.

STEWEDO
WAVEGUISTRANSFonuES SETWI[EN ST~tiANDARD
AN0 NEOUCED*KIGHT GUIDE.

FIG. 17.09-1

TWO-RESONATOR FILTER USING OVERLAPPING WAVEGUIDES

AND
ELONGATED
AXIAL COUPLING SLOT
COMMN
MWEN
WAL
GIDE

RESONATOR$Hi
11111111MASNIETIC

MATCHING SECTION TO FULL -HIT

GUIDE

Y

FIG. 17.09L2 TWO-RESONATOR FILTER USING WAVEGUIDES AT RIGHT ANGLES
AND A 00CULAR COUPLING IRIS

the spheres are placed in reduced-h eight waveguide in order to obtain
adequate coupling between the spheres and the waveguides, anti also to
reduce th~e size of tile magnet air gap required. Step transformers ore
used to transform the imipeduance of thme standard terminating guides to
that of th.a reduced-height guide sections.
Figure 17.09-2 sthows another possible waveguide configuration, a
5
This
whiich has been discussed by Kotzebue."

single- resouia-cor versionl of
configuration differs
resonance isolationg

from that ill Fig.

hole whlichl will permit bot~h
fields generated by

coupled

linear components of the circularly polarized

the spheres at resonlance (see Sec.

fron ogle sphlere to

tile

at right angles to eauch other
lat~ion.

Wit

17. 05) to be

In this case the guides are placed
other,
in order to increase the off-resonance iso-

Lithe guides so oriented,

ation characteristic

17.09-1 mainly in that off-

is obtalined in this case by using a round coupling

the filter will have the same attenu-

for both~ directions of transmission,

but it

will have

180 degrees wore phase shift for one direction of transmission than for the
other. 6 3, litLtme cabe of' thme filter in Fig. 17.09-1, b~oth the attenuation
and phase cliaracteristics
The design process

are independent of Lthe direction of transmission.
for a waveguide

filter with ferrimagnetic reso-

nators closely parallels that for the strip-line cases discussed in
Sec.

17.07.

magnetic
Fig.

Carter 3

has derived an eqfuation for the external Q'of a ferni-

resonator mnounted in waveguide, and thlis eqfuation is given in

17.09-3.

1,1 this equat'i'on A.is the guide wav~elength,

space walvelength,

(I anid 1) are guidle dimensions
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where b is the height of the standard guide, V' is the actual height to
be used, and Q1 and QJ 5. are the external Q's for the guides of height
'band 6', respectively. To scale data in Fig. 17.09-3 to correspond' to
materials other than YIG use
;

M.
=Q;

Q. ;

(17.09-2)

where M,/M• is

the ratio of the saturation magnetization of YIG to that
of the material to be used, Q. is the external Q for YIG as obtained from
Fig. 17.09-3, and Q; is
actually used.

the external Q for the ferrimagnetic material

Figure 17.09-4 shows computed and measured data for the external Q
of YIG spheres in one-quarter height X-band waveguide.
agreement between theory and experiment is quite good.
the strip-line casas discussed in Secs.

17.07 and 17.08,

Notice that the
However,

as for
the presence of

an adjacent coupling hole or slot can be expected to increase the external

Q

of a resonator, typically by a factor of 20 percent or somewhat more.

The determination of the proper spacing between spheres and the size
of the intervening coupling aperture can be determined as discussed in
Secs.

17.07 and 17.08.

Approximate designs can be obtained by scaling

the sphere spacings and aperture sizes in the examples in Sec. 17.08,
using the principles discussed in Sec. 17.07.
It is generally desirable
to make the aperture somewihat undersized to start out with (i.e., somewhat
narrow if it is an elongated slot), and then its size can be increased
until the desired pass-band shape (or coupling coefficient)

is

obtained.

As was discussed in Sec. 17.05, the coupling to magnetostatic modes
in a ferrimagnetic resonator tends to increase as the frequency increases.
The work of Fletcher and Solt t 1 indicates that this coupling depends
strongly on the sphere diameter as compared to a wavelength.
Thus,

for

the same level of spurious-response activity, filters designed to operate
at X-band or higher should use smaller resonator spheres than filters
designed for S-band,

if

other factors are equal.
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SEC.

17.10,

MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE DIRECTIONAL FILTERS HAVING
CIRCULATOR ACTION

Figure 17.10-1 shows a waveguide directional filter of a type discussed in Chapter 14.
This filter uses cylindrical resonators with
circular apertures, which all together can propagate circularly polarized
TEI modea at resonance.
The first and Last apertures are cut in the
adjacent TEl -mode rectangular waveguide at points where the H-field is

1064

circularly polarized at the resonant frequency of the cavities.

As a

result of the circular polarization in the resonators and coupling aFertures, when the cavities become resonant, power flows from Port 1 through
the resonators and out Port 4, while in theory no power emerges from
Off of resonance all of the power flows straight through
Port 2 or 3.
Figure 17.10-2 shows the measured attenuation
from Port I to Port 2.
characteristics for transmission from Port I to Ports 2,
two-resonator filter of the type in Fig.

17.10-1.

3,

and 4 for a

The input VSWR at

Port 1 is also shown. In theory
this type of filter will always

/

present a matched impedanceMP
looking into any one of its
ports if the other three ports
are terminated in waveguide

Caz

/

loads of unity VSWR.
Figure 17.10-3 shows a magnetically tunable two-resonator
directional filter which is po-

.

tentially capable of producing

/

the same attenuation characteristics shown in Fig. 17.10-2

PONTI

when the input is at Port 1. As
was indicated in the case of

l---

'Ce.
PONTI
A-_IS7-4$M

FIG. 17.10.1

the filters in Figs. 17.09-1
and 17.09-2, the spherical YIG

A TWO-RESONATOR, FIXEDTUNED WAVEGUIDE
DIRECTIONAL FILTER

ferrimagnetic resonators are
placed in reduced-height waveguide in order to increase the coupling between the waveguides and the spheres, and step transformers are used to
match between the reduced-height guide and the standard height terminaThe YIG spheres are placed in the waveguide at points in
ting guides.
Now at
the guidks where the HF H-field will be circularly polarized.
reionance the- ciriularly polarized HF H-field in the first
guide will excite a strong circularly polarized magnetic moment in the
This magnetic moment will in turn profirst sphire (see Sec. 17.05).
duce an intense circularly.ppiarized H-field which will couple through
ferrimagnetic

the circular aperture to the second sphere.

An intense circular polarized

magnetic moment will then be excited in the second sphere which will
Thus we see that the filter in
cause energy to be radiated out Port 4.
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3 sscru

larly polarized resonances in ferrimsagnetic resonators.
If

power is fed into Port 4 of the filter in Fig. 17.10-1 it will
exhibit the same general transmission properties indicated in Fig. 17.10-2,
except for the curve marked for Prt
4 now applies to Port 1, etc.
This
is neceýsiary since the filter in IFig. 17.10-1 is a reciprocal device.
However,

as was noted in Sec.
reciprocal circuit elements.-

!

17.05,

* I.

a...

ferrimagnetic

As a result,

1.4

if

resonators are not
power is fed into Port 4

I
I

A

.

I.

/YAG

IONT

3

SPHERE

1POR___

PONT

A

FIG. 17.10-3

A MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE DIRECTIONAL FILTER
THAT HAS CIRCULATOR ACTION

A

of the filter in Fig. 17.10-3, the circularly polarized H-fields will
have the wrong direction of polarization to excite resonance, and the
power will emerge from Port 3 instead of going to Port 1 as it does in
the case of the filter in Fig. 17.10-1.
Thus, at resonance we can get
transmission from Port 1 to Port 4, from Port 4 to Port 3,

from Port 3 to

Port 2, and from Port 2 to Port 1. Therefore at resonance this device
can be used as a circulator.
If the direction of the biasing H0 field
is

reversed,

be reversed,
etc.

T'hus,

then the directions for transmission at resonance would all
i.e.,

power could flow from PL t 4 to Pn-t I at resonance,

this device can also be used as a magnetically controlled

switch.
The amount of reverse isolation between, say, Ports 4 and 1 at resonance depends on how nearly perfectly polarized the H-fields seen by the
resonators are.

For example,

if

the resonators are located at points in

the waveguides so that they see elliptically polarized fields,
main transmission is

if

Like

from Port 4 to Port 3 there will also be some trans-

mission through the resonators to Port 1.

This is because any elliptically

polarized field can be regarded as being composed of two circularly polarized fields with opposite directions of rotation, and the component with
the proper dirertion of circular polarization to excite the spheres will
pass through to the other guide.
Patel T M has made an extensive unalysis of single-resonator filters of
the type in Fig. 17.10-3.
In his filters a single YIG sphere was so
placed in the center of the coupling aperture between guides as to be
half in the upper guide and half in the lower guide.

Among other things,

he made a study to determine the optimum location of the sphere in the
waveguide to obtain the best possible circular polarization of the RF
H-fields over u waveguide band.

This is an important consideration since

for any given position of the sphere,
only be obtained at one frequency,

perfect circular polarization can

and it

is desirable that the ellipticity

of the H-fields at the upper and lower edges of the desires frequency
tuning range be minimized.
Patel's study shows that the optimum compromise location for the ferrimagnetic resonator is approximately a/4 from
the side wall of the waveguide, where a is the width of the waveguide.
Figure 17.10-4 shows experimental points and theoretical curves obtained
by Patel for a single-resonator filter of the type in Fig. 17.10-3, which
illustrates how the forward and reverse insertion loss at resonance very.
The upper dashed curve shows how the theoretical reverse isolation at
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INSERTION LOSS IN
FORWARD DIRECTION (Port 1 to Port 4) AND REVERSE
DIRECTION (Port 4 to Port 1) FOR A SINGLE-RESONATOR
FILTER OF THE FORM SHOWN IN FIG. 17.10-3
The magnetic field was adjubted to give resonance at each
test frequency.

varies as a function of the tuning frequency,

the ellipticity of the Il-field polarization.

as a result of

Note that the theoreticaj

isolation goes to infinity at around 9.3 Gc where the polarization is
circular.
resonance

The lower dashed curve shown the forward insertion loss at
the filter-is tuned across the band.
Even though, when the

.,%

H-field does Dot have perfect circular polarization,

there will be some

leakage of power out Port 2 at resonance (when power is fed in Port 1),
this source of power loss is smal'l, and the insertion loss indicated in
this figure in mostly due to dissipation loss in the resonator.
The design of magnetically tunable directional filters can be carried
out in much the same fashion as was described for the cases treated in
Secs. 17.07 to 17.09.
Patel2 7 agves, for the external Q of a ferrimagnetic
resonator in a directional

filter,

the formula
20
Q,

•,0%. (2,
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:(17.

kI2)

10-1)

where
smoter,

1.256 x 10-6 henry/
n umks units &o. - yp*,, y
1.759 x 101, pe
and N. is the sntutstion maSnotisation in ampere-turns/meter.

[So: Eqs,

(17.05-3nb)

for conversion to other units.]

is the volume of the ferrimsagnetic

The quantity V.

resonator and
lX
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2a sn j_
2a
a

-2 2a
The ratio ofIk./k)

(17.10-2ý

-a

is equal to the ratio of the HF H-field strength seen

by the resonator in a direction transverse to the axis of the guide containing the resonator,

to the HF H-field stiength seen by the resonator

in the direction parallel
of the guide,

to the axis of the guide,

while a is the width

z is the distance from the center of the resonator to the

To give circularly
the guide wavelength.
• Ik, I is required.
polarized excitatioa of the resonator, Ik
side of the guide,

end X

is

Patel does not give an expliciL dcfinition of the guide impedance
Z. in Eq.

(17.10-1).

However,

gives k. - i/2a and & - 0),
equation shown in Fig.
that Eq.

(17.10-1)

it

Eq.

17.09-3.

can be shown that for x = a/2 (which
(17.10-1) should reduce to Carter's
Making use of this fact, we conclude

can be restated as

Q,

(A~).

60 77Gb
o0 ,. V.

in

+ ( ac os

•)

Using x - a/4, as appears to be desirable from Patel's work,
4 /(2a)

- 0.870 as is

frequency band,
Q.

(17.10-4)

and letting

typical for the center of a waveguide operating

t-hen
-

1.14 (Q. obtained using Fig.

17.09-3).

(17.10-5)

Thus, using Eq. (17.10-5), along with Fig. 17.09-3 used in the manner
described in Sec. 17.09, the proper waveguide dimensions and sphere sizes
required to give desired external Q values can be estimated.
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As was

I
discussed in Sec.

17.07,

the presence of the coupling aperture between

resonators will tend to raise the external Q somewhat
20 percent),

(perhaps about

so some allowance should be made for this fact when deter-

mining the sphere dimensions.
When the designer has determined the diameter of the ferrimasnetic
resonators and the desired waveguide dimensions, if step transformers
such as those shown in Fig. 17.10-3 are required,

the desired design can

be obtained using the data in 'fables 6.02-2 through 6.02-5,
Tables 6.04-1 through 6.04-4.

Correction

and

for the fringing capacitances

at the step discontinuities should be made using the procedure described
in Sec.

6.08.

The required diameter of coupling aperture between resonators for a
filter such as that in Fig. 17.10-3 can be determ ined experimentally by
making the hole relatively small to start out with,

and then increasing

its size until desired shape of response is obtained.
e\ternal

If

the value of

Q for the resonmators was chosen so as to correspond to a given

low-pass prototype filter and a specified fractional bandwidth, then it
should be possible to obtain the desired response shape and bandwidth by
increasing the size of the couplinmg aperture between the resonators until
the proper coupling coefficient is obtained between the resonators.
SEC.

17.11,

MAGNIIICALLY TUNABLE BAN)-S'roP FIL'I'S

Figure 17.11-1 shows a possible form of strip-line, magnetically
'mnable, band-stop filter having a narrow stop band with high attenuation.

iOSTRIP-- LINE
6-11OUNO PLANES

CENTER CONOUCTON

"0~

7-

A-M311?-140

FIG. 17.11.1

A MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE STRIP-LiNE
BAND-STOP FILTER
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In this filter spheres of ferri...

.

.

magnetic material such as YIG
placed between the strip-

.arc

line center conductor and an

Yo

Yo

adjacent ground plane,

so that

the magnetic field about the
strip line will couple to the
spheres.

Each

sphere then has

mutual inductance coupling to
ýo vthe

yo_

transmission line as suggested by the equivaler, t circuit

---

in Fig. 17.11-2(a).

(b)

FIG. 17.11-2

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF A
YIG SPHERE COUPLED TO A
STRIP LINE AS SHOWN IN
FIG. 17.11-1
In this figure resonator losses
are neglected

(Note that

this equivalent circuit neglects
resonator dissipation loss.)
When the signal frequency and
the biasing magnetic field
strength HIo are proper to excite
resonance in tihe spheres the

equivalent circuit of the coupled resonator is as shown in Fig. 17.11-2(b),
where within practical limits thme salope parameter 4, of the resonator can
be controlled by the choice of sphere diameter and by the magnitude of the
saturation magnetization of the ferrimagnetic material.
The ferrimagnetic
resonators of time filter in Fig. 17.11-1 cat, be tuned by varying the biasing
magnetic field strength 110.

Tle second resonator is shown above the strip-

line while its neighbors are shown below the strip-line in order to minimize
possible undesirable interaction between resonators.

Whether this is neces-

sary or not will depend on the relative size of the spheres and of the groundplane spacing as compared to the wavelengths

i'n the operating frequency range.

From the equivalent circuit in Fig. 17.11-2(b) it is seen that the magnetically tunable filter under consideration is of the type discussed in
Sec.

12.04 and shown in Fig.

12.04-2,

which is

repeated in Fig.

17.11-3.

Filters designed from the data in Fig. 17.11-3 will usually be most practical
if they are designed to have a constant, main-line characteristic admittance
which equals the termination admittance Y01 Under this condition, in
Fig.

17.11-3(a)
1
10 72
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(17.11-1)
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Quarterly Rleport 3, Co;nt"a't DA 36-039 SC-87398, SRIl;
reprinted in IRE Trrans•. IPGAMTT (see Rlef. I of Chapter 12.
by Young, Matthaei, and Jones)

BAND-STOP FILTER WITH SERIES BRANCHES AND QUARTERWAVE COUPLINGS: (a) EQUAL LINE ADMITTANCES, Yt;
Wb GENERAL CASE O.F UNEQUA6L CONNECTING-LINE
ADMITTANCES
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FIG. 17.11-5 A FOUR-RESONATOR MAGNETICALLY
TUNABLE WAVEGUIDE BAND-STOP
FILTER

Though a detailed design procedure for filters of the type in
Fig. 17.11-4 has njot been worked out at the time of this writing, the
design equations in Fig. 17.11-3(b) should prove helpful.
The quarterwavelength connecting lines of admittance Y, operate as impedance inverters (Sec. 8.03) having inverter parameter K, - /IY,. The equations
in Fig. 17.11-3(b) allow for a range of choice for these inverter parameters.
Now by Fig. 8.03-1(d) we see that a length of line with a shunt
capacitor in the middle can operate as an impedance inverter.
purposes of determining the proper sphere sizes,

etc.,

Thus,

for

the circuits be-

tween spheres in Fig. 17.11-4 can be characterized in terms of impedance
inverters of the form in Fig.

8.03-1(d).

After the designer has worked

out the basic low-pass filter structure design he can compute values for
the K, and Y-. 1/K,.

Then the equations in Fig.

17.11-3(b)

can be used

to compute the required normalized resonator slope parameters.
Finally,
the required sphere sizes can be computed from the ,I/Y, by procedures
such as were discussed above.
The discussion in this section has so far been phrased in terms of
strip-line structures.
However, the same principles also will apply to
the design of waveguide band-stop filters:
Figure 17,11-5 shows a multiresonator waveguide band-stop filter.
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Judging from experience with

!
cavity-type wavegUide band-stop filters (Sec.

12.08),

some difficulty

might be expected due to coupling directly from one resonator to the
In order to avoid this problem, L:.e waveguide height and sphere
next.
sie should both be kept very small compared to one-quarter wavelength.
It should be possible to design waveguide filters of the form in
Fig.
Fig.

17.11-5 using the same procedure described for the filter in
17.11-1 except that Fig. 17.09-3 and Eqs.' (17.09-1) and (17.09-2)

should be used in place of Fig.

17.07-6 and Eqs.

(17.07-3)

and (17.07-4).

Waveguide filters analogous to the strip-line filter in Fig. 17.11-4
These filters could take the general form of the corare also possible.
rugated waveguide filters discussed in Sec. 7.04, with YIG spheres
inserted in the high-impedance sections of the corrugations.
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